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Abstract 

 
To what extent is George Lindbeck’s ‘Postliberal’ approach to doctrine helpful for 

the resolution of contemporary Christian controversies? 
By Alasdair Rodgers 

 
The extensive critical response to George Lindbeck’s book, The Nature of Doctrine, 
has frequently overlooked the author’s own primary intent to propose an innovative 
‘grammatical’ approach to the function of doctrine (or ‘rule theory’), which would 
explicate, and replicate, observed ecumenical instances of doctrinal ‘reconciliation 
without capitulation’. This current research evaluates and tests, in a way which has 
not previously been undertaken by either Lindbeck or his critics, the extent to which 
a regulative approach to doctrine can provide a fruitful model with which to 
approach current ecclesial conflicts. This will be achieved by applying a modified 
version of rule theory within the case study of a contemporary ecclesial conflict. 
 
Following a clarification and modification of Lindbeck’s rule theory, I undertook a 
qualitative analysis of Christian liturgies, autobiographical accounts and position 
statements in the context of a single controversy (Church of England debates 
concerning same-sex relationships), to assess the extent to which a modified version 
of rule theory would provide a useful model with which to approach similar 
contemporary ecclesial conflicts. An analysis of the beliefs and practices of 
representative groups (as evident within their liturgies, autobiographical accounts, 
and descriptions of ‘faithful discipleship’) was undertaken, to ascertain whether 
operative regulative principles, akin to ‘grammar’, could be identified, and to test 
whether a comparison of identified ‘grammars’ would prove reconciliatory. 
 
The research discovered that the operative ‘grammar’ of different representative 
groups could be identified and compared, and that the modified version of rule 
theory had the ability to: disentangle debates about apparently inexorably conflicted 
positions over particular practices or beliefs; and facilitate a deeper understanding 
of the regulative principles which shaped interlocutors’ practices and beliefs, which 
would make a valuable contribution to the debate, but not necessarily in an 
immediately reconciliatory way. 
 
Consequently, this research has discovered that a modified version of rule theory 
does provide a helpful model with which to approach contemporary controversies, 
offering the potential for both the discovery of ‘grammatical’ coherence where it is 
present, and the identification of the true location and extent of ‘grammatical’ 
differences if they are present. Therefore, the modified version of rule theory under 
consideration is shown to provide a basis for dialogue which may variously lead to: a 
recognition of previously obscured ‘grammatical’ coherence; a form of reconciled 
diversity; the identification of promising areas for the negotiation of a new shared 
‘grammar’; or the recognition of the presence of irreconcilably divergent ‘grammars’, 
which may, in some instances, lead to a degree of ecclesial separation. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Understanding the context of this study 

 

In 1984, the Yale theologian and ecumenist George Lindbeck published the book for 

which he is probably most widely remembered, The Nature of Doctrine: Religion and 

Theology in a Postliberal Age (1984). It was a work which very quickly generated 

much interest within the theological world, and led to a significant body of literature 

in response. Indeed, by the twenty-fifth anniversary of the publication of the book, 

one theologian, who was closely identified with the ‘postliberal’ movement which 

Lindbeck had “christened” (Placher, 1999, p. 390), was lauding The Nature of Doctrine 

as “one of the most influential works of academic theology to appear in English in 

the last fifty years” (Marshall, 2009, p. vii). 

 

As I will discuss in the literature review which follows this chapter, the extensive 

critical response to Lindbeck’s work has been valuable, highlighting both many 

strengths and weaknesses within his proposals. But, as will also become apparent 

within the literature review, the published responses to Lindbeck’s book have 

focussed mainly on his proposal for a cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion1, and 

for a postliberal theology. While these published critical reflections on Lindbeck’s 

book have been helpful, I will argue later in this thesis that they have frequently 

overlooked Lindbeck’s own priority within The Nature of Doctrine, a priority which is 

evident in the title of his work, the opening sentences of the Foreword, and also in 

the opening chapter of his book2 (1984, p. 7; 15ff). Namely, George Lindbeck sought 

a new understanding for the function (or nature) of doctrine which would account 

for ecumenical instances of “doctrinal reconciliation without capitulation” (1984, p. 

16). These were instances in which agreement had been reached between parties 

                                                      
1 In which religions are understood to be “not primarily an array of beliefs about the true and the 
good (though it may involve these), or a symbolism expressive of basic attitudes, feelings, or 
sentiments (though these will be generated)” (1984, p. 33). Instead, Lindbeck suggested, religions 
should be understood to be “a set of acquired skills”  (1984, p. 33), which function as 
“comprehensive interpretative schemes… which structure human experience and understanding of 
self and world” (1984, p. 32), operating in a way which is similar to the function of a language or a 
culture, shaping and “organizing all of life, including both behaviour and beliefs” (1984, p. 33) 
2 This will be discussed in chapter three. 
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who had historically been in conflict over matters of doctrine, whilst all of those same 

parties still believed themselves to have remained faithful to the historic doctrinal 

positions of their own traditions, even though those different denominational 

positions appeared to remain irreconcilably at odds with one another (1984, pp. 15-

19). 

 

Lindbeck’s resulting innovative proposal regarding the nature of doctrine rested on 

an analogy, by which he proposed that doctrine should be understood to “chiefly” 

(1984, p. 81) operate in a way which is akin to the function of grammar in a language. 

More specifically, Lindbeck suggested that doctrine should be perceived neither as 

propositional statements, nor as expressions of human experiences of the divine 

(1984, p. 80). Rather, rule theory (which was the name Lindbeck gave to his regulative 

approach to doctrine) proposed that, in any given religious community, doctrine 

should be understood to operate in a way which is analogous to a cultural-

linguistically inspired 'grammatical' framework, with that framework shaping the 

practices and beliefs of the community. In this regulative approach to doctrine, 

Lindbeck suggested that church doctrines and the observation of religious practices 

(both of which, he proposed, should be regarded as the “correct usage” of a 

community’s regulative principles (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 81)) can be understood to 

reveal the ‘grammatical’ rules of faith which are in operation for any given religious 

community. Lindbeck described those ‘rules’ as “guidelines for Christian discourse 

rather than first-order affirmations about the inner being of God or of Jesus Christ" 

(1984, p. 94).  

 

Lindbeck hoped that such an understanding of doctrine would enable those engaged 

in ecumenical dialogue to find ways in which different communities, in different 

contexts, could discover a shared ‘grammar’ as a basis for unity, even if divergent 

practices or statements of belief had previously obscured any common doctrinal 

ground. It was Lindbeck’s hope that these proposals regarding the nature of doctrine 

would provide an explanation for the “doctrinal reconciliation without doctrinal 

change” (1984, p. 15) which he believed he had observed in ecumenical contexts, 
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and would also enable future instances of such reconciliations within ecumenical 

dialogue3. 

 

The research question to be addressed within this thesis 

 

As I have outlined above, although a significant body of literature has been generated 

in response to The Nature of Doctrine (Lindbeck, 1984), the focus of these critical 

reflections has (as I will highlight in the literature review in chapter two of this study) 

tended to primarily examine Lindbeck’s approach to religion, with less attention 

given to the main issues the author himself set out to address, namely, the function 

of doctrine in the practices of religious communities. 

 

In addition, and perhaps as a result of the tendency for scholars to primarily critique 

Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion, the regulative approach to 

doctrine which is proposed in The Nature of Doctrine remains largely untested. 

Lindbeck’s own work was primarily theoretical, with his references to historic 

instances of doctrinal difference remaining brief4, and “illustrative” (McGrath, 1990, 

pp. 33-34). Indeed, Lindbeck preceded his assertion that three regulative principles 

were “obviously at work” behind the formulation of the historic creeds with the 

statement that “[i]t is beyond the scope of this essay to examine the historical 

evidence for a regulative rather than propositional interpretation of the origins of 

the ancient creeds, but it is easy (indeed, banal) to illustrate what such an 

interpretation might look like” (1984, p. 94). 

                                                      
3 As Lindbeck stated in his Foreword: “the motivations of this book are ultimately more substantively 
theological than purely theoretical. As one who is deeply concerned about Christian unity, I would 
like to believe… that my work is of service to the church and to the glory of God. In brief, although 
the argument of the book is designed to be doctrinally and religiously neutral, it is prompted by 
convictions about the kind of theological thinking that is most likely to be religiously helpful to 
Christians and perhaps others in the present situation” (1984, p. 10). This will be discussed further in 
chapters three and four of this study. 
4 For instance, Lindbeck makes reference to Trinitarian and Christological formulations (1984, pp. 92-
96), Marian dogmas (1984, pp. 96-98) and Infallibility (1984, pp. 98-104), with brief allusions to 
issues such as ministry, justification, the Eucharist, the papacy and the Lordship or Messianic role of 
Christ (1984, pp. 15; 39; 63-65; 80-81), but in none of these instances does the author demonstrate 
thorough analyses of the cases in question. 
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Equally, subsequent scholars have not undertaken a rigorous practical testing, in the 

context of a contemporary ecclesial conflict, of Lindbeck’s proposals concerning a 

regulative function for doctrine. As a result, many questions regarding the practical 

application of Lindbeck’s rule theory remain unexplored. Therefore, in this current 

study I will seek to assist in refocusing attention on the primary issues which were in 

Lindbeck’s sights (regarding the function of doctrine) when he authored his book, 

and then to put a regulative approach to doctrine to the test.  

 

Initially I will seek to both clarify and modify the regulative approach to doctrine 

which Lindbeck proposed in 19845. These clarifications and modifications will be 

posited in the light of: existing scholarly reflections on The Nature of Doctrine; 

observations concerning the historical importance of the recognition of what could 

be (following Lindbeck’s analogy) described as ‘grammatical’ difference; and 

developments which have emerged within ecumenism (where an increased 

emphasis on the achievement of reconciled diversity has become more evident as a 

goal of ecumenical dialogue since the time of Lindbeck’s writing). 

 

However, this study will not be limited to a theoretical analysis of a regulative 

approach to doctrine. Instead I will (once modifications to Lindbeck’s version of rule 

theory have been proposed, and the methods to be utilised within this study have 

been clarified6), attempt to apply this adapted model within the context of a 

contemporary ecclesial controversy, to seek to ascertain the extent to which a 

regulative approach to doctrine can be shown to be helpful for the task of seeking 

resolution in an instance of doctrinal conflict7. And by extension, this experimental 

application will enable an assessment of the extent to which a modified version of 

rule theory can be expected to provide a helpful model to be employed by those 

seeking resolution within other instances of contemporary ecclesial conflict8. This 

                                                      
5 These clarification and modifications will be undertaken in chapters three and four. 
6 See chapter five. 
7 See chapters six, seven and eight. 
8 See chapter eight of this thesis. 
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practical testing of rule theory will subject the (modified) version of rule theory to 

the rigours of a ‘real life’ case study in a way which neither Lindbeck’s original work, 

nor the work of his critics, have thus far undertaken, and will enable conclusions to 

be drawn regarding the research question around which this study is focussed: To 

what extent is George Lindbeck’s ‘Postliberal’ approach to doctrine helpful for the 

resolution of contemporary Christian controversies? 

 

The way in which I will approach this research question will now be outlined below. 

 

The approach which will be undertaken within this study 

 

Initially I will undertake a thorough theoretical examination, clarification and 

modification of Lindbeck’s rule theory in dialogue with: the extensive range of 

materials published in response to The Nature of Doctrine; developments in 

ecumenism in the decades which have followed Lindbeck’s original work; and some 

historical examples in which (following Lindbeck’s analogy) ‘grammatical’ difference 

can be identified. Then I will progress to apply a regulative approach to doctrine 

within the context of a case study which provides an example of a contemporary 

church controversy: the debate within the Church of England concerning same-sex 

relationships9 which, although appearing to focus on ethical concerns is, I will argue, 

inextricably linked to doctrinal considerations10. This particular case study has been 

chosen because, at the time of writing, it was one of most public ecclesial conflicts in 

Britain, and was also a long-running dispute which had failed to find resolution within 

the Church of England over a number of decades11, with no apparent prospect of 

resolution in view. Therefore, it provided a good example of the type of debate for 

                                                      
9 Whilst Church of England debates concerning same-sex relationships take place within a wider 
LGBTQI+ discussion, it has been necessary, in the interests of maintaining the viability of this study, 
to limit the scope of this research to the most widely discussed (at the point in time under 
consideration in this study, which will be detailed later in this chapter) element of that wider Church 
of England discussion: that of same-sex relationships. 
10 This will be argued in chapter five of this thesis. 
11 A brief overview of the debate concerning same-sex sexual relationships in the Church of England 
will be outlined in chapter two of this work. 
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which Lindbeck hoped rule theory might be useful12, in which all parties are 

committed to remain faithful to the doctrines which have historically shaped their 

own particular tradition, whilst the practices and beliefs that result from adherence 

to those doctrinal positions simultaneously appear to pose a significant threat to 

ongoing unity between those same traditions. 

 
It will be my contention within this thesis that a clarified and modified version of rule 

theory13 can be shown to be a useful tool which, when applied in the context of this 

real ecclesial conflict, can enable the location of the conflict's true disagreement to 

be identified, and can provide tools for further dialogue and negotiation. I will argue 

that an application of a modified version of rule theory in the particular case study in 

question variously reveals: the extent of the difference which would need to be 

accommodated to achieve a degree of reconciled diversity; the most fruitful areas on 

which parties should focus if they wish to work towards a negotiated unity; and the 

depth of the difference between conflicted parties, which may lead some to conclude 

that institutional unity cannot be maintained. Whilst these outcomes do not 

demonstrate the “reconciliation without capitulation” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 18) which 

Lindbeck envisaged, it will be my contention that the modified version of rule theory 

which I will propose, allows Christians who are engaged in the conflicted Church of 

England debate (and, by extension, other Christians engaged in similar debates) to 

helpfully disentangle apparently intractably conflicted controversies over particular 

practices, or the interpretation of particular biblical texts. In addition, I will argue that 

the modified version of rule theory under consideration reveals the extent to which 

the conflicting conclusions of different parties are an inevitable result of the following 

of very different, and sometimes contradictory, regulative principles which are 

inherent components of the identities of the parties involved. I will then argue that 

the modified version of rule theory which is being proposed could, if applied in the 

                                                      
12 Chapter five of this study will include a discussion of the applicability of rule theory to a debate 
which, unlike Lindbeck’s original proposal, appears to be concerned primarily with ethics rather than 
doctrine, and is an intra-denominational conflict as opposed to an ecumenical one.  
13 The way in which I will highlight clarifications concerning the model, and propose modification to 
it, will be outlined in chapters three and four. 
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case study under consideration, provide an innovative first step in a process of 

working towards a form of resolution. 

 

Because the conflict which has occurred within this chosen case study has proved to 

be protracted, and is, at the time of writing, in a state of ongoing development, it will 

be necessary to select a single fixed moment in the controversy, at which 

representatives of the various parties in the debate can be clearly identified. That 

fixed moment in the debate which will be considered is the conflict as it stood at the 

beginning of the formal, structured dialogue, or “shared conversations”, which 

commenced in 2014 (Archbishop of Canterbury’s Reconciliation Ministry Team, n.d.). 

It will also be important, for the sake of clarity and practicability, to limit the scope 

of the study to analyse only the practices and beliefs of the particular representative 

groups which are identified at that specific point in the debate. Therefore, this study 

will not be so bold as to seek to engage with every Christian (or even every Anglican) 

position on same-sex relationships, or to ‘resolve’ the present Church of England 

conflict by proposing which course of action the church (or the separate parties 

within the church) should ultimately take to bring the conflict to a conclusion. Nor 

will this study seek to predict what the outcome of the controversy within the Church 

of England might be. Rather this research will be limited to a rigorous testing of a 

modified version of rule theory within the defined confines of the chosen case study, 

to enable an assessment of the extent to which a regulative approach to doctrine 

might be expected to have made a useful contribution, had it been applied at the 

particular juncture of the debate which is under consideration. 

 

As I will discuss in chapter three of this study, Lindbeck’s proposals give a great deal 

of attention to the performance of doctrine, from which, by careful observation, he 

believed that the regulative principles which shape the practices of any given 

community could be discerned. Therefore, this study will seek to undertake 

qualitative analyses of the practices (or proposed practices)14 of the groups which 

                                                      
14 As described in their liturgies, proposed liturgies, published autobiographical accounts and 
published descriptions of what they perceive to be faithful practice. 
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can be identified as being representative of each of the main parties at the point of 

the debate under consideration. This will ascertain whether the regulative principles 

of each party can be discerned from the analysis of their practices (or proposed 

practices), as described in their liturgies, proposed liturgies, published 

autobiographical accounts and published descriptions of what they perceive to be 

faithful practice. The identification of these regulative principles15, if they prove to 

be present in the way in which Lindbeck’s model suggests, will then enable a 

comparison of the ‘rules’ which govern the practices of those engaged in the 

debate16, leading to an assessment of the extent to which a regulative approach to 

doctrine can be expected to provide a helpful model for use in examples of 

contemporary ecclesial conflicts17. 

 

But before I undertake to propose any clarifications or modifications to Lindbeck’s 

rule theory, and before any testing of a regulative approach to doctrine commences, 

an outline of the thesis which follows will be described. 

 

An outline of the following chapters 

 

In the chapter which follows this introduction, I will undertake a thorough 

examination of the existing critical response to The Nature of Doctrine in the form of 

a literature review, outlining the ways in which Lindbeck’s book has been critiqued, 

identifying areas of study which remain to some extent unexplored, and describing 

the context for the case study in which I propose to test a regulative approach to 

doctrine. 

 

In chapter three, I will examine Lindbeck’s own intentions in more detail, exploring 

his ecumenical context, describing his doctrine-as-grammar proposal, and looking 

beyond some of the rhetoric of his argument to illuminate the extent to which the 

                                                      
15 These will be examined in chapter six of this thesis. 
16 See in chapter seven of this study. 
17 In chapter eight of this thesis. 
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author was drawing an analogy regarding the function of doctrine. I will then argue 

that this analogy can be disentangled from the cultural-linguistic paradigm for 

religion which has become the focus of so much of the scholarly response to 

Lindbeck’s work. In addition, in this chapter I will highlight some cautions regarding 

the discernment of ruled behaviour through the observation of practice. 

 

In chapter four of this thesis, I will then critique an optimism which seems to be 

present throughout The Nature of Doctrine, in which it appears that Lindbeck hoped 

that an application of rule theory would perennially lead to a discovery of “doctrinal 

reconciliation without capitulation” (1984, p. 16), based on the hope that a 

convergent ‘grammar’ may be identified as a basis for unity, even if that shared 

‘grammar’ had previously been obscured by divergent practices and beliefs. I will 

explore this optimism in relation both to Lindbeck’s expectation for the presence of 

a scriptural (or more specifically ‘intratextual’) “test of faithfulness” (1984, p. 116) 

within Christian communities, as well as in relation to some historic examples of 

doctrinal difference, which will lead to the proposal of some modifications to 

Lindbeck’s model. 

 

In Chapter five I will then clarify some methodological considerations, discussing the 

relevance of Lindbeck’s regulative approach to intra-denominational and ethical 

conflicts (such as Church of England debates about same-sex relationships), despite 

their differences from the types of ecumenical and more straight-forwardly doctrinal 

debates which Lindbeck had in view when he wrote his book. In addition, I will 

highlight some clarifications regarding the ways in which the observation of practices 

(through the analyses of liturgies, proposed liturgies or published autobiographical 

accounts) and the analyses of statements published by the parties under 

consideration in the case study, can lead to the discernment of ‘rules’, and the type 

of ‘rules’ which should be expected to be present. Then, in chapter six, I will analyse 

those practices (and proposed practices) which were being promoted by the various 

parties participating in the Church of England debate about same-sex relationships 

at the beginning of the shared conversations which commenced in 2014, seeking to 
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discern any ‘grammar’ which may be operative in the shaping of the practices and 

beliefs of each of those parties. 

 

These identified ‘grammars’ will then be compared in chapter seven of this study, to 

ascertain the extent to which the application of a modified version of rule theory 

could, if it had been applied at the juncture of the debate under consideration, have 

identified ways for the various parties to work towards a form of reconciliation. Then, 

in chapter eight, I will draw some conclusions about the extent to which the 

application of a modified version of rule theory could have offered a fruitful model 

to be utilised, had it been applied at that particular point in the Church of England 

debate about same-sex relationships, and by extension, the extent to which a 

modified version of rule theory can be expected to offer a helpful model for use in 

other cases of ecclesial conflict. 
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Chapter 2: A Literature review 

 

As the extensive critical response to George Lindbeck's The Nature of Doctrine since 

its publication in 1984 demonstrates, Lindbeck's thinking has continued to be 

influential for three decades. But as the following survey of his critics will 

demonstrate, the majority of the critical focus has centred on philosophical and 

methodological questions concerning Lindbeck's cultural-linguistic paradigm for 

religion, which, although often raising valid concerns, frequently overlook Lindbeck’s 

own focus on both his regulative approach to doctrine (or 'rule theory') and the 

ecumenical application for which the book was envisaged. In the chapters which 

follow this literature review, I will argue that it is these much-neglected aspects of 

Lindbeck's work which are the primary focus of his thesis. Consequently, in this 

present study I will seek to explore the aspects of Lindbeck's work which have been 

largely overlooked thus far, and will subject a modified version of his rule theory to 

the rigours of a contemporary church controversy. 

 

First, however, it will be important to survey the observations of Lindbeck's many 

critics. And that survey must begin with an acknowledgment that, following his 

'christening' (Placher, 1999, p. 390) of an emerging movement at Yale, Lindbeck's 

work has often been treated as being too synonymous with a wider "intellectual 

tendency" (Pecknold, 2005, p. 1) which has congregated under the imprecise banner 

of ‘postliberalism’, encompassing such a degree of diversity that even those who self-

identify with the movement sometimes find other 'postliberal' positions 

unrecognisable (Placher, 1999, p. 390). As a result, DeHart helpfully noted a 

propensity for discussions of the discreet works of Lindbeck and his Yale colleagues 

to be replaced with frequently caricatured representations of 'postliberalism' 

(DeHart, 2006, p. 33), to the extent that DeHart advocated a burial of the concept 

'postliberal' to enable more considered appraisals of the works of Hans Frei and 

Lindbeck (2006, p. 54). Therefore, with DeHart's cautions in mind, this study will be 

limited to a consideration of 'postliberal' thinking as defined by Lindbeck in The 

Nature of Doctrine, and the critiques which followed. 
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In his foreword to the twenty-fifth anniversary edition of The Nature of Doctrine, 

Bruce Marshall reflected that the work's continued popularity may stem from its 

utilization of the (cultural-linguistic) tools of contemporary secular reason to enable 

talk about Christian doctrine without being "intellectually retrograde" (2009, p. xii), 

while its enduring controversy may stem from Lindbeck's attempt to chart a course 

which is independent of the traditional theological categories and debates, thus 

potentially threatening the employment prospects of many academic theologians 

(2009, p. xiv). Lindbeck's own reflections were more modest however, highlighting 

his indebtedness to theological and philosophical colleagues, narrowing his own 

contribution to the ecumenical focus of his work (Lindbeck, 1994/2009, p. xxx), and 

recording surprise that his book attracted philosophical and methodological 

attention outside of ecumenical circles (1994/2009, pp. xxix-xxxi). But, although 

Lindbeck may not have foreseen the vigour or longevity of the critical discussion, it 

would be disingenuous to suggest that no non-ecumenical audience was anticipated, 

as the author’s original 1984 Foreword identifies his proposal as "on one level simply 

a contribution to the theory of religion and religious doctrine" of interest "to both 

theological and nontheological students" (1984, p. 8). 

 

I will examine Lindbeck's objectives further, in my next chapter, but those (perhaps 

unnecessarily ambitious) aims notwithstanding, his work has attracted favourable 

attention from many because of what has been perceived as a postliberal 'third way'. 

Hans Frei, although not adopting "Lindbeck's rhetoric of postliberalism" (DeHart, 

2006, p. 40), complimented The Nature of Doctrine's "common sense" approach to 

religion which many had felt but been unable to articulate (Frei, 1990, p. 276). A 

similar wide appeal was identified by James Buckley, asserting Lindbeck's Evangelical 

(by background18 (2002, p. viii)), Catholic (by study and practice in ecumenical 

dialogue (2002, pp. ix-x)) and postliberal (2002, p. xii) credentials. 

                                                      
18 Interestingly, Lindbeck's own reflections on his formative years as the child of Lutheran 
missionaries in China, and his attendance at a missions school which was "not in the least 
ecumenical" (Lindbeck, 2004, p. 389) with an "intense" sense of "Christian oneness", but an equally 
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Postliberal promise has also been recognized by theologians outside of the spheres 

traditionally identified with it. In 1993 the feminist theologian Amy Plantinga Pauw 

highlighted postliberalism's "largely untapped resources for reformist feminism", 

providing women with a paradigm for the transformation of the culture and 

'language' of faith (1993, pp. 45-46). However, Pauw's opening reflections concerning 

the mutability of grammar in the "living systems" of human languages (1993, p. 45) 

seem at odds with Lindbeck's apparently foundational assumptions about largely 

immutable 'grammar' underpinning a changing Christian vocabulary (which I will 

interrogate further, in chapter four of this study), suggesting that she may be 

envisioning a slightly different 'postliberalism' than the one outlined by Lindbeck.  

 

And, from an Evangelical perspective, Alister McGrath has helpfully identified a 

number of welcome correctives within Lindbeck's proposals, which emphasise the 

distinctiveness of a Christocentric, scripturally based Christianity, freed from 

universalisms, but with a communal focus often overlooked by the evangelical 

"tendency towards social atomism" (1996, p. 35). As will be explored later however, 

McGrath's commendations do not outweigh his concerns about postliberalism's 

treatment of the propositional nature of doctrine, demonstrating the reality that 

many of Lindbeck critics congregate around the two theological approaches against 

which he defined his cultural-linguistic approach: the cognitive (Lindbeck, 1984, pp. 

16-17) and "experiential-expressive" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 17). It is these two areas of 

reflection which I will now examine, before progressing to consider some specific 

critical concerns. 

 

                                                      
intense "commitment to denominationally divisive doctrines and practices" (2004, p. 390), led him 
to consider his background a significant part of a lifelong preparation for his ecumenical 
involvement, by way of being a rebellion against it (2004, p. 389). 
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Responses concerning 'cognitivism' 

 

Discussions concerning Lindbeck's theory of truth have been extensive, even "out of 

proportion to the modest space it occupies in his book" (DeHart, 2006, p. 82), 

providing an illustration for one way in which much of the critical response to 

Lindbeck’s book has (as I will argue within this thesis) largely overlooked the author’s 

own primary interests. 

 

A positive evangelical reception to Lindbeck’s theory of truth was published by 

Jonathan Wilson which, while maintaining scripture as "indispensable and 

authoritative", identified an evangelical tendency for epistemological questions of 

inerrancy to obscure biblical calls to faithful action, "postponing obedience until we 

are certain of the truth of Scripture" (1996, pp. 157-159). Wilson therefore sought, 

following Lindbeck, to develop a new praxis-oriented paradigm of biblical authority 

"centered in the community of disciples, not in the work of the expert" (1996, p. 159). 

In the same volume, Rodney Clapp argued that even though many evangelicals 

emphasize their foundations in universal and eternal truths about the divine, intra-

evangelical dialogue reveals a more complex reliance on prayer, experience and 

presuppositions than their propositional claims suggest, akin to the "traditioned, 

storied truths" found in the postliberal proposal (1996, p. 92). Therefore, Wilson and 

Clapp provide two examples of scholars who have helpfully appreciated, in 

Lindbeck’s approach, the possibility for the discovery of a fuller understanding of 

evangelical epistemology. 

 

Similar positive, and helpful, postliberal themes have been developed by James K 

Smith for whom the certainty of claims to knowledge of absolute truth appear almost 

idolatrous (2014, p. 180), advocating a greater appreciation for relativism as being 

more in keeping with the nature of human creaturehood (2014, pp. 16-17). Smith 

identifies in Lindbeck a helpful pragmatist approach, with an emphasis on religion as 

a lived practice, where faith is not so much knowledge as a "know-how" (2014, p. 

152), subsequently made explicit in doctrines which, without precluding the 
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possibility of ontological claims (2014, p. 173), articulate "the norms implicit" in 

community praxis (2014, p. 153)19. 

 

Smith's approach reflects earlier identifications of Lindbeck's "vaguely pragmatic 

tendencies" (Pecknold, 2005, p. 34) which C. C. Pecknold considered an 

underdeveloped, "yet promising" strength of postliberalism (2005, p. x), rooted in 

Lindbeck's search for a rationale which would account for his observations of 

ecumenical doctrinal convergence despite loyalty to apparently incompatible historic 

formulations (2005, pp. 18-19), a line of thinking which will be explored and 

developed in the following chapters of this thesis. Further pragmatic tendencies are 

also identified by Pecknold: the evaluation of theological faithfulness on the grounds 

of performative 'applicability' (2005, pp. 31-33); and the adoption of a 

Wittgensteinian model which showed promise in 'solving' the presenting 'problem' 

(2005, p. 20), although Pecknold suggests Charles Peirce may be a more appropriate 

inspiration for Lindbeck given their shared commitment to scriptural realism (2005, 

p. 35). 

 

Some of the earliest critiques, however, are less positive with regards to truth. Within 

a year of Lindbeck's publication, Patrick Keifert had raised concerns about a 

"thoroughgoing skepticism regarding ontological truth", positing an entrapment in 

relativism in the attempt to avoid objectivism (1985, pp. 342-343). In the same year 

Colman E. O'Neill questioned Lindbeck's espoused doctrinal neutrality (see Lindbeck, 

1984, p. 10) suggesting that if doctrines represent rules rather than objective truth 

claims, the quest for neutrality is lost from the outset in the disenfranchisement of 

propositionalists (O'Neill, 1985, pp. 421-422). O'Neill further described the 

postliberal portrayal of cognitivist positions as simplistic (1985, p. 428), despite 

                                                      
19 In addition, Simeon Zahl has identified further, largely unexplored, promise in Lindbeck’s proposal 
that doctrines not only shape practices, but also human experiences and feelings (Lindbeck, 1984, 
pp. 34-35), suggesting that “one excellent way to take Lindbeck’s project forward into new 
constructive territory is to take his account of the role of doctrines in the shaping of religious 
experience and emotion further into the realm of concrete examples”, examining the ways in which 
the adoption of doctrinal positions has historically led to “perceived affective consequences” (Zahl, 
2015, p. 443). 
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Lindbeck's identification of 'rules' behind the classic Christian creeds which appear to 

be suspiciously cognitivist (1985, p. 435), creeds which O'Neill suggested are difficult 

to understand as anything other than propositional statements (1985, pp. 437-

438)20. Significantly, Adonis Vidu has identified an inconsistency in Lindbeck's 

method here. If the 'plain' reading of creedal statements interprets them as 

ontological assertions which Christians have historically understood cognitively, 

Lindbeck inexplicably supposes a different (and new, regulative) hermeneutic for the 

creeds than the 'plain' reading his model advocates for the biblical narrative, a 

methodological inconsistency which is puzzling in the absence of explanation (2005, 

p. 182; 187), but an inconsistency whose impact will be lessened within this thesis as 

the necessity of a link between a regulative approach to doctrine and Lindbeck’s 

‘intratextual’ reading practices is questioned21.  

 

In 1989 Bruce Marshall helpfully responded to O'Neill concerns, suggesting that his 

objections overlook the difference between asserting a proposition as true and 

justifying its truth, concluding that postliberalism is making a point about the 

justification rather than the existence of truth (1989, pp. 354-355)22, a position he 

supports by appealing to Aquinas (1989, pp. 356-357, 369ff). 

                                                      
20 Similarly, Wainwright (1988, pp. 125-127) emphasised the confessional Sitz im Leben of the 
creeds, in which they were presumably perceived as ontologically true statements. Moore also 
highlights the first-order "excited confessional cries" of doctrinal statements in the New Testament 
(2003, pp. 98-99). Milbank equally finds that Lindbeck underestimates the role of propositions 
integral to Christian worship and narrative (1990, p. 383). Helpful thinking in this area is found in the 
doctoral thesis of Sr Mary-John Mananzan (published a decade before The Nature of Doctrine), 
which considers the role of creedal statements in the context of Wittgenstienian linguistics 
(Mananzan, 1974). Mananzan identifies a multiplicity of Christian 'forces' within creedal use, 
following linguistic distinctions observed in the analysis of statements by J. L. Austin, including 
'locutionary forces' (pertaining to the cognitive and informative content of creeds), 'illocutionary 
forces' (perceived through their use in worship and initiation) and 'perlocutionary forces' (observed 
in the inspirational, unifying, edifying or persuasive effect creedal statements can provoke in 
observers) (1974, pp. 74-75). As a result, and in contrast to Lindbeck, Mananzan understands 
Christian creedal statements themselves (rather than implicit principles operative in the authors and 
cultural contexts of those creeds) to "exercise a grammatical function" within religious language, 
giving meaning to "other forms of speech acts within religious discourse" such as "prayer, preaching, 
theological statements, doctrinal pronouncements and so on" (1974, p. 153), language uses which 
Lindbeck would designate 'first-order'. 
21 See chapter four of this thesis. 
22 Marshall later admitted that it would have been "clearer" for Lindbeck "to speak of meaning, 
warrant, and truth" rather than three types of truth (2009, p. xvii). 
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Conversely J. W. Richards claimed that Lindbeck had himself confused "truth with 

verification, justification, or certainty" by categorizing doctrines as "performative 

utterances" rather than "propositional attitude statements", overlooking both the 

'common-sense' intuition that the creeds intend to make truth claims, and the 

explicit intentions of doctrine formers (1997, pp. 45-48) in his "fiddling with the 

notion of truth" (1997, pp. 41-43). For Richards, whatever regulative function 

doctrines may perform, they cannot simply be rules without "doing great violence to 

[their] intended meaning" (1997, p. 53). Similarly, C. M. Wood cannot endorse a 

purely regulative role in Lindbeck's linguistic analogy as, for language to function, it 

requires both structure (grammar) and content (vocabulary). Correspondingly 

doctrines require both regulative (second-order) 'structure' and (first-order) truth 

bearing 'content' (1985, p. 240)23.  

 

In addition, Wood also explored Lindbeck's 'crusader' example (Lindbeck, 1984, pp. 

64-65) and the complexity of his reliance on intrasystematic truth for ontological 

truth claims, when he suggested that it "gives a religion an odd sort of veto power 

over assertions" which might be avoided by simply allowing that ontologically true 

statements, such as "Jesus is Lord", may remain true despite improper use (by a 

sword-wielding crusader for instance), or alternatively be considered false when 

fundamentally un-Christ-like Lordship is inferred (1985, p. 237). When Lindbeck's 

dual requirements for ontological truth are considered (both intrasystematic truth 

and a categorially adequate system), Wood questioned, with concern, whether the 

presence of these dual truths guarantee ontological truth, and consequently, what 

the implications of "a coherent body of ontologically false statements" may be (1985, 

p. 237). Perhaps a careful reading of Lindbeck's assertion that "intrasystematic truth 

or falsity is… necessary though not sufficient" (emphasis added) for ontological truth 

(Lindbeck, 1984, p. 64) may provide reassurance here. 

 

                                                      
23 Hence Wainwright suggested the rules of a game would be a more apt analogy than linguistic 
rules, due to the clearer distinction this would allow between a rule's function and 'content' (1988, 
p. 127).  
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Despite Lindbeck's allowance for ontological truth claims, Geoffrey Wainwright 

identifies "pejorative" descriptions of cognitivists, characterising a simplistic 

portrayal of propositional approaches, unrealistically supposing they aspire to 

comprehensive truths about God (1988, p. 122). Wainwright sees Lindbeck 

substituting propositions with biblical narrative, a canonical focus he welcomes, but 

he believes this potentially positive move is disempowered by anti-propositionalism 

if it disconnects the narrative from historic acts of God, which as historic acts should 

permit the formulation of true propositions about their instigator (1988, pp. 123-

125). 

 

McGrath similarly identifies (and refutes by historical example) a "crudely realist" 

(1990, p. 18) assumption that cognitivists see truth "definitively, exhaustively and 

timelessly in propositional form"24, asserting that doctrinal statements are not 

"purely cognitive" (1990, p. 20), but are "reliable, yet incomplete, descriptions of 

reality" (1990, pp. 15-17)25. Indeed, it is not only Lindbeck's treatment of cognitivism 

which McGrath believes to be inadequate, but also his polarisation of the cognitive 

and the experiential-expressive which overlooks a complementarity, whereby the 

cognitive can be understood to provide "a skeleton" which gives "strength and shape 

to the flesh of experience" (1996, p. 33). McGrath further questions where the 

supposed origins of the cultural-linguistic system are to be found: "[Lindbeck] makes 

the point that languages originate from outside, thus raising the obvious question 

concerning the origins of the Christian tradition of speaking about God" (1990, p. 28), 

an origin McGrath finds in propositional understandings of revelation (1996, p. 39)26. 

 

There are clearly many complex issues regarding claims about the nature of truth, 

and the function of doctrine, at stake in the debates outlined above. However, as I 

will argue in chapter three of this study, it is important to remember the extent to 

                                                      
24 Similarly, Gerrish (1988, pp. 87-88) 
25 Likewise, Volf (1996, p. 59). 
26 Also Patterson (1999), and Wainwright's emphasis on revelation with the "co-constitutive" 
responsive role of the human actors (1988, pp. 123-124). 
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which Lindbeck was proposing a new approach to doctrine which would provide an 

analogy for, but not a complete description of, the function of doctrine, and could 

both account for and replicate instances of “doctrinal reconciliation without doctrinal 

change” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 15). This analogous (and therefore not comprehensively 

descriptive) nature of Lindbeck’s proposal is an important corrective to bear in mind 

when considering questions about Lindbeck’s approach to the cognitive functions of 

doctrine, and, when fully appreciated, should go some way to alleviate critical 

concerns in these areas. 

 

In addition, Andrew Moore’s reminder concerning Lindbeck’s own intentions is 

helpful. Moore believes that many critics have too quickly dismissed Lindbeck as an 

anti-realist, with more careful attention to his original ecumenical intentions being 

required, positing that Lindbeck was intending to "uphold the cognitivity of religious 

truth claims whilst attenuating the absolutism with which they are sometimes held"  

(2003, p. 93). True to these perceived intentions, Moore defends Lindbeck's model 

as giving first-order language a propositional role, with second-order doctrine 

regulating categories which "if adequate" allow first-order claims (2003, p. 95), 

suggesting a third level of Lindbeckian language be identified: third-order praxis, 

Lindbeck's "single gigantic proposition" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 51) which can include 

affirmations about God through lived faith (Moore, 2003, pp. 96-97). 

 

It is Lindbeck's insistence on this performative aspect of truth which causes concern 

for Vidu however, objecting that the verification of truth by coherent community 

performance entails "being caught up in the prison of the house of practice", 

depriving theology of the opportunity to describe objective truth outside of this 

practice (2005, pp. 160-161). While Vidu does not deny the importance of the 

"grammar" of church praxis (2005, p. 181), he contends that "doctrine's context is 

not restricted to those practices", arguing that doctrines make propositional 

reference to reality, thus providing a "performance-related reference" which allow 

theological statements to combine an "authentic performance" of faith with a 

"vocabulary of Christianity [that] is adequate to the Ultimate reality which is God" 
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(2005, pp. 185-186). Perhaps a closer examination of the analogous nature of 

Lindbeck’s proposals (which I will expound in chapter three of this study), would be 

apposite here, remembering that Lindbeck posited that doctrine is best understood 

to “chiefly” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 81) reflect the ‘grammar’ which shapes the practices 

of a religion, with the “intrasystematic” truth which Lindbeck seeks including not only 

“acting” (namely, practices), but also “speaking, thinking [and] feeling” (1984, p. 64). 

 

Contrary to many, D. Z. Phillips' (1988) criticism of Lindbeck is not that he has 

neglected the propositional, but that he remains entrapped in it, illustrated by 

Lindbeck's mistaken talk of testing philosophical theories as if against an external 

quasi-physical measurable object. This is demonstrated by Lindbeck's occasional 

appeals to the "strengths" of the cognitivist approach  (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 63), giving 

the impression that it is "an optional way of talking" (Phillips, 1988, p. 140). 

Therefore, despite giving an impression of distance from propositionalism, Lindbeck 

"cannot free himself from the tempting and prestigious grammar of… our talk of 

physical objects" (Phillips, 1988, p. 141). For Phillips, Lindbeck fails to fully appreciate 

the extent of the language-game, erroneously taking it to mean that truth claims 

should not be made about God, whereas truth claims are permissible, but "such talk 

should be understood within the grammar of the religious discourse within which it 

is made", without reverting "to the tempting charm" of truth as correspondence to 

an external reality (1988, pp. 145-146). 

 

As this brief survey of just one aspect of the critical response provoked by The Nature 

of Doctrine demonstrates (including the comments of Phillips most recently 

considered above), many questions have been raised about Lindbeck's 

understanding of the role of doctrine in relation to truth claims, and the extent to 

which he should, or should not, be understood to be a cognitivist. However, much of 

this confusion can be avoided if closer attention is paid to a frequently overlooked 

aspect of his work, which is perhaps most clearly seen in his discussion of Trinitarian 

theology (1984, p. 93). As will be demonstrated in the next chapter, ecumenical 

interlocutors are, in this Trinitarian example, encouraged, in the interests of creating 
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an environment which enables maximum participation across the theological 

spectrum, to willingly suspend an insistence that particular positions (such as 

epistemological concerns) be foundational to the debate. This advocacy, by Lindbeck, 

of restraint regarding the making of direct claims for truth as correspondence, whilst 

simultaneously allowing for the possibility of propositional functions of doctrine, has 

produced some philosophical confusion. However, I will, in this study, seek to enquire 

whether his approach to the function doctrine, once clarified (through, in the 

chapters which follow, an attenuation of Lindbeck’s ambitious aims, an exploration 

of his use of analogy, and a reminder of his ecumenical intentions) contains the 

potential to be fruitful within contemporary church debates, by providing a model 

which is equally approachable for both propositionalists and ‘experiential-

expressivists’. 

 

Responses concerning 'experiential-expressivism' 

 
One of Lindbeck's earliest 'experiential-expressivist' respondents was David Tracy, 

who saw The Nature of Doctrine as effectively two books, one "original and 

suggestive" outlining the 'rule theory' of doctrine, and another "provocative but 

thoroughly unpersuasive" suggesting a new paradigm for religion (1985, pp. 460-

462). 

 

In chapter three of this thesis I will examine why Lindbeck thought that his proposals 

regarding doctrine were dependent upon a cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion, 

whilst I will also suggest a way in which these two proposals can be disentangled, 

allowing a return to Lindbeck’s prime area of interest (the nature of doctrine), 

unencumbered by any perceived inadequacies in his cultural-linguistic paradigm for 

religion.  

 

However, it is the latter of these two 'books' (outlining Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic 

paradigm for religion) to which Tracy turns his critical attention, undermining the 

premise of Lindbeck's position. This is because, Tracy contends, Lindbeck’s approach 
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is predicated on a faulty understanding of the liberalism it claims to be 'post', as many 

of Lindbeck's objections (such as the privatisation of religion through a 'turn' to the 

experience of the subject, and liberal assertions concerning universal religious 

experience) had been satisfactorily addressed many years before (1985, pp. 462-463, 

467-468). For Tracy, Lindbeck's objections to experiential-expressive approaches 

were merely a disguise for a "Barthian confessionalism"27 which desired to restrict 

theology to "a new ecumenical confessional" community (1985, pp. 465-466). 

 

Conversely, B. A. Gerrish suggests that Lindbeck's position might actually be closer to 

Schleiermacher, the father of 'experiential-expressive' theology. Emphasizing the 

communal nature of Schleiermacher's liberal's theology, Gerrish suggests that for 

both Schleiermacher and Lindbeck, doctrines are not expressions of pre-linguistic 

experience, but are experiences that have "already been constituted by the language 

of the community" (1988, p. 90). Similar observations are made by McGrath, who, in 

addition, highlights Lindbeck's oversight concerning Schleiermacher's clear 

distinction between general religious consciousness and specifically Christian 

consciousness (1990, p. 26). These criticisms (including those of David Tracy 

mentioned above) have greater significance for Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic 

paradigm for religion than for the regulative approach to doctrine (which will be the 

focus of this study), especially when his two models are separated and treated as 

discrete proposals, meaning that the usefulness of his rule theory (when modified) is 

not dependent on the veracity of Lindbeck’s observations concerning ‘experiential-

expressivisits’. 

 

'Experiential-expressive' responses have not simply revolved around Lindbeck's 

analysis of liberalism, however. Rather, they have become emblematic of a wider 

debate between what have often been referred to as the Yale and Chicago schools, 

elucidated by Gary L. Comstock as a debate between two groups of narrative 

theologians. Comstock contrasts the parties as "purists" who see the biblical 

                                                      
27 In the light of Tracy's assertion, Hunsinger compares Barth and Lindbeck, concluding Lindbeck's 
position is closer to Aquinas, with Barth's ontological truth not dependent on a performative truth 
(Hunsinger, 1993). 
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narrative as sufficient to set the parameters for theology (e.g. Frei, Lindbeck and the 

'Yale' school), and "impurists" for whom the biblical narrative is "genuinely rivalled 

by" secular knowledge and scientific traditions (e.g. David Tracy and the 'Chicago' 

school) (1987, pp. 695-696). Despite a mutual commitment to narrative, these 

approaches inevitably lead to very different engagements with the world where, for 

'purists', theology retains a descriptive role which is unambiguously not an attempt 

to explain doctrine utilising 'languages' outside of the religion's own “intrasystematic 

terms”, while for 'impurists', theology involves the use of 'extrasystematic' disciplines 

to analyse and explain doctrine in publicly accessible dialogue (Comstock, 1987, pp. 

699-701). Thus, Comstock observes, Lindbeckian 'purists' become free to isolate 

themselves from criticism, ensconced in an "epistemological flak-jacket" whereby 

"[n]othing their opponents say can possibly penetrate this confessional defense" 

(1987, p. 702). Such concerns about postliberal isolationism (a possibility of which 

Lindbeck was more aware than many critics acknowledge (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 128)) 

have become a substantial area of critique, although ironically, for Lindbeck the 

adoption of a linguistic approach was itself an attempt to escape the tendency to 

"ghettoize theology" which "deprives it of the vitality that comes from close 

association with the best in nontheological thinking", albeit tempered by his 

conviction that experiential-expressive approaches risked the subsumption of 

theology by secular thinking (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 25). 

 

James Gustafson's 1985 lecture is a clear example of this critique, identifying a 

postliberal "temptation" to retreat into an isolated unambiguous dogmatism which, 

although providing a reassuring sense of identity for a "beleaguered" religious 

minority, adheres to the fossilized thinking of a previous era, and consequently limits 

the churches' ability to participate in wider social and moral dialogues (1985, pp. 83-

84)28. For Gustafson, this postliberal inadequacy revolves around the adoption of a 

                                                      
28 Jeanrond similarly questions the effectiveness of "pragmatic-introvert" theologies when faced 
with (extra-ecclesial) social issues, such as the emancipation of women (1994, p. 17). 
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"Wittgensteinian fideist" position29 which identifies separate and incommensurable 

"language games" present in different scientific, religious, aesthetic and moral 

"cultures", making all 'inter-cultural' criticism impossible, thereby insulating theology 

from all extra-theological revision or correction (1985, pp. 85, 93)30. In the absence 

of any Barthian conviction of biblical revelation and a divine election of the Christian 

community, Gustafson sees this as a "defensive" effort to "sustain the historical 

identity of the Christian tradition virtually for its own sake", or "a modern and trivial 

form of gnosticism" (1985, p. 89; 91).  

 

As Gustafson's lecture was published only the year after The Nature of Doctrine, it 

was perhaps too early to gauge whether postliberalism was likely to succumb to this 

sectarian temptation. Indeed, as Gustafson observes, all theologies (including his 

own) contain risks (1985, p. 94), although the tone of his argument appears to 

assume postliberalism incapable of resisting its inherent 'temptation'. In addition, 

Gustafson's criticisms underestimate the significance of Lindbeck's ecumenical 

objectives (themselves a desire to reduce sectarianism within the Christian "culture") 

and postliberalism's indebtedness to secular thinking (the adoption of which itself 

may undermine suggestions of sectarianism)31.  

 

Placher acknowledged concerns similar to Gustafson's by recognizing that postliberal 

theology is not "public" in the sense expected by experiential-expressivists (or 

'revisionists' in his own terminology), namely to "consciously ground theology in 

                                                      
29 Placher argues that postliberal theology does not adopt "Wittgensteinian fideism", as it allows 
inter- and intra-religious dialogue, not taking a "radically incommensurable" position, but merely 
arguing against any "religion-neutral criteria" for adjudicating between religions (1985, pp. 408-410). 
In more general terms, Fergus Kerr refutes the very concept of 'Wittgensteinian fideism', 
demonstrating that although a retreat from extra-religious criticism may be appealing for some 
believers, the suggestion that "any language-game functions in isolation from others has no basis in 
Wittgenstein's work" (1986, pp. 28-31). 
30 Similarly, Corner sees a "profound conservatism" in Lindbeck's model, which risks "a form of 
religious totalitarianism", marginalising dissent and precluding the prophetic (1986, pp. 112-113). 
31 Marshall sees this adoption of secular tools as postliberalism's strength to "meet the world on its 
own terms without accommodating... to it" (2009, p. xii). 
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evidence... acceptable to any intelligent, rational, responsible person"32 (1985, pp. 

394-395). However, he maintained that postliberal theology is in fact more "public" 

in other, "possibly more important" ways (1985, p. 395) through its emphasis on the 

scriptural shaping of communal (and therefore public) experience (1985, p. 413), in 

contrast to the revisionists' individualistic emphasis on "the interiority of the true 

self" (1985, p. 402; 407). Therefore, Placher helpfully suggests that the 'revisionist' 

and postliberal divide is between attempts to transform society through discussion 

in equally secular and theological terms ('revisionism') or a clear description and 

demonstration of one's own worldview (postliberalism) (1985, p. 416). 

 

In 1989 Tilley attempted to rationalise how theology can be incommensurable and 

'intratextual' without a fideistic withdrawal from "the human conversation" (1989, p. 

87). For Tilley, while it is undeniable that postliberals accept incommensurability 

(with no universal external system by which to comparatively measure different 

religious paradigms), that does not necessarily lead to a fideistic conclusion that 

religions cannot be compared, or mutually influence one another. Tilley finds support 

for his argument by comparing Newtonian and Einsteinian models of mechanics, 

which although incommensurable, can be usefully used by the same individual in 

different contexts (1989, pp. 92-93). The key is understanding the significance of the 

context in which the model is being used, a contextualisation which Lindbeck 

underestimates in his intratextuality, overlooking the extent to which the context of 

interpretation affects interpretative conclusions (1989, pp. 97-98). Tilley therefore 

proposes a modified, "dirty intratextuality" which takes a more contingent 

"conversational" approach to the interpretation of Christianity's foundational texts, 

where "unity and fidelity" may be seen emerging through history but will only be 

realised eschatologically (1989, p. 104). 

 

Moyaert however argues that postliberalism's intratextuality and 

incommensurability overlook the theological concept that God is involved in 

                                                      
32 Heyer contrasts different understandings of 'public' for Lindbeck (expressing universal experience) 
and Tracy ('accessible to all') (2004, pp. 318-319), concluding that Tracy's approach better 
accommodates the scriptural imperative to communicate the Christian message (2004, p. 325). 
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"constant dialogue" with the world, seen in creation and the incarnation (contrary to 

the stark dichotomy Lindbeck describes between the world and the scriptural text in 

his appeal for intratextuality). Moyaert therefore perceives an over-stretching of the 

analogy between language and religion which risks adherents seeing their identity as 

based on their allegiance to a particular intratextual cultural-linguistic religious 

system, rather than on their relationship to the divine (2012, p. 71). Similarly, Hütter 

suggests that theology should be considered a human construction (poietic), but in 

response to experiencing (or 'suffering') God's active presence in the world (pathos), 

as demonstrated in the inter-relational Trinity (1997/2000, pp. 23-24; 62-63). Related 

concerns are raised by Helmer (2014). Helmer identifies within Lindbeck’s ‘linguistic 

turn’ an ironic “decoupling of doctrine from its role as witness to a transcendent 

reality”, meaning that it is the social constructions of theology and doctrine that 

become seen as the norms of belief and practice, rather than God, leading to a 

situation, contrary to Lindbeck’s intentions, in which “[t]he constructions of one 

particular world at one time are mistaken for the truth of the world itself for all time” 

(2014, p. 61; 150). 

 

Commensurate with the concerns raised by Tilley, Moyaert, Hütter and Helmer, I will, 

in chapter four of this thesis, argue that it should not be presumed that there will 

necessarily be any particular common ‘grammar’ (scriptural or otherwise) which can 

be discerned as being operative for all parties engaged in instances of Christian 

doctrinal conflict. It may be that quite diverse ‘grammars’ have developed (including 

the possibility that those ‘grammars’ may have been shaped by context or 

contemporary experience), and been formative for the practices and beliefs of 

different faith communities. I will therefore argue that the purpose of (a modified 

version of) rule theory should be to identify what these (possibly diverse) ‘grammars’ 

are, and allow those ‘grammars’ to be compared. Consequently, I will propose that 

rule theory is strengthened if it is modified by the removal of any expectations that 

intratextual foundations will necessarily be found, and if it is permitted to discover 

(and then compare) quite different ‘grammars’, rather than begin with expectations 

of the particular types of ‘grammar’ that ought to be discovered.  
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A cultural-linguistic 'third way'? 

 

As one of Lindbeck's stated aims was to outline a new paradigm for religion in 

contrast to existing cognitive and experiential-expressivist approaches, containing a 

hope that "evangelicals will not think my work compromises their emphases on the 

love of Jesus and on biblical authority", and that liberals "will not suppose it is 

inconsistent with intellectual openness or commitment to peace and justice" 

(Lindbeck, 1990/2002a, p. 6), it is natural that many critics have reflected on the 

adequacy of this 'third way'. 

 

One early critic, Timothy Jackson, outlined postliberalism's failure to "provide a 

plausible third alternative" (1985, p. 240) due to its inadequate responses to both 

the propositionalist (redefined as realist) and experiential-expressivist (or 

pragmatist) positions: for realists, Jackson argued, Lindbeck's model fails to 

adequately account for the role of truth as correspondence (1985, p. 241); for 

pragmatists, Lindbeck retains too much concern for truth as correspondence, a 

problem which is compounded by his insistence on a permanence for the "grammar" 

of doctrine which exceeds any expectations for the immutably of linguistic rules 

(1985, p. 243)33. These criticisms are shared by others, with Jackson's primary 

contribution being his elucidation of incompatibilities in the positions which 

postliberalism seeks to reconcile and his conclusion that the main value of Lindbeck's 

work has been its (inadvertent) demonstration that no mutually acceptable 'third 

way' is conceivably possible (1985, pp. 242-244). 

 

Similar observations emerged from William Placher's initial reading of The Nature of 

Doctrine, in which he detected a deficient portrayal of what should be a "radically 

consistent cultural-linguistic model", where any consideration of truth as 

                                                      
33 Also Kaufman, who objects to Lindbeck's application of cultural-linguistic insights in the 
"theologically conservative enterprise of ecumenical debate", halting the transformative work which 
such an approach should enable (1985, p. 241). 
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correspondence should be irrelevant (1987, p. 46). However, on a second reading, 

Placher discerned that Lindbeck, in his strong polemic against the experiential-

expressivist position, is "a sort of crypto-cognitivist" who merely claims that doctrines 

function culturally-linguistically, allowing debates about the truth of such doctrines 

to remain inconclusive (1987, p. 46). Similar conclusions are reached in Mark 

Bowald's identification of numerous unacknowledged assumptions behind 

Lindbeck's work which, despite the implications of a true cultural-linguistic approach, 

reveal "at a minimum" presuppositions about the active agency of God in the 

tradition of the church (2007, pp. 37-39). 

 

Some critics have suggested that, despite inadequacies in Lindbeck's proposal, 

further developments could make it more theologically useful. Kallenberg (1997), for 

instance, suggests that there should be a greater acknowledgement of the place of 

ontological truth in Lindbeck's proposal, suggesting that (contra Jackson (1985)), a 

"faithful" exegesis of Wittgenstein's position does not necessarily lead to a lack of 

statements about God. Kallenberg argues that because language describes 

experience in a human community, and "as a matter of grace", human experience of 

the divine means that "God is a 'member' of the linguistic community", then 

"religious utterances could… be said to yield knowledge of God" (1997, pp. 207-210), 

although such immanence means that God's presence rather than doctrinal rules will 

shape the communal form of life (1997, p. 216). 

 

Whilst Lindbeck’s own ambitious language (which I will examine in chapter three of 

this thesis) does indeed suggest that he was seeking a new approach to religion which 

would provide a ‘third way’, and would provide an acceptable new approach to 

propositionalists and experiential-expressivists alike, I will, with others (as will begin 

to be explored in the following section of this literature review) argue that Lindbeck’s 

proposals are best understood as an ecumenically motivated approach to doctrine 

which offers a ‘tool’ of “ecumenical reasoning” (Higton, 2014, pp. 22-23). When this 

is separated from Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion (as will be 

argued in chapter three of this thesis), I will propose that a modified version of rule 
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theory provides a model with which to identify and compare the ‘grammars’ which 

are operative for conflicted religious parties, but not necessarily in a reconciliatory 

way34. Therefore, the concerns raised (above) about the inability of Lindbeck’s work 

to easily provide “a plausible third alternative" (Jackson, 1985, p. 240) should not be 

understood to undermine the effectiveness of the project. On the contrary, I will 

argue that an application of rule theory may demonstrate that parties are in fact 

more conflicted than they previously thought. But the ability of a modified version of 

rule theory to identify the depth and true location of a disagreement can still make a 

valuable contribution in instances of apparently intractable conflict. 

 

Specific areas of concern raised by critics 

 

The adequacy of Lindbeck's models 

 

Implicit within many of the critiques above are questions concerning the adequacy 

of the models appropriated by Lindbeck for theological application. Even some who 

self-identify with the postliberal tradition find themselves "puzzled" by The Nature 

of Doctrine (Higton, 2014, p. 2). For Mike Higton, Lindbeck's ambitious attempt to 

define a "general theory of religion" is unnecessary. Rather, Higton initially found 

Frei's focus on the Christian religion (encompassing ontological Christological claims) 

embodied in the ecclesial community more helpful35 (1997, p. 92ff). Although Higton 

acknowledges that Lindbeck and Frei do both conclude with similar positions, in 

which praxis is governed by scriptural narrative and "doctrinal norms", he concludes 

that "Lindbeck's claims for religion in general can be quietly dropped without 

                                                      
34 This will be argued in chapter four, and further developed, in the context of a contemporary case 
study, in chapter seven. 
35 In a later paper (Higton, 2015), Higton revised some of the conclusions he reached in his 1997 
article, reconsidering the thinking embodied in his closing assertion that “where Lindbeck had a 
cultural-linguistic theory Frei had Christology” (Higton, 1997, p. 95). In that later paper, Higton re-
examined Lindbeck’s approach to doctrine and recognised it as thoroughly Christological, in which 
the purpose of doctrine (for Lindbeck) is to function as “a way of keeping that [Christian] life 
proclaiming Christ’s lordship faithfully” (Higton, 2015, p. 50), and where “Christian patterns of life 
are properly understood… as lived interpretations of Scripture, declaring in some specific practical 
form the Lordship of Christ” (Higton, 2015, p. 52). 
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prejudice to his larger project" (1997, pp. 92-93). This is an argument which I will 

develop further in chapter three, proposing some of the reasons which may have 

been behind Lindbeck’s conviction that there was an intrinsic link between his 

cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion and rule theory36, and suggesting why the two 

theories can, in fact, be separated.  

 

Following from Higton's critique, Noel Heather highlighted developments in linguistic 

studies which now encompass a more "holistic focus on language in context" (2008, 

p. 464). With reference to Critical Discourse Analysis, Heather proposes a "Critical 

Postliberalism" which takes a greater account of context and corporate experience 

in the formation of the "language" of a religious system, where "language" is less the 

fixed "code" envisioned by Lindbeck, and more a process of constant improvisation 

(2008, p. 464). Marianne Moyaert develops similar critiques, asserting that 

postliberalism underestimates the creative contribution that the reader brings to 

interpretation, which she sees as evidence of Lindbeck's pessimism regarding any 

revelation outside of the intratextual religious system (2012, pp. 72-74). For Moyaert 

a more helpful theological path would be to understand revelation as a dialogue with 

God (who is understood to be still present in creation despite sin's corrupting effect), 

thereby retaining a relationality within the revelatory process (2012, p. 77). These 

observations are consistent with developments to rule theory which I will propose 

within this thesis37, which will suggest that the model is strengthened if diverse 

‘grammars’ are permitted to be discovered, including those which may have been 

shaped by experience, when a modified version of rule theory is applied within 

instances of ecclesial conflict.  

 

Meanwhile, John Allan Knight (most frequently considering the work of Frei) has 

questioned postliberalism's theological appropriation of Wittgenstein's "ordinary 

language philosophy" at a time when "problems with this approach were becoming 

                                                      
36 This is evident, but not elucidated, in Lindbeck’s statement that “[t]heories of religion and doctrine 
are interdependent, and deficiencies in one area are inseparable from deficiencies in the other” 
(1984, p. 7). 
37See chapter four of this study.  
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apparent" (2012, p. 229). While accepting Wittgenstein's premise that a linguistic 

community is a crucial part of determining correct linguistic usage, Knight identifies 

conceivable situations in which linguistic intention may be formed independently 

from a community, and therefore "it is too large a leap" to conclude that linguistic 

meaning is simply community agreement (2012, p. 249). Consequently, Knight 

suggests that a 'weaker' reading of Lindbeck might be appropriate, whereby 

doctrines have the regulative use described by rule theory, but non-doctrinal 

language can have other purposes, including that of expressing ontological truth 

(2012, p. 258). 

 

Kathryn Tanner's critique of the doctrine-as-rule proposal revolves more around the 

complexity of real communities, which, she argues, are rarely as consistent as 

academic theories suppose, and are unlikely to include sufficiently consistent forms-

of-life for coherent second-order rules to be discerned (1997, pp. 74-77). Tanner 

believes that this reveals a postliberal misunderstanding of Wittgenstein's view of 

rules: while it may be possible to discern what the 'rules' behind a practice might be 

(whether that is a mathematical sequence or a first-order creedal statement), for 

Wittgenstein there can be no guarantees that they have been correctly identified 

(Wittgenstein, 1953/1976, §185) which undermines the premise of Lindbeck's 

discernment of second-order rules. Turning her attention to doctrinal statements 

such as the creeds, Tanner observes that they appear to perform an identity-giving 

rather than rule-producing function, remaining a focus for identity-forming debate 

with considerable latitude for ambiguity (1997, pp. 139-140) which might more 

fruitfully be seen as "styles" for Christian identity than 'rules' (1997, pp. 144-145).  

 

Concurring with Tanner’s work concerning the observation of ruled behaviour, I will 

explore these cautions further in chapter three, acknowledging that while it is not 

possible to conclusively discern the ‘rules’ which may be operative behind practices 

by observation, this does not negate the value of developing hypotheses concerning 

ruled behaviour from observation, provided that an appropriate degree of 

provisionality is maintained about the conclusions reached. This thinking will be 
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developed further in chapter seven, where I will propose that, following the 

(appropriately tentative) discernment, by observation, of the ‘rules’ shaping a 

community’s practices and beliefs, those ‘rules’ should be refined through a process 

of dialogue with members of the community itself. 

 

Meanwhile, Hans Zorn contends that Lindbeck's approach fails in its attempt to 

simultaneously hold a Wittgensteinian view of community-forming "language" 

(asserting there is no non-self-referential criteria by which to measure the truth of a 

religious system, the only measure of adequacy being the ability of the language 

system to sustain a form of life) while also maintaining an ontological view of truth 

(1995, pp. 509-511). Therefore Zorn proposes a modification of postliberalism which 

privileges claims about God (based on a divine transcendence accessible outside of 

the language system) above all other types of claim (grounded in the nature of the 

language game), although this, it must be admitted, undermines Lindbeck's stated 

intention to provide a religiously neutral model (1995, p. 518), which may limit its 

usefulness in situations of ecclesial conflict. 

 

Critiques of other thinkers who inspired Lindbeck's thesis have also become relevant. 

Combining Talal Asad's criticism of Geertz's "separation of religion from the domain 

of power and politics" with Carl Schmitt's work on the human propensity to gravitate 

into groups of 'friend' or 'enemy', and a liberal priority to avoid conflict by 

neutralizing and de-politicizing social relations, Hugh Nicholson identifies a 

Lindbeckian oversight of the political nature of doctrine (Nicholson, 2007, p. 859). 

This, Nicholson claims, can be seen in Lindbeck's assertion that intratextuality should 

determine the directionality of religious meaning, moving from the biblical text to 

the extra-textual world rather than visa-versa. Nicholson suggests that this is 

Lindbeck's attempt to neutralise the power advantage enjoyed by secular institutions 

in post-Christian society, reversing the flow of influence in favour of small Christian 

"enclaves" (2007, p. 863). Thus, for Nicholson, Lindbeck's postliberalism is better 

understood as a political strategy than a hermeneutical methodology, with doctrines 

also having a political function, operating either as slogans (allowing groups to define 
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their identity against the beliefs and practices of rival groups) or, contrastingly, as 

sufficiently ambiguous statements to become a focus of unity for disparate groups 

(2007, pp. 868-869). Therefore, following Schmitt, Nicholson suggests that doctrines 

would be better understood as embodying "identity-formation through social 

antagonism" (2007, p. 870) rather than 'grammatical' rules. In chapter five I will argue 

that Lindbeck was more aware of the political function of doctrine than Nicholson’s 

analysis suggests, and, I will subsequently argue that a modified version of rule 

theory is particularly well suited for use in contexts where political factors are 

operative. 

 

In addition to discussions of Lindbeck's theory of religion, many critics have focussed 

more specifically on his regulative theory of doctrine, which for Tracy is effectively a 

separate (and more promising) proposition than the wider cultural-linguistic theory 

of religion (1985, pp. 460-462; 471). More recently, R. A. Cathey has praised 

Lindbeck's rule theory for its ability to bypass conventional disagreements 

concerning realism and idealism, allowing readers to reach their own epistemological 

conclusions, and permitting Christian communities to depart from traditional 

doctrinal language while remaining faithful to the 'rules' implicit in it (2009, p. 57; 

63). Therefore, Cathey concludes, postliberalism allows the "grounds" of faith to be 

living Trinitarian communities ("foundations with faces"), rather than an "infinite 

regress" searching endlessly for an ungrounded theoretical foundation (2009, pp. 69-

70). 

 

Others are less convinced. D. Z. Phillips highlighted a non sequitur between the 

recognition of doctrine-as-grammar and doctrinal reconciliation. Phillips argues that, 

just because doctrine is seen regulatively, it does not follow that agreement will 

necessarily be found: "there will be grammatical tension as well as grammatical 

agreements" (1988, pp. 145-146), themes which I will develop later in this thesis, 
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both in the proposal of some modifications to rule theory38, and in the experimental 

application of the modified model within the context of an ecclesial conflict39. 

 

Gerrish similarly saw limitations in the reconciliatory potential of rule theory, given 

the natural tendency of communities to revert to type and appeal to either 

propositional claims or descriptions of experience when justifying their own 

positions, rendering rule theory ultimately "parasitic" on existing models (1988, p. 

91). However David Kelsey clarifies that Lindbeck's "reconciliation without 

capitulation" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 16) does not mean a termination of debate, as it 

pertains simply to second-order doctrinal 'rules', leaving room for considerable 

dispute (and cultural adaption) around first-order statements (1990, p. 10). Similarly, 

David Kamitsuka positively observes that rule theory does not lead to "excessive 

theological conservatism", as Lindbeck's appeal to "deep grammar" suggests that 

only an incomplete knowledge of Christian grammar can be obtained "this side of the 

eschaton" (1999, p. 136).  

 

However L. C. Barrett challenges Lindbeck's assertions about the relationship 

between first- and second-order statements by analysing Lindbeck's own worked 

example of the Nicene Creed, observing that the three second-order 'rules' that 

Lindbeck perceives to be implicit in the creed would not necessarily have been 

sufficient in themselves to produce acceptably orthodox first-order statements (or 

successfully exclude groups considered heretical) in that original Nicaean context40, 

and would not necessarily have an enduring applicability if removed from their 

original cultural contexts or the first order statements which accompanied them 

                                                      
38 See chapter four. 
39 See chapters six, seven, and eight. 
40 Similarly, Higton finds Lindbeck’s example unconvincing (2014, pp. 21-22), although it should be 
noted that whilst, in a later paper, Higton maintains that Lindbeck’s own discussion of the 
identification of ‘rules’ in this example is “too brief to be wholly convincing” (Higton, 2015, p. 54), by 
reference to Lindbeck’s other writing both in The Nature of Doctrine  and elsewhere (Higton, 2015, 
pp. 55-56), he demonstrates how the brief rules which Lindbeck proposes in this section of his book 
reflect a deeply Christological emphasis throughout Lindbeck’s work, in which doctrine is understood 
to function by shaping Christian lives to be “lived interpretations of Scripture, declaring in some 
specific practical form the Lordship of Christ” (2015, p. 52). 
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(1988, pp. 167-171)41. Therefore, for Barrett, some first-order truth claims must 

retain an "enduring normative status", with the task of cultural-linguistic theologians 

being to identify those permanent first-order statements (1988, p. 171). 

 

Whilst observations concerning Lindbeck’s example from the Nicene Creed may be 

instructive, some caution should be employed before drawing broad conclusions 

regarding the value of rule theory from this one example. This is because Lindbeck’s 

published material regarding this (or any other) worked example is brief (Lindbeck, 

1984, pp. 92-96) and lacks any detailed analysis of the text of the creed, or its ecclesial 

or cultural contexts. Rather, Lindbeck simply states that “[t]hree regulative principles 

at least were obviously at work”, before outlining the three ‘rules’ which he 

considered to be operative (1984, p. 94). It is therefore difficult to analyse the efficacy 

of the application rule theory in this instance, or the veracity of Lindbeck’s 

conclusions about the ‘rules’ which shaped both early church practices and the 

formulation of the creed. However, even if there are questions about the application 

of rule theory in this particular instance, general conclusions cannot be drawn about 

the usefulness of all future applications of the model on such brief evidence. 

Consequently, I will, in this thesis, seek to undertake a more thorough application of 

a modified version of rule theory, to assess its viability, in an experimental application 

of rule theory of a kind which has not thus far been undertaken by Lindbeck or his 

critics. This will be developed in chapter six, where I will demonstrate how, through 

detailed analyses of the practices and beliefs evident in a contemporary controversy, 

the ‘grammar’ of faith communities can be tentatively identified (subject to 

refinement through dialogue with the community in question). I will also, in that 

chapter, show how ‘rules’ can remain closely related to first-order truth claims, whilst 

remaining regulative rather than propositional in nature. 

 

Returning to the Nicaean example, Jane Barter Moulaison finds Lindbeck's three 

regulative creedal principles insufficiently reflect the Trinitarian character of 

Christianity which "is obvious even from the earliest Christian writings" (2007, pp. 4-

                                                      
41 Also Milbank (1990, p. 385). 
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5). For Moulaison this represents not simply a lack of recognition of an 

"pneumatological efficacy" present in the earliest doctrine (2007, p. 7), but is 

symptomatic of Lindbeck's "cutting theological confession from its ancient roots" 

(2007, p. 8) which fails to recognise multiple instances of pneumatological agency. 

Therefore, while welcoming Lindbeck's focus on ecclesial praxis as the "concrete 

place" (2007, p. 151) where God is experienced, she believes the model under-

emphasises divine agency within that experience. 

 

A similar view is taken by Andrew Moore who, despite defending Lindbeck against 

accusations of anti-realism, sees inadequacies in his doctrinal model (including a lack 

of clarity over who determines the second-order rules implicit in first-order 

language)42 (2003, p. 99), and the model's impossible requirement for a "God's-eye 

view" to determine whether categorial adequacy is achieved (2003, pp. 100-101)), 

ultimately concluding that the model overlooks the need to revert to God as the 

"grammar of Christian practices" rather than self-regulating doctrinal rules which risk 

making Christianity appear autonomous from God (2003, p. 99)43. 

 

Kevin J. Vanhoozer shares concerns about divine marginalisation, observing that in 

reality (if not theoretically) postliberalism reverts not to scriptural authority itself, 

but rather to church tradition and practice (how the scriptures have been used) 

(2005, pp. 10-11)44. Instead of seeing doctrine as 'grammatical', Vanhoozer suggests 

it is akin to a Spirit-inspired theatrical director where God is the playwright, Jesus is 

the principal character, and Scripture is the script which believers individually and 

corporately perform (and improvise around) as they enact God's involvement in the 

world (2005, p. 106). While Vanhoozer’s model may be appealing to those with 

Evangelical sympathies, it is built on a scripturally conservative doctrinal position 

which would not be shared by all theologians. Therefore, despite Vanhoozer's 

                                                      
42 Vidu highlights an ambiguity over the distinction between first- and second-order statements 
(2005, p. 163). 
43 Similarly, Helmer (2014, p. 61; 150). 
44 Although it should be noted that Hauerwas's emphasis on the communally transformative power 
of the scriptures over their use by the church (Hauerwas, 1981, pp. 64-69) is apparent in Lindbeck's 
thinking (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 84) 
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reservations (or the concerns of Moulaison and Moore), Lindbeck’s approach may 

still be helpful in enabling intra-Christian dialogue between communities with varying 

views of scripture or divine agency, especially if, as I will argue in chapter five of this 

thesis, a regulative approach to doctrine should be concerned initially with the 

identification and comparison of ‘grammars’ which are operative for different 

communities, before judgements are made regarding which ‘grammars’ are most 

appropriate for “competent speakers” of the Christian “language” (Lindbeck, 1984, 

p. 99). 

 

Concurrence with historical realities 

 

Whilst appreciating 'postliberal' insights, Anthony Thiselton observes that the work 

of Lindbeck (and others), with an almost exclusively methodological nature, risks 

being "an overture without an opera" (2007, p. xx). Other critics similarly find the 

Lindbeckian model wanting when tested against doctrinal realities. For example 

Keifert appreciates the "diplomatic" value of rule theory in relation to differences 

between people in different cultural-linguistic religious communities, but questions 

how valuable it would be in debates between parties within the same cultural-

linguistic communities, wondering whether postliberalism allows for admissions of 

error and subsequent doctrinal reform (1985, p. 343)45, a concern echoed by Kathryn 

Tanner's comments concerning the likelihood of genuine difference between 

"equally "good" Christians" to "erupt" as much "in the same time and place as across 

different ones" (1997, p. 159). John Milbank also observes an underestimation of the 

extent to which doctrine has historically emerged from "interpretative doubts" 

concerning the narrative, which will not be resolved simply by restating the narrative 

itself (1990, p. 383). These are all concerns which will be addressed in chapter four 

of this study, when I will propose an attenuation of Lindbeck’s optimism regarding 

the frequency with which “reconciliation without capitulation” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 

18) might be possible. 

                                                      
45 Patterson equally asks how "a tradition of use explain[s] innovation other than as heresy?" (1999, 
p. 49) 
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Elsewhere, McGrath in particular raises concerns about an inconsistency between 

postliberalism and historical doctrinal development, finding Lindbeck's use of history 

little more than "as a source-book for illustrations"46, concluding that Lindbeck's 

proposal seems built on personal convictions concerning 'cultural-linguistic' insights 

rather than on historical precedents (1990, pp. 33-34), overlooking the fact that 

doctrine has frequently emerged from conflict, providing social demarcation, often 

with political significance (1990, pp. 41-42). In agreement with McGrath, I will, in 

chapter four, explore some historic examples in which conflict has played an 

important role in the identification or articulation of Christian ‘grammar’, examples 

which call into question some of Lindbeck’s apparent assumptions about the 

universal application of his experiences of “reconciliation without capitulation” 

(Lindbeck, 1984, p. 16). This will result in some proposed modifications to Lindbeck’s 

rule theory, although these modifications may be ones which allow the potential for 

a degree of future doctrinal reform beyond that which McGrath might be expected, 

as an evangelical, to be willing to entertain. 

 

Intratextuality 

 

Prominent within The Nature of Doctrine is an approach to scripture which Lindbeck 

named “intratextuality” (1984, p. 114) and later elucidated as a Barthian project, 

boldly stating that Christianity "has no future except in its own intratextual world" 

(1986, p. 374). In response Theimann, an "appreciative critic", concludes that 

Lindbeck's view of intratextuality underestimates the importance of revelation for 

Barth, and replaces "talk about "God"" with "talk about "text"" (1986, pp. 377-378)47. 

Moore suggests that this reveals a Lindbeckian confusion between the "manner in 

which we know reality" and "reality itself": while Christian affirmations may be 

possible only via scripturally mediated knowledge, it does not preclude a 'real' reality 

                                                      
46 DeHart observes that Lindbeck's rare historical examples utilise instances which are "not at all in 
dispute" and "brief to the point of opacity" (2006, p. 70; 73). 
47 Likewise, McGrath (1996, p. 40). 
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beyond scripture (namely God) (2003, p. 106). 

 

Gerrish however questioned not the practice of intratextuality as much as Lindbeck's 

dichotomy between it and the extra-biblical categories of (liberal) theology, a 

theology which is, itself, frequently proved necessary by the emergence of conflicts 

provoked during processes of Biblical interpretation (1988, p. 92). Meanwhile Rowan 

Williams has highlighted the complex interrelationship between the historical world 

and the scriptural narrative which has generated many "elaborations, variations, 

even inversions" like a veritable symphony built around an original musical theme, 

leading to difficulties in distinguishing between the scriptural core and extra-

scriptural additions, elements which have themselves affected the cultural context 

in which the interpreter stands, making it difficult to approach an 'objective' 

interpretation of the text itself (2000, p. 30). 

 

Indeed, Miroslav Volf identifies an hypocrisy in Lindbeck's theology, which, while 

promoting an intratextuality purity, is indebted to extra-scriptural ethnographic 

models, so that "[i]ntratextual theology plays on a stage that is erected with a good 

deal of extratextual material" (1996, pp. 49-50). For Volf, contrary to Lindbeck's 

"hermeneutically naïve" suggestion, interpretations of the biblical narrative will 

always be influenced by the interpreter's own cultural perspective, a biblically 

mandated position, as Christians are called to inhabit both the world and God, where 

the word of Christ dwells in Christians, not they in the word (Colossians 1:2; 3:16) 

(1996, pp. 51-53), and salvation is not a retreat into a cultural-linguistic system but 

an indwelling of individuals inhabiting the world (1996, p. 58). 

 

These criticisms highlight some complexities regarding Lindbeck’s intratextual model, 

and the role of human interpreters in the hermeneutical process, particularly in 

relation to interpreters’ contexts, and their relation to the divine. However, I will 

argue in chapter four that any perceived complexities or inadequacies regarding 

Lindbeck’s intratextuality should be considered separately from his proposals 

concerning the function of doctrine, and should not threaten the efficacy of the 
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modified version of rule theory which will be proposed in this thesis, as intratextual 

expectations are an unnecessary, and unhelpful, addition to rule theory. 

 

Ecumenical contexts 

 

For D. Z. Phillips (1988), Lindbeck appears confused over the identity of his audience. 

It is stated as ecumenical, but postliberalism also aims to be "nonecumenically 

plausible" and religiously neutral. However, claims Phillips, Lindbeck fails to achieve 

this neutrality because he primarily uses Judeo-Christian examples, in effect reducing 

his model's usefulness to a relatively narrow band of religiously similar 'cultures' 

within ecumenical settings (1988, p. 136). This is a context which causes dialogue to 

remain formal, Hütter observes, in the interests of maintaining "ecumenical 

acceptabl[ity]" (1997/2000, p. 46). 

 

Frei favourably asserts, however, that the ecumenical context is essential to 

Lindbeck, and without it, the reader should "forget" the entire project (1990, pp. 277-

278)48, while others applaud rule-theory's ability to illuminate differences as not 

necessarily church dividing, thereby enabling cross-denominational action to 

continue (Root, 1990). For others, ecumenism should be appreciated as Lindbeck's 

prime intention, offering a theoretical framework in which "disputants can genuinely 

disagree instead of talking past each other" (DeHart, 2006, p. 70)49. 

 

I will argue that these ecumenical intentions are essential for a thorough 

understanding of Lindbeck’s proposals50, and that they have frequently been 

overlooked in much of the critical response to his work51. And these concerns remain 

                                                      
48 This ecumenical focus has remained primary in Lindbeck's subsequent work (Marshall, 2009, pp. 
xxi-xxii). Indeed, Lindbeck himself asserts that his ecumenical focus eclipses the importance of The 
Nature of Doctrine in significance, with the book always "peripheral to my main concerns" (2005, p. 
212), with "the great bulk" of his writing (including unpublished works and unsigned working papers) 
being concerned with ecumenism (2005, p. 214). 
49 Moulaison highlights Lindbeck's thesis as designed to "solve a very narrow set of problems in a 
very specific context... ecumenism" (2007, p. 15) 
50 See chapters three and four. 
51 This has been observed by Marshall (2009, p. xxiii). 
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particularly pertinent when an application of Lindbeck’s thinking is considered in the 

context of contemporary church debates, within which opponents appear to 

frequently 'talk past each other', and fail to reach resolution because a common 

ground on which to debate is not found. It is, I will argue, this ecumenical search for 

common ground on which to debate that is central to Lindbeck's thesis, and which is 

also significant in suggesting that a reappraisal of his work in a contemporary context 

is warranted. 

 

However, some have questioned whether such common ground can be expected to 

be found. Wainwright, noting The Nature of Doctrine's genesis from ecumenical 

observations of doctrinal "reconciliation without capitulation" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 

16), questions Lindbeck's apparently foundational assumption that such instances 

should generate a universal expectation of doctrinal reconciliation, advocating 

instead a "dialogue by dialogue" approach to difference where some historic 

"misunderstandings" may have been resolved, while others will continue to reveal 

"genuine and substantial differences"52 (1988, pp. 128-131). Nonetheless, 

"reconciliation without capitulation" (which elsewhere appears akin to 

denominational reunification (Lindbeck, 1988/2002, pp. 55, 75; 1989, p. 200; 1994, 

p.48)) remains foundational in Lindbeck's thesis, reflecting a common position within 

the inter-denominational dialogue of the era which was formative for his work, a 

position which was "rightly or wrongly" frequently interpreted from the call to "full, 

visible unity" (Root, 2003, p. 169) evident in the World Council of Churches New Delhi 

statement (World Council of Churches [WCC], 1961, p. 116), and further articulated 

in later assemblies (Webster, 2004, pp. 1-3).  

 

                                                      
52 I will develop this further in chapters three and four, as I propose modifications to rule theory 
which allow the model to discover ‘grammatical’ divergence, as well as convergence. Therefore, it 
will be my contention that the common ground which can be found through an application of a 
modified version of rule theory is not necessarily (as Lindbeck appears to have hoped) in a shared, 
normative ‘grammar’. Rather, it will be found in a common understanding of the role of doctrine, 
which allows dialogue to take place between parties who have previously seemed to be irrevocably 
conflicted. 
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There has, however, been a notable change in ecumenical expectations in recent 

decades, marking a theological shift in approach, which contrasts with the shape of 

the ecumenical movement first encountered by Lindbeck in 1950. In Lindbeck’s 

theologically formative years, the interdenominational vision was, he recalled, for a 

"visibly united church" which would be achieved by a rapprochement through mutual 

profound change, but not at the expense of the essential identities of the church 

bodies involved (2005, p. 220). This was a project which, in the following decades, 

achieved progress "far greater... than those who were active in 1950 had dared to 

hope" (Lindbeck, 2005, p. 221), marked by successes such as the WCC New Delhi 

statement (1961), Unitatis redintegratio (1964) and Baptism, Eucharist, and Ministry 

(1982). However, over the course of Lindbeck’s lifetime, there was an appreciable 

change in ecumenical priorities, shifting the emphasis away from doctrinal and 

structural reconciliation. These changes are exemplified by the resolutions of the 

Eighth Assembly of the World Coucil of Churches in 1998. The Assembly instigated 

the formation of a broader "forum of Christian churches and ecumenical 

organizations" (WCC, 1998, §4.5), expanding ecumenical participation to include 

those churches which had not previously been involved (for instance many 

Pentecostal and Evangelical churches who had been "indifferent or antagonistic" to 

the ecumenical movement, finding the goal of 'visible unity' theologically irrelevant 

(Brigham, 2012, pp. 138-139)), seeking a reconfiguration of ecumenical priorities 

(WCC, 2006, p. 28-29) which could accomodate a greater degree of difference. This 

resulted in the development of the Global Christian Forum, with the purpose of 

gathering "to foster mutual respect" and "to explore and address together common 

challenges" (Global Christian Forum, 2012), seeking a reconciled diversity rather than 

assuming a common goal of 'full, visibile unity'53. 

                                                      
53 This change in priorities is also reflected in ecumenical documents, which exhibit an increasing 
recognition of difference, whereby diversities are "brought together in harmony as gifts of the Holy 
Spirit, contributing to the richness and fullness of the Church" (WCC, 1991, paragraph 2.2). These 
diversities are, in a way which indicates a development in ecumenical priorities, even understood to 
be "essential to [the Church’s] wholeness"  (WCC, 2006, paragraph 3), even if differences may be 
interim positions which are held whilst progressing towards "visible unity" (Anglican Consultative 
Council [ACC], 1998/2005, Resolution IV.1), and even if it is believed that unity may only be 
eschatologically realised (Webster, 2004, p. 12), with it now "generally accepted" that ecumenical 
unity will embrace contextual and confessional diversity (Brigham, 2012, pp. 108-109). 
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Recently such recognition of ecclesial and theological difference has been identified 

as a strength54, a result of an "energy… so intense" that Christianity "forces its way 

into many different historical forms and is still multiplying"55 (Avis, 2010, p. 13). 

Indeed, for Paul Avis, recent apathy concerning inter-denominational reconciliation 

is a testimony to the success of ecumenism which has been so assimilated into local 

church life that mutual understanding and cooperation is "largely taken for granted" 

(2010, pp. 21-22), with diversity seen as a beneficial "multi-channelled medium" for 

mission, reflecting legitimate diversity seen in the New Testament and post-apostolic 

churches (2010, pp. 23-26). 

 

Perhaps the extent to which ecumenical expectations have altered since Lindbeck's 

context of 1984 is illustrated by a recent interview in which the current Archbishop 

of Canterbury suggests that the ongoing Anglican divisions (therefore not even 

ecumenical difference but intra-Anglican conflicts) might be so irreconcilable that 

they may most appropriately be dealt with by a (possibly temporary) separation 

(Welby, 2014), a far cry from the "reconciliation without capitulation" of which 

Lindbeck wrote (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 16). These are changes in ecumenical 

expectations which will be borne in mind when I propose modifications to Lindbeck’s 

model in chapters three and four of this study, modifications which seek to render 

the model more applicable in contemporary contexts. 

 

Nonetheless, an appreciation of Lindbeck’s ecumenical roots will remain important, 

as Mike Higton has recently highlighted when he argued that the "ad hoc borrowing" 

of ethnographic approaches is "not as foundational… as some of [Lindbeck's] rhetoric 

suggests" (2014, p. 2). From that standpoint, Higton suggests, rule-theory should be 

seen as "a proposed sorting and decluttering of the toolbox of practices of 

ecumenical reasoning", more a "nod towards" the linguistic approach than a 

                                                      
54 Although debate continues concerning the extent to which "reconciled diversity" should remain 
(Root, 2003; Tanner, 2003). 
55 Although distinctions are drawn between (beneficial) diversity, and (sinful) division which requires 
healing (Avis, 2010, pp. 16-17). 
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systematic generation of "thick descriptions" of religious grammars, best understood 

as an ecumenical and theological rather than ethnographic claim (2014, pp. 23-25).  

 

Also highlighted by Higton as important for a fuller understanding of Lindbeck’s 

ecumenically motivated approach is a frequently overlooked adoption, by Lindbeck, 

of "a self-denying ordinance" (Higton, 2014, p. 29). This is a move by which Lindbeck, 

although not being “theologically neutral in any absolute way (despite some of his 

claims to the contrary)” (2014, p. 29), seeks to make proposals which are 

“ecumenically and religiously neutral” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 9) and do not “imply 

decisions either for or against the communally authoritative teachings of particular 

religious bodies” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 9), in an attempt to issue an invitation to a 

regulative approach to ecumenical dialogue which “can truly be received by both 

sides” (Higton, 2014, p. 30). Therefore, Higton contends, the success of Lindbeck's 

model should not be judged by the plausibility of his appropriation of ethnographical 

methods, but by its ability to enhance ecumenical dialogue (2014, p. 27)56. 

 

These observations share common ground with others who have noted a tendency 

of critics to overlook the "analogical character" (DeHart, 2006, p. 66) of Lindbeck's 

proposal, and therefore the ways in which (in this case) religions are similar, but not 

identical to, and in some respects will be different from languages57 (Kelsey, 1990, p. 

23). Therefore, it will be my contention that there is still much scope for an analysis 

of Lindbeck's regulative analogy for doctrine when applied to current controversies 

(and, I will argue58, in an increasingly post-denominational context, this could be 

                                                      
56 Gorazd Andrejč extensively quotes Higton’s identifications of Lindbeck’s “ad hoc borrowing” 
(Higton, 2014, p. 2) from ethnographic approaches, and the Wittgensteinian thinking on which they 
are predicated (Andrejč, 2016). However, Andrejč finds Lindbeck’s approach problematic when it is 
explored within the field of interreligious relations, rather than the world of intrareligious dialogue 
with which Lindbeck was primarily concerned. When examined in an interreligious context, Andrejč 
finds a problematic discrepancy between Lindbeck’s apparent theological approach (reflecting his 
Christian ecumenical interests) and his claims to be utilizing non-theological conceptual theory with 
a wider applicability (Andrejč, 2016, pp. 76-80; 87-88). 
57 I will develop this further in chapter three. 
58 See chapter five. 
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intra-denominational, as much as inter-denominational, dispute59). A particularly 

pertinent example would be the current controversies surrounding same-sex 

relationships within Anglicanism (restricted, in the interests of practicability, to the 

debate in the Church of England), and an attempt to analyse the practices and 

statements of key theological and ethical positions in that particular debate to 

identify the multifaceted doctrinal foundations on which they are built, discerning 

'second-order' rules behind the first-order language. The 'real-life' complexity of this 

example means that it would be a particularly relevant case-study with which to test 

the applicability of Lindbeck's rule theory. Therefore, the focus of this study will be 

to ascertain whether or not a modified version of  Lindbeck’s "doctrine-as-grammar" 

analogy can facilitate the identification of 'rules' which may elucidate the issues at 

the heart of the controversies, and assess whether an application of a version of 

Lindbeck’s ‘postliberal’ model might lead towards a form of reconciliation. It is the 

wider background of this particular debate within Anglicanism which will now be 

considered. 

 

A case-study: same-sex relationships 

 

As contemporary controversies about same-sex relationships within the Church of 

England are considered as a context within which to attempt an experimental 

application of a modified version of Lindbeck’s rule theory, it will be important to 

understand the historical context of those conflicts, as outlined in the paragraphs 

below.  

 

Although some have argued that there is "circumstantial" (Sachs, 2009, p. 184) 

evidence of homoerotic subcultures within early Anglo-Catholicism (Hilliard, 1982, p. 

209) and despite Church of England encouragements of the 1967 de-criminalization 

                                                      
59 Berger observes that denominational difference is no longer "the centre of attention" in 
ecumenism, other divisions being more pertinent, particularly among historically marginalised 
communities (1996, pp. 216-218). Similarly, in his later writings, Lindbeck himself identified "disunity 
within (rather than between) the separated communions" as a cause for a decline in ecumenical 
initiative, perhaps indicating that intra-denominational unity is a prior concern to inter-
denominational unity (2004, p. 401). 
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of homosexuality (House of Bishops [HoB], 2003, pp. 24-25), the current 'crisis' in the 

Anglican Communion has emerged in response to unilateral decisions by the diocese 

of New Hampshire to appoint an openly homosexual bishop in 2003, alongside, the 

previous year, the Canadian diocese of New Westminster's decision to permit the 

blessing of same-sex unions. However, Anglican debates concerning same-sex 

relationships predate these developments, and changing approaches within the 

Church to same-sex relationships can be traced through a series of Anglican 

statements and resolutions in the preceding decades. 

 

The 1978 Lambeth Conference of worldwide bishops contained the first resolution 

reflecting an acknowledgement of same-sex relational complexities, affirming 

"heterosexuality as the scriptural norm", alongside a call for theological and scientific 

study of homosexuality60 and "pastoral concern" for those so oriented (Anglican 

Consultative Council [ACC], 1978/2005, Resolution 10). However, less conciliatory 

language was evident in the Church of England's General Synod of 1987, 

overwhelmingly supporting a motion61 identifying "homosexual genital acts" as 

sinful, calling for them to be met with "a call to repentance and the exercise of 

compassion" (General Synod of the Church of England, 1987, pp. 955-956). 

 

Diversity of opinion was more explicitly articulated in the Church of England's 1991 

Issues in Human Sexuality, however, the writing of which, the report acknowledged, 

had entailed "vigorous debate" (HoB, 1991, p. vii). Like the Lambeth Conference, the 

report recognised a pastoral responsibility towards those of homosexual orientation 

(HoB, 1991, pp. 33-34), and reaffirmed a traditional position concerning sexuality 

(with Scripture, Tradition and reason making it "impossible" for the Church to 

conclude otherwise), advocating a life of sexual abstinence while affirming 

homosexual people as equally loved by God (HoB, 1991, pp. 40-41). Despite these 

assertions, however, the report called the church to "stand alongside" those in 

committed homosexual relationships who were "conscientiously convinced" that 

                                                      
60 Reaffirmed at the 1988 Lambeth Conference (ACC, 1988/2005, Resolution 64) 
61 The motion was carried with 403 in favour, 8 against and 13 abstentions (General Synod of the 
Church of England, 1987, p. 955) 
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such unions should be permissible, although the possibility of such partnerships was 

not extended to clergy (HoB, 1991, p. 42). Therefore, the Church of England's official 

stance became one which affirmed traditional views of sexuality, but permitted a 

diversity of opinion and practice, without attempting to reconcile this plurality. 

 

While such diversity may have been acceptable to at least some in the Church of 

England, it was seen as an intolerable compromise by Anglican leaders in the 'Global 

South', who, at their 1997 meeting in Kuala Lumpur described "homosexual 

practices" as sinful "promiscuity", calling for simultaneous loving pastoral care and 

challenge to repentance for those "trapped in their sexual brokenness" (Global 

South, 1997, paragraphs 5-8).  However, this was seen not simply as an issue of sexual 

ethics, but of biblical authority (Global South, 1997, paragraph 9), meaning that 

human sexuality became, for the 'Global South' at least, a doctrinal question of 

Scriptural authority. 

 

The following year, the Lambeth Conference once again considered human sexuality, 

with the discussion document Called to Full Humanity, which admitted the presence 

of apparently irreconcilable differences among bishops, with some who viewed 

same-sex relationships as a disorder on the one hand, and others who considered 

same-sex relationships worthy of blessing on the other. As a result, the report 

identified a need within the church for the maintenance of unity, whilst discerning 

"the way of Christ" on the subject in a climate of mutual trust and charity (ACC, 

1998/2008, Subsection 3), in contrast to both the Global South's affirmation of a 

'plain' biblical reading, and the Church of England's tolerance of diversity. However, 

the resolution which the Conference ultimately passed departs significantly from this 

vision, instead "rejecting homosexual practice as incompatible with Scripture", whilst 

instigating a process of listening to the experiences of homosexual people, although 
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a number of more forthright amendments62 from provinces in the Global South were 

rejected (ACC, 1998/2005, Resolution I.10 and Appendix). 

 

It is against this background that the unilateral moves in New Hampshire and Canada 

occurred, raising concerns for Anglican unity. Therefore, Rowan Williams, the (then) 

Archbishop of Canterbury instigated a commission to examine the structures of the 

Anglican Communion and recommend how they might be enhanced "where serious 

differences threatened the life of a diverse worldwide Church" (Lambeth Commission 

on Communion [LCC], 2004, p. 5)63. While the resulting Windsor Report did not 

recommend changes to the basic principles of the Anglican Communion, it suggested 

a strengthening of the role of the Archbishop of Canterbury (LCC, 2004, p. 45), and 

the instigation of an Anglican Covenant which would "make explicit and forceful" the 

Anglican "loyalty and bonds of affection" (LCC, 2004, p. 48)64, enabling the 

Communion to negotiate difference, whilst retaining a core of common beliefs and 

practices (Sachs, 2009, p. 243)65, and also maintaining an expectation (later endorsed 

by the Primates (Primates' Meeting, 2005, paragraphs 13-14; 17-19)) that the 

Communion remain in fellowship, working towards a unity (although perhaps not 

uniformity) which transcends diversity (LCC, 2004, pp. 59-60).  

 

As the 2008 Lambeth Conference66 approached, however, the threat of division 

intensified with the language of the Jerusalem Statement from the first Global 

                                                      
62 For instance, describing all homosexual practices as "promiscuity" (ACC, 1998/2005, Resolution 
I.10, Appendix Resolution V.1(c)), and positing that homosexuality "could only be adopted by the 
church if it wanted to commit evangelical suicide"(ACC, 1998/2005, Resolution I.10, Appendix 
Resolution V.35(b)). 
63 Some criticise the commission's mandate for identifying the 'problem' as "the canonically 
legitimate" pro-same-sex innovations "by autonomous provinces", rather than the "widespread 
persecution of homosexual persons" (Linzey, 2005, p. 161). Those same critics instead saw the North 
American developments as Spirit-inspired, and consistent with the diverse nature of the historic 
Communion (Linzey, 2005). 
64 The resulting proposal of an Anglican Communion Covenant (Covenant Design Group, 2009a) 
failed to gain significant institutional support either in the Church of England (General Synod of the 
Church of England, 2012, p. 3), or in the wider Communion (Anglican Communion Office, 2015). 
65 Similar to the St Andrew's Day Statement's recommendations (Church of England Evangelical 
Council, 1995) 
66 Which reflected in its indaba statements a recognition of the diversity and complexity of debate 
around human sexuality, and the need for "generous space for ongoing discussions" (ACC, 2008, 
paragraph 108; 112; 120) 
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Anglican Future Conference (GAFCON) sounding like a prelude to division, requesting 

structures of support for churches in provinces where "leaders are denying the 

orthodox faith" (GAFCON, 2008). It is within this Declaration that a move is evident 

which identifies the "tenets of orthodoxy" with a traditional view of human sexuality, 

differentiated, in the declaration, from support for "a variety of sexual preferences 

and immoral behaviour" as evidence of a "false gospel" and "unrepentant churches" 

(GAFCON, 2008). This clearly contrasts with the tone of the Windsor Report's vision 

of dialogue whilst in communion, or Issues in Human Sexuality's tolerance of diversity 

within a conservative framework. Indeed, human sexuality appears so significant for 

GAFCON that it is the only moral issue mentioned in the official textual conclusions 

of the conference, being the focus of the Declaration’s longest clause67 (GAFCON, 

2008, Clause 8). 

 

More recently within the Church of England, The Pilling Report has demonstrated an 

ongoing diversity of opinion, concluding (but not unanimously) that despite 

insufficient evidence for a policy change, debate around the meaning of the biblical 

texts has been inconclusive. Consequently, the report advocated a structured 

process of facilitated respectful listening, not just to the experiences of homosexual 

people, but to pertinent theological, scriptural and cultural differences (House of 

Bishops Working Group on Human Sexuality [Pilling Report], 2013, pp. 67-70; 101; 

103-106). 

 

Perhaps one of the greatest challenges to this process is, as identified by Brittain and 

McKinnon (2011), the discovery that homosexuality is frequently understood to 

merely be the "presenting symptom", or "symbolic marker" which provides a 

concrete focal point for more fundamental priorities (although the researchers’ 

                                                      
67 Although some GAFCON participants and sympathetic observers objected that a response to 
secularism was the true focus of the conference, with the emphasis on homosexuality being merely 
a reflection of the interests of the press corps, researchers' interviews with participants revealed 
that for many, homosexuality was the presenting cause for the conference, and therefore became a 
frequent topic of discussion (Sadgrove, Vanderbeck, Ward, Valentine, & Andersson, 2010, p. 200). 
The inclusion of references to sexuality in the Jerusalem Declaration would support this 
interpretation. 
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interviews with influential bishops revealed no consensus on precisely what the 

underlying issues at stake are (2011, pp. 362-366; 370-371)). Therefore, although not 

classically a doctrinal issue, as a symbolic issue (or for GAFCON, the litmus test of 

orthodoxy), disputes concerning same-sex relationships do rest on questions which 

conform to Lindbeck's definition of doctrines as "communally authoritative teachings 

regarding beliefs and practices that are considered essential to the identity or welfare 

of the group", whether "formally stated or informally operative" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 

74). This will be explored in more detail in chapter five, where I will argue that it is 

the way in which this debate is, for many participants, so symbolic, which means that 

it is a good candidate with which to test Lindbeck's doctrine-as-grammar proposal. 

This is especially true when (as will also be examined in chapter five) the nature of 

the Anglican Communion is considered, gathered by mutual consent rather than 

obligated by covenant, making successful dialogue and reconciliation (or at least a 

mutual acceptance of diversity) essential to the Communion's ongoing unified 

existence, in a way which is similar to Lindbeck's own original ecumenical context. 

 

In fact, in some of his earlier work, Christopher Brittain (2008) briefly enquired 

whether Lindbeck's cultural linguistic approach might prove useful in progressing 

towards a resolution of this particular conflict in the Anglican Communion. However, 

he rejected Lindbeck's proposal as "fraught with contradictions" (2008, pp. 792-793) 

over the discernment of the 'rules' which should most appropriately be followed by 

a Christian community (and the identification of the individuals or bodies competent 

to define such 'rules'), and as inadequately acknowledging the multiplicity of 

narratives which are formative for communities and their members' 'form of life' 

(2008, p. 793). Nonetheless, it will be my contention within this study that Brittain’s 

concerns can be address if the conviction concerning an essential ‘grammatical’ unity 

between faithful Christian communities which is evident within Lindbeck's approach 

is removed, and if it is permitted that divergent ‘grammars’ might be discovered to 

be operative for the various parties. Once Lindbeck’s rule theory has been so 

modified, I will argue that a regulative approach to doctrine offers an innovative and 
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useful new approach to the conflicts described above, although perhaps not in a way 

which will prove immediately reconciliatory. 

 

Before Lindbeck's rule theory can be tested effectively, however, it will be important 

to both clarify the doctrinal analogy which will be assessed, and to elucidate the way 

in which it will be modified to enable a more effective application within 

contemporary church controversies, a task to which the next chapter will begin to 

turn. 
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Chapter 3: Lindbeck's analogical approach to doctrine 

 

Chapter two of this study has provided an overview of the critical response to The 

Nature of Doctrine, and has also identified a contemporary church controversy within 

which the effectiveness of Lindbeck’s rule theory might be tested. Now, in this 

chapter I will: return to a more detailed analysis of the doctrine-as-grammar 

proposal; explore the importance of the ecumenical context from which it emerged; 

undertake an examination of how rule theory relates to Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic 

paradigm for religion; and highlight a caution regarding the application of rule theory. 

 

As demonstrated in the previous chapter, the critical response to The Nature of 

Doctrine has been almost entirely absorbed with theological, philosophical and 

sociological debates concerning Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion, 

and has largely overlooked his innovative proposals regarding the way in which 

doctrine may be understood to operate. Therefore, in this chapter I will seek to give 

more attention to his doctrine-as-rule proposal. It will demonstrate that although 

significant objections have been raised concerning Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic 

paradigm for religion, the approach to doctrine that is expressed by rule theory is not 

dependent on the veracity of that cultural-linguistic paradigm, and still has a valuable 

contribution to make within contemporary theological controversies. This value, I will 

argue, is evident once it is appreciated that Lindbeck was proposing that grammar 

operates as a helpful analogy for, rather than a complete description of, the nature 

of doctrine. 

 

However, this chapter will also argue that this value might have been more readily 

apparent if George Lindbeck’s objectives for his work had been more modest. And it 

is to those objectives, as they are presented in the explicitly stated ambitions found 

within The Nature of Doctrine, which this chapter will turn initially, in an attempt to 

highlight the true focus of Lindbeck’s aims. 
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Identifying Lindbeck's objectives 

 

Lindbeck’s unnecessarily ambitious aims 

 

From the opening pages of the Foreword to The Nature of Doctrine, George 

Lindbeck's ambitious objectives become apparent. His project was motivated by 

what he perceived to be inadequacies in existing Christian approaches to doctrine, 

or "communal belief and action", which he had observed during the course of his 

own ecumenical involvement (1984, p. 7)68. These inadequacies (which will be 

explored in more detail below) were, for Lindbeck, illustrated by situations in which 

existing understandings of the function of doctrine could neither elucidate the 

criteria implicitly employed in the discernment of doctrinal faithfulness or 

unfaithfulness  (1984, p. 7), nor account for instances of ecumenical convergence 

which occurred despite all participants believing themselves to have remained 

faithful to the apparently contradictory historic positions of their own respective 

denominations, meaning that, paradoxically, “positions that were once really 

opposed are now really reconcilable, even though these positions remain in a 

significant sense identical to what they were before” (1984, p. 15).  

 

However, following Lindbeck’s assertion concerning the "interdependent" nature of 

theories of religion and doctrine (1984, p. 7), a statement which will be examined in 

greater detail later in this chapter, the scope of his project was not limited to 

instances of doctrinal diversity, but was broadened to encompass a whole theory of 

religion (1984, p. 7). But even this broad objective needed to be expanded further, 

according to Lindbeck. He believed that "all the standard theological approaches are 

unhelpful" for providing adequate solutions to his stated problem (1984, p. 7). 

Therefore, he believed that an exploration of philosophical and social-scientific 

disciplines was required, to discover a new paradigm which would enable innovative 

Christian and non-Christian, theological and non-theological, ecumenical and non-

                                                      
68 The extent of Lindbeck’s involvement within ecumenical enterprises can be appreciated in some 
of his published reminiscences, e.g. Lindbeck (1993/2002; 1994). 
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ecumenical approaches to religion (1984, p. 7). In addition, Lindbeck considered that 

for such new approaches to be successful, his work would need to be acceptable to 

“all religious traditions that fell within its purview” (1984, p. 9) without simply 

resorting to divine intervention as the explanation for apparently inexplicable 

reconciliations, meaning that intelligibility would be an essential requirement for his 

new proposals (1984, pp. 15-16).  Consequently, in a volume of less than 150 pages, 

Lindbeck's stated aim is no less than to formulate a new paradigm for religion which 

is doctrinally and religiously neutral, ecumenically useful, inter-religiously applicable 

and academically viable (1984, pp. 8-10; 15-16). 

 

It must be acknowledged that there are aspects of Lindbeck’s resulting cultural-

linguistic approach to religion which will resonate at an intuitive level with many 

religious adherents, or to quote Hans Frei’s reflections on The Nature of Doctrine, 

Lindbeck’s work contains a “common sense” approach to religion which many have 

felt but have been unable to express (Frei, 1990, p. 276). For many, seeing religions 

as “comprehensive interpretive schemes” which, through myth, narrative and ritual, 

“structure human experience and understanding of self and world” (Lindbeck, 1984, 

p. 32) will appear to provide a coherent description of their experience of religion. 

Equally, the perception of a religion as “a kind of cultural and/or linguistic framework 

or medium that shapes the entirety of life and thought” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 33), 

meaning that “[t]o become religious involves becoming skilled in the language, the 

symbol system of a given religion” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 34) will appear helpful to many. 

It provides an understanding of religion that offers adherents the ability to inhabit a 

faith tradition which is “in its inner structure, far richer and more subtle than can be 

explicitly articulated”, and which is, akin to the learning of a language, intuitively 

interiorized through the practice of that religion (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 35). However, 

upon further investigation, when such statements are scrutinized as alternative 

proposals to more traditional understandings, suggesting that religion “is not 

primarily an array of beliefs about the true and the good (though it may involve 

these), or a symbolism expressive of basic attitudes, feelings, or sentiments (though 
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these will be generated)” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 33), objections arise, as exemplified in 

the previous chapter. 

 

Three decades of critical response have demonstrated that Lindbeck has not 

succeeded in achieving his objective of providing a new paradigm for religion which 

would be widely regarded as a better model than existing approaches, and would be 

“acceptable to all religious traditions that fall within its purview” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 

9), including both propositionalists and experiential-expressivists. This prolonged 

critical response undermines Lindbeck’s hope that "evangelicals will not think my 

work compromises their emphases on the love of Jesus and on biblical authority" and 

liberals "will not suppose it is inconsistent with intellectual openness or commitment 

to peace and justice" (Lindbeck, 1990/2002a, p. 6). 

 

Although it must be acknowledged that Lindbeck’s work has been influential in the 

decades which have followed its publication69, the failure of The Nature of Doctrine’s 

proposals to be as widely accepted as the author had hoped is made evident by many 

of the critiques examined in the previous chapter. Those analyses variously claim 

that: Lindbeck’s new paradigm for religion is predicated on unrealistically simplistic 

portrayals of both propositionalist70 and liberal, or experiential-expressivist71, 

positions; the cultural-linguistic model raises too many unresolved questions 

regarding the nature and place of ontological truth72; the proposal fails to appreciate 

the extent to which a truly cultural-linguistic approach would regard religion as 

incommensurable (which some fear results in a form of fideism), and would 

                                                      
69 The sheer volume of the critical response is in itself an indication of the significance of Lindbeck’s 
work, demonstrating an engagement with his ideas from across the theological spectrum, drawing a 
degree of praise from even his most outspoken critics (e.g. Tracy, 1985, p. 461), and proving 
influential in the development of alternative proposals from others (e.g. Vanhoozer, 2005, p. xiii) 
70 See O'Neill (1985, p. 428), Wainwright (1988, p. 122), Gerrish (1988, pp. 87-88), McGrath (1990, 
pp. 15-20) and Volf (1996, p. 59). 
71 See Tracy (1985, pp. 462-463, 467-468), Gerrish (1988, p. 90), McGrath (1990, p. 26) and Higton 
(2014, p. 14). 
72 See Keifert (1985, pp. 342-343), O'Neill (1985, pp. 421-422), Wood (1985, pp. 237-240), 
Wainwright (1988, pp. 122-125), Phillips (1988, pp. 145-146), McGrath (1990, pp. 15-20), Richards 
(1997, pp. 41-43, 45-48, 53), Kallenberg (1997, pp. 207-210), Vidu (2005, pp. 185-186) and Knight 
(2012, p. 258). 
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consequently make no reference outside of itself, whether that be to non-theological 

disciplines, or to an objective divine reality73; and it underestimates the complex 

interrelationship between the different influences of context, corporate experience 

or continuing divine interaction in the formation of the 'language' of a religious 

system74, with some suggesting that Lindbeck’s proposal replaces a relationship to 

the divine with allegiance to a particular intratextual cultural-linguistic religious 

system75. 

 

However, it is the thesis of this chapter that the preceding critical challenges 

concerning Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion do not necessarily 

nullify the value of his proposals concerning the nature of doctrine. Indeed it is 

evident in Lindbeck’s own stated aims that it is not the cultural-linguistic approach to 

religion which was the primary focus of his work: “What is new in the present work… 

is not its theory of religion, but the use of this theory in the conceptualization of 

doctrine, and the contention that this conceptualization is fruitful for theology and 

ecumenism” (1984, p. 8). 

 

It is to these ecumenical concerns that this chapter will now turn. 

 

Rediscovering Lindbeck’s primary focus: ecumenism 

 

While the critical response to The Nature of Doctrine has remained the almost 

exclusive preserve of theological, philosophical and sociological theorists, an 

outcome which has taken Lindbeck himself by surprise (1994/2009, p. xxix), and 

which is perhaps an indication that the paradigm-defining aims for such a concise 

volume were too ambitious, "almost all" of the critical response (Marshall, 2009, p. 

xxiii) has overlooked Lindbeck's true motivation. This original motivation may, 

admittedly, have been obscured by Lindbeck’s ambitious Foreword, but it is 

                                                      
73 See Gustafson (1985, pp. 83-93), Placher (1987, p. 46), Phillips (1988, pp. 140-141, 145-146), Zorn 
(1995, pp. 509-511), and Bowald (2007, pp. 37-39). 
74 See Tanner (1997, pp. 74-77), Heather (2008, p. 464) and Moyaert (2012, pp. 71-77). 
75 See Moyaert (2012, p. 71). 
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nevertheless explicitly outlined in his book, as will be demonstrated below, and it is 

rooted in the ecumenical context from which Lindbeck’s work emerged, a context 

which Hans Frei highlighted as essential to any understanding of Lindbeck’s book: 

“Without the absolute priority of that Christian-ecumenical reality, without its 

reality, forget the "rule" or regulative approach, forget the cultural-linguistic theory 

- forget the book" (Frei, 1990, pp. 277-278). 

 

Lindbeck's ecumenical context is outlined in the opening arguments of the first 

chapter of his book. Following repeated observations of "doctrinal reconciliation 

without doctrinal change" (1984, p. 15), in which cross-denominational agreement 

had been discovered within ecumenical dialogue, despite participants' continued 

adherence to their own traditional (and apparently mutually contradictory) doctrinal 

positions, an attempt to "untie intellectual knots by intellectual means" (1984, p. 16) 

was required. However, Lindbeck believed that the prevailing views of doctrine and 

religion (which he calls the cognitive and "experiential-expressive" approaches, or 

hybrids thereof) were inadequate for this task (1984, pp. 16-17). Therefore, a new 

paradigm was required which would have "no difficulty in explaining the possibility 

of reconciliation without capitulation", permitting "an invariant meaning" (1984, p. 

18) behind doctrines whilst allowing historic dogmatic opposition to dissolve. 

Therefore, although approaches to religion receive a brief mention in his opening 

paragraphs, it is doctrine which is Lindbeck's clear focus76: a specific, pragmatic, 

ecumenically situated doctrinal 'problem', for which Lindbeck was seeking a fresh 

approach77. Despite the wealth of critical responses which have focussed on 

philosophical and methodological issues concerning Lindbeck's approach to religion, 

it should perhaps not be a surprise to notice that it is in fact doctrine which was the 

author’s original focus, given that it is doctrine which features most prominently in 

                                                      
76 Despite Lindbeck's curious later assertion that doctrine "provides the critical test" for cultural-
linguistic approaches to religion (1984, p. 73), which appears to reverse his priorities, as if the 
religious paradigm were his main focus. 
77 See observations of Lindbeck’s specifically ecumenical context in Frei (1990, pp. 277-278), 
Marshall (2009, p. xxiii), DeHart (2006, p. 70), and Moulaison (2007, p. 15). Pecknold (2005) 
highlights the pragmatism evident in Lindbeck’s approach. 
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the title of his book, The Nature of Doctrine: Religion and Theology in a Postliberal 

Age (1984). 

 

It is significant that Lindbeck's proposal emerges from his involvement in ecumenism, 

a Christian movement predicated on the theological conviction that unity is not only 

always desirable, but is inherently possible, due to "an apprehension that the 

diversity of extant forms of Christian practice and discourse can be construed as a 

fundamental unity affected but by no means destroyed by serious divisions and 

fruitful differences" (Higton, 2014, p. 17). This conviction, which was strengthened 

by repeated instances of apparent “reconciliation without capitulation”78 (Lindbeck, 

1984, p. 18), became the foundation for Lindbeck's search for a paradigm which could 

accommodate his observations of doctrinal convergence (1984, p. 15) for which a 

cultural-linguistically inspired understanding of the role of doctrine seemed 

appropriate (1984, pp. 18-19). This search resulted in the proposal of a regulative 

approach to doctrine: Lindbeck’s rule theory. 

 

It is to Lindbeck’s unity-nurturing intentions which this study will return. Rather than 

revisiting the well-rehearsed ontological, philosophical and theological debates 

surrounding his proposed new paradigm for religion, what follows in the remainder 

of this thesis will test Lindbeck's rule theory79 in the context of a contemporary 

church controversy, namely ecclesial conflicts concerning same-sex relationships. 

Such testing will enable an engagement with the complexity of 'real-life' theological 

disputes which, although they may not be conventionally 'doctrinal' (in the sense that 

the controversies do not, on the whole, take place around official statements of 

belief regarding sexuality), they nevertheless engage with multi-faceted (and often 

                                                      
78 Lindbeck cites examples of the types of ‘reconciliation without capitulation’ which motivated his 
investigations: the results of Catholic, Orthodox or Protestant dialogues concerning the Eucharist, 
ministry, justification and the papacy (1984, p. 15). He further seeks to demonstrate the applicability 
of his rule theory by an examination of historic Trinitarian and Christological formulations (1984, pp. 
92-96), and in his own worked examples of Marian dogmas (1984, pp. 96-98) and Infallibility  (1984, 
pp. 98-104), although it must be acknowledged that the latter demonstrated an incomplete 
reconciliation. 
79 See page 82ff below for a fuller discussion of the legitimacy of separating rule theory from 
Lindbeck’s wider proposals regarding religion. 
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implicit) doctrinal foundations which may be considered to conform with Lindbeck’s 

understanding of doctrine as “chiefly” reflecting the ‘grammar’ of religion (1984, p. 

81), even though these doctrinal foundations often become obscured in the 

impassioned statements and dialogues of debate. This testing of Lindbeck’s proposal 

will provide an opportunity for a practical verification of the usefulness of rule theory, 

the testing of which has so far been minimal in both the paucity of Lindbeck's own 

worked examples (DeHart, 2006, p. 73), and in the methodological and philosophical 

focus which has characterised the majority of the critical response to The Nature of 

Doctrine.  

 

But before such an exploration can be undertaken, a detailed exposition of 

Lindbeck’s rule theory is required, as well as some clarifications concerning the 

extent of Lindbeck’s linguistic analogy, and some cautions regarding his 

methodological appropriations from the field of ethnographic religious studies.  

 

Rule Theory 

 

At the heart of Lindbeck’s rule theory is a conviction consistent with his belief that 

the examples of reconciliation that he had observed within the ecumenical 

movement should be repeatable in future instances of conflict80. This conviction was 

essentially a belief that, despite apparent evidence to the contrary, there remained 

a fundamental unity between conflicted Christians at a deep, sometimes obscured 

level, a unity which would be the key to reconciliation once it was revealed. The 

existence of such a deep unity meant, for Lindbeck, that despite variations of belief 

and practice between Christian communities, at its core the Christian faith was 

unchanged. This is demonstrated in Lindbeck’s observation of the need to establish 

an understanding of doctrine which did not undermine the position, held within most 

                                                      
80 As Lindbeck stated in his Foreword: “As one who is deeply concerned about Christian unity, I 
would like to believe… that my work is of service to the church and to the glory of God. In brief, 
although the argument of the book is designed to be doctrinally and religiously neutral, it is 
prompted by convictions about the kind of theological thinking that is most likely to be religiously 
helpful to Christians and perhaps others in the present situation” (1984, p. 10). 
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Christian traditions, that doctrines are “not only normative but permanent" (1984, p. 

73). It is also evident in Lindbeck’s conviction that where doctrinal conflict appears 

to be in evidence, it can be reconciled "without capitulation" (1984, p. 18) because 

such apparent disagreements are not actually examples of essential difference at a 

‘grammatical’ level, but rather are demonstrations of the more superficial 

differences found in theological diversity, instances of the permissible, even 

necessary, "great variety in… theological explanation, communication, and defense 

of the faith within a framework of communal doctrinal agreement" (1984, p. 76). In 

Lindbeck's view this phenomenon could not be accounted for by propositionalist 

views of doctrine on the one hand, which did not adequately permit the 

reinterpretation of "old doctrines… to fit new circumstances" (1984, p. 78), or by the 

"experiential-expressivist" approaches to doctrine on the other, which "reduce 

doctrines to nondiscursive symbolisms" and are unable to preserve the continuity of 

faith between different historical and cultural contexts (1984, p. 78). 

 

Lindbeck's proposed rule theory suggests a new approach, in that it "does not locate 

the abiding and doctrinally significant aspect of religion in propositionally formulated 

truths, much less in inner experiences, but in the story it tells and in the grammar 

that informs the way the story is told and used" (1984, p. 80)81. Rule theory, 

therefore, proposes a cultural-linguistically inspired 'grammatical' framework to 

regulate a quasi-linguistic religious way of life, in which "a religion is first of all a 

comprehensive interpretative medium or categorial framework within which one has 

certain kinds of experiences and makes certain kinds of affirmations" (1984, p. 80). 

The "lexical core" for this cultural-linguistic approach to the religious life is, in the 

case of Christianity, primarily the Scriptures (as expressed in Lindbeck’s 

‘intratextuality’ which will be examined in the next chapter), with "[s]ome 

contributions to the basic vocabulary", such as Trinitarian language, emerging from 

"postbiblical traditions", and with church doctrines "chiefly" reflecting the "grammar 

                                                      
81 Lindbeck acknowledged that his doctrine-as-grammar proposal was indebted to Wittgenstein 
(1984, p. 20), (who in turn was developing an idea originally proposed by Harold Fielding Hall 
(Loughlin, 1997, p. 54)), and is a development, following Lonergan, from St Athanasius (Lindbeck, 
1984, p. 94). 
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of the religion" rather than its "lexicon" (1984, p. 81). Therefore, according to 

Lindbeck’s interpretation, faithfulness to a doctrine is not demonstrated by the 

repetition of pre-existing dogmatic formulations in new contexts, but rather is seen 

in the innovation of new first-order formulations of belief and praxis which are 

appropriate to their new context, and ensure an "adherence to the same directives" 

(or ‘grammatical rules’) that were operative behind the emergence of the original 

doctrinal statements (1984, p. 81). 

 

Thus, a distinction is made between "first-order" formulations or praxis ('vocabulary') 

and “second-order” doctrines. First-order formulations are understood to be 

statements which are "used in the activities of adoration, proclamation, obedience, 

promise-hearing, and promise-keeping which shape individuals and communities 

into conformity to the mind of Christ" (1984, p. 68). Such formulations are examples 

of "ordinary religious language" which is "used to mold lives through prayer, praise, 

preaching, and exhortation" (1984, p. 69), and is subject to change as it "arise[s] from 

the application of the interpretative scheme to the shifting worlds that human beings 

inhabit"82 (1984, p. 82). Doctrinal statements, therefore, are understood to be, in 

most instances, examples of the correct usages of the 'grammatical’ rules of faith 

(although occasionally83 they are the articulation of rules as “explicit statements of 

general regulative principles” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 81)). However, Lindbeck proposed 

that the primary function of doctrine should be understood to be as second-order 

"[t]echnical theology and official doctrine... about the first-intentional uses of 

religious language" which "engages in explaining, defending, analysing, and 

regulating liturgical, kerygmatic, and ethical modes of speech and action" (1984, p. 

69). Doctrinal statements are therefore, according to Lindbeck, usually best 

understood as illustrations of "correct usage" rather than definitions of it, being 

"exemplary instantiations or paradigms of the application of rules" (1984, p. 81). But, 

                                                      
82 Kelsey highlights the possibility of diversity within such 'first-order' language, with rule theory 
functioning as "the condition of the possibility of significant disagreement", as "[d]isagreement is 
possible precisely when formulations of the remarks of all parties to the dispute are ruled by the 
same "framework of doctrinal agreement"" (1990, p. 10). 
83 In examples such as sola gratia or sola fide (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 81). 
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Lindbeck proposes that doctrine should be understood to “chiefly” function 

regulatively (1984, p. 81), and to provide "guidelines for Christian discourse rather 

than first-order affirmations about the inner being of God or of Jesus Christ" (1984, 

p. 94). And, just as grammar "by itself affirms nothing either true or false regarding 

the world in which language is used, but only about language", so doctrine, for 

Lindbeck, "assert[s] nothing either true or false about God and his relation to 

creatures, but only speak[s] about such assertions" (1984, p. 69). 

 

Although Lindbeck does not provide extensive historical examples of such regulative 

functions of doctrine, in his analysis of the ancient Trinitarian and Christological 

creeds, he briefly states that three regulative principles were “obviously at work” in 

the thinking which ultimately led to the first-order statements of the creeds (1984, 

p. 94). Those regulative principles are identified by Lindbeck as “the monotheistic 

principle”84, “the principle of historical specificity”85, and “Christological 

maximalism” (1984, p. 94). This final rule is further elucidated by Lindbeck as 

meaning that “every possible importance is to be ascribed to Jesus that is not 

inconsistent with the first rules”, flowing from “the central Christian conviction that 

Jesus Christ is the highest possible clue… within the space-time world of human 

experience to God” (1984, p. 94). Therefore, it is clear that, for Lindbeck, although 

doctrine, when it is understood to reflect the ‘grammar’ of faith, does not make 

assertions about God, it does still perform a positive function in directing first-order 

formulations towards the types of statements that should be made86.  

 

                                                      
84 Lindbeck acknowledges that this is the only of the three identified principles which was 
“formulated in the early church in something like” his terminology (1984, p. 94). It should be 
acknowledged that “the monotheistic principle: there is only one God, the God of Abraham, Isaac, 
Jacob and Jesus” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 80) appears to be more propositional than grammatical (O'Neill, 
1985, p. 435; Higton, 2014, p.22; 2015, p. 54). Chapter six of this study will explore, in the context of 
a contemporary case study, whether doctrinal positions can be expressed ‘grammatically’ (rather 
than propositionally) in a way which satisfies parties for whom propositional statements of belief 
have traditionally been given great significance. 
85 Namely, the stories of Jesus refer to an historical character who “was born, lived and died in a 
particular time and place” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 94). 
86 This appears to be in contrast to some of Kathryn Tanner’s objections regarding rule theory, when 
she observes that rules "determine what is nonsense or not, but they do not specify positively what 
it is one should say" (1997, p. 140). 
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However, it must not be forgotten that Lindbeck asserts that doctrines, “chiefly” 

being understood as regulative (1984, p. 81), "assert nothing either true or false 

about God and his relation to creatures, but only speak about such assertions" (1984, 

p. 69). As might be expected from such bold and unconventional statements about 

the properties of doctrine, it is this aspect of Lindbeck’s proposal, and its implications 

for the understanding of truth and meaning within Christianity, that has provided the 

impetus for a significant part of the critical response to The Nature of Doctrine (as 

demonstrated in the previous chapter).  

 

But many of the scholars who criticise the adequacy of Lindbeck’s approach to 

doctrine with regards to truth and meaning87 have overlooked an important aspect 

of rule theory: a voluntary adoption of neutrality in the interests of ecumenical 

fruitfulness. This willing adoption of impartiality, specifically in areas which might 

otherwise be church dividing, has been identified by Mike Higton as Lindbeck’s “self-

denying ordinance” (2014, p. 29), and is perhaps the true sense of Lindbeck’s attempt 

to be religiously and doctrinally ‘neutral’, by which he sought to make proposals 

which “do not in themselves imply decisions either for or against the communally 

authoritative teachings of particular religious bodies” (1984, p. 9). Rather than 

seeking “to decide material questions”, Lindbeck’s thesis intended to provide a 

"framework… for discussion" (1984, p. 9). But, as Higton has observed, this adoption 

of impartiality does not entail being "theologically neutral in any absolute way", 

being instead a decision "to avoid taking sides" in ways which would preclude the 

participation of some parties in genuine dialogue, so that Lindbeck’s “invitation to 

the regulative way of pursuing ecumenism will be an invitation that can truly be 

received by both sides”, by “setting the terms of ecumenical engagement equally for 

all participants” (2014, pp. 29-30)88. And it should, therefore, be noted that 

                                                      
87 For instance, Wood's insistence that Lindbeck's view of the functions of doctrine contains a 
"serious, and unwarranted, limitation", with "a need for normative guidance not only as to 
"grammar" (how to speak) but also as to content (what to say), not only as to how to make sense, 
but also as to how to tell, and enact, the truth" (1985, p. 240). See also Keifert (1985, pp. 342-343), 
O'Neill (1985, pp. 421-422), McGrath (1996, p. 28), Richards (1997, pp. 41-48). 
88 See also Andrew Moore’s defence of Lindbeck’s ecumenical attempt to "uphold the cognitivity of 
religious truth claims whilst attenuating the absolutism with which they are sometimes held" (2003, 
p. 93).  
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Lindbeck’s “self-denying ordinance” (Higton, 2014, p. 29) is not only required to be 

adopted by Lindbeck himself as the originator of rule theory. It will also, to a degree, 

need to be adopted by those who follow Lindbeck’s regulative model. This is because 

meaningful participation in a model which is deliberately “ecumenically and 

religiously neutral” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 9), and purposely operates by setting the 

“terms of ecumenical engagement equally for all participants” (Higton, 2014, p. 30), 

implicitly requires all participants to partake in genuine dialogue, on a negotiated 

theologically neutral ground, without requiring their interlocutors to assent to 

doctrines or positions which they themselves may consider of primary importance. 

 

As Higton highlights, once Lindbeck’s “self-denying ordinance” (Higton, 2014, p. 29) 

is appreciated as a means by which to create a forum for dialogue which is equally 

approachable by all conflicted parties, it becomes “holy lives, communal and 

individual, that refer most truly to God”, with propositional statements making 

reference to God “only in a derivative way” (2014, p. 30). Admittedly, this requires 

“a good deal of work” to “clarify the relationship between propositional truth and 

the truth of practice, or between the forms of correspondence to God available to 

creatures by God’s grace and the propositional claims that find a place within those 

forms of correspondence” (Higton, 2014, p. 30). It nonetheless offers the potential 

for dialogue between conflicted parties without requiring a common understanding 

of the nature of truth from the outset, whilst also requiring all participants to 

attenuate the importance of their own position on truth in the interests of productive 

dialogue.  

 

And it does indeed appear that Lindbeck saw a need for this “self-denying ordinance” 

(Higton, 2014, p. 29) to extend to understandings of truth and meaning. Lindbeck’s 

statement in the paragraph preceding his contention that “theology and doctrine, to 

the extent that they are second-order activities, assert nothing either true or false 

about God” should be remembered: 

There is nothing in the cultural-linguistic approach that requires the 
rejection (or the acceptance) of the epistemological realism and 
correspondence theory of truth, which, according to most of the 
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theological tradition, is implicit in the conviction of believers that when 
they rightly use a sentence such as “Christ is Lord” they are uttering a 
true first-order proposition (1984, pp. 68-69).  

 

Therefore, it can be appreciated that inherent in Lindbeck’s approach is the desire to 

establish a common understanding of the function of doctrine for the purposes of 

allowing dialogue to take place, but one which means subscribing, in the interests of 

successful dialogue, to an understanding which does not ultimately either assume or 

preclude any particular understandings of the nature of truth. And Lindbeck does 

carefully define an approach to truth which he believes makes this possible within 

the context of a willing adoption of the “self-denying ordinance” (Higton, 2014, p. 29) 

required for all dialogue participants: despite Lindbeck’s reluctance for interlocutors 

to insist on a particular approach to truth being adopted from the outset, he does 

acknowledge the possibility for “propositional truth” to be expressed in the “speech 

and practice of religious people” (1984, p. 63).  

 

Lindbeck acknowledges that for most Christians, the statement “Jesus is Lord” is 

articulated as an expression of a belief “that is propositionally true”, meaning that it 

is understood to be a statement that “the particular individual [Jesus] of which the 

stories are told is, was, and will be definitively and unsurpassably the Lord” (1984, p. 

63). But, for Lindbeck the veracity of such a statement is not found in it simply being 

an assertion of a propositional truth alone89. Rather truth is also found in an 

“intrasystematic” sense which encompasses “a total pattern of speaking, thinking, 

feeling and acting”, a performative coherence of belief and action which is consistent 

with the assertion of lordship, and which is evident in the lived Christian experience 

(1984, p. 64). The nature of “intrasystematic” truth is elucidated by Lindbeck’s 

description of performative coherence regarding the Lordship of Christ, which he 

understood to be found in the lived example of the Christian life which “as a whole 

                                                      
89 Such statements should be read in the light of Lindbeck’s other statements regarding 
propositional truth, for example: “… while a religion’s truth claims are often of the utmost 
importance to it (as in the case of Christianity), it is, nevertheless, the conceptual vocabulary and the 
syntax or inner logic which determine the kinds of truth claim the religion can make. The cognitive 
aspect, while often important, is not primary.” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 33) 
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affirms… God’s being and will” (1984, p. 64), in contrast with what would be an 

instance of performative incoherence, for example a crusader declaring “Christus est 

Dominus” whilst “cleaving the skull of an infidel” (1984, p. 64). When coherence is 

present, however, it provides for Lindbeck a necessary (but not sufficient) condition 

for the identification of ontological truth (1984, p. 64). Therefore ‘intrasystematically’ 

true statements may, according to Lindbeck, be considered ontologically true. But a 

final requirement must also be met: that of a statement being “categorially true”, 

meaning that it is part of a religious system which displays “categorial adequacy”, 

namely a system “in which it is possible to speak meaningfully of that which is… most 

important” (1984, p. 48) and which is relevant to the particular context in which the 

religion is being practiced90. 

 

Therefore, it can be seen that Lindbeck himself accepts the possibility of a degree of 

propositional truth inherent in the formulations of Christian faith91, but, in the 

interests of creating an environment for dialogue which is equally welcoming to 

those who have a different approach to truth, he is willing, through an adoption of a 

“self-denying ordinance” (Higton, 2014, p. 29), to engage in debate without insisting 

                                                      
90 Lindbeck utilised a “cartographic simile” to explain his position regarding categorial adequacy, 
whereby a ‘categorially adequate’ religious system is imagined to be like a map which adequately 
describes a geographical location. A map, if it is to usefully guide a traveller, may not be of an 
imaginary space, nor may it be of a geographically different place. Rather it must, if it is capable of 
becoming true, describe (to at least some degree of detail and accuracy) the place in which the 
traveller journeys (1984, pp. 51-52). Similarly, a ‘categorially adequate’ religious system, for 
Lindbeck, is one whose categories are relevant to its context, or, to maintain the simile, is a system 
which adequately describes the cultural and religious ‘terrain’ in which the religious system is 
practiced.  However, even a detailed and accurate map contains the possibility of being misread. 
Therefore a ‘categorially adequate’ religious system will not necessarily lead to the formulation of 
propositionally true statements. Consequently, for Lindbeck, a ‘categorially adequate’ religious 
system “make[s] possible, although do[es] not guarantee, propositional, practical and symbolic 
truth” (1984, p. 48).  
91 Placher identifies in Lindbeck's theology a 'crypto-cognitivist' position, which "seems to 
sympathize with appropriately modest cognitive claims", but nonetheless "wants to insist that one 
need not make such claims in order to affirm the relevant doctrine" (1987, pp. 46-47). See also 
Bowald (2007, pp. 37-39). Marshall highlights a distinction which he believes should be made 
between truth and the justification of truth. Responding to the O’Neill’s criticisms of Lindbeck, and 
drawing on Aquinas, Marshall posits that for Lindbeck, truth is not “equated with nothing more than 
the conformity of one's life to the patterns narrated in the biblical story”, but rather statements of 
truth are warranted (or “justified”) “by their coherence with a wider range of beliefs and 
appropriate practices” (1989, pp. 354-357). 
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that all participants share his own view as a prerequisite92. Or in Higton's 

terminology, this may be seen as an example of the "negotiation of mutual ground 

between differing construals of doctrine and of the reasoning practices appropriate 

to it" (Higton, 2014, p. 30). 

 

A practical example of the need for the willing adoption of such a “self-denying 

ordinance” (Higton, 2014, p. 29) is provided by Lindbeck’s suggestion that 

“speculations on the possible correspondence of the Trinitarian pattern of Christian 

language to the metaphysical structure of the Godhead” (1984, p. 106) should not be 

doctrinally necessary or binding for Christians. Otherwise, Lindbeck argues, if the 

contrasting economic and immanent understandings of the Trinity are each treated 

as propositional doctrines with ontological reference, reconciliation is impossible 

without suggesting that "one of the two main streams of Christian theological 

thinking... is unwittingly heretical"  (1984, p. 93). He therefore insists, in the interests 

of his ecumenical project, that caution must be exercised before requiring that this 

doctrine has both propositional and regulative functions (1984, p. 93). 

 

This advocacy of the conscious adoption of a doctrinally 'neutral' point of view, in the 

interests of creating an environment in which genuine engagement is possible for 

diverse parties, is an element of Lindbeck's proposal which has been overlooked by 

critics who object to his claims that second-order doctrines do not make ontological 

assertions93. Implicit in Lindbeck's proposal is a question of prioritisation, and an 

ecumenical commitment to the pursuit of Christian unity as a greater priority, at least 

initially, rather than a preliminary insistence on the mutual acceptance of particular 

doctrinal positions. Lindbeck hints at this in his later reflections, observing that 

                                                      
92 It is such an end result which Cathey positively perceives in Lindbeck's rule theory: the ability to 
bypass conventional disagreements concerning realism and idealism, allowing readers to reach their 
own epistemological conclusions, and Christian communities to depart from traditional doctrinal 
language while remaining faithful to the 'rules' implicit in it (2009, p. 57; 63) 
93 For instance, Wood's insistence that Lindbeck's view of the functions of doctrine contains a 
"serious, and unwarranted, limitation", with "a need for normative guidance not only as to 
"grammar" (how to speak) but also as to content (what to say), not only as to how to make sense, 
but also as to how to tell, and enact, the truth" (1985, p. 240). See also Keifert (1985, pp. 342-343), 
O'Neill (1985, pp. 421-422), McGrath (1996, p. 28), Richards (1997, pp. 41-48). 
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"[r]econciliation without capitulation is not an option except when there is 

substantial agreement on what is more important than everything else in the 

universe such as exists in the ecumenical but not the interreligious sphere" 

(2004/2009, p. 137), although it must be cautioned that, in practice, reaching 

"substantial" agreement on the content of such shared imperatives will frequently 

be far from a straightforward endeavour, meaning that “reconciliation without 

capitulation” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 18) might not be reached as readily as Lindbeck’s 

work seems to hope. 

 

Therefore, as the exposition above demonstrates, rule theory does allow for 

propositionally true statements to be made in the context of a performative 

coherence and categorial adequacy. However, the formulations which have 

traditionally been perceived as doctrinal, such as the creeds of the church do not, in 

Lindbeck’s thinking, “have doctrinal authority" (1984, p. 96) in themselves. Instead 

they are reinterpreted as first-order formulations that faithfully reflect second-order 

‘grammatical’ rules which were operative in the communities from which the 

formulations emerged. It is in these ‘grammatical’ principles that doctrinal authority 

rests for Lindbeck (1984, p. 96) and which, if defined, would be universally applicable 

in different historical and cultural contexts. Indeed, for Lindbeck, the challenge for 

contemporary Christians is not the interpretation of the classic creedal formulations 

for modern contexts, but is "rather how contemporary Christians can do as well or 

better" (1984, p. 107) as the authors of those creeds in their own faithful first-order 

formulations of the operative second-order rules or ‘grammar’94. 

 

Lindbeck’s apparent assumptions about the extent to which ‘grammar’ should be 

expected to remain unchanged in varying contexts will be explored more fully in the 

                                                      
94 Although Lindbeck does acknowledge that the difficulty in achieving church-wide consensus on 
doctrinal paradigms may mean that the creeds should not necessarily be rewritten, with the unifying 
effect of the "liturgical and expressive functions" of the Nicene creed "in some respects more 
important than its doctrinal use for large parts of Christendom"  (1984, p. 96). Lindbeck also notes 
that, "rather oddly", the "archaic and even unintelligible conceptuality may in some ways be better 
fitted for the statement of general rules than is language alive with contemporary meaning" (1984, 
p. 96). 
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next chapter, but it should be noted that he does not simply claim a supernatural 

cause for such 'grammatical' constancy95, or the ability of religious cultures to 

develop their own first-order statements. He finds it self-evident that a ‘grammatical’ 

consistency behind different first order formulations, or between examples of 

varying praxis of a religious system in different contexts, "is simply the kind of 

stability that languages and religions, and to a lesser extent cultures, observably 

have" (1984, p. 83). For Lindbeck, language and religions both function as "lenses" 

for human perceptions of the world, or as “the media in which they formulate their 

descriptions" (1984, p. 83). These lenses are understood to remain ‘grammatically’ 

constant96 even when the context, and therefore the descriptions, vary (1984, p. 83), 

allowing for instances of what may appear to be considerable diversity to actually be 

built on an essential unity.  

 

But it must be acknowledged that Lindbeck’s understanding of doctrine is one which 

contrasts significantly with more conventional approaches. As Lindbeck’s initial 

justifications for his new approach are based on his conviction that the prevailing 

understandings of the functions of doctrine were inadequate, being “forged in other 

circumstances to deal with other difficulties” (1984, p. 16), it will be instructive to 

highlight the significant differences between his rule theory and the more 

conventional propositional and (using Lindbeck’s terminology) ‘experiential-

expressivist’ approaches to doctrine. These differences can be demonstrated by 

making brief comparisons between The Nature of Doctrine, and the propositional 

approach paradigmatically exemplified by John Henry Newman’s An Essay on the 

Development of Christian Doctrine (1845/1887), and also with the work of Bernard 

Lonergan, which forms the basis of Lindbeck’s summary of the ‘experiential-

                                                      
95 Although Lindbeck does not preclude the possibility for supernatural involvement either. In his 
opening chapter he asserts that “[b]elievers may quite rightly account on one level for reconcilability 
by appealing to mystery, to the power of the Holy Spirit, but they ought not do so in such a way as to 
terminate the quest for a more mundane kind of intelligibility” (1984, p. 15). 
96 Interestingly, in later writings Lindbeck slightly qualifies his statements about ‘grammatical’ 
constancy, stating that cultures and religions “can be seen as semiotic systems (or languages) 
consisting of a changeable vocabulary of nonverbal as well as verbal signs and a relatively 
unchanging grammar or syntax which, in the Christian case, church doctrines instantiate” 
(2004/2009, p. 127, emphasis added). Perhaps this signifies a recognition on the part of Lindbeck of 
a necessary correction to the thesis of his original work.  
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expressive’ model against which his own cultural-linguistic approach is defined 

(Lindbeck, 1984, pp. 31-32). 

 

As with Lindbeck, Newman’s work was prompted by a desire to demonstrate 

continuity within diversity, aiming to show that, despite apparent doctrinal 

differences between nineteenth century Protestant perceptions of New Testament 

Christianity and the dogmas of Roman Catholicism, the latter could still be said to 

reflect the Christian faith as instigated by Jesus and practiced by the Apostles 

(1845/1887, pp. vii-viii; 9; 14). For Newman, the development of Roman Catholic 

doctrines, which some critics dismissed as extra-biblical corruptions (1845/1887, p. 

10) were merely examples of the natural processes of the development of human 

thought and belief, which he described as his “Theory of Development of Doctrine” 

(1845/1887, p. 30). 

 

This process of development, for Newman, relied on “communities of men and their 

leaders and guides”, utilising “their minds as its instruments” in a multifaceted 

communal sifting through the competing concepts generated in “the warfare of 

ideas” produced by human reflections on the faith, rejecting that which could not be 

assimilated, and adopting that which provided “new meaning and direction”  

(Newman, 1845/1887, pp. 38-39). This took place in a process whereby the emerging 

ideas were “elicited and expanded by trial, and battles into perfection and 

supremacy” (Newman, 1845/1887, p. 40). 

 

However, it would be misleading to suggest that, for Newman, doctrine was merely 

that which emerged as preeminent from a battle of conflicting ideas. At its heart, for 

Newman, doctrine is predicated on revelation. It emerges from contemplation of the 

“mind which is habituated to the thought of God, of Christ, of the Holy Spirit” on “the 

object of its adoration” (1845/1887, p. 52), namely God, viewed by Newman as an 

ontological reality: “[w]hen we pray, we pray, not to an assemblage of notions or to 

a creed, but to One Individual Being; and when we speak of Him, we speak of a 
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Person, not of a Law or Manifestation”  (1845/1887, p. 53)97. Therefore, for Newman, 

religion, although perhaps including some variation98, is essentially about “absolute 

and universal” Truth, which “mankind ought to seek and profess… in common” 

(1845/1887, p. 50). This Truth is expressed in a series of descriptions, necessarily 

numerous due to the incapability of the human mind to comprehend the entirety of 

the Divine (1845/1887, p. 53), which with “more or less exactness approximat[e], as 

they accumulate, to a perfect image” (1845/1887, p. 55).  

 

Such understandings of the nature of God, religion, and doctrine contrast 

significantly with Lindbeck’s understanding that doctrine "assert[s] nothing either 

true or false about God and his relation to creatures, but only speak[s] about such 

assertions" (1984, p. 69). This contrast becomes more apparent in Newman’s 

explanation (described above) of the evolutionary nature of doctrine, predicated on 

his understanding that as doctrine develops, if it is a development which is faithful to 

the idea’s origin, it progresses towards a more adequate description of God, or 

Christian faith. Indeed, for Newman (and in direct contrast with Lindbeck’s 

perception of doctrinal purity being found in ‘grammar’), unlike a stream which may 

be purest at its source, it is the refined doctrine which has been matured through the 

process of doctrinal development which is “more equable, and purer, and stronger” 

(1845/1887, p. 40)99. In other words, for Newman, doctrine is something which 

develops, a “germination”, refinement and “maturation” of truth (1845/1887, p. 38) 

that gradually emerges as an adequate articulation of revealed truth, wrought 

                                                      
97 Further indications of Newman’s perception of God, and the Christian religion, as being described 
by ontologically true statements can be discerned in his writing: “If Christianity is a fact, and 
impresses an idea of itself on our minds and is a subject-matter of exercises of the reason, that idea 
will in course of time expand into a multitude of ideas, and aspects of ideas, connected and 
harmonious with one another, and in themselves determinate and immutable, as is the objective 
fact itself which is thus represented” (1845/1887, p. 55 (emphasis added)) 
98 Accounted for by differences in the chronological or cultural contexts in which the doctrine is 
being expressed: “Two persons may each convey the same truth to a third, yet by methods and 
through representations altogether different. The same person will treat the same argument 
differently in an essay or speech, according to the accident of the day of writing, or of the audience, 
yet it will be substantially the same” (Newman, 1845/1887, pp. 55-56). 
99 Elsewhere Newman further states that ideas will be “more and more clearly expressed and taught 
the longer they last, having aspects many and bearings many, mutually connected and growing one 
out of another” (1845/1887, p. 56) 
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through interaction with human communities. But unlike Lindbeck, Newman’s 

approach is predicated on the assumption that doctrines are propositional 

statements which are refined through an extended process of reception, eventually 

emerging as adequate components in a doctrinal system. Consequently the 

emergence of adequate, ontologically true statements about God is the purpose of 

the development of doctrine for Newman, while for Lindbeck those kinds of first 

order statements do not necessarily make ontologically true assertions in 

themselves100, but are context-informed “exemplary instantiations” (Lindbeck, 1984, 

p. 81) of the ‘grammar’ of a religious ‘language’ which is lived in the practice of faith. 

Therefore, for Newman, doctrine is the conclusion of an evolution of first order 

statements, whilst for Lindbeck doctrine primarily consists of the second order ‘rules’ 

which make a variety of first order statements possible. 

 

Turning to comparisons between Lindbeck’s rule theory and more recent 

developments in the understanding of the function of doctrine, contrasts can be 

appreciated when rule theory is compared with approaches which Lindbeck 

describes as ‘experiential-expressivist’, such as those of Bernard Lonergan101. 

Lonergan is a scholar whose work, in common with both John Henry Newman and 

George Lindbeck, contains a discernable desire to discover an understanding of 

doctrine which is able to accommodate confessional diversity between differing 

contexts or eras. The extent to which Lonergan’s work seeks to accommodate the 

existence of confessional diversity is demonstrated in his Method in Theology (1972). 

Here it was Lonergan’s intention to describe a theological method which would 

provide a “framework for collaborative creativity”, working alongside modern 

scholarship, science and philosophy (1972, pp. xi-xii). Lonergan hoped that this 

collaboration would result in theologies appropriate to empirical understandings of 

culture, in which the set of meanings and values of which a culture consists are 

                                                      
100 Even though statements may be ontologically true if they are both ‘intrasystematically true’ 
(Lindbeck, 1984, p. 64) and within ‘categorially adequate’ religious system (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 48). 
101 It should be noted that Lindbeck’s characterisation of Lonergan is contested (cf. Richards, 1997, 
p34, footnote 4), therefore it will be Lonergan’s own account of doctrine which will be compared 
with rule theory here, rather than Lindbeck’s description of Lonergan. 
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understood to develop and change, requiring a similarly adaptive theology (1972, p. 

xi). With explicitly ecumenical intentions in view (1972, p. 332), Lonergan hoped that 

his method might enable others, despite starting from within diverse church 

confessions, to “discover how much they have in common” and that it might “bring 

to light how greater agreement might be achieved” (1972, p. 333). 

 

At the heart of Lonergan’s book is his ‘transcendental method’ (1972, p. 13), which 

advocates the use of both the senses and the intellect to undertake a process by 

which subjective experience is objectified: “by seeing there becomes present what is 

seen, by hearing there becomes present what is heard, by imagining there becomes 

present what is imagined, and so on, where in each case the presence in question is 

a psychological event” (1972, pp. 6-7). And it is in this process of objectifying 

subjective experience that Lonergan’s understanding of religion, and consequently 

his understanding of the role of doctrine, may be located. For Lonergan, religion is 

the result of an application of the ‘transcendental method’ to the experience of 

“[b]eing in love with God” (1972, p. 105), in which “God speaks to us by flooding our 

hearts with his love” (1972, p. 112), experiences which may be transformed into 

knowledge as “a compound of experience, understanding, and judging” (1972, p. 

106). Therefore, religion and doctrine are explicitly understood to be the 

consequence of experience102 rather than the precursor to it: “the gift of God’s love 

first is described as an experience and only consequently is objectified in theoretical 

categories” (1972, p. 107). Such an approach is diametrically opposed by Lindbeck’s 

cultural-linguistic paradigm, in which religions form the “comprehensive 

interpretative schemes… which structure human experience and understanding of 

self and world” (1984, p. 32). In Lindbeck’s proposal, it is religions which are prior to 

experience. Rather than emerging from experience, they provide the framework 

                                                      
102 It should not be concluded however that, for Lonergan, this experience based method in theology 
anticipated an individualistic approach to religion or doctrine. Rather the ‘transcendental method’ 
was understood to be undertaken in the conjunction between individual, corporate and historic 
experience: “…successive generations began where their predecessors left off. But successive 
generations could do so, only because they were ready to believe. Without belief, relying solely on 
their own individual experience, their own insights, their own judgment, they would have ever been 
beginning afresh, and either the attainments of primitives would never be surpassed or, if they 
were, then the benefits would not be transmitted” (Lonergan, 1972, p. 43). 
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within which experience is understood. They function as a “set of acquired skills” that 

“make[ ] possible the description of realities, the formulation of beliefs, and the 

experiencing of inner attitudes, feelings, and sentiments” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 33). 

Consequently, for Lindbeck, a religion is not the objectification of subjective 

experience as suggested by Lonergan, but rather is the ‘language’ which provides the 

‘vocabulary’ of myth and symbols to shape human experience (1984, p. 33). This is 

due to Lindbeck’s conviction that “it is necessary to have the means for expressing 

an experience in order to have it, and the richer our expressive or linguistic system, 

the more subtle, varied, and differentiated can be our experience” (1984, p. 37). It is 

this understanding of the relationship between religious expression and religious 

experience103 which, for Lindbeck, accounts for the “radically… distinct ways of 

experiencing and being oriented toward self, neighbour, and cosmos” observable in 

some religious and quasi-religious phenomena present in human cultures, which at 

times may display “a set of family resemblances”, but may be too disparate to reflect 

alternative expressions of the same inner experience of the divine (1984, p. 40). 

 

However, in contrast to Lindbeck, the great variety of religious expression found in 

different contexts can, for Lonergan, be accounted for as varied outward expressions 

of the same inner experience of God’s love. Just as Lonergan’s understanding of 

culture is empirical, meaning that a great variety of equally valid cultures may exist 

in different contexts and eras, so his understanding of the outward forms of religion 

(as the application of the ‘transcendental method’ to the experience of God “flooding 

our hearts with his love” (1972, p. 112)) permits great variety (1972, p. 108). Religion, 

for Lonergan, is “historically conditioned” as “its meaning depends upon the human 

context in which it is uttered, and such contexts vary from place to place and from 

one generation to another” (1972, p. 112). Each “historically conditioned” (Lonergan, 

1972, p. 112) objectification of the subjective experience of God’s love may, for 

Lonergan, function as “a clouded revelation of absolute intelligence and intelligibility, 

absolute truth and reality, absolute goodness and holiness”, each raising “the 

                                                      
103 A reversal of “the relation of the inner and the outer” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 34) when compared to 
Lonergan. 
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question of God in a new form” (1972, p. 116). Naturally, such an understanding of 

religion will have a significant impact on any accompanying understanding of 

doctrine. Within such an understanding, religious and doctrinal development may 

lead to increasing confessional disparity and diversity as religious experience is newly 

objectified in fresh cultural contexts. Consequently, Lonergan’s view allows for an 

ever-growing range of disparate Christian and non-Christian religious outlooks and 

doctrines to be understood as equally valid expressions of a common experience of 

“being in love with God” (1972, p. 105).  

 

On first inspection, the cultural adaptability evident in Lonergan’s approach to 

doctrine and his interest in finding inter-religious commonality where “[b]eliefs do 

differ, but behind this difference there is a deeper unity” (1972, p. 119) may appear 

to broadly be in keeping with Lindbeck’s priorities. It is particularly reminiscent of 

Lindbeck’s assertion that doctrine is not located in propositional statements about 

God (1984, p. 80), but rather primarily in the deeper ‘grammar’ of a religion, which 

allows for and even encourages the innovation of new formulations of faith within 

new contexts (1984, p. 81). However, although both understandings do allow for a 

degree of doctrinal diversity, it is the extent to which such diversity is permissible, 

and the basis on which the diversity is founded that the differences between 

Lonergan and Lindbeck’s approaches to doctrine become apparent.  

 

The key to understanding this difference is found within the two authors’ opposing 

views on the relationship between experience and religious expression. For 

Lonergan, as discussed above, the starting point for all religion is the inner experience 

of “being in love with God” (1972, p. 105; 107) which, in conjunction with the 

experience of others and the religious tradition to which one belongs, may lead to 

doctrinal developments which reflect a particular context (1972, pp. 113-114; 319-

320). But these developments are not necessarily constrained, and may evolve in 

increasingly disparate directions, with such developments being encouraged rather 

than curtailed. The purpose of “ecumenical encounter” and “encounter between all 

religions with a basis in religious experience” then becomes a mutual recognition of, 
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and respect for, the common experience of “God’s self-disclosures” at the heart of 

the diverse religious expressions (1972, p. 119) rather than a reconciliation of 

diversity. 

 

For Lindbeck, however, whilst first-order diversity is permissible, and is to be 

expected between different cultural contexts (1984, p. 76), there is an underlying 

conviction that there is a second-order, ‘grammatical’ unity inherent in all 

expressions of Christian faith, however obscured that unity may initially appear, 

which once it is discovered will be the key to reconciliation. Therefore, however 

diverse first-order statements and practices may appear to be, for Lindbeck, they 

should be faithful expressions of the same unchanging ‘grammar’ of the religion 

(1984, p. 81). And that ‘grammar’ will be derived not from experience, but from the 

‘language’ of the religion which is understood to be prior to experience, a ‘grammar’ 

which reveals the faith to have remained consistent despite first-order diversity, 

enabling Lindbeck to cohere with the widespread Christian expectation that 

"doctrines are not only normative but permanent" (1984, p. 73). Therefore, as this 

comparison reveals, Lonergan’s approach to doctrine fails to maintain what Lindbeck 

considered to be the necessary continuity between different historical and cultural 

contexts (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 78), or the ‘grammar’ of the ‘language’ of faith, which 

Lindbeck believed to be an essential element of ecumenical dialogue. 

 

Having outlined the importance of Lindbeck’s ecumenical context, analysed rule 

theory, and compared it with more conventional approaches to doctrine, I will now 

question the extent to which Lindbeck’s proposals regarding doctrine are dependent 

upon his ambitious (and much criticised, as previously demonstrated) cultural-

linguistic paradigm for religion, to establish whether criticisms of his approach to 

religion undermine his frequently overlooked proposals regarding the role of 

doctrine. 
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Disentangling Lindbeck’s doctrine-as-grammar analogy and his 
cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion 

 
As highlighted in the initial sections of this chapter, the opening statements of 

George Lindbeck’s The Nature of Doctrine assert that “[t]heories of religion and of 

doctrine are interdependent” (1984, p. 7). Although the reasoning behind this stated 

interdependence is not elucidated in his book, the consequences of this preliminary 

assertion by Lindbeck are evident throughout the work: Lindbeck’s desire to find 

“new and better ways” to understand the “nature and function” of doctrine in his 

ecumenical context led him to define a “postliberal”, cultural-linguistic “way of 

conceiving” both religion and doctrine (1984, p. 7). However, as will now be 

explained, it is the contention of this thesis that Lindbeck’s proposals regarding 

doctrine need not be dependent upon his cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion. 

Central to the case that will now be made is the observation that Lindbeck’s rule 

theory rests on an analogy for, rather than a complete description of, the function of 

doctrine, whereby the role of doctrine is seen as analogous to the role of grammatical 

rules. 

 

Once it is appreciated that Lindbeck’s proposal rests on an analogy, the extent to 

which his proposals regarding doctrine are dependent on the veracity of his cultural-

linguistic paradigm for religion is diminished: if doctrine is perceived as functioning 

only in ways which are similar to grammar, it is not necessary to first construct a 

comprehensive cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion. In addition, further reasons 

for Lindbeck’s belief that there is an interdependence between rule theory and his 

broader proposal regarding religion will be discovered through an examination of his 

specifically ecumenical convictions. It will be argued that these convictions led 

Lindbeck to unnecessary assumptions regarding the perennial possibility of 

discovering doctrinal continuity. Once these unnecessary assumptions are removed, 

it will be seen that the usefulness of Lindbeck’s rule theory is not dependent on the 

success of his cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion. 
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Lindbeck’s use of analogy 

 

In the stating of his case for rule theory, it becomes apparent that, for Lindbeck, 

doctrine can be illuminated as "in some respects" similar to grammatical rules 

(DeHart, 2006, p. 66). But, as is the case in the use of any analogy, it should be 

permitted that there may be other respects in which doctrine will not function 

entirely ‘grammatically’: Lindbeck is proposing that an analogy may be drawn 

between doctrine and linguistic rules, asserting that doctrine may be compared with 

grammar, rather than insisting that doctrine can be comprehensively explained as 

‘grammatical’ rules when religion is perceived linguistically. The limits to the 

comprehensiveness of such an analogy should be remembered: just as a computer 

user has become used to viewing items through a 'window' on their screen, but is 

not distressed that they would be unable to jump through that same window should 

an emergency exit be required (Murray, 2005, p. 32), so theologians examining 

Lindbeck’s proposals should not be distressed if doctrines are not in every regard 

identical to grammatical rules. Rather, the analogy should be admitted as being 

helpful if it is "fruitful" in resolving Lindbeck's stated problem of understanding the 

ecumenical capacity for doctrines to remain unchanged but no longer be divisive 

(Kelsey, 1990, p. 23).  

 

That Lindbeck's proposal sees doctrine as "in some way analogous to… grammatical 

formulations of a language" (1984, p. 80) (emphasis added) is indisputable, as he 

himself variously describes his linguistic approach as an "analogy" or as a "simile" 

(1984, p. 80; 83). This is further elucidated by the conditional nature of much of 

Lindbeck's language in his book, including: descriptions of "the ways in which 

grammar and doctrine can be compared" (1984, p. 82), containing the implicit 

possibility that there may be other ways in which they are not easily compared; 

assertions that doctrinal reformulation, whilst maintaining an essential permanence, 

"is more easily accounted for if [doctrines] are taken to resemble grammatical rules" 

(1984, p. 84) (emphasis added); and discussions of "whether doctrines do in fact 

allow themselves to be understood as comparable to rules" (1984, p. 84) (emphasis 
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added)104. Such conditionality in his argument underlines the fact that, for Lindbeck, 

grammar provides a helpful analogy for, but not a complete description of, the role 

of doctrine. As he himself later reflected, the "theories of religion and doctrine" 

outlined in his book "are not said to be the necessary, nor the only, nor the best 

account of the possibilities of the actualities under discussion" (2005, p. 213 footnote 

1)105. Rather Lindbeck’s linguistic analogy provided what he understood to be a useful 

way to elucidate the role of doctrine as he approached his stated ecumenical 

problem of accounting for doctrinal “reconciliation without capitulation” (1984, p. 

18). 

 

But an appreciation of the analogical nature of Lindbeck’s comparison between the 

functions of doctrine and grammar is not the sole reason for claiming that his rule 

theory is not dependent upon his cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion, as I will 

now explore. 

 

The significance of Lindbeck’s ecumenical objectives  

 

Once the analogous nature of Lindbeck's proposal is recognised, further explorations 

of the ecumenical context of his work strengthen the argument that rule theory and 

the cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion can be disentangled, by demonstrating 

that rule theory is inspired by rather than based upon cultural-linguistic perspectives 

on religion. 

 

                                                      
104 Further conditional language from Lindbeck includes: an admission that the "proof" of the 
superiority of rule theory "is far from rigorous", although it remains "a serious option" (1984, p. 73); 
a recognition that "the theory of doctrine can only make a small contribution" to the identification 
of first-order expressions which remain faithful to immutable doctrines (1984, p. 79); and an 
identification of the "main thesis" of his book "concerned simply with the availability, not 
superiority, of a rule theory of doctrine", although he himself does ultimately subscribe to its 
superiority (1984, pp. 91; 107-108). 
105 Elsewhere Lindbeck states that his book “is concerned simply with the availability, not the 
superiority, of a rule theory of doctrine”, although he does assert that the superiority of rule theory 
“does seem to be the conclusion implied by the total argument” (Lindbeck, 1984, pp. 91-92). 
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Helpful insights into Lindbeck’s motivations and methods, which contribute to this 

conclusion, are found in work by Mike Higton (2014). For Higton, Lindbeck's proposal 

is best understood as being addressed primarily to ecumenists as "an attempt to 

steady and direct ecumenical reasoning" (2014, p. 23), seeking an approach which 

would further their shared commitment to unity with "a proposed sorting and 

decluttering of the toolbox of practices of ecumenical reasoning" (2014, p. 23). This 

understanding of Lindbeck’s work requires a deflationary approach to the ambitious 

aims stated in the Foreword of The Nature of Doctrine (which were explored earlier 

in this chapter). But the recognition of a more focussed and modest objective for 

Lindbeck's project can provide explanations for some instances of what would 

otherwise be inadequacies in his application of ethnographic methodologies, 

because the cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion which Lindbeck claims emerges 

from such methodologies is not, in fact, his primary, or necessary, focus. 

 

Lindbeck’s interest in ethnographic tools stems from his prioritization of the 

performative aspect of faith within which he believed ecumenically helpful common 

ground could be found between cognitivists and experiential-expressivists. This is 

demonstrated in his understanding of truth, which he proposed was to be found not 

simply in propositional statements but rather in “intrasystematic” truth, whereby the 

veracity of a statement is corroborated by a performative coherence and a 

categorially adequate religious system. Consequently truth, for Lindbeck, is not 

simply understood by reference to statements or external objects, but by the lived 

religious life, and by understanding the “religiously shaped second-order concepts” 

(1984, p. 115) which lie behind the rituals and practices of a religion, providing a way 

for doctrine to be approached without either simply reverting to the propositional 

or, alternatively, by adopting an ‘experiential-expressivist’ approach. 

 

Therefore, Lindbeck, quoting Clifford Geertz from his work The Interpretation of 

Cultures, asserts that the theologian, like the ethnographer, should approach 

“broader interpretations and abstract analyses from the direction of exceedingly 

extended acquaintances with extremely small matters” (as cited in Lindbeck, 1984, 
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p. 115), more concisely described as “thick descriptions” (Geertz, 1973, p. 6). It is, 

claims Lindbeck, through such detailed observations and analyses of religious life and 

practice that one can “diagnose or specify the meaning of these acts for the 

adherents of a religion” (1984, p. 115), and thereby identify the ‘grammatical rules’ 

on which the first order statements and practices are predicated. However, although 

Lindbeck’s own worked examples of such ‘grammatical rules’ are both scarce and 

brief, it is interesting to note that there is “little or nothing in Lindbeck’s actual 

practice of doctrinal investigation” to demonstrate that such a process of detailed 

observation has taken place (Higton, 2014, p. 24). For instance, one of Lindbeck’s 

most extensive analyses of a doctrinal example, examining the creeds which emerged 

from the councils of Nicaea and Chalcedon, does not demonstrate a detailed 

examination of first order statements or practices as a means to identify second 

order ‘grammar’. It merely states that “[t]hree regulative principles at least were 

obviously at work” behind the formulation of the ancient creeds (1984, p. 94). 

 

As Mike Higton argues, a truly ethnographic approach would not operate in this way. 

Rather, it would entail a meticulous process of generating thick descriptions of the 

different cultural and historical contexts from which each doctrinal position 

emerged, and only subsequently would "patiently" establish similarities which might 

justify claims of doctrinal continuity (Higton, 2014, p. 24). However, Lindbeck's 

approach starts with his ecumenically situated conviction that a continuity of faith 

will be found within denominational diversity, and then proceeds to an examination 

of doctrinal conclusions in the form of official doctrinal statements. He then, with a 

mere "nod towards the general tenor of the intellectual cultures within which [the 

creedal statements] were formulated", presents the regulative proposals to his 

ecumenical audience (Higton, 2014, p. 24). Consequently, it might be argued that 

Lindbeck appears to work backwards, from an ethnographic point of view, starting 

with convictions concerning a basic ecumenical unity and seeking a rationale for 

them within ethnographic disciplines, rather than beginning with the careful study of 

diverse religious practices and subsequently reaching a conclusion of unity as a result 
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of meticulous observation and description106. Indeed, "[t]o claim the kind of 

centuries-spanning grammatical continuities in which Lindbeck trades so readily 

must, from an ethnographic point of view, be a deeply precarious endeavour" 

(Higton, 2014, p. 25). Therefore, Higton proposes that rule theory should not be 

understood as an ethnographic claim at all, but rather “we should imagine an 

ecumenist, driven by the basic ecumenical apprehension” concerning a continuity of 

faith despite denominational difference “and inspired by Lindbeck’s postliberal 

construal of the reasoning practices proper to ecumenism, willing to treat diverse 

doctrinal expressions as if they were expressions of a grammatical continuity—

trusting that such a presumption will be fruitful” (2014, p. 25). 

 

Earlier critics have observed that Lindbeck has unhelpfully constrained the usefulness 

of ethnographic tools by applying them "so exclusively" in the "theologically 

conservative enterprise of ecumenical debate", an enterprise in which diverse parties 

all wish to "keep their theological cakes even at the very moment they are consuming 

them", curtailing the promise of theological innovation contained within such 

methodologies (Kaufman, 1985, p. 241). From such observations it might be surmised 

that some would take the above criticisms of Lindbeck's methods as further 

justification for a rejection of his whole proposal. But Higton sees a more charitable 

possibility, although this does require "reading somewhat against the grain of at least 

some of Lindbeck's rhetoric" (Higton, 2014, p. 25), and attenuating some of the wide-

ranging ambitions of the project (cf. Lindbeck, 1984, pp. 8-10). With this in mind, 

Higton proposes that The Nature of Doctrine may be most appropriately appreciated 

not as the utilisation of ethnographic tools which Lindbeck posits (2014, p. 25). 

Rather, Higton suggests, rule theory should be understood as a theological claim 

affirming the ecumenical conviction that Christian unity is still to be found despite 

denominational difference (2014, p. 25). Such an approach could then make use of 

                                                      
106 Higton observes that this is symptomatic of approaches which can be traced in Lindbeck's earlier 
works, which "were often accompanied by reflections on the nature of the ecumenical practice in 
which he was engaged", including both descriptions of fruitful ecumenical practices observed, and 
prescriptions for similar future fruitfulness, "with the boundary between description and 
prescription not strongly marked" (2014, p. 18). 
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ethnographic tools when they prove useful, especially a "prima facie attentiveness" 

to context, "but only as an enabling condition, not as the sole ground on which the 

step was made" (2014, p. 25). Higton's observation here is entirely in keeping with 

Lindbeck's own reflections on his postliberal proposal in the Foreword to the German 

edition of The Nature of Doctrine, in which he states that his use of cultural-linguistic 

theories of doctrine and religion are "meant to be ad hoc and unsystematic" 

(Lindbeck, 1994/2009, p. xxx). 

 

The doctrine-as-grammar proposal would then suggest a paradigm by which 

ecumenists could see (or perhaps test) diversity as "variations on a deep grammar of 

practice", leaving scope for the further borrowing of ethnographic methodologies, 

such as thick descriptions, on an ad hoc basis, as appropriate (Higton, 2014, pp. 25-

26)107. Higton acknowledges that this reading understands Lindbeck to effectively 

start with an a priori assumption about the presence of doctrinal continuity despite 

a diversity of doctrinal formulations, rather than to derive such conclusions from the 

deployment of ethnographic tools, which would therefore disqualify it from being a 

truly ethnographic model (2014, p. 26). But this approach does enable the doctrine-

as-rule proposal to potentially retain a role within doctrinal controversy, without 

becoming unnecessarily mired in philosophical or methodological debate. Perhaps it 

enables an understanding of Lindbeck's doctrine-as-grammar proposal as inspired by 

cultural-linguistic insights, rather than derived from them108. Indeed, it should be 

noted that such sentiments are found within Lindbeck’s own writings, as he admitted 

that his “description of the cultural-linguistic alternative [to experiential-expressivist 

approaches]” was “shaped by the ultimately theological concerns” of his own inquiry, 

                                                      
107 Such “ad hoc borrowing” (Higton, 2014, p. 2) is not without theological precedent. According to 
Frei’s analysis, the work of Schleiermacher and Barth both demonstrate ad hoc appropriations: 
examples of loose “experimental and… imperfect” (Frei, 1992, p. 78) unsystematic borrowings from 
philosophical or cultural movements within their immediate contexts, which proved useful for 
Christian description in their own time and place, but would not necessarily be as appropriate 
elsewhere (Frei, 1992, p. 71); or in Barth’s case, “subordinating explanatory theory and philosophy” 
to be used “interpretatively or descriptively in a Christian context” (Frei, 1992, p. 81). But, as Frei 
observed, if such ad hoc borrowings were applied too broadly outside the areas of their immediate 
usefulness, they may be found wanting (1992, p. 90). 
108 This is consistent with Lindbeck's own description of testing of rule theory as "appropriate to 
cultural linguistic models" (1984, p. 73) (emphasis added), rather than 'derived from' them. 
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but he nonetheless believed that it was “consonant” with “the anthropological, 

sociological and philosophical studies by which it has for the most part been inspired” 

(1984, p. 32 (emphases added)). 

 

Clearly such an attenuation of the importance of Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic 

paradigm will, along with the recognition of the analogy at the heart of rule theory, 

call into question Lindbeck’s assertions regarding the interdependence of his 

proposals regarding doctrine and religion. This interdependence will be further 

weakened when Lindbeck’s expectations regarding the presence of doctrinal 

continuity are examined, as will now be explored. 

 

Lindbeck’s unnecessary expectations regarding interdependence 
between rule theory and his cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion 

 

It should be recognized that the above reading of Lindbeck’s work, as primarily an 

ecumenically motivated analogy regarding the role of doctrine, does require a 

willingness on behalf of the interpreter to disregard contentious elements present in 

large parts of his book (including much of the material which provides a new 

paradigm for religion), and to focus primarily on those sections which address 

questions of doctrine in ecumenical settings. For some this may demand a level of 

accommodation which is unacceptable: if Lindbeck's cultural-linguistic paradigm for 

religion is unconvincing, it may be asserted, no further enquiry will be necessary into 

developments concerning the role of doctrine which appear to follow from it. 

However, as observed above, given Lindbeck's starting point was in fact a desire to 

find ways of accounting for and replicating doctrinal reconciliation, with his cultural-

linguistic approach to religion best described as a preliminary ad hoc application of 

techniques from other disciplines to elucidate his rule theory, it can be seen that the 

usefulness of his doctrinal model is not dependent on the success of his paradigm for 

religion (despite some of his rhetoric which suggests otherwise). Therefore, with one 

of The Nature of Doctrine's earliest and most critical respondents, Lindbeck's 

propositions for religion and doctrine may be viewed as independent from one 
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another, almost as two separate books (Tracy, 1985, pp. 460-462), with his regulative 

view of doctrine being a “major”, and “his most important and enduring 

contribution” (Tracy, 1985, p. 461). 

 

But in making this move, it must be acknowledged that, according to Lindbeck’s 

estimation, there was an intrinsic link between his cultural-linguistic approach to 

religion and his regulative view of doctrine. Indeed, it is apparent, as observed by 

David Tracy, that Lindbeck’s “interpretation of doctrine clearly does cohere with his 

interpretation of religion and theology” (Tracy, 1985, p. 461), but why did Lindbeck 

think it dependent upon a cultural-linguistic view of religion? For Tracy the insistence 

that a regulative view of doctrine necessitated a cultural-linguistic paradigm for 

religion remained a “puzzle”109, believing that The Nature of Doctrine’s innovations 

regarding doctrine continue to make a valuable contribution “however different… 

[any theologian’s]… paradigm for theology” may be (1985, p. 462). 

 

Lindbeck’s arguments to support his statement that “[t]heories of religion and of 

doctrine are interdependent” (1984, p. 7)110 are not easily discernible within his 

work. However, the key to unlocking the ‘puzzle’ identified by Tracy is perhaps to be 

found in Lindbeck’s ecumenically situated conviction that at the heart of Christian 

confessional diversity would be found a normative core, namely: that the Christian 

faith would "retain an invariant meaning under changing conditions of compatibility 

and conflict" (1984, p. 18). This conviction meant that Lindbeck needed to challenge 

both: what he saw as propositionalists’ inability to reinterpret "old doctrines… to fit 

new circumstances" (1984, p. 78), a perceived inadequacy which could result in 

significant doctrinal difference being identified as irreconcilable division; and also 

experiential-expressivists’ understanding that religion (and therefore doctrine) is an 

objectification of subjective experience, resulting in the possibility that fundamental 

                                                      
109 Similarly, Wood recognises “clear affinities” between Lindbeck’s paradigms for religion and 
doctrine, but suggests that “whether such a theory of doctrine requires such an understanding of 
religion, are questions which may well linger in the reader's mind” (1985, p. 236) 
110 Or equally Lindbeck’s assertion that if his theory of religion “is useful only for understanding 
church doctrine and not also in other theological areas, it will ultimately prove unacceptable even to 
specialists in doctrine” (1984, p. 112). 
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religious disparity may emerge in varying contexts (1984, p. 78). Instead Lindbeck 

sought a way to conceive of religion and doctrine which allowed a greater 

adaptability to context than he understood propositional approaches to allow, but 

which nonetheless retained a normative core which (contrary to experiential-

expressivist understandings) preceded, rather than emerged from, religious 

experience. 

 

As described above, Lindbeck believed that his cultural-linguistic paradigm for 

religion offered a model which would be helpful in addressing these needs. He 

believed that it allowed meaning to be expressed performatively, in a way which 

permitted the religious culture (or ‘language’) to be prior to, and formative of 

experience, allowing the religion to, in keeping with his ecumenical convictions, have 

an unchanging core which shapes religious experience in different contexts111 

(however diverse they may appear), without resorting to a rigid propositional 

function for doctrine. But, even following Lindbeck’s own logic which required a 

cultural-linguistic approach to religion to precede rule theory, it should be 

acknowledged, with Higton, that this expectation for a normative core to be present 

within disparate religious communities is not normally found within the conventional 

practice of ethnographic religious studies, a discipline which is normally “good at 

difference” with “[c]ontinuities and identities only emerg[ing] slowly, and 

tentatively” (Higton, 2014, p. 25). Therefore, although the cultural-linguistic 

approach appeared useful to Lindbeck within his ecumenical context, it is not 

proposed by Lindbeck in a way which would be considered conventional by 

ethnographers. 

 

Indeed, if it is allowed (as will be argued in the next chapter, through an examination 

of theological and historical examples) that a regulative view of doctrine should be 

permitted to discover divergent as well as convergent ‘grammars’ behind 

denominational diversity, then Lindbeck’s reason to insist that a common Christian 

                                                      
111 Seen most clearly in Lindbeck’s ‘intratextuality’ (1984, pp. 113-124) which will be explored in the 
next chapter. 
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religious system is necessarily prior to religious experience (and an understanding of 

that experience) is removed. And consequently, the importance of Lindbeck’s 

cultural-linguistic model for religion as a pre-requisite for his rule theory is further 

diminished: if there is no a priori assumption that there is necessarily a common 

normative core to be found between particular instances of doctrinal diversity, there 

is no requirement to insist that the ‘grammar’ of a religious system is necessarily prior 

to the experience of a religion, and therefore there is no necessity to insist, with 

Lindbeck, on his cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion. However, this observation 

does nothing to necessarily undermine the potentially useful analogy expressed by 

Lindbeck: that doctrine may be understood to act regulatively within a religion in a 

way which is similar to the function of grammar within a language, and which can be 

helpfully expressed as regulative principles, even if those principles have previously 

remained unarticulated. 

 

Indeed, if prior assumptions regarding the necessity of finding a common 

‘grammatical’ core behind apparently intractable Christian diversity are removed, 

Lindbeck’s rule theory may offer a promising paradigm worthy of investigation within 

contemporary church contexts. It suggests that doctrinal112 difference can be 

helpfully explored not simply as a clash between formulations of 'first-order' 

practices or language, whose conflict might be derived from the diverse historical 

and cultural contexts in which they were constructed, but as a deeper exploration of 

the foundational ‘grammatical’ rules which informed their formulation. However, if 

Lindbeck’s rule theory is to be tested within contemporary church controversies (as 

this thesis will attempt), some caution must be exercised in aspects of its application, 

as will now be explored. 

 

                                                      
112 Within Lindbeck’s broad definition of doctrine: “communally authoritative teachings regarding 
beliefs and practices that are considered essential to the identity or welfare of the group in 
question. They may be formally stated or informally operative, but in any case they indicate what 
constitutes faithful adherence to a community” (1984, p. 74). 
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Cautions regarding the observation of ‘rules’ 

 

Before embarking on an application of (a modified version of) rule theory within a 

contemporary church controversy, it must be noted that care should be exercised in 

the discernment of ruled behaviour through the observation of religious practices. 

Such caution is advocated by Kathryn Tanner who highlighted passages of 

Wittgenstein's work which appear to have been overlooked by Lindbeck, in which 

Wittgenstein claimed that it is impossible to definitively identify rules which may be 

in operation simply by external observation (Tanner, 1997, pp. 139-140). Using a 

mathematical example, Wittgenstein showed that, while an observer might expect a 

mathematical sequence which started as 2, 4, 6, 8, 10… to continue 1002, 1004, 1006, 

1008, 1010… after its five-hundredth instance, and while such an assumption might 

seem entirely logical, there is no way of guaranteeing that the mathematician being 

observed did not themselves understand the sequence to be governed not by a rule 

which stated "+2", but rather by one that said "Add 2 up to 1000, 4 up to 2000, 6 up 

to 3000 and so on" (Wittgenstein, 1953/1976, §185). It is interesting that, as 

commentators have noted, although it is uncontroversial to observe that 

Wittgenstein rejects a Platonist view that there is a single, absolute and objective fact 

behind rules which observers seek to determine (as demonstrated by this 

mathematical example), there is little consensus concerning the position he did 

himself take (whether he in fact adopted a form of constructivism, or alternatively 

rejected both Platonist and constructivist positions) (Child, 2011, pp. 123-124). 

Perhaps this confusion partially illustrates Wittgenstein's own point: external 

observers are not in a position to conclusively discern the principles which others 

may be following. 

 

Returning to the mathematical illustration, although the less obvious 'rule' would 

seem to be a slightly unlikely mathematical formula to be following, the example 

does demonstrate Wittgenstein's position that observational rule-discernment is not 

infallible. However, under normal circumstances, it would not be unreasonable for 

an observer to imagine that the most straightforwardly surmisable formula ('add 2') 
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would be a legitimate working hypothesis for the continuation of the sequence, as 

long as it is treated as no more than a falsifiable theory (which could be held with 

greater certainty if the sequence continued to obey the hypothesis). In other words, 

the lack of ultimate certainty about the rules discerned by observers does not negate 

the value of the observation and resultant hypotheses, provided they are held as 

appropriately tentative identifications of rules. And it should be noted that such an 

approach is entirely in keeping with the type of cultural analysis proposed by Geertz, 

to which Lindbeck referred (1984, p. 115). As Geertz stated: “Cultural analysis is (or 

should be) guessing at meanings, assessing the guesses, and drawing explanatory 

conclusions from the better guesses, not discovering the Continent of Meaning and 

mapping out its bloodless landscape" (1973, p. 20). 

 

Such cautions should also take into account the work of Pierre Bourdieu, and his 

remarks regarding the artificial nature of discerned ‘rules’, even when they are 

rooted in dialogue with those whose behaviour is being observed, due to the 

“distance between learned reconstruction of the native world and the native 

experience of that world” (1972/1977, p. 18).  This distance can be the product of 

the nature of ‘rules’, which are frequently “the unconscious schemes of [a subject’s] 

practice” (Bourdieu, 1972/1977, pp. 18-19). When observed by an external 

investigator, or when reflected on by the subject, and discussed in observer-subject 

dialogue, the ‘rules’ which are being followed in the practices of a community run 

the risk of remaining obscured behind the “most remarkable “moves”… those most 

esteemed or reprehended, in the different social games”. And, as a result, some 

apparent ‘rules’ may then be “artificially isolated” in place of “the principle from 

which these moves and all equally possible moves can be generated” (Bourdieu, 

1972/1977, pp. 18-19). Therefore, as identified by Bourdieu, it is not only the 

observers who may be mistaken in their identification of the ‘rules’ that govern 

behaviour, but it might also be the subjects themselves who remain unaware of the 

regulative principles behind “the true nature of their practical mastery” (1972/1977, 

p. 19). Consequently, the real regulative principles which govern the practices of an 

observed community may remain so embedded in the performative experience of 
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the community that, although expertly enacted by members of the culture, they 

“most often remain in their implicit state”, being examples of “learned ignorance 

(docta ignorantia), a mode of practical knowledge not comprising knowledge of its 

own principles” (1972/1977, p. 19). 

 

A further caution is related. Just as it is impossible to be certain that observers' 

discernment of the regulative principles governing the actions (and formulations) of 

doctrinal actors are accurate, it is also wrong to assume that different third-party 

observers of the same first-order praxis and formulations will necessarily agree 

concerning their own discernments of the operative ‘grammatical rules’. The error of 

such an assumption is identified by Andrew Moore in his questions concerning the 

rules, statements or "divinely appointed office" required to govern the correct 

"translation" of first-order statements into second-order principles (Moore, 2003, p. 

99). Although Lindbeck does acknowledge the potential complexities involved in 

reaching agreement concerning “where proper grammar is to be found” in his 

"addendum" of the final chapter of his book113 (1984, p. 113), it is a complexity which 

is not sufficiently reflected throughout the rest of the work.  

 

All of these cautions regarding the discernment of rules should be understood to 

apply to Lindbeck's Wittgenstein-inspired rule theory, meaning that while observers 

may identify second-order grammatical 'rules' which they perceive to be implicitly 

present in first-order practices and formulations, such 'rules' should be proposed 

tentatively, as there is no guarantee that they are necessarily the regulative principles 

by which the original authors and actors of the first-order formulations or praxis 

implicitly or explicitly operated (although the degree of confidence may be greater 

when larger 'samples' of 'evidence' are available), or that all observers will 

necessarily agree on the identification of the same ‘rules’. The need for such 

                                                      
113 Lindbeck remarks that consensus on the "primarily cultural-linguistic character of religions" 
would not alone resolve substantive difference: while the debates would "turn more on conceptual 
or grammatical considerations than on experiential or propositional ones... they would also involve 
disagreements on where proper grammar is to be found, on who are the competent speakers of a 
religious language" (1984, p. 113). 
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provisionality is alluded to in Lindbeck's work, with a brief reference to occasions 

when the "deep grammar of the language may escape detection", and the 

acknowledgment that just as linguistic grammar may sometimes be elusive, it may 

be "impossible to find rules that show why some crucial usages are beautifully right" 

while others may be "dangerously wrong" (1984, pp. 81-82).  

 

However, this clarification notwithstanding, although a provisionality is theoretically 

permitted in the identification of ‘rules’ within Lindbeck's interpretation, it is not 

apparent in the worked examples within which he seeks to "test" the "theological 

and ecumenical usefulness" of rule theory, for instance within his examination of the 

classic Christological and Trinitarian creedal statements (1984, p. 91). In his 

reflections on the Nicene and Chalcedonian formulations, Lindbeck abruptly states 

(without supporting analysis) that "[t]hree regulative principles at least were 

obviously at work" behind the formulation of the creeds: monotheism, the historical 

specificity of Jesus and "Christological maximalism" (1984, p. 94). Although he 

acknowledges that only the first of these 'rules' had been clearly articulated within 

the early church, Lindbeck does not appear to leave much room for the provisionality 

he earlier permitted in the identification of rules, stating that "[i]t would not be 

difficult to analyze four centuries of Trinitarian and Christological development as the 

product of the joint logical pressure of these three principles" with it being "almost 

self-evident" that what emerged as Catholic orthodoxy was the more logical product 

of these three rules than the positions which were rejected as heretical114 (1984, pp. 

94-95). The Nicene and Chalcedonian formulations then, as “exemplary 

instantiations or paradigms of the application of rules” (1984, p. 81), according to 

Lindbeck’s confident assertions, were “among the few, and perhaps the only, 

possible outcomes of the process of adjusting Christian discourse to the world of late 

                                                      
114 This is disputed by some, who are unconvinced that such principles would adequately exclude 
those considered heretical in this period, or would necessarily lead to what would be considered 
orthodox formulations in each context (see Barrett (1988, pp. 167-171), Milbank (1990, p. 385), 
Tanner (1997, pp. 139-140) and Higton (2014, p. 22)), although doubt over whether Lindbeck 
correctly identified the operative second-order rules in this instance does not necessarily preclude 
the possibility that some kind of (as yet unidentified) regulative principles were still present. 
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classical antiquity in a manner conformable to regulative principles that were already 

at work in the earliest strata of the tradition” (1984, p. 95). 

 

Naturally, it must be granted that Lindbeck's illustrative examples are not exhaustive, 

and he could have chosen to analyse different formulations or practices which may 

have led to more tentative identifications of operative regulative principles. 

Nonetheless, examples of the provisionality he theoretically seems to allow for in the 

discernment of 'grammatical' rules are not practically demonstrated within his work, 

but should nevertheless be anticipated in any future testing of his theory, such as will 

be conducted within this study. 

 

Conclusion 

 

In this current chapter I have maintained that the most important contributions of 

The Nature of Doctrine, those proposing a new understanding of the role of doctrine, 

have been largely overlooked in the critical response to Lindbeck’s work. Therefore, 

in this chapter I have argued: that critical examinations of The Nature of Doctrine 

should pay greater attention to Lindbeck’s doctrinal focus within his ecumenical 

context than has often been the case; that rule theory should be understood as an 

analogy for (rather than complete description of) the role of doctrine; that the 

usefulness of that analogy does not rest on the veracity of Lindbeck’s claims 

regarding his cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion; and that some cautions are 

necessary regarding the discernment of ‘rules’ which may be operative behind first 

order religious praxis and formulations of faith. 

 

However, before any usefulness for the regulative approach to doctrine proposed by 

Lindbeck is assumed, his assertions about the “permanence and unity of doctrines” 

(1984, p. 84), and therefore his expectation for the possibility of "reconciliation 

without capitulation" (1984, p. 18) must be investigated with reference to some 

examples from the history of Christian experience. It is these questions to which the 

next chapter will turn.   
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Chapter 4: 'Grammatical' consistency 

 

Having argued in the previous chapter that Lindbeck's rule theory may be viewed as 

separate from his ambitious paradigm for religion, and that it remains a useful 

analogy for the role of doctrine despite critics' concerns regarding his cultural-

linguistic approach to religion, this chapter will explore: his apparent convictions 

about the immutability of ‘grammar’; his expectations concerning the possibility for 

“reconciliation without capitulation” in instances of Christian conflict (1984, p. 18); 

and his anticipation of intratextual foundations (1984, pp. 113-124). In what follows 

I will argue that each of these three expectations which are evident in Lindbeck's 

work are unnecessary and unhelpful aspects of rule theory. Indeed, Christian history 

has provided many examples whereby ‘grammatical’ conflict (as opposed to 

convergence) has been important in the development and articulation of what has 

come to be considered 'orthodox'. It will therefore be argued that rule theory is 

strengthened if perennial expectations for the necessary discovery of ‘grammatical’ 

convergence, “reconciliation without capitulation” (1984, p. 18) and ‘intratextuality’ 

are removed, as these modifications render the model better suited to the realities 

of historic and contemporary ecclesial disputes. 

 

But before these modifications are proposed, it will be instructive to further elucidate 

the formative background of Lindbeck’s own proposals. The origins of Lindbeck's 

convictions concerning ‘grammatical’ unity and immutability are to be found in his 

own personal commitment to the ecumenical movement, a biographical element of 

his proposal which this chapter will initially explore. 

 

The significance of ecumenism 

 

It is with regret that Lindbeck identifies a change in the priorities of the ecumenical 

movement during the decades surrounding the original publication of The Nature of 

Doctrine. In fact, in his later writings, he identifies the ecumenical fruitfulness of the 

middle of the twentieth century as an anomaly instigated by the "quasi-apocalyptic 
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tribulations" of two world wars, the rise of Communism and the dawn of the nuclear 

age (2004, p. 401; 403). These events, Lindbeck contends, appeared to be such a 

threat to "Christian civilization" that they provoked a search for church unity which 

"peaked at Vatican II", and "has gone downhill ever since" (2004, p. 398; 401). As 

these threats diminished, Lindbeck observes, they were replaced by new interests in 

theological-liberation movements (2004, p. 401), with ecumenism becoming an issue 

"about which fewer and fewer people seem to care" (2005, p. 214). Experience over 

that period since the ecumenical "mountaintop" of Vatican II (2004, p. 399), for 

Lindbeck, included the regrettable realisation that "even an officially successful 

[doctrinal] dialogue" such as the 1999 Catholic and Lutheran Joint Declaration on the 

Doctrine of Justification (Lutheran World Federation and the Catholic Church, 1999), 

makes "little if any practical difference" to inter-church unity, resulting in "enormous 

wastes of energy" and a "precipitously" sharp drop in interest in "unitive ecumenism" 

(2004, pp. 400-401). However, this decline of interest in ecumenism did nothing to 

reduce Lindbeck’s personal commitment to the cause. He continued to hope that an 

interest in ecumenism may be revived (2004, p. 403), a hope which is evident in the 

pages of his Nature of Doctrine. 

 

Lindbeck's later recognition of ecumenical decline notwithstanding, his expectations 

regarding ‘grammatical’ continuity, and his related observation of occurrences (and 

hope for future instances115) of doctrinal "reconciliation without capitulation" (1984, 

p. 18) are so significant a part of his postliberal proposal that they cannot, despite 

later shifts in ecumenical priorities, be ignored. And it should be recognised that 

Lindbeck’s commitment to the discovery of an unchanging core at the heart of 

diverse expressions of Christianity is consistent with that of other scholars commonly 

                                                      
115 Although Lindbeck’s book begins with observations of previous examples of ecumenical 
“doctrinal reconciliation without doctrinal change” (1984, p. 15), his intention is not merely to 
provide retrospective explanations for historic instances of reconciliation: “the motivations of this 
book are ultimately more substantively theological than purely theoretical. As one who is deeply 
concerned about Christian unity, I would like to believe… that my work is of service to the church 
and to the glory of God. In brief, although the argument of the book is designed to be doctrinally and 
religiously neutral, it is prompted by convictions about the kind of theological thinking that is most 
likely to be religiously helpful to Christians and perhaps others in the present situation” (1984, p. 
10). 
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identified with ‘postliberalism’116, seeking to identify an embodied, pre-cognitive 

coherence inherent in the practice of Christianity, as a response to liberalism’s 

understanding of the primacy of religious experience. 

 

Some of Lindbeck’s later writings demonstrate the depth of his convictions regarding 

the coherence of Christianity, despite denominational difference. They show the 

extent to which he believed that ecumenical progress must continue to at least 

entertain the possibility for a form of denominational reunification, and the way in 

which Lindbeck saw a commitment to the furthering of Christian unity beyond 

denominational boundaries to be a divine imperative (1988/2002, p. 55; 75). 

Therefore, the conviction that an underlying unity remains, despite denominational 

difference, is not merely an addendum to a wider theory, it is the initiatory 

observation behind Lindbeck's book117. Equally it is a crucial element of his search for 

an abiding ‘grammar’ inherent (but frequently unidentified) within the language, 

practices and traditions of diverse Christian cultures (1984, pp. 73-76). It is these 

convictions about a Christian ‘grammatical’ consistency (which, for Lindbeck, is 

"simply the kind of stability" that "languages and religions... observably have" (1984, 

p. 83)), that are understood to perennially permit “reconciliation without 

capitulation” (1984, p. 18), as he is predisposed to see the doctrinal positions of 

ecumenical participants, diverse as they may be, as founded on the universal and 

stable regulative principals of a shared 'grammar'118.  

                                                      
116 E.g., Hans Frei (1986/ 1993, p. 145). 
117 Lindbeck's belief in the continuing possibility and importance of inter-denominational unity can 
also be seen in his later writings. A decade after the publication of The Nature of Doctrine, in his 
reflections on ecumenical dialogues surrounding Vatican II, Lindbeck commented that "[o]n the basis 
of an enormous amount of scholarship that had already been done, and given the results of the 
dialogues themselves [concerning doctrinal disagreements which had historically been contentious], 
it seemed to those of us who had been involved in these dialogues that it ought to be possible on 
both sides to say that none of these disagreements need necessarily be ecclesially divisive... while 
we were never naive enough to think that that agreement was all that was needed... The 
agreements we reached are, of course, one of the conditions for reunion. And so, while I have no 
idea when this progress will contribute in substantial ways to the reunion of the churches, I find 
myself feeling a great sense of satisfaction that that job is in large part done" (1994, p. 48). 
118 It should be noted that Lindbeck’s expectation of finding a coherent grammar does not 
necessarily extend to include all groups who may identify themselves as Christian, as he allows the 
possibility for ‘improper’ grammar to develop. However, the tone of The Nature of Doctrine is one 
which risks obscuring the possibility of identifying grammar which is inconsistent with Christian faith 
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This commitment is better understood in the light of Lindbeck's later reflections on 

his own ‘journey’ into ecumenical dialogue, for which his 1959 sabbatical year in 

Europe was particularly formative. It was through his engagement with Catholic and 

Lutheran ecumenists during this year that his understanding of the roots of the 

Lutheran church crystallized, understanding the Lutheran tradition to be one which 

"once was and should again become a reform movement within the Catholic Church 

of the West, rather than a separate ecclesial body" (Lindbeck, 2004, p. 397). This 

understanding emerged from an appreciation of the (for Lutherans, foundational) 

Augsburg Confession, formulated before a split from Rome. This Confession was 

originally intended as a manifesto for reform within the Catholic church rather than 

as a mandate for schism. It sought to maintain a continuity between Reformation 

teachings and the catholicism of the church Fathers, and envisaged a retention of 

ecclesial structures and an (attenuated) papacy (Lindbeck 1972/2002, pp. 123-124; 

1976, pp. 371-372; 2004, p. 397). An appreciation of such a background brings 

Lindbeck's reunifying ecumenical vision into sharper focus, a vision which is founded 

not merely on a commitment to a deep and long-forgotten unity between ecclesial 

bodies, but also on a perception of his own denomination as an attempt to reform a 

unified Western church. This is predicated on a perception of fundamental coherence 

between Reformation teachings and the essence of patristic catholicism, whose 

separation was both unintentional and unfortunate. Therefore, clear foundations can 

be appreciated in Lindbeck’s own ecumenical involvement, and the history of his own 

confessional community, for a predisposition to see diversity not as fundamental 

difference, but rather as examples of “adjustments… in the interpretative scheme” 

(Lindbeck, 1984, p. 82) which should not ultimately be perceived as a threat to unity. 

 

However, Lindbeck’s personal experiences, and the history of his own denomination 

notwithstanding, it is important to recognise, for the purposes of this present study, 

that the ecumenical movement’s objectives have evolved somewhat since the time 

                                                      
due to Lindbeck’s optimism regarding the possibility of ‘reconciliation without capitulation’ (see 
pages 128-130 below). 
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of the original publication of The Nature of Doctrine. This evolution has resulted in 

an increased acceptance of instances of real and deep difference between churches 

engaged in ecumenical endeavours. This recognition of continuing diversity is not 

accounted for as simply being a toleration of difference which is reluctantly adopted 

because of repeated failures to reach agreement. Rather, diversity, as opposed to 

uniformity, has increasingly become accepted as an essential, and perennially 

present119, aspect of Christian unity. Indeed, difference has been seen as a mark of 

the success of mission, as it “characterizes the human response, inspired by the Holy 

Spirit, to the unfathomable richness and splendour of the gospel” and demonstrates 

that “a proper inculturation of the gospel has occurred” (Avis, 2004, pp. 96-97). 

 

Nevertheless, this recognition of the possibility for continuing diversity by 

ecumenists does not signify an end to a search for a form of unity. Rather, it illustrates 

a change between the ecumenical expectations of Lindbeck’s era, and those of more 

recent, twenty-first century, ecumenists. Instead of seeking a form of 

denominational reunification, ecumenists have more recently been better 

characterised by what Paul Avis has identified as a “realist approach to diversity” 

(2004, p. 99). This approach acknowledges that diversity frequently reflects real 

differences in Christian thinking, and is not simply an example of “various Christian 

traditions and theologies… all saying the same thing in different words and idioms” 

(2004, p. 99). Against the background of such a revised understanding of diversity 

and difference, the ecumenical task becomes not one of seeking uniformity, but 

rather one of cultivating a mutual respect for the “plurality of human responses to 

divine revelation” (Avis, 2004, p. 99) within the context of a theological humility 

which “has the effect of relativizing our own grasp of truth” without relativizing truth 

itself120 (Avis, 2004, p. 98, emphasis added). These revised priorities within 

ecumenism can be seen to contrast somewhat with the expectations which were 

                                                      
119 Paul Avis summarises the case that, rather than being a comparatively recent phenomenon, real 
diversity is found within the theologies of the New Testament canon and in the practices of the 
apostolic and post-apostolic church (2004, p. 95). 
120 Namely permitting that “Truth subsists in God” (Avis, 2004, p. 98), but the grasp that any 
individual or group has of that truth should be held tentatively, with an openness to correction or 
augmentation from other individuals or groups. 
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more prevalent within the ecumenical movement at the time of Lindbeck, 

expectations reflected in his own project, observable in his desire to identify a 

normative ‘grammatical’ core present within diverse Christian practices or 

expressions of belief. 

 

But it should be noted that this current study proposes that rule theory is 

strengthened by the removal of Lindbeck’s own ecumenically driven conviction that 

a shared ‘grammar’ will necessarily be found to be operative behind diverse 

expressions of Christian belief or practice. This suggested modification is consistent 

with recent developments (outlined above) in ecumenical understandings of 

diversity, meaning that the version of rule theory which will be tested in this study is 

better suited to contemporary understandings of ecclesial conflict than Lindbeck’s 

original proposal. The suggested modification to Lindbeck’s rule theory is also better 

placed to incorporate the important role that conflict has historically played in the 

emergence of what has been considered ‘orthodox’, as will be demonstrated later in 

this chapter. But first, Lindbeck’s assertions regarding the distinctly scriptural origins 

of the ‘grammar’ he expected to find behind diverse Christians beliefs and practices 

will be explored, to ascertain whether they should remain an essential element of 

rule theory. 

 

Intratextuality 

 

At the heart of Lindbeck's position on the essential unity of the ‘grammar’ inherent 

within Christian formulations and practice is the canon from within which he believed 

such ‘grammar’ should originate, and more particularly, an approach to the Christian 

scriptures which he described as "intratextuality"121 (1984, p. 114). Although this is 

                                                      
121 Lindbeck acknowledges the influence of Hans Frei's The Eclipse of Biblical Narrative (Yale 
University Press, 1974) and David Kelsey's The Use of Scriptures in Recent Theology (Fortress Press, 
1975) in the formulation of his intratextuality (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 119; 121). 
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presented as "an addendum to the main argument of the book" (1984, p. 112), 

intratextuality remains an important insight into Lindbeck’s thinking122. 

 

Lindbeck recognises within rule theory the possibility for dispute to remain over the 

identification of "where proper grammar is to be found" or "who are the competent 

speakers of a religious language" (1984, p. 113), with the regulative model merely 

offering a framework within which reconciliation may be found. Intratextuality is 

then presented as an approach to the Christian scriptures (or the revered scriptures 

of any faith) which Lindbeck proposes is compatible with a cultural-linguistic 

approach to religion, and should be able "to give a normative explication of the 

meaning a religion has for its adherents" (1984, p. 113). Intratextuality provides, for 

Lindbeck, a "test of faithfulness", allowing an assessment of the "degree to which 

descriptions correspond to the semiotic universe paradigmatically encoded in holy 

writ" (1984, p. 116). 

 

Although it is my contention within this thesis that the value of Lindbeck’s doctrine-

as-rule analogy is not dependent upon the veracity of his cultural-linguistic paradigm 

for religion, it is important to understand his proposals regarding intratextuality 

within the context of his own cultural-linguistic approach. That a possibility to define 

"faithfulness" to the Christian 'language' is important for Lindbeck, and the cultural-

linguistic paradigm he proposed, becomes obvious in his “Excursus on Religion and 

Truth” (1984, pp. 63-69). Here (as I explored in the previous chapter of this study) 

the author insists that the cultural-linguistic model "must allow" for the possibility of 

asserting propositional truth, as Christian practice is not satisfied with either 

categorial or symbolic truth alone in relation to assertions of (for instance) Christ's 

Lordship (1984, p. 63). At the heart of Lindbeck's description of the conditions 

required for ontologically true propositional statements to be made is 

"intrasystematic" truth, or the "truth of coherence", by which he means that, for a 

statement to be ontologically true, it is necessary for it to "cohere with the total 

                                                      
122 In fact, elsewhere Lindbeck asserts that Christianity "has no future except in its own intratextual 
world" (1986, p. 374). 
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relevant context... which... is not only other utterances but also the correlative forms 

of life" (1984, p. 64). It is here that Lindbeck's often quoted 'crusader' example is 

utilized, to demonstrate an instance in which utterances about the Lordship of Christ 

may be considered to be inconsistent with the Christian form of life (1984, pp. 64-

65). In contrast with this negative example, it is intratextuality which, for Lindbeck, 

provides a positive standard by which to measure "performatory conformity of the 

self to God" (1984, p. 66), thus permitting the cultural-linguistic model to recognise 

some propositional claims. 

 

While, Lindbeck observes, propositionalists locate religious meaning outside of the 

scriptural text, in the ontological realities to which they believe it refers, and 

experiential-expressivists alternatively situate this meaning in the "experience 

[religion] symbolizes", for cultural-linguists, meaning is found in the use of 'language' 

in the religious setting, and the way in which such usage shapes that reality (1984, p. 

114). Just as the experience of life can be described from within the perspective of a 

natural language and culture, utilising a linguistic and cultural lens through which that 

reality is perceived and lived, so the whole of life may too, according to Lindbeck, be 

perceived and described through a scriptural, ‘intratextual’, lens, whereby the 

scriptural text is "the embedded guide for the social construction of reality", allowing 

Christians to "use the bible's stories, images, categories and concepts to interpret all 

that is" (1996, pp. 226-227). Within such an approach, contemporary religious 

experience is not located in scriptural metaphor, but rather the scriptures provide 

the "interpretative framework within which believers seek to live their lives and 

understand reality" (1984, p. 117). Just as Old Testament figures became "typological 

foreshadowings of Jesus" within Christian interpretation, so, for Lindbeck, both Old 

and New Testament figures and experiences become types for Christian experience 

in post-biblical contemporary contexts (1984, p. 117) with a clearly defined direction 

of interpretation: biblical metaphors are not sought for contemporary experience 

retrospectively, but the biblical narrative "redescribes reality within the scriptural 

framework", where "the text... absorbs the world, rather than the world the text" 

(1984, p. 118). Therefore, the scriptural narrative, in keeping with the literary 
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character of the text itself123 becomes formative for the religious community. Taking 

the gospels as an example, questions concerning the "historicity, existential 

significance, or metaphysical status" of Jesus may remain of technical interest to 

some (1984, p. 120). However, the primary purpose of the text will be to instigate 

conformity to Christ through the community-forming presentation of Jesus' identity, 

"the divine-human agent", who is the "climax" of God's "interaction of his deeds and 

purposes with those of creatures in their ever-changing circumstances", rendered 

through the "realistic narrative" of the text (1984, pp. 120-121). 

 

Therefore, intratextuality is the canon by which, for Lindbeck, Christian communities 

can ensure that the practice of the faith is attuned to the ‘grammar’ of the 'language' 

of the Christian religion. This is in keeping with Lindbeck's view of the scriptures as 

not being primarily focussed on "God's being in itself" but rather "on how life is to be 

lived and reality construed in the light of God's character as an agent as... depicted 

in the stories of Israel and of Jesus" (1984, p. 121). Consequently, just as contexts 

vary (both diachronically and synchronically), the theological descriptions of a 

religion may also vary by reflecting "diverse aspects of the biblical accounts of God's 

character and action in describing their respective situations", each nonetheless 

ensuring that "God is appropriately depicted" by being "conformable" to God as 

portrayed by the scriptural narratives, maintaining an "intratextual norm of 

faithfulness despite their material disagreements" (1984, pp. 121-122). 

 

Many critics have cautioned against implementing intratextuality too thoroughly 

though, identifying a number of dangers, including: the subsumption of a divine 

reality through an over-emphasis on the religious text124; an inability to resolve 

                                                      
123 Ensuring that the text is read in keeping with "the kind of text it is taken to be by the community 
for which it is important", not imposing additional literary expectations, such as seeking scientific 
meaning in creation accounts, or history in "realistic narrative" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 120). Lindbeck 
acknowledges his debt to Hans Frei’s work in The Identity of Jesus Christ for his thinking here (1984, 
pp. 139, note 12). 
124 For instance: concerns that a confusion is engendered between divine or Christological realities 
and the text which mediates knowledge of them (McGrath, 1996, p.40; Moore, 2003, pp. 103-104; 
106); fears that "talk about "text" stands in place of talk about "God"" (Thiemann, 1986, p. 378) or 
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internal scriptural conflicts125; and a lack of appreciation of the hermeneutical 

dialogue which takes place between the text and the interpreter126. Many of these 

concerns may be addressed by a cautious application of the intratextual approach, 

but more pertinent to this current study is the extent to which such scriptural 

principles are necessary for the regulative proposal to operate. 

 

While, in any given ecclesial conflict, many participants may believe that a scriptural 

priority such as is demonstrated by intratextuality ought to provide the basis from 

which a shared Christian ‘grammar’ is derived, such an assertion reveals an 

assumption which, if rule theory is to lead to reconciliation, would be unhelpful to 

presume from the outset. Rather, it should be remembered, as observed by DeHart, 

that Lindbeck's correlation between his cultural-linguistic view of religion and "an 

intratextual form of Christian theology seems neither exclusive nor necessary" (2006, 

p. 90): intratextuality cannot be said to be an exclusively cultural-linguistic approach 

as it may be equally present within some propositional and experiential-expressivist 

approaches (2006, p. 90)127; and it cannot be seen as a necessary element of the 

cultural-linguistic paradigm, as it would require the privileging of a particular 

                                                      
the Christian focus on the relationship to God is "degenerated into a relationship with the text" 
(Moyaert, 2012, p. 72). 
125 Gerrish observed that it is the nature of biblical interpretation to discover internal conflicts 
between the images and stories contained in the text, which therefore increases the need for 
dogmatic theology rather than resolving conflict (1988, p. 92), with similar criticisms being made by 
Milbank (1990, p. 383). While Lindbeck subsequently explained that intratextuality is a proposal in 
which the "new light God has yet to bring forth from his Word" is discerned "not so much by 
focussing on Scripture as by focussing through it" (1996, p. 227), it is inevitable that in instances of 
conflicting interpretations, the text itself (and contrasting ways of interpreting it) will itself become 
the focus of attention. 
126 Williams points out the complex relationship between the biblical text and the Christian culture in 
which interpreters stand, the text having shaped that culture on one hand, and the contemporary 
setting shaping the perception of the biblical context on the other (2000, p. 30). Meanwhile Volf 
describes intratextuality as "hermeneutically naive", due to the assumption that interpreters are 
able to read the text without their interpretation being influenced by the cultural lenses through 
which they read it (1996, p. 54). Similarly, Moyaert finds the intratextual proposal underestimates 
the "contribution of the reader to the interpretation of the text" and the multiplicity of influences 
which shape the reader, with it being unnecessary to share Lindbeck's negative anthropology, rather 
identifying evidence of God's positive interaction with creation which can, in turn, contribute to the 
interpretative process (2012, pp. 71-73; 78-82). 
127 As DeHart observes (2006, p. 90), Lindbeck was himself aware of the presence of intratextual 
methodologies outside of his cultural-linguistic paradigm, citing their presence in the theologies of 
both Aquinas and Schleiermacher, although Lindbeck observed that their “performance would 
perhaps have improved if their theories of religion had been different” (1984, p. 123) 
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theological approach as an essential foundation for a theory of religion (DeHart, 

2006, p. 90), a requirement which would be in conflict with Lindbeck's self-imposed 

pre-requisite of religious and doctrinal neutrality (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 10).  

 

It should be borne in mind, however, that Lindbeck does present intratextuality as 

"an addendum to the main argument of the book" (1984, p. 112), and that he “is 

satisfied with” (DeHart, 2006, p. 90) a description of intratextuality as “compatible 

with a cultural-linguistic approach” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 114) rather than presenting it 

as the foundation on which his approach is built. This clarification notwithstanding, 

if rule theory is to be helpful within contemporary church controversies, additional 

caution should be exercised over the extent to which evidence of intratextuality 

should be anticipated across diverse Christian settings. Although the approach to 

scripture presented within The Nature of Doctrine does permit disagreement over 

what the "intratextual norm of faithfulness" should contain, and even the scope of 

the canon on which it relies (1984, p. 122), it does presume a level of scriptural 

authority with which some might find it difficult to concur: despite Lindbeck’s 

apparently cautious language concerning intratextuality being “compatible with” his 

paradigm for religion (1984, p. 114), the biblical narratives are nonetheless presented 

as the “framework” within which rule theory may operate, leading to a system of 

largely scripturally informed ‘grammar’ (1984, p. 80). 

 

However, if an attenuation of Lindbeck's stated objectives is permitted in the 

evaluation of his doctrine-as-rule hypothesis, it need not be presumed that a 

scriptural "normative explication of the meaning a religion has for its adherents" 

(1984, p. 113) necessarily underlies each of the diverse practices and statements 

which may be under investigation. Indeed, a purpose of the discernment of the 

operative 'grammar' would be to establish what each of the diverse expressions of 

Christian 'vocabulary' understand to be the religious "test of faithfulness" (1984, p. 

116), and the extent to which those understandings converge with the "test of 

faithfulness" utilised by others. Inevitably this would reveal a scriptural foundation 

for some, but it may equally demonstrate that others would give a degree of priority 
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to post-biblical insights and developments which would effectively eclipse the 

scriptural priority envisioned by Lindbeck's intratextuality.  

 

Perhaps it might be suggested, in defence of Lindbeck’s proposal, that at the heart of 

his ecumenical convictions, a pneumatological concern may be at work: a confidence 

that the Holy Spirit is active within Christian diversity, resulting in a convergent 

‘grammar’ being intuitively followed by diverse believers in different contexts, 

ensuring an essential ‘grammatical’ (and, following Lindbeck’s expectations, 

intratextual) agreement128. This may be understood to be similar to the concept of 

the sensus fidelium129 anticipated within Roman Catholicism, a Spirit-led “instinct for 

the truth of the Gospel, which enables [the faithful, lay or ordained] to recognise and 

endorse authentic Christian doctrine and practice” whilst simultaneously “reject[ing] 

that which is false” (International Theological Commission, 2014, §2). If such a 

divinely instigated coherence were to be found as a result of an investigation into 

operative ‘grammars’, it would inevitably be a cause for much ecumenical rejoicing. 

But it is the contention of this thesis that, as described above, it would be unhelpful 

to allow any such investigations to be shaped by Lindbeck’s apparent assumption 

that there will be shared regulative principles at work (pneumatologically inspired or 

otherwise) behind diverse ‘vocabulary’. 

 

More broadly, if rule theory is best understood as a tool of “ecumenical reasoning” 

(Higton, 2014, p. 23), it is the proposal of this current thesis that it would be 

inappropriate to assume from the outset that there is any one particular normative 

core, scriptural or otherwise, to be found at the heart of Christian diversity. While 

many may believe that there ought to be such a core, or may hope (the present 

author included) that such a core will be found, for a tool of ecumenical reasoning to 

                                                      
128 Lindbeck did suggest a pneumatological cause might be recognised by Christians in instances of 
doctrinal reconciliation, but cautioned against such conclusions limiting further enquiry: “Believers 
may quite rightly account on one level for reconcilability by appealing to mystery, to the power of 
the Holy Spirit, but they ought not do so in such a way as to terminate the quest for a more 
mundane kind of intelligibility” (1984, p. 15). 
129 Lindbeck does briefly, and favourably, make reference to the consensus fidelium in his discussion 
of debates surrounding infallibility (1984, p. 98ff). 
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be effective, it will be necessary to allow each party in any dialogue to ‘speak’ for 

itself (either through the observation of practice or through the analysis of 

statements of belief), and for its ‘grammar’ to be discerned, rather than to assume 

that a particular ‘grammar’ will be present, or to seek to impose a ‘grammar’ which 

some participants believe should be operative. Otherwise approaches which assume 

that a particular normative core will be (or ought to be) present in the beliefs and 

practices of all “competent practitioners” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 99) will inevitably 

exclude some parties from the process of dialogue, or cause others to approach 

ecumenical conversations with a counterproductively defensive attitude from the 

outset. 

 

The direction of travel in an application of rule theory should, rather, be understood 

to be in the opposite direction, first carefully discerning the ‘grammar’ which is 

operative for each participating group, and subsequently comparing that ‘grammar’ 

with the regulative principles found to be followed by other participants. If the 

‘grammars’ discerned through a careful application of this modified version of rule 

theory prove to be convergent, a large part of the ecumenical task will have been 

successfully achieved, with a normative core identified, which may then function as 

a focus of unity. Conversely, if the ‘grammars’ are found to be divergent, a (possibly 

challenging) area for further ecumenical dialogue will have been discerned, with this 

modified version of rule theory’s contribution not having been the identification of a 

normative core, but rather having been the identification of the place in which the 

true conflict is located: in divergent ‘grammars’. 

 

Such a modification to Lindbeck’s original version of rule theory would, as I have 

argued in the previous chapter, be more in keeping with the ethnographic 

methodologies (which are normally “good at difference” (Higton, 2014, p. 25)) from 

which Lindbeck drew inspiration, seeking to discern from observation whether, or to 

what extent, similarity and unity exist, rather than starting with an a priori 

assumption that continuity is present. It must be recognised however that this would 

represent a modification of the rule theory conceived by Lindbeck. 
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Having demonstrated that rule theory is strengthened (and rendered more 

applicable to contemporary ecclesial controversies) with an attenuation of 

Lindbeck’s expectations that a scripturally founded normative ‘grammar’ may be 

discerned behind diverse beliefs and practices, this chapter will now explore the 

degree to which Lindbeck’s perception of rule theory allows for doctrinal variation. 

 

Doctrinal variation 

 

As demonstrated above, Lindbeck’s own confessional background predisposed him 

to expect a high degree of ‘grammatical’ continuity to be present despite 

denominational diversity, and his commitment to ‘intratextuality’ located this 

expectation of coherence within a largely scriptural framework. With this recognition 

of Lindbeck's ecumenical priorities in mind, as well as the (above) assertion that 

Lindbeck's commitment to 'intratextuality' was an unnecessary and unhelpful 

addition to his rule theory, a more detailed exploration of the nature of Lindbeck’s 

expectations for ‘grammatical’ continuity within theological diversity is required. 

 

This must begin with a recognition that it would be inaccurate to imply that 

Lindbeck’s "reconciliation without capitulation" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 18) permits no 

enduring variation of ecclesial beliefs or practices. As identified in his "Taxonomy of 

Doctrines", Lindbeck perceived three categories into which doctrines may be 

understood to fit, and by which they may be regarded as "permanently valid", 

although not necessarily permanently applicable (1984, p. 85). The first category is 

that of "unconditionally necessary" doctrines, which encompasses the "indispensable 

grammar or logic of the faith" and may be exemplified by the call to love both God 

and neighbour, injunctions which have a universal and enduring application in all 

Christian contexts (1984, p. 85). Also highlighted by Lindbeck as doctrines which have 

been historically considered to be "unconditionally and permanently essential" are 
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the Apostles Creed, and the Trinitarian and Christological confessional formulations 

of Nicaea and Chalcedon130 (1984, p. 86). 

 

Less universal in their applicability are those doctrines in Lindbeck's second category. 

This refers to positions which at certain times within Christian history have been 

rendered essential by conditions within specific circumstances, but in most contexts 

would not be regarded as obligatory. An example of this type of doctrine, which 

Lindbeck classifies as "conditionally essential", is pacifism, which may be mandatory 

under certain circumstances131, but in normal situations would be considered non-

essential. This category of doctrines may be further subdivided, according to 

Lindbeck's scheme, into 'reversible' and 'irreversible' doctrines. Therefore, some 

                                                      
130 As a consequence of the brevity of Lindbeck’s book, he is unable to consider the success of the 
definitions of Nicaea and Chalcedon separately, asserting as he does that both: 

were among the few, and perhaps the only, possibly outcomes of the process of 
adjusting Christian discourse to the world of late antiquity in a manner conformable 
to the regulative principles that were already at work in the earliest strata of the 
tradition (1984, p. 95). 

It would be interesting to hear Lindbeck’s perspective on the years following the Chalcedonian 
definition of 451, leading as they did (albeit slowly) to the emergence of churches (such as the Syriac 
Orthodox Church, the Armenian Church, and the Church of the East (MacCulloch, 2009, pp. 227-
249)) which rejected Chalcedonian formulations concerning the way in which the person of Christ 
embodied both human and divine natures. It is therefore left to the reader to surmise whether this 
history, for Lindbeck, would suggest that the dissenting churches were not “competent 
practitioners” of the Christian faith (1984, p. 99), or, alternatively, that the Chalcedonian Definition 
was unsuccessful in adequately “instantiating [the] doctrinal rules” (1984, p. 95) implicit in early 
Christian practice. A decade after the publication of Lindbeck’s book, the heirs to some of those on 
opposing sides at Chalcedon agreed that: "The controversies of the past led to anathemas, bearing 
on persons and on formulas. The Lord's Spirit permits us to understand better today that the 
divisions brought about in this way were due in large part to misunderstandings” (Pope John Paul II 
and Mar Dinkha IV, 1994). Such a statement stops short of any church admitting the need for 
doctrinal change. Instead it suggests that historic Christological disagreements derived from the way 
in which positions were presented and understood, or, to use Lindbeckian terminology, were 
disagreements over ‘syntax’ rather than ‘grammar’. Such developments suggest, therefore, that 
controversies continued over the Chalcedonian Definition, not because the conflicted parties were 
following different ‘grammars’, but because not all parties recognised within the Chalcedonian 
Creed an adequate instantiation of the ‘grammar’ operative behind their beliefs and practices. These 
recent conciliatory developments between the Catholic and some Orthodox churches could be 
understood to be an example of a Lindbeckian ‘reconciliation without capitulation’, although this 
recognition does inevitably undermine the certainty with which Lindbeck stated that the 
Chalcedonian Definition was “among the few, and perhaps only” statements “conformable to the 
regulative principles already at work” in the early church (1984, p. 95, emphasis added). However, 
such questions regarding the effectiveness of Lindbeck’s own limited illustrative applications of rule 
theory do not necessarily undermine the model’s usefulness, especially in the context of the 
modifications being proposed within this current study. 
131 For example, in the context of the early church, or for those with a "special vocation", or possibly 
in future contexts such as in an age of nuclear threat (1984, p. 85). 
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positions are understood to have the ability to repeatedly be revised both positively 

and negatively depending upon the context in which they are being considered (for 

instance the example of pacifism). Others however, once historical changes have 

been appreciated, can never again be reversed, such as the discovery that 

institutionalized slavery is not an inevitable part of human society which, once 

apprehended, has meant that "the Christian obligation to oppose slavery is 

irreversible even though conditional" (1984, pp. 85-86). 

 

Finally, Lindbeck's third classification of doctrines includes 'rules' which fit into 

neither of the previous categories because they are not conditionally or 

unconditionally necessary, but are merely "accidentally necessary" (1984, p. 86, 

itallics added). This encompasses those positions or practices which "could just as 

well have been otherwise" but would be unnecessarily disruptive to change once 

they have become established, such as holding the Christian day of worship on a 

Sunday (1984, p. 86). However, it should be noted that Lindbeck considers it 

"doubtful" that any "legitimate doctrinal beliefs" can convincingly be categorised as 

"accidentally necessary" (1984, p. 87). 

 

Thus Lindbeck allows for some ('unconditionally necessary') doctrines to remain non-

negotiably permanent, while some ('conditionally essential') doctrines may be 

considered "temporary", remaining applicable only whilst the "relevant conditions... 

obtain"132 (1984, p. 85), and other ('accidentally necessary') doctrines need neither 

have been so instituted, nor remain in their current form for any significant 

theological reason, but once established, remain unchanged for practical reasons 

(1984, p. 86). However, it should be noted that, although this taxonomy does permit 

doctrine to be implemented differently in diverse contexts, such difference does not 

                                                      
132 Lindbeck suggests that "[m]ost of the current debates" concerning sexuality are essentially 
debates over whether "the conditions under which certain traditional moral doctrines apply are 
permanent or have been abrogated" by cultural, social, scientific or technological developments 
(1984, p. 85). It is perhaps controversial for Lindbeck to propose, as he does here, that questions 
concerning sexuality reflect ‘conditionally essential’ doctrines, and therefore do not threaten a 
shared consensus over what the ‘unconditionally necessary’ ‘grammar’ of Christian faith entails. This 
is a suggestion which will be scrutinised in chapter seven of this study. 
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demonstrate essential ‘grammatical’ change in Lindbeck's view. His ‘Taxonomy of 

Doctrines’ is simply a more detailed elucidation of his premise that the second order 

‘grammar’ which is inherent behind first order statements and praxis ('vocabulary') 

remains constant, despite wide diversity in Christian beliefs and practices. 

 

But it should also be noted that this inevitably means that there is a level of innate 

complexity within Lindbeck’s proposal, leaving theologians to discern and debate 

precisely which category a doctrine under discussion should be understood to 

demonstrate. As a consequence, rule theory will not always be a model which is 

straightforward to apply, allowing the possibility for disagreement concerning 

doctrines’ particular types (and therefore their related permanence or transience) 

before steps towards reconciliation may be taken through the identification of an 

operative ‘grammar’.  

 

Indeed, DeHart has observed that the “status of doctrines” in Lindbeck’s model 

“seem to shift vaguely between the fixity of a self-identical grammar and the 

multiplicity of formulations” (2006, p. 78), alluding to Lindbeck’s various descriptions 

of doctrines as: “the indispensable grammar or logic of the faith” (such as “the law 

of love”) (1984, p. 85); “the clumsy directives of official dogma"133 (1984, p. 79); 

“explicit statements of general regulative principles” (such as sola gratia or sola fide) 

(1984, p. 81); and “illustrations of correct usage” rather than definitions of it, being 

“exemplary instantiations or paradigms of the application of rules” (1984, p. 81). For 

DeHart such wide-ranging understandings of the functions of doctrine appear to 

demonstrate the type of “intellectual gymnastics” apparent in other approaches to 

doctrine which Lindbeck was endeavouring to avoid (DeHart, 2006, p. 78; Lindbeck, 

1984, p. 17). However, as will be shown below, in defence of Lindbeck, he 

demonstrates that he is aware of these complexities. And it is precisely the need for 

doctrine to fulfil such a range of functions (both within the analysis of the praxis of 

faith and its articulated formulations) for which he believes his analogy of ‘grammar’ 

                                                      
133 Lindbeck appears to use the terms ‘doctrine’ and ‘dogma’ interchangeably: both are described as 
“norms of communal belief and action” (1984, p. 7). 
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is so well suited, when coherence is sought between religious parties who 

demonstrate dogmatic differences. 

 

In his perception of doctrine as “chiefly” reflecting ‘grammatical’ rules (1984, p. 81), 

Lindbeck sees parallels with the role of the grammatical rules of a language, which 

similarly function on a number of levels, some of which are more explicit than others. 

Therefore, for Lindbeck, the complexity of his proposal regarding the role of doctrine 

merely reflects the way in which linguistic rules operate, which he observes: lead the 

competent user towards usages which are in turn either highly significant or 

inconsequential; may be explicitly expressed in formal principles or merely 

demonstrated through intuitive daily use without formal definition; may be 

expressed imperfectly in formulated rules which therefore require exceptions to be 

permitted; may, when formally stated, reflect merely temporary features of a given 

language, being superseded by subsequent formulations; and may even ultimately 

escape adequate definition, but nonetheless may continue to be faithfully applied by 

competent speakers of the language intuitively134 (1984, pp. 81-82).  

 

This clarification notwithstanding, there are occasions when Lindbeck’s ecumenical 

sensibilities, and his accompanying predisposition to expect ultimate ‘grammatical’ 

coherence behind apparently opposing Christian traditions, can lead to quite 

complex explanations which might more naturally be accounted for by a divergence 

of ‘grammar’. For example, Lindbeck asserts that the categorisation outlined in his 

taxonomy "does not in any direct way contradict the official Roman Catholic view 

that all church doctrines are permanent"135 (1984, p. 87). His taxonomy is rather a 

means by which Lindbeck can assert that ‘grammar’ remains unchanged, even when 

                                                      
134 Such as the “learned ignorance” observed by Pierre Bourdieu (1972/1977, p. 19). 
135 Interestingly Lindbeck's slightly attenuates his own claims in the ‘Afterword’ which appears in the 
twenty-fifth anniversary edition of The Nature of Doctrine, stating that the cultural-linguistic 
approach perceives "a changeable vocabulary of nonverbal as well as verbal signs and a relatively 
unchanging grammar or syntax which, in the Christian case, church doctrines instantiate" (emphasis 
added) (2004/2009, p. 127). 
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it is not universally applied, as it is "the condition [or context], not the doctrine, which 

is temporary or "reformable"" (1984, p. 87).  

 

However, this leads to considerable complexity in Lindbeck's analysis of Catholic 

Marian dogmas136. Lindbeck’s analysis suggests that, in a context where Marian 

devotion coincided with an Augustinian view of original sin, "Christian sensibilities 

rebelled against attributing sin to Mary" due to her role as the Theotokos. Therefore, 

the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception (understood in Roman Catholic contexts 

as an infallible doctrine emerging from a process of Spirit-led corporate discernment 

reflecting on Catholic practice, an example of sensus fedelium (International 

Theological Commission, 2014, §79)) became a legitimate dogma to assert Mary's 

sinlessness, as understood within that particular Catholic and Augustinian context 

(1984, p. 97). This is despite the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception being, 

according to Lindbeck, "concealed from the first generations" of Christians (1984, p. 

97), although it is argued by some defenders of the doctrine that the later 

formulations merely reflected widespread practices in early Christian worship 

(International Theological Commission, 2014, §37). 

 

Therefore, Lindbeck asserts that the Immaculate Conception may be interpreted as 

a 'conditionally essential', or "temporary" and "reversible" doctrine, and 

consequently not be necessary in other contexts (1984, p. 97). This is because, 

according to Lindbeck, it is "only in the context of a questionable Western theology 

and sense of sin" (1984, p. 97) that a doctrine such as the Immaculate Conception is 

required to maintain an appreciation of Mary's life as appropriate for her role in the 

incarnation. But this, in Lindbeck's analysis, should not be mistaken for a denial of 

the doctrine. Rather, consistent with Lindbeck’s interpretation of Roman Catholic 

understandings of doctrinal permanence  (1984, p. 87), it is a demonstration that the 

Immaculate Conception can be viewed as "a valid application in particular 

circumstances of permanently essential rules" (namely rules which would deem it 

                                                      
136 For Lindbeck ‘doctrine’ and ‘dogma’ are both understood as the “norms of communal belief and 
action” in a religious culture (1984, p. 7). 
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inappropriate to assert that Mary the mother of Jesus was born in original sin (1984, 

p. 97)), which is unnecessary in contexts which lack distinctly Augustinian views of 

sin. 

 

Consequently, despite giving the appearance of doctrinal change (the application of 

the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception in some contexts but not in others, and 

the labelling of the dogma as "reversible" (1984, p. 97)), Lindbeck's proposal here 

allows variation in doctrinal application, but not doctrinal reform. There is, within this 

application of the regulative model, no suggestion of the recognition of fundamental 

‘grammatical’ change or "a denial of the doctrine" (1984, p. 97) via the identification 

or admission of error. It is rather a proposal which enables Lindbeck to insist that the 

'grammar' which undergirds varying Christian practices remains constant, despite 

appearances to the contrary. 

 

It is, however, a case in which it might be reasonable to ask whether Lindbeck would 

have naturally reached the same conclusion had he not been driven by an ecumenical 

imperative to avoid the need for doctrinal capitulation, and indeed, to ask whether 

it is a case which suggests that Lindbeck's a priori convictions concerning an existing 

underlying unity distort his analysis. It appears that the argument is constrained not 

simply by an ecumenical commitment to verifying the legitimacy of the Marian 

dogmas without insisting on their application in all Christian contexts. There also 

appears to be a commitment to not undermine another position, the "questionable 

Western theology" of original sin (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 97), a position which is referred 

to by Lindbeck in sufficiently disparaging terms to suggest that he himself considers 

it erroneous, which he refrains from challenging even though, as a ‘theology’ (namely 

‘vocabulary’ rather than ‘grammar’) it would be, within Lindbeck’s scheme, 

reformable (1984, p. 76). Nonetheless, Lindbeck’s ecumenical sensibilities mean that, 

rather than undermine the “questionable” (1984, p. 97) conditions which lie behind 

the formation of the Catholic doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, or the Roman 

Catholic commitment to doctrinal permanence, his ‘Taxonomy of Doctrines’ (1984, 

pp. 70-74) seek definitions of doctrine which can accommodate Catholic positions 
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which would be unacceptable to many Protestants, without requiring a “denial of the 

doctrine” (1984, p. 97). 

 

The need for such accommodation originates in Lindbeck's ecumenical convictions 

about fundamental grammatical agreement, and the unity-affirming commitment to 

not contradict Catholic views of doctrinal permanence (1984, p. 87) which inevitably 

follows from those convictions137. Perhaps this consequently results in an instance of 

Lindbeck engaging in the kind of "complicated intellectual gymnastics" (Lindbeck, 

1984, p. 17) which led him to dismiss attempts by other theologians to find a 

synthesis between propositional and experiential-expressivist approaches to 

doctrine. 

 

Further questions may be asked concerning Lindbeck's a priori position on an 

underlying ‘grammatical’ unity in the light of his own analysis of the question of 

Infallibility. Despite the apparently divisive nature of the debate surrounding the 

authority of the teachings of the Roman Catholic church and (in certain 

circumstances) the Pope, and their contrast with Protestant commitments to 

scriptural authority, Lindbeck does propose a regulative approach by which 

reconciliation might be found, although this is only achieved through the 

employment of an attenuated understanding of the Roman Catholic view of 

infallibility. Following Rahner, this view attributes to the Church a magisterium which 

is free from "definitive... mistakes about what beliefs and practices are vitally 

necessary - or perilous - to the identity or welfare of the community" (Lindbeck, 1984, 

p. 98). This, Lindbeck asserts, is a position which might be "operationally effective" 

for the Catholic constituency of a fragmented church in "broken Christendom", while 

Protestants might similarly appeal to the authority of "an exclusivist sola scriptura" 

in the same disunited circumstances, and Eastern Orthodox Christians may appeal to 

the consensus of the whole church (1984, p. 103). These, Lindbeck proposes, may be 

understood to be equally "conditionally necessary but reversible doctrines" (1984, p. 

                                                      
137 See the permanence of Catholic dogma affirmed in the Catechism of the Catholic Church 
(Catechism of the Catholic Church: Part One, The Profession of Faith, 1993, §88). 
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103), but, by his own admission, statements from the First Vatican Council which 

ascribe infallibility to definitions derived from papal rather than corporate ecclesial 

authority may remain irreconcilable with what many non-Roman Catholic Christians 

would deem acceptable138 (1984, p. 99). Consequently, elements of the Catholic 

position on the authority of the magisterium may remain unacceptable to 

Protestants, so that "the Roman, Reformation and Orthodox positions on infallibility 

continue to be irreconcilable in the present situation" (1984, p. 104)139. Therefore, 

despite an apparent presupposition in Lindbeck's work that an essential 

‘grammatical’ unity is inherent despite denominational diversity, it appears that 

there are some circumstances in which Lindbeck concedes that 'reconciliation 

without capitulation' may be elusive140. 

 

However, there is no reason why the adoption of a grammatical analogy for the role 

of doctrine should necessarily insist that all diversity of Christian belief and practice 

need be accepted as containing a basic 'grammatical' agreement141. Nor is it essential 

                                                      
138 Extract from the proceedings of the First Vatican Council, chapter 4: "On the infallible teaching 
authority of the Roman Pontiff: ... faithfully adhering to the tradition received from the beginning of 
the Christian faith... with the approval of the Sacred Council, we teach and define as a divinely 
revealed dogma that when the Roman Pontiff speaks EX CATHEDRA, that is, when in the exercise of 
his office as shepherd and teacher of all Christians, in virtue of his supreme apostolic authority, he 
defines a doctrine concerning faith or morals to be held by the whole Church, he possesses, by the 
divine assistance promised to him in blessed Peter, that infallibility which the divine Redeemer 
willed his Church to enjoy in defining doctrine concerning faith and morals. Therefore, such 
definitions of the Roman Pontiff are of themselves, and not by the consent of the Church, 
irreformable" (Davies & Conway, 2008, p. 38). 
139 The extent to which Lindbeck perceives difficulties for the ecumenical acceptance of Catholic 
positions on infallibility is apparent in the less guarded language of an earlier paper, in which he 
describes the debate as "concerned with how to extract a tumorous growth from a vital organ 
without committing suicide" where magisterial authority has "hypertrophied into an exercise of 
infallibility which, whatever its historical uses or excuses, is now clearly dysfunctional", and "is 
clearly unecumenical" (1972/2002, pp. 122-123). Nevertheless, Lindbeck arrives at a similar 
conclusion in this earlier work, following an attenuation of infallibility, asserting that "there is no 
contradiction between dogmatically possible Roman Catholic positions on infallibility and [a] 
hypothetical Reformation view" (emphases added), although he sees such a synthesis as purely 
theoretical, with no foreseeable situation in which it might materialise (1972/2002, p. 141). 
140 In this instance Lindbeck acknowledges that rule theory does not achieve reconciliation, but 
asserts that it does not support one view on infallibility at the expense of others either, meaning 
that his regulative approach should be equally acceptable to Roman Catholics, Protestants and 
Orthodox Christians (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 104). 
141 See Phillips' observation that a regulative approach to doctrine does not necessarily presume 
doctrinal convergence: "there will be grammatical tension as well as grammatical agreements" 
(1988, pp. 145-146). Similarly, Tanner asserts that Christian realities are more diverse than the 
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to insist that previous instances of the discovery of doctrinal convergence should 

inevitably translate into a universal expectation of future agreement142. A more 

straightforward approach (although more ecumenically challenging) in the Marian 

example may be to grant the postliberal model permission to discover contention 

rather than essential (but obscured) unity between the second-order 'rules' 

operative behind the apparently divergent first order practices and statements143, 

with participants each adopting an appropriate “self-denying ordinance” (Higton, 

2014, p. 29) concerning the veracity of their own beliefs, similar to Lindbeck's 

advocacy, in another debate, of a willing suspension of propositional claims 

concerning Trinitarian questions (1984, p. 93). Such an approach could be proposed 

in the interests of establishing a dialogue where the objective is not necessarily to 

find ‘grammatical’ convergence, as Lindbeck's apparent a priori convictions assume, 

but rather to accept and engage with ‘grammatical’ conflict if that is what is revealed 

by the identification of the respective operative 'grammars'. This could prove to be 

ecumenically valuable, by identifying the areas of ‘grammatical’ difference on which 

future dialogue should focus, but not necessarily in an immediately reconciliatory 

way. 

 

Such a critique appears to be verified by ecumenical realities which have emerged 

since the original publication of The Nature of Doctrine. In recent Anglican-Roman 

Catholic dialogue concerning Marian devotion, part of "the continuing journey 

toward full communion" (Anglican-Roman Catholic International Commission 

[ARCIC], 2005), it is interesting to note admissions of historic excesses in previous 

Protestant and Catholic practice (2005, §43), including "real and perceived abuses 

                                                      
communal norms envisioned by postliberalism: "instead of consensus on how to apply the rules in a 
particular situation, one always seems to find, at least initially, a fight" (1997, p. 141), which 
postliberalism is ill-suited to explain, especially when difference erupts over an issue within one time 
and place between apparently competent practitioners of the 'language' of that particular Christian 
context (1997, p. 159).  
142 See Wainwright: some historic differences may now be appreciated as "unfortunate mutual 
misunderstandings”; some previously insurmountable conflicts might now be resolved following 
new discoveries and insights; but some apparently intractable differences will remain (1988, pp. 
128-131). 
143 Lindbeck himself observes that rule theory does permit the conclusion to be drawn that Marian 
(or other) dogmas “are simply illegitimate” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 96), although his work gives little 
indication that such an outcome was given serious consideration. 
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surrounding devotion to Mary" (2005, §44), "distorting... polemics" (2005, §47), and 

"a tendency for Anglicans and Roman Catholics alike to exaggerate the importance 

of Marian dogmas in themselves" (2005, §63). However, the dialogue demonstrated 

that a surprising degree of doctrinal convergence was possible following careful 

clarification of what the Catholic doctrine of the Immaculate Conception does, and 

does not, entail: 

In view of her vocation to be the mother of the Holy One (Luke 1:35), 
we can affirm together that Christ’s redeeming work reached ‘back’ in 
Mary to the depths of her being, and to her earliest beginnings. This is 
not contrary to the teaching of Scripture, and can only be understood 
in the light of Scripture. Roman Catholics can recognize in this what is 
affirmed by the dogma - namely “preserved from all stain of original 
sin” and “from the first moment of her conception” (2005, §59). 

 

Indeed, the report acknowledges that convergence may not only be found, but that 

ecumenical dialogue has played a significant role, for both parties, in this Anglican-

Roman Catholic re-evaluation of Marian devotion and its accompanying doctrine 

(2005, §50), demonstrating that the recognition of doctrinal conflict is an important 

part of the inter-denominational journey towards a greater unity144. But despite such 

convergence, the report concludes that differences remain. They did not seek "to 

clear away all possible problems, but to deepen our common understanding to the 

point where remaining diversities of devotional practice may be received as the 

varied work of the Spirit amongst all the people of God" (2005, §80), resulting in an 

ecumenically fruitful degree of convergence, despite the recognition of significant 

historical, and continuing, difference. 

 

                                                      
144 More recent re-evaluations of past historic positions also demonstrate the important role of 
conflict in enabling church traditions to acknowledge previous doctrinal inadequacies. For example, 
progress in Lutheran and Catholic relations was demonstrated during a visit of Pope Francis to the 
Lutheran Cathedral of Lund to mark Reformation Day in 2016. During his homily at a joint prayer 
service, Pope Francis acknowledged the need to allow God, as the “vinedresser”, to “purify our 
past”, as well as the need for Catholic and Lutheran participants to “look with love and honesty at 
our past, recognizing error and seeking forgiveness” (Pope Francis I, 2016). In the same address, the 
Pope more positively noted that “[w]ith gratitude we acknowledge that the Reformation helped give 
greater centrality to sacred Scripture in the Church’s life” (Pope Francis I, 2016), implicitly suggesting 
a degree of inadequacy in Catholic approaches to Scripture at the time of the Reformation. 
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Returning to Lindbeck's regulative proposal, the suggested adjustment to his 

postliberal approach described above, allowing for the discovery of 'grammatical' 

divergence, would be consistent with the observations of some of Lindbeck's critics, 

who question his assumption that the adoption of a grammatical analogy necessarily 

entails a confessional commitment to an immutability of a deep ‘grammar’. For 

instance, Moore objects to Lindbeck's view of grammatical rules as being akin to 

genetic code, which appears to remain "identical over time without its bearer having 

to undertake its maintenance"145, contrary to Wittgenstein's view of rules (Moore, 

2003, pp. 99-100). This difference is exemplified by Wittgenstein's comparison 

between linguistic rules and the rules of a game, whereby a group of individuals on a 

field may start by playing a recognisable sport with established rules, but over time 

might progress into improvising a new game in which new rules are intuitively 

negotiated between players as the game emerges, so that "[t]he whole time they are 

playing a ball-game and following definite rules at every throw" (Wittgenstein, 

1953/1976, §85). This is an illustration which Wittgenstein applied to cultural-

linguistic 'rules' and instances where "we... make up the rules as we go along" 

(Wittgenstein, 1953/1976, §85). Tanner raised similar objections, contending that if 

rules emerge within communities (as postliberalism assumes), they cannot be 

"insulated from the vicissitudes of history", with a Lindbeckian insistence on 

immutable 'grammar' being nothing less than a 'fetishizing' of the practice-embodied 

historical judgements of Christians in particular contexts and times (1997, pp. 139-

140).  According to these observations, the 'rules' inherent in a community's practice 

should be expected to evolve through their use by the community in question. But 

such a recognition in no way undermines the essential hypothesis: that doctrines act 

in a way that is analogous to grammatical rules within communities, and that those 

rules may be discerned behind the 'vocabulary' of religious practice and 

formulations. It merely challenges the unnecessary assumption that there is a basic 

and universal unity of 'grammar' between different Christian communities, an 

                                                      
145 The comparison to genetic code is one briefly made by Lindbeck (1984, p. 83), which Moore 
highlights as a mistaken analogy, because genetic code is not itself immutable, changing through a 
process of natural selection over time, analogically suggesting a model of doctrinal evolution, which 
is contrary to Lindbeck's intention (Moore, 2003, pp. 99-100). 
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assumption which might equally be challenged by the witness of Christian history, as 

will now be explored. 

 

Comparisons with historic realities 

 

As I have demonstrated above, Lindbeck’s anticipation that an essential coherence 

might be found within the diversity of contemporary Christian beliefs and practices 

can be traced to his own commitment to the ecumenical movement, and particularly 

to his appreciation of the origins of his own confessional tradition: Lutheranism. And, 

as has been argued above, it is from these ecumenically motivated convictions about 

‘grammatical’ coherence that Lindbeck’s commitment to define an ‘intratextual’ 

“test of faithfulness” (1984, p. 116) is derived. 

 

In addition, I have argued (above) that the introduction of unnecessarily complex 

‘intellectual gymnastics’ are evident in Lindbeck’s application of rule theory to some 

historic doctrinal disputes. These complexities appear to have been introduced to 

accommodate Lindbeck’s ecumenically inclusive desire to find “doctrinal 

reconciliation without doctrinal change” (1984, p. 15), as well as to accommodate 

un-Wittgensteinian expectations concerning an immutability of rules.  

 

As will now be explored, an examination of the record of Christian history also 

suggests that Lindbeck's apparent assumptions regarding the unchanging nature of 

‘grammar’ places an unnecessary strain on the viability of his regulative view of 

doctrine (although it will also be argued that these difficulties can be addressed by 

modifying some aspects of Lindbeck’s rule theory). Even a cursory glance at the 

history of Christianity demonstrates that the definition of ‘orthodoxy’ is one which 

has frequently been shaped by divergence rather than by convergence, often at a 

deep level. Consequently, it will be argued below that doctrinal conflict, and in some 

instances a degree of doctrinal change, has historically been important in the shaping 

of what has become generally accepted to be the faith of the church. The presence 

of this conflict in Christian history calls Lindbeck’s apparent presumption that a 
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‘grammatical’ unity should necessarily be possible to find within Christian diversities 

into further question. 

 

New Testament examples 

 

The origin of the English word ‘heresy’146 is of interest when considering the role of 

divergence in the formation of what has come to be considered ‘orthodox’. While 

contemporary usage often assumes that the word ‘heretical’ is virtually synonymous 

with ‘erroneous’, its etymology demonstrates a more neutral history. Indeed, an 

examination of the New Testament usage of the word from which ‘heresy’ is derived 

highlights the extent to which divergence was an essential feature not just of the 

emergence of the church, but also of the process by which the character of New 

Testament Christianity was defined. 

 

Being rooted in the Greek αἵρεσις, originally meaning 'to take', later becoming 'to 

make a choice' or an 'act of choosing' and subsequently progressing to include 'school 

of thought' (Runia, 1999, pp. 118-120), it can be seen that the root of the word in 

itself did not necessarily contain an assumption about the veracity (or otherwise) of 

the 'contrary' position being proposed. It merely indicated a position which was 

identified as a challenge to the accepted religious conventions of the day. 

 

In its New Testament usage147, the word αἵρεσις is sometimes used in a non-

pejorative sense to describe Pharisees and Sadducees as parties within the Jewish 

community (Acts 5:17; 15:5; 26:5). The theologically neutral sense of this usage is 

confirmed by Josephus (Antiquitates Judaicae 13.171)148 who used αἵρεσις to 

describe the groupings of Pharisees and Sadducees when he was, himself, a Pharisee 

                                                      
146 “Theological or religious opinion or doctrine maintained in opposition, or held to be contrary, to 
the ‘catholic’ or orthodox doctrine of the Christian Church, or, by extension, to that of any church, 
creed, or religious system, considered as orthodox." (Heresy, 2014) 
147 Appearing 9 times: Acts 5:17; 15:5; 24:5; 24:14; 26:5; 28:22; 1 Corinthians 11:19; Galatians 5:20; 
and 2 Peter 2:1. 
148 McGrath highlights this use of αἵρεσις by Josephus, which refers to groups within Judaism such as 
the Sadducees, Pharisees and Essenes in neutral and purely descriptive terms, rather than to identify 
particular groups as unorthodox (McGrath, 2009, p. 37). 
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"so he hardly viewed the term... as negative" (Davids, 2006, pp. 219-220). The same 

word is also used to describe the presence of diverse groupings within the church, 

including, in some instances, the presence of such "factions" being deemed a 

necessary part of community life, assisting in the delineation between appropriate 

and inappropriate church practices (1 Corinthians 11:19, NRSV). However, in other 

contexts it alludes to a diversity which is negatively perceived as "τὰ ἔργα της 

σαρκος" ("the works of the flesh") (Galatians 5:19-21, NRSV) or the fruits of 

"ψευδοπροφηται" ("false prophets") and "ψευδοδιδάσκαλοι" ("false teachers") (2 

Peter 2:1, NRSV)149. Elsewhere, the New Testament usage of αἵρεσις demonstrates 

that the emerging Christian movement of the church itself was regarded as a sect 

within Judaism by the Jewish majority of the day (cf. Acts 24:5; 24:14) (Küng, 

1967/1968, p. 242). 

 

This New Testament word usage therefore demonstrates that αἵρεσις could, at 

times, within that first century socio-religious context, be used as a non-pejorative 

reference to a school of thought or practice. As Alister McGrath has observed, at this 

stage the word carries no negative theological meaning, being perceived as a threat 

merely because of the social divisiveness it might engender, rather than by implying 

that αἵρεσις necessarily contained "subversive or destructive" thought in itself (2009, 

p. 37). Instead, the New Testament texts act as a warning against the bad 

management of diversity150 by church leaders, rather than a condemnation of the 

                                                      
149 The motivations explicitly stated for the "false teachers" and "false prophets" of 2 Peter 2 should 
be noted. Davids observes that the author of this epistle emphasises the 'destructive' nature of the 
teaching promoted by the 'false teachers' in this 'sect' three times (Davids, 2006, p. 220). It is the 
character of their 'faction' (αἵρεσις), including their "licentious ways" and the indulgence of "their 
flesh in depraved lust", their exploitation of the congregation motivated by "greed" and their 
despising of authority which is the focus of the condemnation, rather than the existence of a 
'faction' per se. As noted by Blomberg, in 2 Peter, more is learned about "the false teachers' 
immorality than about their ideology" (Blomberg, 2002, p. 70). 
150 Caution must be utilised to ensure that New Testament uses of αἵρεσις are not confused with: 
σχίσμα, denoting division instigated by the force of individual church leaders' personalities (1 
Corinthians 1:10); a lack of propriety in worship (1 Corinthians 11:18); or a competitiveness within 
the Body of Christ (1 Corinthians 12:25). Hans Küng fails to make this distinction, making reference 
to 'heresy' in passages which refer to false teaching, false gospels, the Antichrist and descriptions of 
false prophets but do not themselves makes use of the word αἵρεσις (2 Corinthians 11:4; Galatians 
1:6-9; Matthew 7:15-20) (1967/1968, p. 243). 
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existence of diverse 'parties' or opinions in themselves (McGrath, 2009, p. 37)151. 

 

In fact, if this understanding of αἵρεσις is permitted, the Christian 'faction' within 

Judaism, later to emerge as the Christian church, could be understood, from its very 

genesis, to be the result of a divergent ‘school of thought’ which came to be accepted 

by the Christian community as a new religious norm, correcting, revising, and in some 

cases reversing positions which had previously been accepted by the religious 

majority. Indeed, there are many instances in the canonical gospel accounts which 

portray Jesus as promulgating a point of view which was considered contrary to the 

prevailing understandings of the Jewish faith by the various religious parties of the 

day. This can be demonstrated most easily by considering controversies in which 

both Jesus' position and the response of the religious establishment are recorded in 

the gospels. 

 

For example, although Matthew presents Jesus as coming to fulfil, and explicitly not 

abolish "the law or the prophets" (Matthew 5:17-20 NRSV), the same gospel also 

portrays him as contravening what was, within that socio-religious context, 

considered to be obedient sabbath observance. This is demonstrated by both his 

defence of the disciples as they picked and ate grain whilst walking through the fields 

(Matthew 12:1-8152), and also by healing (Matthew 12:9-14153) on the sabbath. In 

these examples, Matthew's account clearly demonstrates that Jesus' actions were 

contrary to the expectations of the Pharisees who observed them, as he prioritised 

mercy and love (Luz, 2001, pp. 181-183; 188) above considerations of what 

constituted 'work' on the Sabbath, thereby acting in a way which was inconsistent 

                                                      
151 McGrath further observes that it was in developments from the second century that the word 
'heresy' came to be viewed more negatively. This is seen in haeresiological writings which had the 
effect of “designating those whose views forced them either to withdraw from the church or to be 
expelled from it”, leading to a situation in which ‘heresy’ and ‘orthodoxy’ were perceived as binary 
opposites (2009, pp. 38-39). But as McGrath notes, the judgement that certain views “were heretical 
- rather than merely inadequate or unacceptable - reflects the ecclesiological situation of the second 
century, not the first, especially in the Roman church" which, at that time, required a guarding 
against the prioritisation of private theological speculation over the communal Christian mind (2009, 
pp. 38-39). 
152 Also Mark 2:23-27 and Luke 6:1-5. 
153 Also Mark 3:1-6 and Luke 6:6-11. Other controversies surrounding sabbath-day healings are 
recounted elsewhere: John 5:1-18; John 9:1-41. 
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with the regulative principles which were understood to be consistent with religious 

purity. He consequently challenged what was the "orthodox doctrine of the... 

religious system" (Heresy, 2014) in that particular context, if doctrines are taken to 

constitute praxis-oriented "communally authoritative teachings regarding beliefs 

and practices that are considered essential to the identity or welfare of the group in 

question" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74). Similar challenges to prevailing views of practices 

consistent with obedience and purity may be seen in further encounters between 

religious groups and Jesus: in a debate concerning ritual washing (Matthew 15:1-

20154); through Jesus' direct teaching against Pharisaical understandings of 

obedience to the law (Matthew 23:1-36); and in controversies aroused by Jesus' 

diverse social interactions with those considered 'sinners' (Matthew 9:10-13; Luke 

7:36-50).  

 

It may be argued by some that such challenges to the "communally authoritative 

teachings regarding beliefs and practices… considered essential to the identity or 

welfare" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74) of first century Judaism are irrelevant to a discussion 

of the role of ‘grammar’ within Christianity. Perhaps, it may be argued, these New 

Testament incidents exemplify the emergence of a new and distinctly different 

Christian ‘grammar’, which can subsequently be expected to be consistently 

operative within the diversities of later Christianity. However, such assertions must 

be viewed alongside Lindbeck’s own anti-supersessionist convictions, that, in the 

New Testament period: 

…Christians identified themselves as the same people of God of which 
the Old Testament speaks with matter-of-fact literalism or realism. 
Their churches simply were Israel—Israel in the New Age, to be sure, 
and Israel as including the uncircumcized who believed in the Jewish 
Messiah, but nonetheless Israel (Lindbeck, 1997, p. 435).  
 

For Lindbeck, the church, and therefore Christianity, is not an example of 

discontinuity with the Jewish past, but rather is a movement which “expands Israel 

to embrace Gentile believers” (1997, p. 437), although it must be granted that 

                                                      
154 Also Mark 7:1-23 and Luke 11:37-54. 
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Lindbeck’s anti-supersessionist position does permit a degree of development 

between Judaism and early Christianity. This is apparent in his identification of 

“Christological maximalism” as a regulative principle which was operative in the 

formulation of the Nicene creed, whereby “every possible importance is to be 

ascribed to Jesus” that is not inconsistent with either monotheism or “the principle 

of historical specificity” (1984, p. 94). However, it is my contention in this thesis that 

the emphasis within The Nature of Doctrine is one which does not give sufficient 

weight to the important role that the recognition of ‘grammatical’ divergence played 

in the formation of new Christian consensuses, as demonstrated in the New 

Testament. While it is beyond the scope of this study to explore the extent to which 

there was a divide between Christianity and Judaism in the first century, or the 

inevitability of the ultimate division into two faiths, it is clear from the accounts of 

the canonical Christian scriptures that the recognition of significant challenges within 

the teachings of Jesus and his followers to first century Jewish belief and practice 

played an important role in the emergence of the Christian church. 

 

Returning to the New Testament examples under consideration it may perhaps, in 

sympathy with Lindbeck’s position, be argued that the teaching and example of Jesus 

was merely a challenge to the “beliefs and practices… considered essential to the 

identity or welfare” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74) of a distinctly first century Palestinian 

expression of Judaism, and that Jesus was advocating a return to the true ‘grammar’ 

of Israel as discovered in the Hebrew Scriptures. This is a suggestion which would be 

entirely compatible with this current thesis. However, it must be recognised that such 

an assertion would be a challenge to Lindbeck’s apparent convictions regarding the 

unchanging nature of ‘grammar’, as it would reveal a disparity between the 

‘grammar’ inherent in the experience of God testified in the Hebrew Bible, and the 

‘grammar’ of Second Temple Judaism. Although Lindbeck theoretically permits scope 

for an ‘improper’ grammar to have developed (in contrast to the intratextually 

formed “proper grammar” of those who “are the competent speakers of a religious 

language" (1984, p. 113)), the tone of The Nature of Doctrine is one which assumes 

that ‘grammatical’ continuity, and therefore unity, is to be found between diverse 
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religious beliefs and practices, rather than one which expects that ‘grammatical’ 

discontinuity, and therefore disunity, might be found to be operative behind 

diversity155. 

 

These examples from the founding years of Christianity therefore provide a 

historically-based corrective to Lindbeck’s emphasis regarding his apparent 

assumptions about the presence of essential ‘grammatical’ coherence within (and 

despite) diversity, as they reveal Christianity to be a movement which owes its 

existence not to the identification of ‘grammatical’ coherence between the practices 

and teachings of first century Judaism and a newly emerging Jesus movement. Rather 

Christianity owes its existence to challenges made to the prevailing “beliefs and 

practices… considered essential to the identity or welfare” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74) of 

Jewish groups at the time of Jesus, challenges which may have been obscured if 

Lindbeck’s apparent assumptions regarding the existence of essential ‘grammatical’ 

coherence had been too readily (although admittedly, anachronistically) applied: if 

an assumption of essential coherence had prevailed, it is possible that the 

significance of these conflicts regarding beliefs and practices would have been 

overlooked, and their transformative power diminished. It would appear, from these 

examples within the New Testament record, that the emergence of Christianity was 

the antithesis of the “doctrinal reconciliation without doctrinal change”, or “doctrinal 

reconciliation without capitulation” (1984, p. 15; 18), which Lindbeck both seeks and 

advocates. 

 

Naturally, it could be assumed that Lindbeck was fully aware of the importance of 

such examples of conflict and difference in Christian history, and Lindbeck does 

indeed himself briefly acknowledge that “controversy is the normal means whereby 

implicit doctrines become explicit, and operational ones official” as, generally, “only 

when disputes arise about what is permissible to teach or practice does a community 

make up its collective mind and formally make doctrinal decisions” (1984, p. 75). But 

                                                      
155 The possibility of such a disunited conclusion as a result of an application of rule theory is not 
explicitly explored in any detail within The Nature of Doctrine. 
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Lindbeck’s emphasis here is on the role conflict plays in the explicit identification and 

articulation of pre-existing implicit, “operational” doctrines (1984, p. 75), or 

‘grammar’, within a religious community. It is, therefore, unclear from these 

statements whether Lindbeck would entertain the possibility of identifying (and 

deciding between) significantly different ‘grammars’ behind Christian diversity, or 

whether, as would be consistent with the tone of his work156, he merely envisages 

disputes concerning ‘vocabulary’ (which would serve to elucidate a shared ‘grammar’ 

which had previously been followed implicitly). On a purely practical level, even if 

these brief statements by Lindbeck about the place of controversy are understood to 

permit a role for conflict at a deep ‘grammatical’ level, the optimism of The Nature 

of Doctrine concerning the possibility of “doctrinal reconciliation without 

capitulation” (1984, p. 18) from its opening pages is one which does not appear to 

expect the discovery of divergent ‘grammars’, and therefore risks obscuring the role 

of such second-order conflict within its search for essential ‘grammatical’ coherence. 

 

Returning to the New Testament examples, further controversies recounted in the 

gospels provide additional correctives to the emphasis within The Nature of Doctrine. 

These become apparent in challenges made by Jesus which came to be regarded, by 

the Christian community, as corrections to "communally authoritative teachings 

regarding beliefs and practices” that had been “considered essential to the identity 

or welfare” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74) of the prevailing religious culture of the day. 

Examples include expectations regarding the anticipated Messiah157, and parables 

which challenged prevalent first-century Jewish assurances about their own 

                                                      
156 This tone may be summed up in the following assertion: “…amid… shifts in Christological 
affirmations and in the corresponding experiences of Jesus Christ, the story of the passion and 
resurrection and the basic rules for its use remain the same. Theological and religious 
transformations that lead to relativistic denials of an abiding identity (when one assumes constancy 
must be propositional, or symbolic, or experiential) can be seen, if one adopts rule theory, as the 
fusion of a self-identical story with the new worlds within which it is told and retold.” (Lindbeck, 
1984, pp. 82-83) 
157 See, for example, John 10:22-42 where "[t]he Jews "of course" again misunderstand Jesus' words 
as blasphemy" (Haenchen, 1984, p. 50), and the accounts of Jesus before the religious leaders 
following his arrest (Matthew 26:57-68) which challenge Messianic expectations by reframing the 
conversation as one concerning the Son of Man (Luz, 2005, pp. 427-430). 
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faithfulness to their status as divinely elected158. While some of Jesus' criticisms may 

be said to challenge first-order praxis of the Jewish faith (for example, details of 

sabbath observance or the practices of ritual washing), a much deeper challenge 

concerning understandings of the nature of humanity's relationship to the divine can 

be perceived underlying his criticisms, including questions over what constitutes 

obedience and purity, questions which could not conceivably have led to the 

“reconciliation without capitulation” which Lindbeck expected to be possible within 

instances of contemporary diversity (1984, p. 18). 

 

These first-century challenges to accepted conventions, which were promulgated by 

Jesus and might be described as presentations of what would have been examples of 

‘αἵρεσις’ within their original socio-religious context, but came to be accepted as new 

religious norms by the emerging Christian community, did not, of course, conclude 

with Jesus' ministry. As the movement which pledged allegiance to Jesus expanded 

beyond the bounds of those who were ancestrally Jewish, questions of religious 

identity became pressing, along with debate concerning requirements surrounding 

adherence to the Jewish law for Gentile Christians. These doctrinal dilemmas are 

exemplified in the biblical presentation of Peter's dream (Acts 10:1-33) in which he is 

exhorted to kill and eat animals which he, following the Jewish law (Leviticus 11), 

considered "profane" and "unclean" (Acts 10:14 NRSV). This marked "the arrival of a 

new era" (Bock, 2007, p. 389), instigating an abrogation of Old Testament food laws 

at a time when the Christian movement was still located as a sect within Judaism. But 

this innovation was not merely in relation to diet. According to Acts, Peter 

subsequently interpreted the dream as a divine mandate to contravene the 

conventions which made it "unlawful for a Jew to associate with or to visit a Gentile" 

(Acts 10:28, NRSV). This would be better understood as the infringement of a socio-

religious 'taboo' against Jewish association with Gentiles, as no canonical law strictly 

                                                      
158 For example, The Parable of the Wicked Tenants (Luke 20:9-19), a parable which explicitly states 
that "When the scribes and chief priests realized that he had told this parable against them, they 
wanted to lay hands on him at that very hour, but they feared the people" (Luke 20:19). 
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forbade it (Witherington III, 1998, p. 353). But such widely accepted prohibitions159 

could, following Lindbeck’s definition, be regarded as effectively a ‘grammatical’ 

position, as a "communally authoritative teaching[a] regarding beliefs and practices" 

(Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74) in that particular socio-religious context. Following his 

perception of a divine mandate, Peter concluded that "God shows no partiality" (Acts 

10:34, NRSV), permitting him to preach to and baptise Gentile believers (Acts10:34-

47). 

 

Such was the controversy generated by Peter's actions that he visited Jerusalem to 

explain himself to the "circumcised believers" (Acts 11:1-19) as the issue of 

appropriate praxis for non-Jewish believers grew to become a pressing concern, 

culminating in the Council at Jerusalem (Acts 15:1-35). The Council was called to 

enable "the apostles and elders" to agree on the expectations which should be placed 

on Gentile Christians regarding observance of the Jewish law. The council concluded 

that it "has seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us to impose on [Gentile Christians] 

no further burden than these essentials", which were judged to require Gentile 

believers only to "abstain from what has been sacrificed to idols and from blood and 

from what is strangled and from fornication" (Acts 15:28-29, NRSV), all seemingly 

retained as prohibitions because of the associations between these practices and 

idolatry (Bock, 2007, p. 513). These are clearly substantially reduced requirements 

(when compared with full observance of the Jewish law), and they epitomise a 

change in religious practice which is difficult to appreciate as anything other than a 

‘grammatical’ revolution within this first century socio-religious context160, 

demonstrating a departure instigated by a Christian school of thought, or ‘αἵρεσις’, 

which was subsequently adopted by Christianity as the new religious norm. 

                                                      
159 John 18:28 demonstrates the prevalence of such views (Bock, 2007, p. 394). In addition, 
Witherington III cites Roman authors such as Juvenal (Sat. 14.104ff) and Tacitus (Hist. 5.5) which 
"show that Jews did regularly refuse to associate with Gentiles", and Jubilees 22:16 which exhorted 
Jews to "Keep yourself separate from the nations, and do not eat with them; and do not imitate 
their rituals or associate with them" (1998, p. 353). 
160 While extensive discussion would be required to identify the ‘grammars’ operative within both 
first century Judaism and New Testament Christianity, there would undoubtedly be differences in 
the regulative principles being followed regarding the role of the Hebrew Bible in the formation of 
religious praxis. 
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Fourth-century developments 

 

Despite the demonstration (above) that examples of ‘grammatical’ convergence 

sometimes led early Christians to allow instances of ‘αἵρεσις’ to lead to the 

recognition of a new religious norm, it should be remembered that not all 

developments which might be considered moves towards doctrinal change as a 

result of examples of ‘αἵρεσις’ were accepted by the early church. This was 

demonstrated in the fourth century by "the most dramatic internal struggle" the 

church had faced up to that point (Williams, 1987, p. 1). This struggle centered on a 

controversy which was essentially a conflict over doctrinal definition, and was the 

"turning point in [the] process of doctrinal development" (McGrath, 1990, p. 6), 

becoming one of the "milestones in the history of the Church" (MacCulloch, 2009, p. 

215), which culminated in the first universally accepted creed (Williams, 1987, p. 1). 

This dispute, concerning the nature of Christ and the incarnation, was instigated by 

the doctrinal objections of an Alexandrian priest, Arius. It was "the spark that started 

the explosion" (Hanson, 1988, p. xvii) of Christological debate which resulted in the 

Nicene Creed, which is still in widespread liturgical use and is utilized as a 

paradigmatic example of orthodoxy. But, ironically, it is a creed which "would not 

have been formulated but for the heresy of Arius" (Edwards, 2009, p. 106). 

 

Arius was a product of his theological age in many respects. He was part of a church 

which was increasingly discovering that biblical language alone was not sufficient for 

the ongoing practice of faith in the diverse contexts of the Christian world. The 

interpretation of that biblical language was itself becoming a focus of debate 

(Hanson, 1988, p. xxi), a sign of a maturing faith which was adjusting to a growing 

popularity in cultures far-removed from its first-century Palestinian genesis. 

Therefore, an interpretative framework was increasingly required to "analys[e] and 

extend[ ]" the "patterns of interpretation" of the New Testament narrative of Christ 

in new contexts, moving from "the repetition or reiteration of scripture" towards 

"doctrinal exposition" (McGrath, 1990, p. 4). This inevitably entailed an interface 
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between biblical concepts and the prevailing cultures in which the church found 

itself. It was such an interface which provoked Arius's controversial Christology, a 

Christology which should be understood as an attempt (albeit one subsequently 

deemed to be inadequate) to "go beyond the insights of scripture in order to meet 

the new intellectual challenges faced by the Christian communities" (McGrath, 1990, 

p. 6). 

 

Operating in a Hellenistic environment, wishing to make intelligible the salvific claims 

concerning Christ to members of his cultural context, whilst inhabiting a 

philosophical environment which could not envisage a monotheism that entailed a 

division of the Father's substance (Edwards, 2009, p. 107), Arius objected to 

presentations of the incarnation in which Jesus was perceived as eternally part of the 

Godhead. Within Greek philosophical understandings, the Godhead should remain 

immutable and transcendent, and certainly not become incarnate (McGrath, 2009, 

p. 145), understandings which could perhaps begin to give an indication of some of 

the kinds of ‘rules’ at work behind the doctrinal explorations of Arius. Arius’s 

objections were dismissed by his contemporary critics, notably Athanasius, as 

insufficiently reflective of traditional Christian worship of the divinity of Christ 

(McGrath, 2009, pp. 146-147), which equally perhaps begins to hint at the kinds of 

regulative principles at work for the parties which emerged as orthodox. In essence, 

the controversy embodied "the problem of how to reconcile two factors which were 

part of the very fabric of Christianity: monotheism, and the worship of Jesus Christ 

as divine." (Hanson, 1988, p. xx). However, the temptation to view this Christological 

controversy without a consideration of its doctrinal Sitz im Leben should be resisted, 

especially considering the later tendency towards a "demonization" (Williams, 1987, 

p. 1) of Arius.  

 

To appreciate the background to this controversy, it must be remembered that the 

position which Arius promoted was not an attempt to overturn "an agreed and 

settled orthodoxy" (Hanson, 1988, p. xviii) as a deliberate schismatic act. No such 

definition of Christological orthodoxy yet existed. Rather Arius's propositions can be 
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understood to be doctrinal explorations (which attempted to define Christ’s relation 

to the Godhead whilst remaining faithful to regulative principles inherent in Arius’s 

Hellenistic context) within an environment of incomplete doctrinal definition. 

Ironically, it was Arius's ‘heresy’, or the divergence of his position (and the Hellenistic 

‘grammar’ which it reflected) from emerging Christian norms, and the subsequent 

rejection of it by the wider church161, which led to a definition of orthodoxy. 

Consequently, the refutation of Arius's Christology was "not the story of a defence of 

orthodoxy, but of a search for orthodoxy" (Hanson, 1988, pp. xix-xx, emphasis 

added): it was the exploration of conflict, which emerged through the recognition of 

‘grammatical’ divergence from an emerging norm, which initially provoked an 

articulation of ‘orthodoxy’.  

 

The evidence demonstrates that this search for orthodoxy revolved around a deep 

conflict over the types of statements which could be made about the Godhead162, 

predicated on ‘grammatical’ differences which emerged variously from Greek 

philosophical environments and the practice of early Christian worship. These were 

conflicts which could not be resolved by a Lindbeckian “doctrinal reconciliation 

without doctrinal change” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 15), as the small selection of Arius’ 

surviving works demonstrate163. For instance, from the earliest of Arius's surviving 

letters164:  

... the Son is not unbegotten nor in any way a part of an Unbegotten, 
nor derived from some (alien) substratum, but that he exists by will and 
counsel before times and before ages, full of truth, and grace, God, 
Only-begotten, unaltering. And before he was begotten, or created or 
determined or established, he did not exist. For he was not unbegotten 
(or unoriginated). (Hanson, 1988, p. 6) 

                                                      
161 For instance, in the view of Athanasius, Arius’ Hellenistically rooted understanding of the 
Godhead was insufficiently reflective of Christian praxis in the worship of a divine Christ (McGrath A. 
E., 2009, pp. 146-147). 
162 Lindbeck himself identified “at least” three regulative principles to be operative in the 
formulation of the Nicaea and Chalcedon: “the monotheistic principle… the principle of historical 
specificity: the stories of Jesus refer to a genuine human being who was born, lived, and died in a 
particular time and place… [and] Christological maximalism: every possible importance is to be 
ascribed to Jesus that is not inconsistent with the first rules” (1984, p. 94) 
163 It should be remembered that these particular sections only survive as quotes in the works of his 
opponents, so may not be entirely representative, or balanced, presentations of his thought 
(Hanson, 1988, p. 10) 
164 From around the year 318, to Eusebius, bishop of Nicomeida. 
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By the standards of the later Council of Nicaea and the Nicene Creed, which was 

finally formulated at the Council of Constantinople some sixty-three years after the 

writing of Arius's letter (a timescale which is suggestive of the depth of the divisions 

which were being negotiated (Hanson, 1988, p. xix)), this is clearly a heterodox 

understanding of the person of Christ, an understanding which could not co-exist 

with (what would become established as) more ‘orthodox’ positions. But as a further 

letter from Arius to his bishop demonstrates, his position was far from an attempt to 

be unorthodox. Although Arius’ position was later dismissed as erroneous, the 

process of doctrinal definition was one in which competing cases were biblically 

argued (Hanson, 1988, p. xix; McGrath, 1990, p. 6; 2009, p. 6), sincerely held, and, 

demonstrating the importance of the recognition of deep divergence, were defined 

against each other, as the conflicting positions competed for pre-eminence, 

demonstrating the significance of doctrinal divergence in the settling of orthodoxy: 

He, who has begotten the only-begotten Son before aeonian times, 
through whom also he made the aeons and everything, who produced 
him not in appearance but in truth, giving him existence by his own will, 
unchangeable and unalterable, a perfect creature of God, but not like 
one of the creatures, a product of the Father, but not like one of the 
things produced, the product of the Father not as Valentinus laid down 
an issue, nor as Mani taught a consubstantial part of the Father, nor as 
Sabellius said, dividing the Monad, a 'Sonfather', nor, as Hieracas, a 
light lit from a light or as a lamp (spread) into two, nor as one who 
existed before but was later made into a Son by begetting or creation... 
but, as we hold, created by the will of God before times and before 
aeons and having received life and being from the Father and various 
kinds of glory, since he gave him existence, alongside himself. (Hanson, 
1988, p. 7) (emphasis added) 

 

The lack of biographical information about Arius (and the potentially biased nature 

of that which does survive, originating as it does from his opponents (Hanson, 1988, 

pp. 5-6)) makes definitive pronouncements about his motivations difficult. However, 

the evidence suggests that Arius's position, although later identified as erroneous, 

began as no more than an attempt to make faith in Christ intelligible within his 

Hellenistic context, at a time when Christology was sufficiently ill-defined to permit 

a degree of doctrinal latitude. In such a context, where ‘orthodoxy’ had not yet been 
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defined, it was only as ‘grammatical’ difference was uncovered through the dialogues 

of conflict that the ‘orthodox’ position could be distinguished from well-intentioned, 

but erroneous positions. And ultimately, Arius’s well-intentioned, Hellenistically 

shaped, biblically founded position, which deliberately avoided the Christological 

errors which had already been recognised in the thinking of his predecessors, was 

identified as being incompatible with the practices of Christian worship and 

understanding. Arius, therefore, emerged as the party standing on the wrong side of 

the doctrinal 'line' that was eventually drawn as "[o]rthodoxy continue[d] to be 

made" (Williams, 1987, p. 25). But, ironically, it was an orthodoxy which may not 

have been defined without the catalyst of Arius's proposals165.  

 

Naturally, Lindbeck may be expected to agree with much of this analysis. It might be 

suggested, in Lindbeck’s defence, that as there was no ecumenically agreed doctrine 

before Nicaea, the process described here is an example of the body of the church 

collectively deciding upon the parameters of doctrinal definition which best reflect 

the ‘grammar’ of the Christian faith, with Arius being judged as following a ‘grammar’ 

which was not consistent with what emerged as ‘orthodox’ Christianity. 

Remembering that Lindbeck’s scheme does implicitly allow for the possibility that 

‘improper grammar’ may be followed by those who are not “competent speakers of 

a religious language” (1984, p. 113), this may be an example of a situation that rule 

theory permits (although The Nature of Doctrine does not discuss in detail): that 

                                                      
165 Perhaps Arius is an example of the Pauline observation that "there have to be factions among 
you, for only so will it become clear who among you are genuine" (1 Corinthians 11:19, NRSV), which 
has been identified as "one of the true puzzles” in 1 Corinthians (Fee, 1987, p. 538). Although it 
should be recognised that this section of 1 Corinthians refers to inappropriate behaviour during 
worship rather than doctrinal difference per se, the performative aspect of doctrine envisioned in 
Lindbeck’s postliberal proposal means that a close relationship is perceived between operative 
doctrinal 'grammar' and Christian praxis. It is a verse which commentators have not reached 
consensus over, with suggestions that it reflects: a ""testing/sifting" process", through "evil" 
divisions which form an "inevitable part of the Eschaton" (Fee, 1987, p. 539); a contribution "to the 
making of a clear decision at the judgement" concerning those who are "marked out as true 
Christians by their behaviour" (Barrett, 1971, p. 262); a testing which distinguishes between 
authentic and inauthentic Christians "rooted in Jewish apocalyptic soil" (Hays, 1989, p. 195); or 
"sarcasm or bitter irony in Paul's observation" which nonetheless recognise that "God must be at 
work to differentiate those who are faithful from those who are behaving inappropriately" (Soards, 
1999, p. 236). 
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there may be ‘regulative principles’ being followed by some who identify themselves 

as Christian, but whose beliefs and practices are outside the boundaries of the 

“proper grammar” (1984, p. 113) of Christianity.  

 

If this is the case, then, in the light of examples such as Arius’s, Lindbeck’s expectation 

of finding a convergent grammar behind diversity may be qualified: it will not 

necessarily extend to all groups who identify themselves as Christian. But, as I have 

argued above166, the tone of The Nature of Doctrine and its optimism regarding the 

possibility of finding “reconciliation without capitulation” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 18) in 

instances of ecumenical conflict is striking, and risks obscuring the fruitful role that 

the identification of divergence has played in the emergence of historic consensus 

regarding Christian orthodoxy. And it is the significance of the identification of 

divergence in the emergence of consensus which is important to note. As it is from 

within the interaction of competing ‘grammars’ that this Christological consensus 

was defined historically, it would be a bold leap to assume that similarly divergent 

‘grammars’ might not also be found to be inherent in the sincerely held competing 

positions of contemporary ecclesial disputes concerning belief and practice167.  

 

It would be pure conjecture to imagine how different ‘orthodoxy’ might now appear 

if the optimism evident in Lindbeck’s proposals regarding essential ‘grammatical’ 

coherence had been widespread in the fourth century. But the result of the 

controversy surrounding Arius’s proposals highlights the importance of permitting 

the identification not only of an essential unity, but also, at times, of an essential 

disunity behind diversities of belief and practice: had Lindbeck’s apparent optimism 

regarding the possibility of “reconciliation without capitulation” (1984, p. 18) in 

instances of doctrinal debate been prevalent centuries earlier, the important place 

                                                      
166 See pages 128-130 above. 
167 Perhaps the qualification evident in Lindbeck’s later reflections on The Nature of Doctrine, when 
he states that cultures and religions have “a relatively unchanging grammar” (2004/2009, p. 127) 
suggests a recognition that an adjustment is necessary to his optimism regarding consistency of the 
‘grammar’ of the Christian faith. If it is permitted that ‘grammar’ is only “relatively unchanging” 
(2004/2009, p. 127), it is inevitable that divergent ‘grammars’ will sometimes be evident in instances 
of diachronic difference, but also in situations of synchronic difference, where ‘grammar’ has 
evolved differently in contexts that are isolated from one another. 
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of ‘grammatical’ conflict in the emergence of what has come to be considered 

‘orthodox’ may have been lost. 

 

'Holy αἵρεσις’ 

 

As I have demonstrated above, even a brief examination of some examples from 

Christian history reveals the debt Christianity owes to occurrences of ‘αἵρεσις’ which 

challenged the perceived 'orthodoxy' of their day. These examples call into question 

the optimism inherent in Lindbeck’s work which appears to expect to find an 

essential ‘grammatical’ unity behind diverse Christian 'vocabulary' and ‘discourse’. 

Perhaps such broad expectations concerning ‘grammatical’ continuity should not be 

so dominant within a religious system which has, from its earliest days, demonstrated 

an ability to challenge and transform prevailing beliefs and practices, even 

abandoning practices as significant as obedience to some scriptural laws (cf. Acts 11; 

15). Such examples reveal significant areas of development in the church which only 

occurred through a recognition of essential difference within emerging Christian 

communities, difference which may have been obscured had assumptions such as 

Lindbeck's ecumenically derived optimism about essential ‘grammatical’ unity been 

allowed to prevail in an earlier age. 

 

Equally under-emphasised (but not precluded) by Lindbeck's model is the valuable 

role played by the response of the church to innovations, such as Arius's proposals, 

which even though they came to be regarded as heterodox by the wider Christian 

community, were nonetheless important catalysts which prompted the church to 

articulate an orthodoxy which had, until that point, remained undefined. Without the 

exercise of bold theological thought such as Arius’s, and the subsequent 

identification of ‘grammatical’ divergence in contexts where a lack of definition had 

led to doctrinal confusion, the Christian community may not have been pushed to 

formulate articulations of orthodoxy which have remained paradigmatic during the 

following two millennia. 
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These examples could be considered instances of 'holy αἵρεσις'168. On one hand they 

might be regarded as challenges to the prevailing beliefs and practices of the day 

which were eventually recognised by the Christian community to be a new 

‘orthodoxy’ (or perhaps a return to an overlooked or forgotten ‘orthodoxy’), thereby 

instigating communities of Christian practice which continue to be accepted as 

orthodox interpretations of Christianity today. Without such examples of 'holy 

αἵρεσις', contemporary understandings of what is considered to be Christian 

'orthodoxy' would be markedly different.  

 

On the other hand, a different type of 'holy αἵρεσις' can be appreciated emanating 

from doctrinal proposals which were deemed (and continue to be deemed) 

erroneous, but were nonetheless sincere attempts to articulate the faith in periods 

which lacked doctrinal definition. These erroneous proposals provoked disputes 

which, through the identification of what Lindbeck might call ‘grammatical’ 

difference, culminated in doctrinal clarifications that remain touchstones of Christian 

orthodoxy. 

 

                                                      
168 My thesis concerning the influence of 'holy αἵρεσις' in the formation of what has been perceived 
as 'orthodox' within Christian history should not be confused with understandings of 'heresy' and 
'orthodoxy' found in the academic thinking following the tradition of Walter Bauer's Orthodoxy and 
Heresy in Earliest Christianity (Bauer, 1934/1971). While some commonality may be found with 
Bauer's observations that scholarship should not be "easily convinced of the moral inferiority 
attributed to the heretics" (Bauer, 1934/1971, p. xxiv), allowing for them an impetus other than 
"impure motives" (Bauer, 1934/1971, p. xxiii), the basic premise of the two theses do not converge. 
In contrast to the thesis outlined as 'holy αἵρεσις' in this study, Bauer proposes that "certain 
manifestations of Christian life that the authors of the church renounce as "heresies" originally had 
not been such at all", but were, in their context "the only form of the new religion" whose adherents 
may have "looked down with hatred and scorn on [those later considered to be the] orthodox, who 
for them were the false believers" (Bauer, 1934/1971, p. xxii). The relative strengths of the various 
parties considered 'heretical' or 'orthodox', and the possibility that diverse 'heresies' preceded 
'orthodoxy', where "the orthodoxy that eventually coalesced merely represented the consensus 
view of the ecclesiastical hierarchy that had the power to impose its view onto the rest of 
Christendom" (Köstenberger & Kruger, 2010, p. 24) is not the focus of this study. The identification 
of 'holy αἵρεσις' is simply the assertion that those views which were ultimately designated 
'orthodox', on many occasions emerged as examples of αἵρεσις (namely challenges to the prevailing 
religious views) in the contexts of their day, or alternatively, on other occasions were articulated as 
the result of crises provoked by such challenges to prevailing views. 
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Therefore, it can be seen that instances of what I have called 'holy αἵρεσις', and the 

identification of ‘grammatical’ difference, have historically played an important role 

in both the development and the articulation of Christian doctrine. These instances 

provide a challenge to the emphasis found in Lindbeck’s work which appears to 

expect that it will be possible to discover an essential ‘grammatical’ unity within 

doctrinal controversy169. However, this challenge does not in itself threaten the 

usefulness of Lindbeck's rule theory. As I have argued throughout this chapter, 

Lindbeck's assumptions concerning the immutability of ‘grammar’, the expectation 

of the possibility for 'reconciliation without capitulation', and his insistence on 

intratextual foundations, are all unnecessary aspects of his ‘grammatical’ analogy for 

doctrine. When coupled with the adoption of a “self-denying ordinance” (Higton, 

2014, p. 29), postponing some debates in the interests of creating an ecumenically 

viable forum for discussion, their removal merely allows for the application of a 

regulative approach to doctrine which is unencumbered by Lindbeck's apparent 

ecumenical assumptions concerning a ‘grammatical' unity behind diverse 

expressions of the Christian faith. In fact, these findings lead to a strengthening of 

Lindbeck's regulative approach to doctrine. They allow for the discovery of 

‘grammatical’ conflict to, rather than undermine Lindbeck's model, contain the 

potential for creative progress towards a new or rediscovered doctrinal position, or a 

clearer articulation of an existing doctrinal position, with any of these outcomes 

containing the potential to ultimately be ecumenically enriching. 

 

                                                      
169 Kathryn Tanner has written helpfully concerning the “laudable ideal”, and eschatological hope for 
Christians to be “of one mind about the nature of true discipleship” (1997, p. 171), but emphasises 
that it should not be expected as a Christian norm, as “the possibility of conflict is… inherent in the 
kind of culture Christianity is” (1997, p. 159) due to the character of both "amorphous" (Tanner, 
1997, p. 160) Christianity, and human cultures (whether they be contemporary or historic). 
Consequently, for Tanner, Christian discipleship should always be understood to be shaped by a 
wide range of “cultural materials” (1997, p. 170) which, when followed in diverse and complex 
cultural contexts, should be positively expected to result in “opportunities for improvisation” and 
"the sort of flexibility that makes uniformity... even at a single place and time unlikely" (1997, p. 
158). However, Tanner does not suggest that this should lead to unbridled diversity, desiring 
"neither chaos nor sectarian conflict" (Tanner, 1997, p. 174). Rather, Tanner sees positive value in 
the recognition of conflict, and a humble engagement in dialogue which enriches the discipleship of 
all participants, and ultimately strengthens Christian unity, whilst permitting a degree of diversity 
(1997, pp. 171-175).  
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In addition, this attenuated application of rule theory is more compatible with 

contemporary ecumenism’s understanding of a “realist approach to diversity” (Avis, 

2004, p. 99) than the engagement in 'intellectual gymnastics' which occasionally 

appear to be evident in Lindbeck’s attempts to demonstrate ‘grammatical’ unity.  

 

Therefore, despite challenges to Lindbeck's apparent assumptions regarding 

‘grammatical’ immutability, the necessity of his intratextual foundation, and the tone 

of The Nature of Doctrine which may lead to some oversights concerning the historic 

importance of doctrinal conflict, rule theory continues to offer a promising model 

with which to approach complex cases of controversy within diverse Christian 

communities.  

 

It is such an application which I will, following some methodological clarifications, 

explore within contemporary Church of England debates concerning same-sex 

relationships, to ascertain: whether a 'grammar' is discernible as being inherent in 

the practices and statements of each of the parties represented within the debate; 

whether any ‘grammars’ discerned reveal an essential convergence or divergence 

between the parties; and whether such an approach uncovers the possibility for 

reconciliation, or at least a tolerably reconciled diversity, within one denominational 

structure. 
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Chapter 5: Some Methodological Clarifications  

A Justification of an Application of Lindbeck's Rule Theory 

 

As this study approaches an application of a modified version of Lindbeck's rule 

theory to contemporary disputes concerning same-sex relationships within the 

Church of England, it should be clarified that the purpose of this thesis is not to 

engage with every view present within the current debates, or to reach conclusions 

about which parties are correct. Nor is it to reflect every development which has 

taken place in the debate, or to resolve the conflicts about human sexuality in the 

Church of England. 

 

Rather, this project will seek to apply a modified version of rule theory to particular 

representative groups that can be identified at a specific point in the debate about 

same-sex relationships within the Church of England, as a means of testing the 

usefulness of a regulative approach to doctrine. More specifically, representative 

positions, as they stood at the beginning of a formal Church of England process of 

facilitated conversations concerning same-sex relationships (which commenced in 

2014 (Archbishop of Canterbury’s Reconciliation Ministry Team, n.d.)), will be 

examined, analysed and compared. The ‘grammar’ which appears to be operative 

within these positions will, if possible, be identified from an analysis of the practices 

contained within and revealed by existing liturgies, proposed liturgies and 

autobiographical accounts, and in the descriptions of practices which were 

considered to cohere with faithful discipleship by various parties. This will be 

undertaken with the intention of assessing whether the modified version of rule 

theory (as I have proposed in the preceding chapters) would appear to have been 

able to make a helpful contribution, if it had been applied at that specific point in the 

debate. 

 

Before proceeding to this experimental application of a modified version of rule 

theory, an initial justification of this particular use of a regulative approach to 

doctrine will be necessary. This clarification is required due to the nature of Church 
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of England conflicts concerning same-sex relationships: firstly, being discussed in the 

context of a single denomination rather than within the structures of formal 

ecumenical dialogue, such as those which Lindbeck had in view when he originally 

published The Nature of Doctrine; and secondly, appearing primarily ethical rather 

than doctrinal.  

 

Intra-denominational or Ecumenical? 

 

As has just been outlined, in order to maintain the viability of this project, the case 

study being utilised in my explorative application of a modified version of Lindbeck’s 

rule theory will be limited to examining controversies over same-sex relationships 

within the Church of England, as they stood at the start of the shared conversations 

in 2014 (Archbishop of Canterbury’s Reconciliation Ministry Team, n.d.). It must be 

acknowledged, however, that as Lindbeck’s model emerged from his experience 

within ecumenical debates, it was not explicitly envisioned as a tool with which 

resolution might be sought within intra-denominational controversies. But, whilst it 

is not the place of this study to undertake a detailed analysis of the history of the 

Church of England, or of the wider Anglican Communion of which it is a part, as any 

student of its history will be aware, the Church of England has always been an 

institution which has held within it a large degree of diversity. And it is this diversity, 

and the need for negotiation which it inevitably entails, which means that Lindbeck’s 

ecumenical model is appropriate for a contemporary application within English 

Anglicanism. 

 

This diversity can be seen from the very foundation of the Church of England, being 

a national church with no centralised magisterium to define Anglican identity or 

doctrine, allowing it initially to maintain many Catholic convictions and practices 

following Henry VIII’s break from Papal authority (Buchanan, 2006, pp. xl-xli; 

MacCulloch, 2003, pp. 23-24; 2009, pp. 627-628), but undergoing significant changes 

of character in the decades which followed, reflecting the sympathies of subsequent 
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monarchs170, and revealing the conflicting diversities contained with the church171. It 

is this diversity which has led some historians to reflect upon parts of the Elizabethan 

church as "that anomalous thing, a Protestant church largely made up of a population 

as yet unconvinced of the worth of the Reformation, and mainly staffed by former 

Catholic priests, relatively few of whom had embraced a full-blooded Protestantism" 

(Duffy, 2003, p. 44), nonetheless containing within it a 'puritan' undercurrent of 

those frustrated by the retention of Catholic practices (Campbell, 2010, p. 33). And 

the legacy of this foundational diversity172 can still be appreciated today in the 

continuing existence of competing understandings of both theology and appropriate 

church praxis within Anglicanism, as is most notable in the differing priorities of the 

Anglo-Catholic, Liberal and Evangelical movements173.  

 

It is my contention that the presence of this continued diversity is indicative of 

similarities between the Anglican church and the ecumenical movement, and that 

these similarities mean that the context in which controversies proceed within 

Anglicanism are in some ways analogous to the ecumenical context in which 

Lindbeck’s rule theory was proposed. This is illustrated by the way in which both 

Anglicanism and ecumenism are contexts in which the cooperation of conflicted 

participants is desired and encouraged, but is not commanded, meaning that consent 

is required from all who partake in dialogue concerning diversity. As, for example, 

the World Council of Churches has made explicit in its official statements, its purpose 

                                                      
170 For example, moves towards a more recognisably Protestant character during the reign of 
Edward VI (r.1547-1553), followed by a theological volte-face under the vehemently Catholic Mary 
(r.1553-1558) and a no less forceful return to Protestantism following the coronation of Elizabeth I 
(r.1558-1603). 
171 This is not to deny that there are confessional statements (such as the Articles of Religion (Church 
of England, 1562)) which Anglicans have developed and referred to "for the establishing of consent 
touching true religion" (Church of England, 1562). Nonetheless, these confessional statements do 
not function as a comprehensive collection of authoritative doctrinal statements which define all 
aspects of Anglican faith and praxis. 
172 What Diarmaid McCulloch has called "a confused outcome” as “the product of confused origins" 
(MacCulloch, 2003, p. 18) 
173 The wide range of differing priorities contained within the Church of England is vividly illustrated 
by a comparison of the foundational principles of bodies around which Anglicans from different 
traditions gather: for an Anglo-Catholic example, see Forward in Faith (Forward in Faith, n.d.); for 
Evangelical, see Reform (Reform, n.d.); and for an example of Liberal priorities, see Modern Church 
(Modern Church, n.d.). 
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is to “nurture relations with and among churches” (World Council of Churches [WCC], 

2013), recognising that, as a prominent body within the ecumenical movement, if it 

“should in any way violate its own constitutional principle, that it cannot legislate or 

act for its member churches, it would cease to maintain the support of its 

membership” (WCC, 1950). This is consistent with each of the Council’s “member 

churches” retaining, as they do, “the constitutional right to ratify or to reject 

utterances or actions of the Council” (WCC, 1950). 

 

Although the Church of England maintains an institutional unity which is enshrined 

in canon law, the place of negotiation (akin to the type of negotiation necessary in 

ecumenism) between different traditions within the church regarding beliefs and 

practices remains. The extent to which this negotiation continues to be important 

can be seen in the structures of the wider Anglican Communion, which reflect a 

desire to accommodate the historic diversities contained within the Church of 

England, diversities which remain within the worldwide family of Anglican churches. 

This is vividly demonstrated by the means through which decisions are made within 

the Communion, and the ways in which unity is maintained. Worldwide Anglican 

structures clearly illustrate the lack of centralised authority, and the need for 

negotiation contained within Anglicanism, with the Communion being focussed 

around: the Lambeth Conference which was called, from the outset, as a forum for 

"brotherly consultations" (Davidson, 1920, p. 6) which "would not be competent to 

make declarations or lay down definitions on points of doctrine " (Davidson, 1920, p. 

6); the Archbishop of Canterbury who is "not to command, but to gather" (The 

Lambeth Conference, 1988, p. 110); the "Anglican Consultative Council", working not 

to legislate, but to enable communication, mission, collaboration and Ecumenism 

(The Lambeth Conference, 1968, pp. 46-47); and the "Primates Meeting" 

commissioned to consider, but not issue binding directives concerning, "major 

decisions about the Lambeth Conference" (The Lambeth Conference, 1978, p. 14) 

and "issues which are of concern to the whole Anglican Communion" (The Lambeth 

Conference, 1978, p. 41).  
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Consequently, the Anglican Communion continues to be a body in which negotiation 

remains an important tool for the institution's continued existence, with the 

establishment of common ground between apparently mutually contradictory 

positions being essential for the maintenance of a functional unity within the church. 

And whilst this current study is exploring controversies specifically within the Church 

of England, it must be remembered that the diversity within the Anglican 

Communion, and the consequent need for negotiated unity, is a reflection of a 

comparable diversity and need for negotiation in the historic Church of England, 

which remains today. Indeed, it must also be remembered that the Church of England 

has a unifying role within the wider Anglican Communion which brings a greater 

degree of complexity to its own deliberations about same-sex relationships. Church 

of England decisions on this contentious issue will potentially have ramifications 

beyond its English jurisdiction, given the unity-challenging pressures within the 

Communion to either reaffirm a traditionalist position174, or to adopt an ‘inclusivist’ 

position175, with the Church of England seeking to be a unifying point within 

Anglicanism, as the Anglican Communion remains “a fellowship of churches… 

characterised by their historic relationship of communion with the See of 

Canterbury” (Anglican Consultative Council, 2008a, p. 25). 

 

Therefore, even though, in order to maintain the viability of this study, consideration 

will be limited to the conflicts regarding same-sex relationships in the Church of 

England, the recognition of the importance of negotiation in the pursuit of unity in 

both the Anglican Communion and the Church of England is relevant. As a recent 

report of the House of Bishops Working Group on Human Sexuality noted, the Church 

of England, and the Anglican Communion of which it is a part, is "not a Church where 

the leaders can expect to govern without consent" (House of Bishops Working Group 

on Human Sexuality, 2013, p. 17). Consequently, the need for a negotiated practical 

and doctrinal unity is analogous to the negotiated unity which is required for 

                                                      
174 Illustrated by the Jerusalem Statement from the first Global Anglican Futures Conference 
(GAFCON, 2008). 
175 Illustrated by the position of the Episcopal Church in the United States of America (The Episcopal 
Church, n.d.). 
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ecumenical dialogue to be undertaken, the context within which Lindbeck's rule 

theory was proposed. Due to these similarities between the ecumenical movement 

and Anglicanism, the current controversies within the Church of England become an 

appropriate forum within which to test the application of a modified version of 

Lindbeck's regulative proposal176. 

 

Indeed, the extent to which this is true is illustrated by recent attempts to resolve 

the conflicts surrounding the chosen case study, both domestically within the Church 

of England, and globally in the Anglican Communion. This is particularly evident in 

the efforts, in the absence of a magisterium, to agree upon a shared Anglican 

Communion Covenant, which would “make explicit and forceful the loyalty and 

bonds of affection which govern the relationships between the churches of the 

Communion” (Lambeth Commission on Communion, 2004, §. 118), not as a 

“constitution” or “penal code”, but as a text which “sets out the basis on which the 

Anglican family works, and prays, and lives, and hopes” (Williams, 2009). These 

efforts culminated, after a painstaking three year process of drafting, consulting and 

re-writing  (Anglican Communion Office, 2009), in a proposed Anglican Communion 

Covenant (Covenant Design Group, 2009a) , which was submitted for consideration 

by the thirty-nine Anglican provinces, in the hope that the member churches of the 

Communion might feel able to subscribe to a common statement of shared beliefs 

and values. 

 

                                                      
176 If this explorative application of a modified version of Lindbeck’s rule theory within the confines 
of English Anglicanism proves fruitful, it may, by extension, provide a helpful model which would 
find a wider application within the Anglican Communion, which, as a number of self-governing 
ecclesial institutions (Chapman, 2008, pp. 4-8) has resulted in independent Anglican provinces in 
different regions being bound together by consent rather than obligation or legislation (Deuchar, 
1998, p. 111). The fact that global Anglicanism remains a structure consensually united under the 
figurehead of the Archbishop of Canterbury, whose role is "not to command, but to gather" 
(Lambeth Conference, 1988, p. 110), supplemented by the equally consent-requiring Lambeth 
Conference (Davidson, 1920, pp. 6; 8; 10; 61-62), Anglican Consultative Council (The Lambeth 
Conference, 1968, pp. 46-47) and Primates Meeting (Lambeth Conference, 1978, p. 41), means that 
the application of ecumenical models of negotiation may be particularly appropriate. 
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However, the proposed Covenant received a mixed reception. In England it failed to 

gain the support of a majority of dioceses, meaning that, constitutionally, the 

Covenant was not even permitted to be presented to General Synod for 

consideration177 (General Synod of the Church of England, 2012, p. 1). This failure to 

agree a “basis on which the Anglican family works, and prays, and lives, and hopes” 

(Williams, 2009) vividly illustrates the extent to which the Church of England 

continues to be a body in which mutual consent, and the negotiation of difference 

where it occurs, remains central to maintaining unity178, demonstrating the degree 

to which current controversies within the Church of England are an appropriate 

forum within which to test the application of a modified version of Lindbeck's rule 

theory. 

 

Ethics or Doctrine? 

 

Having justified the use of Lindbeck’s rule theory in an intra-denominational context, 

it must also be acknowledged that the content of disputes relating to human 

sexuality, which may at first appear to be primarily concerned with ethics, do contrast 

somewhat with the limited number of debates with which Lindbeck illustrated179 his 

proposal. This contrast is apparent when it is appreciated that Lindbeck illustrated 

his proposal with reference to cases which would quite conventionally be described 

as doctrinal, relating primarily to Christian beliefs (albeit beliefs which have 

                                                      
177 The proposal was deemed to provide for “a permanent and substantial change in the 
relationships between the Church of England and the Church in Wales and the Scottish Episcopal 
Church respectively” which meant that it, according to Article 8 of the General Synod’s Constitution, 
“shall not be finally approved by the General Synod unless, at a stage determined by the 
Archbishops, the scheme, or the substance of the proposals embodied therein, has been approved 
by the majority of the dioceses at meetings of their diocesan synods”  (General Synod of the Church 
of England, 2012, p. 1). 
178 Although the processes by which each Province considered the proposed Anglican Covenant 
varied, the results from across the Communion equally demonstrated the extent to which Anglican 
structures continue to only allow unity to be achieved by negotiation: just 14 of the 39 Provinces 
officially confirmed their responses to the proposed Covenant, with 11 affirming their commitment 
to it, one church adopting some (but not all) of the proposed text, and two churches declining to 
endorse the Covenant (Anglican Communion Office, 2015). 
179 McGrath criticised Lindbeck's "rare" and "highly selective[ ]" use of doctrinal examples as little 
more than a mining of history "as a source-book for illustrations", providing "a convenient quarry for 
illustrative material" to support his arguments (1990, pp. 33-34). 
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implications for Christian practice), rather than ethics. This can be seen within 

Lindbeck’s references to Trinitarian and Christological formulations (1984, pp. 92-

96), Marian dogmas (1984, pp. 96-98) and Infallibility (1984, pp. 98-104), with brief 

allusions to issues such as ministry, justification, the Eucharist, the papacy and the 

Lordship or Messianic role of Christ (1984, pp. 15; 39; 63-65; 80-81). 

 

However, Lindbeck does explicitly relate ethical issues to "traditional moral 

doctrines" (1984, p. 85) suggesting that "most of the current debates in the realm of 

sexual ethics" revolve around discussions of whether the socio-religious contexts in 

which those "traditional moral doctrines" were formulated are still pertinent, or 

whether they have been "abrogated by developments in science, technology, 

society, and culture" (1984, p. 85). This suggestion that Christian debates concerning 

sexual practices are in fact debates about "conditionally essential" doctrines (which 

remain necessary within certain contexts, but may be revised in others (1984, p. 85)) 

will be examined in chapter seven of this study. But at this juncture, it is important 

to acknowledge that Lindbeck does, in this claim, clearly envisage connections 

between ethical questions regarding sexuality and his regulative understanding of 

the role of doctrine. 

 

Equally significant to the question of the relationship between ethics and doctrine is 

Lindbeck’s emphasis on the performative aspect of faith, in which actions (and, 

therefore, ethics) and beliefs are intrinsically linked, as first-order ecclesial praxis and 

language is understood as a Christian ‘discourse’ which conforms to a frequently 

unarticulated ‘grammar’ (1984, pp. 68-69). This establishes that, for Lindbeck, as in 

his 'Crusader' example, it is lives and actions which express truth claims, rather than 

simply words (1984, pp. 63-65). Therefore, it is an intrasystematic coherence to the 

whole of a religious system which enables truth claims to be made and permits the 

possibility of ontologically true statements (1984, pp. 63-65), as, for Lindbeck, “a 

religious system is more like a natural language than a formally organized set of 

explicit statements, and… the right use of this language… cannot be detached from a 

particular way of behaving” (1984, p. 64). Or to state it another way, religious 
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“utterances” must cohere not only with other “utterances” within a particular 

religious system, but also with “the correlative forms of life” demonstrated in the 

practice of that religion (1984, p. 64), with those “utterances” and practices equally 

conforming to the same ‘grammar’ of the faith. This consequently means that 

questions concerning appropriate praxis within the 'culture' of Christianity can 

ultimately be seen as being inextricably bound to doctrinal questions, where doctrine 

is seen as "communally authoritative teachings regarding beliefs and practices that 

are considered essential to the identity or welfare of the group in question" which 

may be "formally stated or informally operative", indicating "what constitutes 

faithful adherence to a community" (1984, p. 74). 

 

Lindbeck is not alone in seeing a symbiotic relationship between doctrine and ethics, 

with James W McClendon Jr. arguing for a similar blurring of boundaries, but on 

different grounds. He finds historic precedents in the example of Origen (for a 

chronological priority of ethics in his teaching), and in Menno Simons (for an 

indivisible interweaving of ethics and doctrine), to contend that a dichotomy 

between the disciplines is an unfortunate, but relatively recent development. 

According to McClendon, a more helpful approach would be to see ethics, doctrine 

and philosophical theology as three aspects of the broader common task of theology, 

starting with ethics ("finding the shape of the common life in the body of Christ"), 

and proceeding to doctrine ("the investigation of the common and public teaching 

that sanctions and supports that common life") and philosophical theology 

("discovering those apologetic and speculative positions that such life and... teaching 

call forth") (1986, pp. 41-45)180.  

 

                                                      
180 See also Ellen Charry, who argues that doctrine (and the New Testament’s “reinterpretation of 

scripture and tradition” (1997, p. 227) in the period before official doctrine had been formulated) is 
inextricably linked to ethics as it “aims to shape a distinctive identity and way of life” (1997, p. 228). 
Charry suggested a neologism “to try to capture the moral shaping function of Christian doctrines”, 
suggesting that doctrine should be understood as ““aretegenic”… meaning “conducive to virtue”” 
(1997, p. 19), from the Greek “areté…denoting moral excellence, frequently translated as “virtue”, 
and from gennao, “to begat”” (1997, p. 19). 
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A similar ethical emphasis can be found in the work of Karl Barth, as can be 

appreciated in his bold statement that "[o]ur contention is... that the dogmatics of 

the Christian Church, and basically the doctrine of God, is ethics" (1957, p. 512). This 

is founded on Barth's understanding of the incarnation and the election of humans, 

as a covenant in which God not only "claims man for Himself" (1957, p. 509), but also 

intends to "take him into his service, to commission him for a share in His own work" 

(1957, p. 510), for which ethics becomes the process by which the question of how 

humans measure themselves against the obedience required by God is answered 

(1957, pp. 510-512). 

 

More recently, Liberation Theology has also emphasised the need for Christian 

"ortho-doxy... to be accompanied by ortho-praxis", asserting that it is "the task of 

liberation theology to recover the practical dimension inherent in biblical faith" (Boff 

& Boff, 1986/1987, p. 50):  

Faith is the original standpoint of all theology, including liberation 
theology. Through the act of faith we place our life, our pilgrimage 
through this world, and our death in God's hands. By the light of faith 
we see that divine reality penetrates every level of history and the 
world. As a way of life, faith enables us to discern the presence or 
negation of God in various human endeavors. It is living faith that 
provides a contemplative view of the world. (Boff & Boff, 1986/1987, p. 
49) 

 

To return to the specific debate currently under consideration (whilst postponing for 

the time being Lindbeck’s controversial suggestion that questions regarding sexual 

ethics are predominantly examples of ‘conditionally essential’ doctrines (1984, p. 

85)), the suggestion that ethical questions concerning sexual practices should be 

understood as ultimately doctrinal issues is reflected by some participants in the 

present debate. 

 

Although I am proposing to examine the debate in the Church of England, it should 

be remembered that this conflict takes places within a context of a global Anglican 

controversy. And elements of that wider debate within the Anglican Communion 

demonstrate the extent to which, for many, sexual ethics and doctrine are 
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understood to be inextricably linked. This point was made explicitly by participants 

in the first Global Anglican Future Conference (GAFCON) in 2008. Although many 

participants in that conference could, due to their conservative theological 

traditions181, be expected to find some difficulty in subscribing to Lindbeck's 

assertions that doctrinal statements do not in themselves have “doctrinal authority” 

(1984, p. 96), but that the purpose of doctrine is “chiefly” (1984, p. 81) regulative 

rather than propositional (1984, p. 69; 94), there can be no question that they would 

be in full agreement with the suggestion that what they regard as correct ethical 

praxis is an indication of that which "constitutes faithful adherence to a community" 

(Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74), certainly with regards to sexual ethics. 

 

Participants in GAFCON (which included many English Anglicans) self-identified 

themselves as representatives of "millions of faithful Anglican Christians", defined in 

direct contrast to the "acceptance and promotion" of a "false gospel" which 

"promotes a variety of sexual preferences and immoral behaviour as a universal 

human right"182, ethical positions they saw as indicative of "overt heterodoxy" from 

"unrepentant churches" (GAFCON, 2008). Consequently, participants in the first 

GAFCON conference perceived the acceptance of same-sex relationships as 

essentially a digression from "[t]he doctrine of the Church" as "grounded in the Holy 

Scriptures and… [the] teachings of the ancient Fathers and Councils of the Church" 

which are "agreeable to the said Scriptures" and are expressed in what delegates 

reverted to as indications of orthodoxy and Anglican identity: the "Thirty-nine 

Articles of Religion, the Book of Common Prayer and the Ordinal" (GAFCON, 2008), 

an appeal to historic formularies in a Communion without an established 

magisterium which suggests an attempt to appeal to a previously established 

consensus to provide stability in a context of change and significant disagreement. 

                                                      
181 GAFCON represents a surprising theological coalition of conservative Evangelicals and 
conservative Anglo-Catholics who have "historically emphasized different (and even contradictory) 
elements of the Anglican tradition" (Brittain & McKinnon, 2011, p. 367). 
182 As demonstrated by reference to two developments: the 2002 Canadian diocese of New 
Westminster decision to permit the blessing of same-sex unions; and in 2003 the consecration of an 
actively homosexual bishop in New Hampshire (GAFCON, 2008). 
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More explicitly, in the Jerusalem Declaration, which has become the definitive 

statement from the first GAFCON conference expressing GAFCON’s perception183 of 

the “tenets of orthodoxy which underpin our Anglican identity” (GAFCON, 2008), 

participants outlined fourteen otherwise relatively conventional statements of 

belief184, but made the unusual inclusion of sexual praxis (confined to heterosexual 

marriage (2008, §8)) and the rejection of churches and leaders "who have denied the 

orthodox faith in word or deed"(2008, §13). 

 

While the explicit and direct link between heterodox doctrine and the acceptance of 

homosexual praxis made by GAFCON is controversial, Christopher Brittain and 

Andrew McKinnon have identified that it is not only for members of GAFCON that 

the debates about human sexuality relate to wider questions of doctrine. In their 

study of the full range of positions on human sexuality within Anglicanism, Brittain 

and McKinnon discovered a number of generally unacknowledged foundational 

issues underpinning the various ethical positions represented within the Anglican 

debate. This was revealed by their anonymised interviews with seventy Anglicans 

"directly affected by the conflict in the UK and North America", with a particular focus 

on eighteen bishops and archbishops (Brittain & McKinnon, 2011).  

 

                                                      
183 It has been observed that, as attendance at GAFCON was by invitation, with some evangelical 
bishops not being invited, the Jerusalem Statement, although reflective of the conference itself, 
should not be understood as indicative of all conservative positions within Anglicanism. As one 
uninvited Evangelical bishop noted in an anonymised interview with researchers, "they invited who 
they wanted to invite and that made it very easy for them then to produce a fairly unanimous 
statement because if you invite people who are going to agree with you, you can easily appear 
united to the world [...] But had the invitation been wider, I suspect [...] the statements at the end 
might have been a bit different" (Sadgrove, Vanderbeck, Ward, Valentine, & Andersson, 2010, p. 
198). 
184 Although the elements are on the whole conventional, their combination is an example of the 
necessary compromises which the surprising theological coalition at GAFCON needed to make, 
embodying the convictions of different Anglican traditions which have often appeared more in 
conflict than harmony. It contains "apostolic succession and the 4 Ecumenical Councils for the Anglo-
Catholics" and "the 39 Articles for the Evangelicals", a compromise which appears practically difficult 
to implement in relation to approaches to the Biblical text with the potentially contradictory values 
of obedience to "its plain and canonical sense" and respect for the "church's historic and consensual 
reading" equally affirmed (Brittain & McKinnon, 2011, p. 367). 
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In their analysis of the interviews, Brittain and McKinnon discovered an almost 

unanimous agreement among the bishops185 that the conflict is "not even primarily 

about homosexuality", with more than half utilizing the same medical metaphor, 

describing homosexuality as merely a "presenting symptom" (2011, pp. 362-363), 

concluding that resolution of the sexuality debate itself is not the "ultimate agenda" 

of many of the parties involved (2011, p. 371). Estimations of the true cause behind 

the debate varied however, with interviewees describing quite diverse motivations 

underlying their own positions, or what they perceived to drive the positions of their 

opponents. These suggestions were varied enough to simultaneously include: an 

attempt to change the gospel by denying scriptural definitions of sin (2011, p. 363); 

a political battle for power, as the authority of church traditions appear to be in 

conflict with the pastoral needs of gay and lesbian people (2011, p. 363); the seizing 

of a long-awaited opportunity to "complete the Reformation" by conservative 

Evangelicals who see themselves as "heirs to the Puritans"186, in which positions on 

sexuality have become a polarizing symbolic marker, creating what some perceive to 

be "the dividing line between authentic Christians and apostates" (2011, pp. 364-

365); a sub-division of Evangelicals over "faithfulness" to "the plain teaching of the 

Bible and 2000 years of the history of the church on holiness" (2011, p. 365); or a 

commitment to the precedence of historic church teaching, and a prioritisation of 

relations with the Roman Catholic church (2011, p. 366).  

 

While Brittain and McKinnon's study has revealed the absence of a coherent set of 

fundamental principles which are at stake for all parties participating in the dispute, 

their research has clearly demonstrated that, for many key Anglican figureheads 

involved in the debate about same-sex relationships at least, ultimately it is not best 

understood as a debate concerning sexuality at all (although it must be remembered 

that for many who are directly affected by the questions being debated, it will be 

perceived very much as a debate about sexuality). For some involved at the level of 

                                                      
185 The study found only one exception (Brittain & McKinnon, 2011, p. 362). 
186 A view identifiable in the "throw-away" remark of the Primate of Rwanda concerning his 
participation in the first GAFCON conference, which he talked of in terms of a "second Reformation" 
(Church Times, 2008). 
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international debate at least, this is a conflict between diverse (but frequently 

unarticulated) motivations and agendas which are present behind the "symbolic 

marker" or "presenting symptom" (Brittain & McKinnon, 2011, p. 352) of same-sex 

relationships187. 

 

Similar language was used in an open letter (Ackroyd et al., 2016), signed by eighty-

three Evangelical leaders, sent to the bishops of the Church of England during their 

period of reflection following a formal process of ‘shared conversations’ regarding 

same-sex relationships, which took place across the Church of England between the 

autumn of 2014 and the summer of 2016 (Archbishop of Canterbury’s Reconciliation 

Ministry Team, n.d.). The signatories wrote about human sexuality as the “presenting 

issue” resulting from differences within the church over the “tectonic issues” of 

“what it means to be faithful to our apostolic inheritance”, the relationship between 

Church and culture, and “the nature of the biblical call to holiness in the 21st 

Century”, stating that any change in the Church’s existing teaching or practices 

“would represent a significant departure from our apostolic inheritance and the 

authority of the Bible in matters of faith and doctrine” (Ackroyd et al., 2016). 

 

As these analyses show, many of the motivations which have been identified within 

the sexuality debate might be understood to be essentially political. Interestingly, a 

lack of recognition of such political functions of doctrinal positions was identified by 

Hugh Nicholson as an oversight within Lindbeck's proposal, suggesting that rule 

theory insufficiently acknowledges the extent to which doctrines operate either as 

                                                      
187 In the context of the Church of Scotland, Liam Fraser has also posited that conflicted positions 
over homosexuality should not be understood to be the result of “the substantive arguments 
presented by each party” (2016, p. 155). Rather, Fraser suggests that the “constellation of ideas and 
circumstances [which] gave shape and structure to the position of each party” hold the key to 
understanding and resolving the conflict (2016, p. 155). Fraser does note “some resemblances” 
between his approach (which seeks to analyse the genealogies of the positions in the Church of 
Scotland debate, utilising analytical tools developed in R G Collingwood’s An Essay on Metaphysics 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969)) and Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic approach (2016, p. 156). Fraser 
rejects Lindbeck’s approach for use within the Scottish debate in question, however, because he 
sees it as “theologically constructive”, rather than “diagnostic and reparative” (2016, p. 156). These 
are issues which (as will shortly be demonstrated) are addressed by the clarifications and 
modifications to rule theory which are being proposed within this study. 
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slogans around which groups may positively or negatively define their identity, or 

contrastingly, as sufficiently ambiguous statements to foster a degree of public unity 

between disparate groups (2007, pp. 868-869). However, Lindbeck does himself 

recognise occasions of similarly political functionality for doctrines, describing the 

ability of controversies concerning apparently secondary questions of church praxis, 

ethics or doctrine to serve as microcosms of much more fundamental issues188 (1984, 

pp. 75-76). It is my contention in this current study that the questions being 

considered around same-sex relationships in the Church of England provide 

contemporary illustrative examples of such political functions of doctrine. As such, 

the question of same-sex relationships is an ideal candidate with which to test a 

modified version of Lindbeck's regulative approach (as described in the previous 

chapters of this thesis), and his proposal that regulative principles may be discerned 

behind the first-order 'discourse’ of Christian praxis and formulations. Not only is it a 

case in which it has been recognised that, for many, the true debate lies within larger 

'second-order' issues rather than 'first-order' language and praxis (Brittain & 

McKinnon, 2011), but it is also a sufficiently complex case, founded on multi-faceted 

doctrinal disputes, to provide a rigorous environment in which to assess the 

contribution that rule theory might make within contemporary controversies.  

 

Interestingly, Christopher Brittain (2008) has explicitly identified within the Windsor 

Report, and the St Michael Report (a response from the Canadian church to 

controversies over the blessing of same-sex relationships), perceptions of doctrine 

which resemble Lindbeck's cultural-linguistic approach. Brittain sees similarities 

between Lindbeck’s attempt “to rescue a normative role for Christian doctrine in 

communal belief and practice” (2008, p. 792), and the way in which these reports 

advocate the clarification of ‘core doctrines’ within the diversities of global Anglican 

practice, with these ‘core doctrines’ seen as offering the potential for a centralized 

doctrinal authority to govern the Communion (2008, pp. 792-793). But Brittain, in 

addition to suggesting that such an approach is at odds with the historic co-existence 

                                                      
188 Such as: the significance of a single iota in the difference between the Nicaean homoousios and 
“the semi-Arian homoiousios”; the sixteenth century debates concerning vestments and 
iconography; or the contemporary use of exclusive language (Lindbeck, 1984, pp. 75-76). 
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of a “constellation of diverse theological and ecclesial positions” within the Anglican 

tradition (2008, p. 779), finds The Nature of Doctrine "fraught with contradictions" 

due to: a lack of definition over who is considered "linguistically "competent""; a lack 

of clarity concerning which "statements or rules should be considered doctrinal and 

normative"; and an insufficient recognition that lives are shaped by multiple 

narratives rather than a single unified narrative (Brittain, 2008, pp. 792-793).  

 

Therefore, for Brittain, The Nature of Doctrine’s proposals are unhelpful in defining 

an agreed standard by which a diverse communion should abide (Brittain, 2008, pp. 

792-793). However, the application of (a modified version of) Lindbeck's model which 

I am proposing is one which neither seeks to define from the outset who should be 

considered ‘linguistically competent’, nor identifies a single 'grammar' to be imposed 

universally across a diverse national church or international communion. Rather, the 

direction of study is the reverse of such a doctrinal imposition, seeking to discern the 

potentially complex and diverse 'grammars' that are operative behind the first-order 

praxis and formulations represented within the disparate positions present in the 

debate, and then to ascertain the extent to which these grammars are either 

convergent, or in conflict. It is my contention that, in the interests of creating a forum 

for debate in which all parties can participate, it is only at the conclusion of such a 

process that, if ‘grammatical’ divergence is identified, questions about the 

identification of the ‘competent practitioners’ of Christianity (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 35) 

may be fruitfully addressed, as it is only when the operative ‘grammar’, or 

‘grammars’, have been discerned that the true positions of each of the parties are 

revealed and understood.  

 

And, once this direction of travel is recognised, the nature of the current debate (in 

which the ‘presenting issues’ frequently obscure more significant doctrinal conflicts) 

and Lindbeck’s understanding of ethical issues (with Christian praxis being a religious 

‘discourse’ inextricably bound to the ‘grammar’, or doctrine, which shapes it) mean 

that the apparently ethical conflicts concerning same-sex relationships within the 

Church of England provide an appropriate context within which to test a modified 
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version of Lindbeck’s approach to doctrine. But, before this testing begins, some 

methodological clarifications will be necessary. 

 

Some notes on methodology 

 

The place of practices and statements within the case study 

 

As this study progresses towards an application of a modified version of Lindbeck's 

rule theory to the controversies concerning same-sex relationships within the Church 

of England, an examination will be undertaken of the practices being followed (or 

being advocated by some parties) at the start of the "facilitated” or “shared 

conversations" of 2014 (a process of dialogue recommended by the Pilling Report 

(Archbishop of Canterbury’s Reconciliation Ministry Team, n.d.; Pilling Report, 2013, 

p. 22)). The choice of this particular moment within the Anglican debate is not 

arbitrary. It marked the start of a significant new chapter in the progress of the 

conflict, with the various parties called to participate, within "an atmosphere of 

respect for difference" (Pilling Report, 2013, p. 105), in structured dialogue which 

would aim to address "the real differences of theology, scriptural reading, cultural 

assumptions and so on between members of the church, whatever their sexual 

orientation" (Pilling Report, 2013, p. 105).  

 

This initial examination of practices which will be undertaken in this study reflects 

Lindbeck’s understanding that it is within lives and actions that truth is found in a 

religious system, rather than simply in “utterances” (1984, pp. 63-65). Therefore, the 

liturgical practices associated with human relationships will be the starting point for 

the discernment of grammar in this debate, as, following the affirmation of the 

Primates of the Anglican Communion that "it is through liturgy that we express what 

we believe" (Primates of the Anglican Communion, 2003), it might be expected that 

it is these various liturgies which can be understood to contain the normative rubrics 

for practices considered to cohere with faithful Christian discipleship for the parties 
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which use or promote them189. There are, however, some limitations concerning the 

extent to which these liturgical practices can be expected to reveal the operative 

‘grammars’ within this particular contemporary controversy. 

 

The most significant limitation derives from the fact that Canon Law (Archbishops' 

Council, 2012/2015/2016, B. 30) and House of Bishops guidance (2005; 2014), at the 

time of writing, prohibited many of the practices which were advocated by some 

parties within the debate (such as the blessing of same-sex relationships, or Church 

of England same-sex marriage ceremonies), meaning that a study of permitted 

liturgies will only be informative for the discernment of the ‘grammar’ of some 

participants in the debate: those who seek no change to current Church of England 

practices190. 

 

In addition to these officially sanctioned forms of service, some liturgies have been 

produced, by proponents of change, to resource parishes who wish to offer prayers 

for same-sex couples without contravening existing church rules (e.g. Inclusive 

Church, n.d.; Changing Attitude, n.d.(a)). A study of these liturgies will be helpful in 

suggesting an operative revisionist ‘grammar’ (and are thus examined in chapter six 

of this study), but the usefulness of the observation of such practices is limited as 

they represent an interim provision which stops some way short of the types of 

practices that their proponents seek and advocate. 

 

There is also merit in examining proposed liturgies for services which were not 

permitted, but were nonetheless being advocated at the time of the Church of 

                                                      
189 It is important to remember that for some traditions, doctrinal statements will be considered to 
be of equal, or greater importance than liturgy, in expressing what they believe. This variation is 
accommodated for in the modified version of rule theory being applied in this study due to the 
inclusion of an examination of not only liturgies, but also of descriptions of the practices which are 
considered, by each party, to be consistent with faithful discipleship (see below). This is congruent 
with Lindbeck’s assertions that, for Christians, truth claims are articulated within an intrasystematic 
coherence of “speaking, thinking, feeling, and acting” (1984, p. 64, emphasis added). 
190 It should also be noted that the Evangelical convictions held by many who advocate no change to 
existing Anglican practices in this area are frequently accompanied by a relatively low regard for 
church traditions, which will mean that some reluctance should be expected concerning any 
suggestion that liturgies should be taken as the primary points of reference for the rubrics of faithful 
practice. 
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England shared conversations (e.g. Changing Attitude, n.d.). These have been 

considered in the analyses which follow, but it must be borne in mind that, as 

proposals for services which could not, at the time of writing, be legally performed, 

they are illustrative as examples of wished-for practice rather than observations of 

Christian practice themselves (and, as sample liturgies from groups campaigning for 

change, it is impossible to say how closely they might resemble future authorised 

practices if such services were eventually to be permitted). And, while there were 

reports of ceremonies for same-sex relationships taking place which went beyond 

that which was allowed in the Church of England at the time of the shared 

conversations (GAFCON UK, 2016), their clandestine nature presented both practical 

and ethical difficulties for inclusion in this study. 

 

Consequently, although an analysis of liturgies as practices (or proposed practices) 

concerning human relationships will be a valuable starting point for the discernment 

of ‘grammar’, it will provide an incomplete picture of the regulative principles which 

may be operative for the various parties in the current debate. But this limitation is 

not inconsistent with Lindbeck’s proposal. Although practices are indeed important 

for Lindbeck, he expects to find a coherent “pattern of speaking, thinking, feeling, 

and acting” (1984, p. 64, emphasis added) at the heart of faithful Christian 

discipleship, meaning that while statements alone should not be understood to have 

“doctrinal authority” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 96), or be considered in isolation from 

practice, they should not be disregarded altogether. When examined 

“intrasystematically” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 64) with lives and actions, descriptions of 

what faithful Christian practice is understood to entail may provide further valuable 

insights into the regulative principles which shape the “beliefs and practices that are 

considered essential to the identity or welfare of the group in question”, and which, 

whether “formally stated or informally operative… indicate what constitutes faithful 

adherence to a community" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74). 

 

Therefore, in addition to examining liturgies, this study will also examine a number 

of texts which were influential at the start of the process of the shared 
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conversations191. These texts, produced by proponents of various parties in the 

conflict, function as extended descriptions of what each group believed a coherent 

Christian performance should entail, including theological justifications for why they 

considered particular practices to be consistent (or inconsistent) with discipleship. 

This becomes apparent when the various texts are explored: they are not 

predominantly presented as statements about what the Church of England’s 

institutional response should be to requests for same-sex marriage, or the ordination 

of those in same-sex partnerships; rather they take the debate firmly into the realm 

of lived discipleship, making competing claims for the types of relationships, or sexual 

practices within relationships, which cohere with a faithful Christian performance. 

 

When these articulations from the various parties within the debate are examined 

alongside practices (or proposed practices), a number of positions can be broadly 

identified as 'traditionalist', 'inclusivist', and 'evangelical inclusivist', with each stance 

containing a degree of diversity within them192. It is the practices and statements of 

parties within these broad categories which I will consider in this study. 

 

The place of ethnography 

 

The analyses which follow will, in keeping with Lindbeck's own methodology, be 

undertaken with a "nod towards" a cultural linguistic approach (Higton, 2014, pp. 23-

25). However, they could perhaps be considered to contain a more thorough 'nod 

towards' ethnographic methodologies than is evident within the examples cited in 

Lindbeck's own work, in which he does not explicitly engage in the conventional 

methods which might be expected to be evident within a cultural-linguistically 

                                                      
191 The texts will be introduced in the next chapter of this study as the ‘grammar’ operative for each 
party in the debate is examined. 
192 Consequently, the following examinations should be understood to be the analyses of the 
practices and publications of prominent and representative proponents for each position, rather 
than as being exhaustive explorations of every variation contained within each of the parties in the 
controversy. It should also be noted that the purpose of this study will be limited to the 
identification and comparison of operative regulative principles, rather than seeking to assess the 
veracity of each position. 
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inspired approach, such as ‘thick descriptions’. Instead he merely "examines official 

doctrinal statements with a nod towards the general tenor of the intellectual cultures 

within which they were formulated, and proposes regulative interpretations to his 

ecumenical interlocutors" (Higton, 2014, p. 24). In this current study I intend to 

undertake as rigorous a testing of Lindbeck's proposals as possible, however, and I 

will achieve this through analyses which approximate to be as close to "thick 

descriptions" of each position as possible, insomuch as this is achievable from the 

analyses of the liturgical prescriptions for practices (or proposed practices) and the 

published descriptions of practices and experiences considered to cohere with 

faithful discipleship, examining not just the theological and ethical stances 

themselves, but the means by which they are "produced, perceived, and interpreted" 

(Geertz, 1973, p. 7). Thus, what follows is an attempt (within the limitations already 

described above) to approach "broader interpretations and more abstract analyses 

from the direction of exceedingly extended acquaintances with extremely small 

matters" (Geertz, 1973, p. 21) by analysing "a multiplicity of complex conceptual 

structures" present within the debate, "many of them superimposed upon or knotted 

into one another" (Geertz, 1973, p. 10). This will still, due to the limitations of the 

case study described above, stop some way short of being the kind of observation of 

practice that would be expected by ethnographers, but this remains consistent with 

the nature of Lindbeck’s rule theory (as detailed in chapter three of this study), as a 

cultural-linguistically inspired model for which the use of cultural-linguistic 

approaches was "meant to be ad hoc and unsystematic" (Lindbeck, 1994/2009, p. 

xxx). 

 

It must be borne in mind, however, as observed above (in chapter three), that the 

discernment of 'rules' in the practices or statements of third parties (and the ‘rules’ 

which are operative behind the types of practices that such statements either 

advocate or seek to preclude) contains within it a danger of imprecision. Different 

observers may identify slightly different 'rules' as being operative, and participants 

in the debate may not necessarily fully identify with the characterisation of the 'rules' 

articulated for them by external observers. However, as the processes which will be 
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utilised in the identification of ‘grammar’ in this study will include thorough analyses 

of detailed position statements from each of the parties involved, the risk of 

erroneous identifications of operative 'rules' is significantly reduced, although is not 

entirely removed193. Therefore, the substantive content of the rules may be 

confidently identified, although caution must remain to guard against too emphatic 

an articulation of the detailed 'grammar' behind each position. 

 

The search for a Lindbeckian ‘grammar’ 

 

As this study now turns towards an analysis of the chosen case study, the practices 

and supporting statements of each of the identified main positions within the debate 

will be examined, seeking to identify a (modified version of) Lindbeckian ‘grammar’ 

for each party. Namely, in the following examinations I will attempt to discern what 

might be described, for each party, as their ‘grammar of faithfulness’: the ‘grammar’ 

behind the “beliefs and practices that are considered essential to the identity or 

welfare of the group in question”, which, whether “formally stated or informally 

operative… indicate what constitutes faithful adherence to a community" (Lindbeck, 

1984, p. 74), providing a framework within which faithful practice (or beliefs) may be 

performed (or articulated). Such a ‘grammar of faithfulness’ will not relate to sexual 

ethics in an isolated way, but, as detailed in chapter three of this study, will rather 

consist of non-propositional regulative principles which the group in question 

considers both essential and “intrasystematically” consistent (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 64), 

cohering with the whole of what the group would understand to be the practice of 

faithful discipleship, and their entire religious system (“the total relevant context… a 

total pattern of speaking, thinking, feeling, and acting” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 64)). This 

‘grammar of faithfulness’ might be supported by more detailed regulative principles 

                                                      
193 Some danger of imprecision will always remain, as participants may not always be able to 
articulate the ‘grammar’ which they follow (as identified in chapter three of this study), and 
interpretations can be contested. But, as the modified version of rule theory being explored in this 
thesis is being utilised a tool of “ecumenical reasoning” (Higton, 2014, p. 23), any “real life” use of 
the model would inevitably entail an engagement, for participants, with the identification of their 
own ‘grammar’, through which both observers and participants may engage in a process of 
refinement of the identified ‘grammar’, enabling each to appreciate operative regulative principles 
of which they had not previously been aware. 
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which function by shaping practice to remain consistent with what is considered to 

be faithful discipleship, but such ‘rules’ will remain second order principles which 

regulate the types of practices or statements which cohere with the group in 

question’s ‘grammar of faithfulness’. 

 

For each party in the debate, this ‘grammar of faithfulness’ may be closely related to 

what David Kelsey identified as a discrimen: a “judgment about how to characterize 

the mode in which God is present among the faithful” (1975, p. 160, emphasis in the 

original), or more simply “the way in which [a theologian] tries to catch up what 

Christianity is basically all about in a single, synoptic, imaginative judgment” (1975, 

p. 159). According to Kelsey’s understanding, this discrimen is an imaginative act 

which, although not necessarily directly articulated, encapsulates a believer’s 

perception of the mode of God’s presence in the world to such an extent that it 

determines their subsequent theological judgments, including (in line with Kelsey’s 

particular interest (1975)) the scriptures which are predominantly appealed to, and 

the way in which those scriptures are understood194 (1975, pp. 159-161; 167-170). In 

Kelsey’s understanding, the presence of such a discrimen then allows believers to 

undertake the practice of theology, “in which the church self-consciously criticizes 

her own faithfulness to her task” (1975, p. 159), allowing believers to propose ways 

in which the life of the church should be shaped to more closely cohere with the 

vision of the character of Christianity present in the discrimen to which they adhere. 

 

Kelsey proposes that, for the theologians he chooses to examine, a discrimen may 

variously understand God’s mode of activity primarily to be: in the “teaching and 

learning of the doctrine asserted by scripture”, leading to a prioritisation of scriptural 

and doctrinal analysis (1975, pp. 160-162); “in and through an agent rendered 

present by scripture”, prioritising “an elaborated identity description of this agent 

                                                      
194 Kelsey acknowledges that scripture itself may be influential in the formation of the discrimen, in a 
process akin to a hermeneutical cycle (1975, pp. 205-206). It should be remembered that, as with 
the identification of the quasi-grammatical ‘rules’ which are operative within the chosen case study, 
this thesis will limit itself to the recognition of the presence of a discrimen, rather than an analysis of 
the origins or appropriateness of such “judgment[s] about how to characterize the mode in which 
God is present among the faithful” (Kelsey, 1975, p. 160, emphasis in the original). 
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and of the implication of his presence in men’s lives” (1975, pp. 161-162); or “through 

existential events that are occasioned by scripture’s kerygmatic statements which 

announce the possibility of authentic existence”, prioritising consideration of the 

contemporary “transformation of man’s [sic.] subjectivity” (1975, pp. 161-162). It is 

Kelsey’s claim that such varying understandings of God’s mode of being in the world 

so shape believers’ approaches to theological questions that disagreements would 

frequently be best understood as “the result of irreducible differences among 

imaginative construals of the mode of the presence of God” (1975, p. 163), with 

divergent visions of the mode of that divine presence being the determining factor 

for each theologian’s whole approach (1975, p. 163). Therefore, for Kelsey, a 

theological position “may be taken as a whole as the expression of a particular vision 

of the basic character of Christianity, “what it is all about”” (1975, p. 206). 

 

Kelsey’s thinking is helpful as this study progresses. While the ‘grammar of 

faithfulness’ which this study seeks to identify in relation to human sexuality will not 

be synonymous with a discrimen, it may be expected to be strongly influenced by the 

perception, within each party, of “the mode of God’s presence” (Kelsey, 1975, p. 161) 

in the church and the world, because an understanding of the ‘mode of God’s 

presence’ will shape every construal of divine action, and will also shape what is 

considered to be a faithful Christian response to such divine action. With this in mind, 

the types of ‘rules’ which this study might expect to identify will be broad regulative 

principles which cohere with the entire understanding of God’s presence and activity 

in the world, as understood by each group in question. 

 

Returning to the question of a (modified) ‘Lindbeckian grammar’, examples of the 

types of regulative principles which Lindbeck himself expected to identify though his 

rule theory are provided by his own identification of the ‘grammar’ behind the 

historic Christian creeds, which he understood to reveal that any practices or 

statements which remain faithful to early Christian practice must: be consistent with 

monotheistic worship; take into account the historical specificity of Jesus; and ascribe 
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“every possible importance” to Jesus without being inconsistent with the two 

previously stated rules (1984, p. 94). 

 

While it is not my place in this study to assess the success of Lindbeck’s identification 

of ‘grammar’ in this particular example, it is important to note his intention to 

identify “paradigmatically instantiating doctrinal rules” which could be followed in 

other eras or cultural contexts in the “making of new formulations” which may 

articulate faith differently, but nonetheless would remain faithful to the ‘grammar’ 

which was operative for the original authors of the creeds (1984, p. 95)195. Therefore, 

for a Lindbeckian ‘grammar’ to be effective, it will need to enable believers in diverse 

contexts to “do as well or better” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 107) when formulating practices 

or statements which are appropriate to their own cultural setting (whilst permitting 

that the resulting “intrasystematically” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 64) coherent practices or 

formulations may at first appear surprising or counter-intuitive). However, these 

newly formulated culturally-appropriate practices or statements would, ultimately, 

need to be acceptable as having “adhere[d] to the same directives” (Lindbeck, 1984, 

p. 81) as the original group, cohering with the beliefs and practices that they had 

“considered essential to [their] identity or welfare” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74). 

 

In the context of the current case study, this most recent observation has further 

implications. If, as I am advocating, a modified version of rule theory is best 

understood as a tool of “ecumenical reasoning” (Higton, 2014, p. 23) which has an 

application in intra-denominational conflict, and allows interlocutors from opposing 

parties to engage in effective dialogue, it will be essential that each party is able to 

identify with and ‘own’ the ‘grammar’ which is proposed as being operative behind 

their own practices and beliefs. This does not preclude external observers from 

                                                      
195 Surprisingly, Lindbeck suggested that the creeds could be seen as an exception to the normal 
practice of rule theory, as they have “acquired liturgical and expressive functions that are in some 
respects more important than its doctrinal use for large parts of Christendom”, or because “rather 
oddly, archaic and even unintelligible conceptuality may in some ways be better fitted for the 
statement of general rules than is language alive with contemporary meaning” (1984, p. 95). This 
should not, however, be allowed to obscure the fact that Lindbeck uses these creeds as his prime 
illustration that, in rule theory, “[p]aradigms… are not simply to be replicated, but are rather to be 
followed in the making of new formulations” (1984, p. 95). 
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having a role (as will be undertaken in the following chapter) in assisting in the 

identification of the ‘grammar’ which appears to be operative for each party (a 

‘grammar’ which may be refined in conversation with members of the parties 

themselves). But effective dialogue will not be able to proceed between members of 

conflicted parties unless each party identifies with the ‘grammar’ which has been 

proposed as being operative for them. And equally, for effective dialogue to take 

place, each party will need to be confident that their interlocutors also identify with 

their own ‘grammar’ which has been discerned as being operative for them. 

Otherwise any dialogue which takes place will fail to make progress, stalling over a 

fruitless dispute about the veracity of the ‘grammar’ of each proponent, instead of 

facilitating the desired productive engagement with, and comparison of, the 

‘grammars’ of the various parties. 

 

Consequently, in the case study to be considered, any grammar which is identified as 

being operative for a group will need to: remain as second order regulative principles 

which may be followed in diverse contexts; and be acceptable to members of the 

group in question as being a sufficiently comprehensive reflection of the regulative 

principles behind their beliefs and practices for the identified ‘rules’ to enable other 

individuals or communities in different contexts to enact practices, or articulate 

beliefs, which the original group would consider to be faithful performances of the 

life of faith196. 

 

It is to the identification of such ‘grammar’ for the groups which might be broadly 

described as ‘traditionalists’, ‘inclusivists’, and ‘Evangelical inclusivists’ in the current 

English Anglican conflicts over same-sex relationships that I will, in the next chapter, 

now turn. 

 

  

                                                      
196 It should be allowed that a detailed examination (and possibly some ‘translation’) of the new 
beliefs and practices might be required before the original group would recognise them as cohering 
with their own operative grammar, due to differences in context. 
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Chapter 6: A Case Study, The Church of England and Same Sex 
Relationships 

 

Following (in the preceding chapters of this study) a clarification and modification of 

Lindbeck’s rule theory, and some methodological elucidations regarding the 

application of this modified model to controversies regarding same-sex relationships 

in the Church of England, I will now examine that conflict at a specific moment in 

time: the start of the ‘shared conversations’ which began in 2014 (Archbishop of 

Canterbury’s Reconciliation Ministry Team, n.d.). This will consist of an examination 

of the liturgies, proposed liturgies, autobiographical accounts of personal 

experiences, and descriptions of practices which were considered to cohere with 

faithful discipleship for representative groups from within the various parties, as they 

had been published at that particular point in the progression of the controversies. 

Through these examinations, I will, in this chapter, seek to identify the ‘grammar’ or 

‘grammars’ which were operative for the various participants present in that part of 

the debate. These findings will then be compared, in the concluding chapters of this 

study, to assess the extent to which the modified version of rule theory which is being 

proposed in this thesis may have proved helpful, had it been applied at this specific 

point in this real-life controversy. 

 

Therefore, this study should not be expected to identify the ‘grammar’ or ‘grammars’ 

which may be operative for each and every participant in contemporary Christian 

debates concerning human sexuality, nor should it be expected to identify and 

compare the regulative principles which may have been present in the debates taking 

place within the Church of England on occasions other than the very specific point in 

time which is under consideration, or in parts of the Anglican Communion outside of 

England. Rather, in this study I am seeking to discern the ‘rules’ which were operative 

in a particular place and time, to determine whether a modified version of Lindbeck’s 

rule theory would have offered a promising model which, had it been applied in that 

specific context, could have been expected to have proved helpful in moving towards 

some form of resolution or reconciliation, and consequently whether it might be 
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expected, by extension, to be useful in other instances of contemporary Christian 

controversy. 

 

To begin with, I will examine the ‘traditionalist’ position within the Church of England 

debate, as it appeared at the particular moment under consideration. 

 

Controversies in the Church of England regarding same-sex 
relationships: the main positions 

 

The 'traditionalist' approach 

 

As those parties which can broadly be categorised as ‘traditionalist’ in the English 

Anglican debate regarding same-sex relationships are those who wish to see no 

change to the types of unions which may be blessed or solemnised, the three legally 

permitted liturgies for the solemnisation of marriage (Church of England, 1664/2004; 

Registrars of the Convocations of Canterbury and York, 1965; Archbishops' Council, 

2000/2005), and the Order of Prayer and Dedication after a Civil Marriage 

(Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005a), will be the first sources which will be examined 

in the quest to discern the regulative principles being followed by ‘traditionalists’. 

 

In addition, Canon B 30 (Archbishops' Council, 2012/2015/2016), which states the 

Church of England’s official position on marriage, will be relevant. And the House of 

Bishops Pastoral Guidance on Same Sex Marriage (House of Bishops, 2014), seeking 

to maintain a ‘traditionalist’ stance in response to the introduction of civil same-sex 

marriage in the United Kingdom, and issued in the year that the facilitated 

conversations commenced, will also be pertinent, as this guidance was issued to 

regulate English Anglican practices so that they might cohere with what bishops 

considered to be the teaching of the church in the cultural climate within which it 

operated. 
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As this study now begins to examine the liturgies which can be expected to reveal a 

‘traditionalist grammar’, it must be borne in mind that these liturgies were 

formulated and authorised in different social and legal climates to the one in which 

the current controversy proceeds. The Book of Common Prayer marriage service 

(Church of England, 1664/ 2004) was formulated in an era when homosexual acts 

were widely presumed to be immoral197, and were defined not in terms of 

orientation, but as specific ‘unnatural’ physical practices, as can be seen in the Act 

for the punishment of the vice of Buggery 1533198, which established anal intercourse 

as a capital offence, a penalty which remained in place until 1861199 (Willett, 2009, 

p. 421). Therefore, it can be appreciated that the social climate in which the Book of 

Common Prayer marriage service was formulated was one in which there was no 

imaginable prospect that marriage would be considered anything other than a 

heterosexual institution. Much changed in the subsequent centuries. These changes 

included, in the middle of the twentieth century, the instigation of a public debate 

within English Anglicanism about same-sex relationships, a debate which contributed 

to the decriminalisation of homosexual practices in 1967200 (House of Bishops, 2003, 

pp. 24-25). But it must be remembered that even the most recently authorised 

liturgies, contained in Common Worship (Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005), came 

into being at a time when public opinion concerning same-sex relationships was in a 

state of flux (British Social Attitudes, 2013), thirteen years before the passing of The 

                                                      
197 With the understanding that homosexual acts were sinful remaining “virtually unquestioned” 
(Willett, 2009, p. 419) by most Christians until the middle of the twentieth century, with earlier 
thinking being strongly influenced by Aquinas’ view of “natural law” which proposed that nature, 
created by God, shows the purpose of sex to be procreation, precluding all other sexual activity as 
unnatural (Willett, 2009, p. 420). 
198 Although outlawing sexual intercourse between two men, this legal prohibition was not limited to 
the outlawing of same-sex sexual activity, as it also included “anal intercourse between men or men 
and women, or any sexual act between human and animal, thus bringing together several of the 
offences identified by Aquinas as “unnatural”.” (Willett, 2009, p. 421). 
199 After 1861, “buggery” continued to be a criminal offence in Britain, with the penalty reduced to 
life imprisonment, whilst the number of prohibited same-sex sexual acts was increased (Willett, 
2009, p. 421). Further legislation against “gross indecency” followed in 1885 (Willett, 2009, p. 421). 
200 The Sexual Offences Act 1967 decriminalised “a homosexual act in private” between two males 
over the age of 21 (Sexual Offences Acts 1967 § 1(1)). The Act explicitly excluded Scotland and 
Northern Ireland (Sexual Offences Act 1967 § 11(5)), men serving on a United Kingdom merchant 
ship (Sexual Offences Acts 1967 § 2), and those subject to the Army Act 1955, the Air Force Act 1955 
or the Naval Discipline Act 1957 (Sexual Offences Acts 1967 § 1(5)). 
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Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013, which legalised civil same-sex marriages201. 

As a result, these liturgies cannot be expected to fully reflect conscious attempts to 

engender practices which define marriage as specifically hetero- as opposed to 

homosexual202 unions, as the legal contexts in which they initially operated already 

assumed as much. Nonetheless, as the following examination demonstrates, these 

liturgies, and the way in which they are interpreted, do reveal a traditionalist 

‘grammar of faithfulness’. And when they are elucidated by further descriptions of 

what ‘traditionalists’ consider to be relationships which cohere with faithful 

discipleship, they reveal something of that which, within Lindbeck’s broad definition 

of what constitutes doctrine, is “considered essential to the identity or welfare” of 

‘traditionalists’, and “indicate[s] what constitutes faithful adherence to [their] 

community" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74). 

 

The initial observation to be noted from all of the authorised marriage services, and 

the Order for Prayer and Dedication after a Civil Marriage, is that they each 

demonstrate from the outset that marriages which are considered to cohere with 

faithful Christian discipleship are understood to be a reflection of the created order, 

and that these relationships are understood to necessarily embody a divinely 

ordained differentiation between male and female. 

 

This is appreciable in the way in which the historic liturgies introduce the marriage 

service as an occasion which will “join together this man and this woman in holy 

Matrimony… an honourable estate, instituted of God in the time of man’s innocency” 

(Church of England, 1664/ 2004, p. 301; Registrars of the Convocations of Canterbury 

and York, 1965). And it is significant that these historic liturgies emphasise the divine 

institution of marriage “in the time of man’s innocency” (1664/ 2004, p. 301; 1965). 

                                                      
201 Justin Welby’s description of participation in the Second Reading Debate of the Same Sex 
Marriage Bill in the House of Lords emphasises the extent to which social attitudes had undergone 
rapid change in the period leading up to the Bill. The Archbishop described participation in the 
debate as an experience of being “struck by the overwhelming change in the cultural hinterland”, 
symptomatic of “a revolution in the area of sexuality” (Welby, 2013). 
202 Categories, as an appreciation of an orientation, which were not, as demonstrated above, under 
consideration when the Book of Common Prayer was formulated. 
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Namely, marriage is understood to be part of God’s original intention for creation, 

and, as such, is not perceived as a human institution which emerges from human 

experience after that experience was complicated by the fall (Genesis 3.16-19). 

 

Similarly, the preface to the Common Worship service reminds the congregation that 

“Marriage is a gift of God in creation through which husband and wife may know the 

grace of God” (Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005, p. 105), or more fully in the 

alternative preface, “The Bible teaches us that marriage is a gift of God in creation 

and a means of his grace, a holy mystery in which man and woman become one flesh” 

(Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005, p. 136), a form of words which is repeated exactly 

in the service of prayer to follow a civil marriage (Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005a, 

p. 173). This perception of marriage as part of the divinely created order is further 

elucidated in the House of Bishops’ Pastoral Guidance on Same Sex Marriage (2014) 

which makes reference to an earlier teaching document about marriage, asserting 

that “Marriage is a pattern that God has given in creation, deeply rooted in our social 

instincts, through which a man and a woman may learn to love together over the 

course of their lives” (House of Bishops (1999), cited in House of Bishops, 2014, §. 3), 

an elucidation which adds that marriage is not only understood to be instigated by 

God in creation, but it is also appreciated as cohering with human instincts, and is 

perceived as an institution in which human love can grow and develop. 

 

Although these opening words from the authorised liturgies, and reflections from 

bishops, are clearly propositional statements of belief (asserting that marriage is not 

a human institution, but part of the created order and a divinely instigated way of 

life between a man and a woman), a regulative principle which is operative for 

‘traditionalists’ can quickly be deduced: let marriage relationships reflect an original 

divinely created institution203. 

                                                      
203 While it is not possible to conclusively discern the reasons behind the emphasis on the creation 
accounts within the marriage service from the evidence contained in the liturgy itself, it may be of 
relevance to note that in Jesus’ own teaching on marriage and divorce, it was the monogamous 
heterosexual human relationship outlined in the creation accounts to which he referred (Matthew 
14.4-6; Mark 10.6-9), which perhaps, to some extent, accounts for this emphasis, especially when 
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This may appear to be closer to a propositional statement than might be expected 

for a Lindbeckian ‘grammar’. However, it must be remembered that in Lindbeck’s 

own illustrative examples, the first rule he discerned as being operative for the 

originators of the Nicene Creed equally appeared closely related to a propositional 

statement (O'Neill, 1985, p. 435; Higton, 2014, p.22; 2015, p. 54). This was identified 

by Lindbeck as “the monotheistic principle: there is only one God, the God of 

Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Jesus” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 94). Or to state Lindbeck’s 

discernment of ‘grammar’ in another way, he proposed that the ‘monotheistic 

principle’ regulates "the way the [Christian] story is told and used" (Lindbeck, 1984, 

p. 80), meaning that any worship practices or statements of belief which are not 

monotheistic would not cohere with early Christianity. In a similar way, it would be 

true to say, evidenced by the opening words of the marriage services, that for 

‘traditionalists’, any marriage relationships which did not reflect the created order 

(within which a difference between the sexes is presumed by ‘traditionalists’ to be 

an intrinsic part) would not be considered coherent with faithful Christian 

discipleship. 

 

Looking in more detail at the authorised liturgies, further evidence can be identified 

that, for ‘traditionalists’, a divinely created difference between the sexes is an 

essential part of intimate relationships, suggesting rules which further regulate 

sexual relationships so that they cohere with what is considered faithful discipleship. 

Taking the liturgies in chronological order204, the kinds of relationships which are 

understood to cohere with faithful Christian discipleship in the Book of Common 

Prayer are particularly revealed in a prayer for the newly married couple, found 

towards the end of the marriage service. The prayer articulates many of the elements 

                                                      
considered in conjunction with the reference in Canon B 30 to the formative nature of “our Lord’s 
teaching” (Archbishops’ Council 2012/2015/2016), and a later rule which will be discerned (below), 
regarding a ‘traditionalist’ prioritisation of the teaching of Jesus. 
204 And beginning with the service which is referred to, by Canon B 30, as the liturgy in which the 
“teaching of our Lord affirmed by the Church of England” is “expressed and maintained” 
(Archbishops' Council, 2012/2015/2016). 
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understood to be features of faithful practice within human relationships which are 

evident elsewhere in the liturgy: 

O GOD, who by thy mighty power hast made all things of nothing; who 
also (after other things set in order) didst appoint, that out of man 
(created after thine own image and similitude) woman should take her 
beginning; and, knitting them together, didst teach that it should never 
be lawful to put asunder those whom thou by Matrimony hadst made 
one: O God, who hast consecrated the state of Matrimony to such an 
excellent mystery, that in it is signified and represented the spiritual 
marriage and unity betwixt Christ and his Church: Look mercifully upon 
these thy servants, that both this man may love his wife, according to 
thy Word, (as Christ did love his spouse the Church, who gave himself 
for it, loving and cherishing it even as his own flesh,) and also that this 
woman may be loving and amiable, faithful and obedient to her 
husband; and in all quietness, sobriety, and peace, be a follower of holy 
and godly matrons. O Lord, bless them both, and grant them to inherit 
thy everlasting kingdom; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen. (1664/ 
2004, pp. 308-309) 

 

Highlighting, as this prayer does, the creation accounts of both Genesis 1 and 2205 

(from which, the Book of Common Prayer suggests, man is created in God’s image, 

and “out of man… woman should take her beginning” (1664/ 2004, p. 308)), a 

gender-differentiated created order is emphasised, and is subsequently reinforced 

by praying for the bride and groom to fulfil different gender-specific roles: the female 

being “loving and amiable, faithful and obedient… in all quietness, sobriety, and 

peace”; and the male “loving and cherishing” his wife sacrificially, reflecting the way 

in which Christ loved the church (1664/ 2004, p. 309). 

 

It is notable that the example of Jesus in the understanding of marriage is, as in the 

instance just quoted, repeatedly called upon throughout the Book of Common Prayer 

marriage liturgy, with eight biblical allusions being made to the teaching or example 

of Christ206, compared with four references to the creation accounts (1664/ 2004, p. 

                                                      
205 An allusion can be seen to Genesis 1.26-27 in the statement that man was “created after [God’s] 
own image and similitude” (Church of England, 1664/ 2004, p. 308), and to Genesis 2.21-23 in the 
assertion that woman originated from man (1664/ 2004, p. 308). 
206 Allusions are made to: Jesus’ endorsement of the institution of marriage by his presence at Cana 
(Church of England, 1664/ 2004, p. 301); Jesus’ teaching regarding marriage and divorce on two 
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310; 302; 308; 309), three other Old Testament references207, and five allusions to 

New Testament teachings which do not directly cite the example of Jesus208. As is 

perhaps not unexpected for Christian liturgy (and as is affirmed in Canon B 30 which 

locates the Church of England understanding of marriage in “our Lord’s teaching” 

(Archbishops' Council, 2012/2015/2016)), this demonstrates that the biblically 

described example and teaching of Jesus are privileged in the shaping of marriage 

relationships which are considered to cohere with faithful Christian discipleship209. 

This suggests a further ‘rule’ was operative for those who devised the historic 

marriage service: let the teaching and example of Jesus take priority in the shaping of 

relationships.  

 

Returning to the observed (above) emphasis on a gender-differentiated created 

order which is discernible in the marriage service, it should be noted that this is not 

simply perceived as a biological or physiological difference, but is understood as an 

intrinsic difference between the genders in the ways in which they relate to one 

another. And it is not, in The Book of Common Prayer service, merely a matter of 

observed, or experienced, difference. This becomes particularly apparent in the 

closing scripture readings to be used “if there be no Sermon declaring the duties of 

Man and Wife” (1664/ 2004, p. 309). Quoting extensively from three New Testament 

epistles, the liturgy describes different roles for men and women in a marriage 

relationship. From Ephesians 5.25-33, men should love their wives as they love their 

own bodies, giving themselves in a way which is similar to Christ’s gift of himself to 

the church, whilst wives should submit themselves to their husbands, as they, and 

the church, submit themselves to Christ (1664/ 2004, pp. 309-310). From Colossians 

                                                      
occasions (1664/ 2004, p. 305; 308); and marriage as reflective of the relationship between Christ 
and the church on five occasions (1664/ 2004, p. 301; 309). 
207 Calling once on the example of Isaac and Rebecca (Church of England, 1664/ 2004, p. 305), and 
twice on Abraham and Sarah (1664/ 2004, p. 308; 309). 
208 These New Testament allusions refer to: marriage as “honourable among all men” (with Hebrews 
13.4 presumably being the subject of the allusion) (Church of England, 1664/ 2004, p. 301), and a 
“remedy against sin, to avoid fornication” (1 Corinthians 7.8-9) (1664/ 2004, p. 302); and the 
writings of Paul and Peter concerning the need for husbands to love their wives, and wives to submit 
to their husbands (1664/ 2004, p. 309). 
209 Ben Fulford, following Hans Frei, has given a fuller explanation of the way in which “amidst all 
their disagreements about biblical interpretations, Christians have in practice prioritized the stories 
about Jesus in the New Testament over other texts in the Bible” (Fulford, 2016, pp. 45-49). 
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3.18-19 a similar admonition for husbands to love their wives is present, and wives 

are instructed to submit to their husbands (1664/ 2004, p. 310). And from 1 Peter 

3.1-7, husbands are commanded to honour their wives as “the weaker vessel”, while 

wives are told “to be in subjection” to their husbands, displaying an inner beauty of 

“a meek and quiet spirit” rather than indulging in outward adornment (1664/ 2004, 

p. 301). 

 

For the purposes of this study, seeking to discern the ‘grammar’ which is operative 

for traditionalists in the current debate, it is, of course, not the conclusions drawn 

within the liturgy which are most significant (the specific practices which are 

engendered, or statements of belief which are proposed), but rather, it is the ‘rules’ 

which are being enacted in those practices (or statements) and are considered to 

cohere with faithful Christian discipleship which are of interest. And, in this instance, 

it is notable that the expectation that faithful Christian marriages will be shaped by a 

divinely ordained differentiation of gender roles is illuminated by extensive allusions 

to, or the explicit quotation of, biblical descriptions of paradigmatic relationships. 

This is clearly demonstrated in the closing sections of the liturgy which contain 

descriptions of “the duties of Man and Wife” (described above (1664/ 2004, pp. 309-

310)), which merely consists of a compendium of biblical quotations joined with very 

simple connecting sentences which make no attempt to contextualise or interpret 

the biblical texts. Consequently, in the Book of Common Prayer, it appears to be 

anticipated that a reminder of biblical descriptions of paradigmatic relationships will 

be enough to shape faithful Christian practice (although it must be noted that the 

liturgy is selective concerning the relationships which are considered 

paradigmatic210, and, as will be noted later in this section, the selection of biblical 

descriptions of relationships which have continued to be considered to be 

                                                      
210 For instance, the liturgy does not take the polygamous nature of some Old Testament 
relationships (such as Abraham’s marriage to both Sarai and Hagar (Genesis 16.1-4), or Jacob’s 
marriage to Leah and Rachel (Genesis 29.14-30)) as paradigmatic. This selectivity is consistent with 
the already identified rules: let marriage relationships reflect an original divinely created institution 
and let the teaching and example of Jesus take priority in the shaping of relationships in which only 
monogamous relationships are referred to. 
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paradigmatic by ‘traditionalists’ has been refined somewhat through the 

development of the marriage liturgies over the centuries). 

 

Similarly, throughout the liturgy, it is evident that it is on reminders of biblically 

described paradigms (in which a divinely created differentiation between the sexes 

is perceived) that the Book of Common Prayer founds relationships that cohere with 

faithful discipleship. As has already been observed, from the opening sentences of 

the service, marriage is understood to be “instituted of God” in creation (with 

allusions to Genesis 1 and 2), before the fall (1664/ 2004, p. 301). And further biblical 

paradigms are cited to describe the nature of marriage as it is considered to be 

consistent with faithful discipleship. As an institution, it will: be ordained for 

procreation (alluding to Genesis 1.28), as well as the nurture of children in the faith 

(1664/ 2004, p. 302)211; will function as a divinely instigated “remedy against sin… to 

avoid fornication” (implicitly referring to 1 Corinthians 7.8-9), thereby extending the 

liturgy’s outlining of practices which cohere with faithful discipleship to prioritise 

marriage as the only place in which sexual intercourse should take place for those 

who wish to remain “undefiled members of Christ’s body” (1664/ 2004, p. 302)212; 

and it will reflect the “union that is betwixt Christ and his church” (making indirect 

reference to Ephesians 5.22-33 in which husbands are called to a Christ-like sacrificial 

love for their wives) (1664/ 2004, p. 301; 309). And as the service progresses towards 

the promises made by the bride and groom, a focus on exemplary gender 

differentiation found within biblical resources continues: unlike the vows in later 

marriage services, it is not optional for the woman to promise to obey her husband. 

Whilst both parties must promise to “love… honour, and keep [each other] in sickness 

and health… forsaking all other” (1664/ 2004, p. 303), the man must, reflecting the 

sentiments of Ephesians 5, Colossians 3 and 1 Peter 3, “comfort” his wife, and the 

woman must “obey” and “serve” her husband (1664/ 2004, pp. 303-304). 

 

                                                      
211 The grammatical significance of this point will be considered later in this section. 
212 The grammatical significance of this point will also be considered later in this section. 
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Therefore, within The Form of Solemnization of Matrimony (Church of England, 1664/ 

2004), in which the citation of biblical paradigmatic relationships alone appears to be 

expected to be sufficient to engender gender-differentiated marriages as coherent 

with faithful discipleship, a broader understanding of God’s interaction with 

humanity is appreciable. That is, for those who formulated the liturgy, as well as for 

those who consider it to embody practices which cohere with faithful discipleship, it 

is in biblical descriptions of exemplary relationships that Christians will discover 

God’s enduring patterns for human relationships in post-biblical eras. Consequently, 

a discrimen is evident which is similar to one which, in a different context, David 

Kelsey identified as seeing God’s mode of activity in the world as primarily being in 

the “teaching and learning of the doctrine asserted by scripture” (Kelsey, 1975, pp. 

160-162). This suggests that, in the specific case study being considered, any 

identified ‘grammar of faithfulness’ for traditionalists will, in some way, regulate 

relationships within faithful discipleship to acknowledge and embody sexual 

differentiation and gender roles, as exemplified by biblically described paradigmatic 

relationships. 

 

It must be recognised, however, that the Book of Common Prayer is not, in most 

English churches, the liturgy most frequently used for marriage services, and it should 

not be assumed that all ‘traditionalists’ (as far as same-sex relationships are 

concerned) will necessarily endorse an enduring applicability for the expectation that 

relationships which cohere with faithful discipleship will adhere to the clearly defined 

gender-specific roles in marriage described above, whereby wives ‘obey’ and ‘serve’ 

their husbands. 

 

Indeed, it is notable that, by the time of the proposed revision of the marriage liturgy 

in 1928213, although the service remained largely unchanged, the recommended 

compendium of Epistle readings about the ‘duties of Man and Wife’ at the conclusion 

                                                      
213 Eventually authorised as Alternative Services, Series One: Form of Solemnization of Matrimony, 
and still a legal option for marriages today (Registrars of the Convocations of Canterbury and York, 
1965). 
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of the service (1664/ 2004, p. 309) was simply replaced with a “Sermon”, or 

unspecified Scripture readings (Registrars of the Convocations of Canterbury and 

York, 1965)214. In addition, an option was included in which the bride was permitted 

to make her vows without promising “to obey” her husband, allowing husband and 

wife to make identical promises to each other (1965). These changes 

notwithstanding, prayers remained which continued to differentiate between the 

groom’s place to “love his wife”, and the bride’s to “be loving and amiable… in all 

quietness, sobriety, and peace” (1965). And the frequent allusions to biblically 

described paradigmatic relationships in the Book of Common Prayer service are 

retained215, meaning that while the expectation that wives would ‘submit’ to and 

‘obey’ their husbands is lessened in the revised liturgy, the emphasis on divinely 

ordained gender differentiation as demonstrated in biblical paradigms remains. 

 

Further liturgical developments are observable in the Common Worship services of 

Marriage (Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005), and ‘Prayer and Dedication after a Civil 

Marriage’ (Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005a). One change in these most recently 

authorised services is the introduction of numerous alternative, additional and 

optional texts, giving ministers considerable latitude to shape a service within the 

parameters of an authorised liturgical framework. As a result, it becomes more 

challenging to discern a single, comprehensive, ‘grammar’ as being operative behind 

the practices prescribed in the liturgy. This is because it is conceivable that two 

ministers could, to some extent at least, be following different sets of regulative 

                                                      
214 The majority of the changes in the 1928 service are adjustments to language. For instance, some 
parts of the earlier service which may have embarrassed early twentieth century sensibilities are 
removed or adapted: there is no longer any warning that marriage should not be undertaken to 
“satisfy men’s carnal lusts and appetites, like brute beasts that have no understanding” (1664/ 2004, 
p. 302); more nuanced language is utilized in allusions to 1 Corinthians 7.8-9 concerning marriage as 
a “remedy against sin” (1664/ 2004, p. 302), with a greater recognition that sexual desires, when 
appropriately directed, are “implanted by God” (1965); and prayers for the couple to be ‘assisted’ in 
the procreation of children (1664/ 2004, p. 308) are replaced with a request for God to “bestow” the 
“heritage and gift of children” (1965) . 
215 Where marriage is “instituted of God” in creation (with allusions to Genesis 1 and 2); reflecting 
the “union that is betwixt Christ and his church” (making indirect reference to Ephesians 5.22-33); 
biblically endorsed as honourable (Hebrews 13.4); ordained for “the increase of mankind” (alluding 
to Genesis 1.28), as well as the nurture of children in the faith; and allowing sexual attraction to be 
“hallowed and directed aright” within male-female marriage (implicitly referring to 1 Corinthians 
7.8-9) (Registrars of the Convocations of Canterbury and York, 1965). 
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principles from one another, but, by making different choices from the permitted 

options of the marriage service, each minister would have been able to remain 

faithful to their own ‘grammar’, whilst equally having remained within the 

framework of current Church of England liturgical practice. But this should not be 

taken to suggest that no ‘grammar’ is discernable as being operative in the formation 

of the liturgy itself, or in the optional additions it offers. 

 

Looking at the Common Worship liturgies in more detail, if the core service for either 

a Marriage or a Dedication after Civil Marriage is followed (avoiding alternative, 

additional, or optional texts), it is notable that the expectation, evident in the Book 

of Common Prayer, that human relationships which cohere with faithful Christian 

discipleship will follow a differentiation of gender roles, is less evident. Although (as 

already observed), from the opening sections of the wedding service, the creation 

narratives are prioritised, in which marriage between a man and a woman is reflected 

upon as “a gift of God in creation” (2000/2005, p. 105), the rest of the services 

predominantly prescribe liturgical practices which celebrate human relationships as 

performing a revelatory function. This is appreciable in parts of the liturgies in which 

human unions are understood to experience, reflect, and illustrate God’s love for 

humanity216 (Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005, pp. 104, 105; Archbishops' Council, 

2000/2005a, p. 173), or Christ’s love for the church (Archbishops' Council, 

2000/2005, p. 105; Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005a, p. 173). This is in contrast with 

the more obvious expectation concerning the differentiation of gender roles within 

relationships which is seen in the Book of Common Prayer217. 

 

It is true that an assumption of differentiation between the sexes is still present in 

the recent liturgies, not only in the (already noted) statements concerning marriage 

of a man and a woman as a divine gift in creation, but also in the Common Worship 

                                                      
216 This is further reflected in some of the additional prayers recommended for the marriage service 
(Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005, pp. 160, 162). 
217 The Book of Common Prayer’s primary emphasis on gender difference does not negate the 
revelatory nature of human relationships however, which is acknowledged (Church of England, 
1664/ 2004, pp. 301, 309), but is less prominent than in the Common Worship liturgy. 
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celebration of procreation within marriage. But it is notable that childbirth has a less 

prominent place in the descriptions of marriage in these most recent liturgies, and 

this change in emphasis suggests that twenty-first century ‘traditionalists’ are 

following a slightly different (detailed) ‘grammar’ to that of their seventeenth 

century counterparts. 

 

This is appreciable in the way in which the Book of Common Prayer marriage service 

outlines the three purposes of marriage in the opening paragraphs of the service to 

be: the procreation and nurture of children in the faith; “a remedy against sin, … to 

avoid fornication”; and “for the mutual society, help, and comfort” of the couple 

(1664/ 2004, p. 302). The stating of procreation as the first of these purposes, at the 

beginning of the service, suggests that a ‘grammar’ is operative which leads biological 

procreation within marriage to be understood as an intrinsic part of the created 

order, the first priority of marriage, and the predominant purpose of sexual 

relationships. Common Worship, however, states the purposes of marriage 

differently. Firstly, the liturgy outlines an expectation that, in marriage, a couple’s 

love will grow, and their unity will deepen, reflecting the unity between Christ and 

the church (Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005, p. 105). Then marriage is celebrated as 

a gift which brings husband and wife together “in the delight and tenderness of 

sexual union”, with the life-long “joyful commitment” between the couple providing 

the context for the nurture of children. Biological procreation is then mentioned as a 

possible outcome (rather than the prime purpose) of both the couples’ “sexual 

union” (which is described in much more positive, and less utilitarian, terms than in 

the Book of Common Prayer218) and their marriage (Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005, 

                                                      
218 For example, there are no references to “in the delight and tenderness of sexual union” 
(Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005, p. 105) in the Book of Common Prayer. Rather, allusions to sexual 
unions include: a warning that marriage should not be undertaken merely “to satisfy men’s carnal 
lusts and appetites, like brute beast that have no understanding” (1664/ 2004, p. 302); the second of 
three purposes for marriage being described as “ordained for a remedy against sin, and to avoid 
fornication; that such persons as have not the gift of continency might marry, and keep themselves 
undefiled members of Christ’s body” (1664/ 2004, p. 302); and prayers include a request that God 
might “assist with thy blessing these two persons, that they may… be fruitful in procreation of 
children” (1664/ 2004, p. 308). 
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p. 105)219. More specifically, in recognition that not all marriages result in the birth 

of children, and accommodating the fact that, in some instances, children may have 

been born before the marriage service has taken place (either as a result of the union 

being solemnised, or of previous relationships), or that some children may be 

nurtured in families which do not include their birth parents (through fostering or 

adoption), Common Worship describes marriage as “the foundation of family life, in 

which children are [born and] nurtured” (2000/2005, p. 105, brackets in the 

original)220. 

 

This significant change in emphasis from the description of marriage in the Book of 

Common Prayer service221, suggests that slightly different ‘grammars’ are being 

followed in the Book of Common Prayer and Common Worship in this regard. It is, 

therefore, entirely possible that different parties who share a broad ‘traditionalist’ 

position concerning the types of relationships which may be solemnised or blessed, 

might, depending on which authorized liturgies they understand to cohere most 

closely with their regulative principles, be following different detailed ‘grammars’ 

when shaping their understandings of the priorities of heterosexual marriage. But, as 

it is a broad ‘grammar’ which is being discerned in this study, which may be 

understood to be shared by all ‘traditionalists’, these variations concerning the more 

detailed ‘rules’ followed by groups within the broader ‘traditionalist’ parties, should 

not be included in the core ‘grammar’ identified for ‘traditionalists’ in the current 

debate. 

                                                      
219 The alternative preface reflects a similar understanding of the purposes of marriage: a mutual 
self-giving between the couple which reflects Christ’s unity with the church, and is strengthened 
through their “bodily union”, providing a foundation for the possible birth and nurture of children 
(Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005, p. 136). 
220 Similarly, the Alternative Preface in the Marriage service speaks of marriage as “the foundation of 
family life in which children may be born and nurtured in accordance with God’s will” (Archbishops' 
Council, 2000/2005, p. 136 (emphasis added)), and the service of Dedication after a Civil Marriage 
describes “the foundation of family life in which children may be [born and] nurtured” (Archbishops' 
Council, 2000/2005a, p. 173, brackets in the original). 
221 Although the rubrics of The Book of Common Prayer do allow, where “the Woman is past child-
bearing”, for the omission of the prayer which directly asks for the couple to “be fruitful in [the] 
procreation of children” (1664/ 2004, p. 308), the purpose of marriage as firstly being “ordained for 
the procreation of children” (1664/ 2004, p. 301) remains whatever the circumstances of individual 
couples. 
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However, returning to that core ‘grammar’, the reduction in emphasis on biological 

procreation in Common Worship, should not be mistaken for a negation of the need 

for sexual difference within relationships which are understood to cohere with 

faithful discipleship within these most recently approved liturgies. As it is still 

presumed that marriage will be between a man and a woman, it follows that the 

nurturing of children within the ‘traditionalist’ understanding of marriage which is 

embodied in the most recently authorized liturgies, whether or not they are the 

biological descendants of both partners in the union, will be by a couple comprising 

of a male and a female (2000/2005, pp. 102, 105, 136, 152-153; 2000/2005a, pp. 173, 

177). 

 

And neither should it be assumed that the most recently authorized liturgies 

necessarily exclude those whose ‘grammar’ leads to an expectation that the types of 

gender-differentiated roles which are exhibited in the older Book of Common Prayer 

service will still be present in contemporary marriages. Indeed, the recommended 

readings for use in the Common Worship services, while they contain a wide range of 

options, do include passages which accentuate difference between the sexes for 

those whose ‘grammar’ necessitates their inclusion, such as: a reflection from the 

Apocrypha on Eve’s role as a helper for Adam (Tobit 8.4-8) (2000/2005, pp. 138-139); 

a description of gender-specific roles within marriage from Ephesians 5.21-33 

(2000/2005, pp. 142-143); and some sayings of Jesus which make reference to 

difference between the sexes and marriage from the creation accounts (Mark 10.6-

9) (2000/2005, p. 146).  

 

Therefore, it can be seen that, over time, Church of England liturgies for the 

solemnisation or blessing of marriages have included an increasing degree of 

flexibility, which has consistently retained and prioritised the descriptions of human 

relationships in the creation narratives and some aspects of the example of Jesus222 

                                                      
222 Retaining in the core Common Worship liturgy an emphasis on Jesus’ endorsement of marriage 
through his presence at Cana (Archbishops' Council, 2000/2005, p. 105) and marriage as illustrative 
of Christ’s love for the church (2000/2005, p. 105). 
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as formative in the shaping of contemporary marriages, and has increasingly moved 

other biblical descriptions of relationships which might be considered paradigmatic 

into the selection of optional or additional texts which may be used. This increase of 

flexibility within the range of authorized liturgical resources suggests a greater 

recognition, over time, of a diversity encompassed amongst those who could, in the 

current debate, be termed ‘traditionalists’. The Common Worship liturgies can, 

therefore, be seen to demonstrate a pragmatic prioritisation of the creation 

accounts, in which the core liturgy embodies a ‘grammatical’ significance of the 

creation narratives which is common for all ‘traditionalists’. In addition, the liturgies 

more broadly retain a regulative principle that sexual relationships should be 

congruent with biblically described paradigmatic relationships (as it is only biblical 

descriptions of relationships which are referred to in the liturgies), but accommodate 

different ‘traditionalist’ understandings of exactly which biblical descriptions should 

be the paradigms to be emulated223. 

 

Consequently, it can be seen that liturgical developments have led to an 

accommodation which means that it is possible, in today’s Church of England, for 

different ‘traditionalists’ to be following the same basic ‘grammar’ which prioritises 

the creation accounts and the example of Jesus, and looks to biblical paradigms to 

shape relationships, but does not require all ‘traditionalists’ to follow the same (more 

detailed) ‘rules’ concerning exactly which biblical paradigms will shape a marriage 

relationship. For instance, one minister might construct a service from the options 

allowed within Common Worship which demonstrates an adherence to a basic 

‘grammar’ regarding the pattern of acceptable relationship which is common to all 

‘traditionalists’, and the following of a more detailed ‘grammar’ (shared by only some 

‘traditionalists’) which leads to a strong emphasis on biblical descriptions of gender 

differentiation to shape the characteristic qualities of the relationship, whilst another 

                                                      
223 Whether those are of gender-differentiated roles in marriage (as seen in Ephesians 5.25-33; 
Colossians 3.18-19; 1 Peter 3.1-7), models of romantic love and commitment (Song of Solomon 2.10-
13; 8.6,7), relationships within the church as exemplars of human love (Romans 15.1-3, 57, 13; 1 
Corinthians 13; Ephesians 4.1-6; Colossians 3.12-17), God’s love for humanity defining true human 
love (1 John 4.7-12), or Jesus’ teaching about the love (John 15.9-17) (Archbishops' Council, 
2000/2005, pp. 137-147). 
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minister may, from the same liturgical resources, construct a marriage service which 

shows the same basic ‘grammar’ as being operative concerning the pattern of 

relationship, with different subsidiary ‘rules’ being followed which lead to no 

expectation that contemporary Christian marriages will necessarily follow a 

prescribed delineation of roles along gender lines.  

 

This accommodation, which allows for a (limited) variety of practices within the 

authorised liturgies, demonstrates a diversity which can be expected to be present 

amongst ‘traditionalists’, and means that it is not possible to discern a single, 

comprehensive grammar which will, for all traditionalists, define which biblically 

described paradigmatic relationships should be considered formative for 

contemporary relationships. Nonetheless, it is clear in all the ‘traditionalist’ liturgies 

(and in the ‘traditionalists’ descriptions which will be explored below), that even if 

there is not ‘traditionalist’ agreement over exactly which biblically described 

relationships should be formative, it is biblically described paradigmatic relationships 

with which sexual relationships should be congruent. 

 

This suggests that a ‘traditionalist’ rule is operative which defines that it is biblical 

paradigms which are important, without prescribing exactly which biblically 

described paradigmatic relationships are formative for all ‘traditionalists’: let biblical 

resources provide the descriptions of paradigmatic relationships to be emulated. This 

newly proposed rule should be seen as being preceded by the already identified rules 

which privilege the creation narratives and the teaching and example of Jesus as the 

prime exemplars for contemporary sexual relationships: let marriage relationships 

reflect an original divinely created institution and let the teaching and example of 

Jesus take priority in the shaping of relationships.  

 

These ‘rules’ can be seen to be analogous to the rules of grammar of a language 

because they do not, in themselves, state which types of relationships are considered 

to be compatible with faithful Christian discipleship, and those which are not. Instead 

the ‘grammar’ articulates the regulative principles which are being followed by 
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‘traditionalists’ as their practices are shaped, or conclusions are reached about the 

types of relationships which are considered to be compatible with the practice of 

faith. Therefore, the ‘rules’ do not state whether or not homosexual relationships 

should be permitted, but merely articulate the regulative principles which are being 

followed by ‘traditionalists’ as their conclusions are reached regarding human 

sexuality. The veracity of these identified rules can now be tested and supplemented 

through an exploration of additional descriptions of what ‘traditionalists’ consider to 

be the types of intimate relationships which cohere with faithful Christian 

discipleship. 

 

The descriptions which will be examined in this regard are authored by key 

proponents of the ‘traditionalist’ position, and are those which have emerged from 

the process of compiling official Church reports, or have been put forward by the 

Church of England as representative views, offered for consideration by all parties in 

the process leading up to the shared conversations, and as such they are as close to 

being representative of typical, widely held ‘traditionalist’ approaches as it is possible 

to identify at this significant juncture in the debate. The texts comprise of: the 

Dissenting Statement of Bishop Sinclair, which the bishop felt compelled to write 

following his membership of the House of Bishops Working Group on human 

sexuality, and his resulting perception that the ‘traditionalist’ position to which he 

subscribed was not sufficiently reflected in the subsequent Pilling Report (House of 

Bishops Working Group on Human Sexuality [Pilling Report], 2013, p. 119-145); his 

accompanying Appendix entitled Scripture and same sex relationships (Sinclair, 

2013), which was published as part of the Pilling Report because it was considered 

by the Working Group to “epitomize[ ] a conservative understanding of the biblical 

texts” (Pilling Report, 2013, p. 67); and Ian Paul's paper, The Biblical Case for the 

‘Traditional’ Position (Paul, 2014), published by the Archbishops' Council in a 

collection of essays which was made available "to allow participants in the 

conversations to engage with different strands of thinking on the subject" 

(Archbishops' Council, 2014b, p. vii). 
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Although these texts do engage with a wide range of issues raised in the broader 

sexuality debate, at the heart of these of ‘traditionalist’ descriptions of what intimate 

relationships within the context of faithful Christian discipleship should consist, is an 

expectation that such relationships will reflect a divinely created differentiation 

between the sexes. Unlike the marriage liturgy within the Book of Common Prayer 

(1664/ 2004), this is not expressed with reference to biblical descriptions of wives 

submitting to their husbands224, but the origin of the expectation that faithful 

Christian relationships will reflect sexual differentiation is nonetheless significant, as 

it reveals a discrimen very similar to that which was suggested by the analysis of the 

Book of Common Prayer service (above). 

 

This is demonstrated by Bishop Sinclair’s attention to what he perceives as a "bifocal 

trajectory", throughout the Bible, of heaven and earth, sea and land, male and 

female, Jew and Gentile, with "the ultimate union of heaven and earth... described 

as a marriage" where "[t]he union of husband and wife is a sign of both original 

creation and new creation", meaning that heterosexual marriage is "procreative in a 

way that nothing else can be" (Sinclair, 2013, p. 160). Similarly, it is to biblical 

paradigms as models for contemporary relational practices that Ian Paul turns. He 

understands both of the creation accounts in the Genesis narratives to share "an 

emphasis on humanity as created in a binary form distinguished by gender" (2014, p. 

3). Genesis chapter one is understood to present the creation of humanity as unified 

in God's image but nonetheless differentiated as male and female, with the mandate 

                                                      
224 These papers, published at, or leading up to (Pilling Report, 2013, p. 100), the start of the shared 
conversations as representative examples of the ‘traditionalist’ position (Archbishops' Council, 
2014b, p. vii), were presumably (although not explicitly) intended to emphasise aspects of the 
‘traditionalist’ point of view with which a wide range of ‘traditionalists’ could concur. Consequently, 
they cannot be expected to include detailed examinations of areas which may have highlighted 
divisions between different ‘traditionalists’, such as the extent to which New Testament passages 
concerning the submission of wives (e.g., Ephesians 5.25-33; Colossians 3.18-19; 1 Peter 3.1-7) 
should expect to have a direct application within contemporary marriages. However, one 
‘traditionalist’ rationale for, on the one hand, following biblical paradigms which expect sexual 
relationships to be heterosexual, whilst, on the other hand, not following biblical descriptions of the 
submission of wives, is alluded to by Ian Paul: “Whereas there is a discernible trajectory within 
Scripture on parallel issues of women’s roles and ministry… there does not appear to be an 
equivalent sense of development in relation to same-sex activity. If anything, the trajectory moves in 
the opposite direction, and NT writers carry over OT commands on sexual ethics in relation to this.” 
(2014, p. 21). 
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to further populate (necessarily by means of a heterosexual relationship) and govern 

the earth functioning as the "climax" of creation (2014, pp. 3-4). Meanwhile, Genesis 

2 is understood to be a narrative in which Adam at first appears "undifferentiated in 

gender" (2014, p. 4), but is both complemented and completed by an “equal but 

opposite” 'helper' who could not be found amongst the (subordinate) animals, but 

only as "flesh of my flesh" (Genesis 2:23, NRSV) (Paul, 2014, pp. 4-5). The resulting 

differentiation is understood to culminate in a “male-female sexual union [which 

forms] the basis for family life" and the divinely appointed task for humanity to "[b]e 

fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it" (Genesis 1:28, NRSV) (Paul, 

2014, pp. 4-5)225. 

 

As these descriptions demonstrate, a ‘rule’ which prioritises the biblical accounts of 

creation as providing the divinely ordained pattern for sexual relationships is clearly 

operative, a rule which coheres with the first regulative principle which was 

discerned as being operative within the Church of England liturgies: let marriage 

relationships reflect an original divinely created institution. 

 

This recognition of a biblically described divine creation of sexual differentiation as 

the exemplar for intimate human unions which cohere with faithful discipleship is 

then demonstrated by repeated appeals to biblical texts as being more important for 

the formation of a Christian ethic than fall-marred human insights  (Paul, 2014, p. 20; 

Pilling Report, 2013, pp. 119, 133-134; Sinclair, 2013, pp. 158, 163-165)226, prioritising 

                                                      
225 Whilst Ian Paul does go on to consider the seven texts which are most frequently considered in 
relation to homosexual relationships (Genesis 19.1-11; Judges 19.22-29; Leviticus 18.22 and 20.13; 
Romans 1.18-32; 1 Corinthians 6.9; 1 Timothy 1.9-10), it is not these apparent prohibitions which he 
considers most relevant to the task of describing relationships which cohere with faithful Christian 
practice. Whilst he concludes that these seven passages do “offer a strong, consistent and linked 
disapproval of all forms of same-sex activity”, they do so without providing much of a rationale 
(2014, p. 19), which is because, Ian Paul concludes, the texts share and endorse the perception of 
the created order with which the author started his paper: that “the gendered binary of humanity as 
male and female reflects God’s intention in creation and the means to fulfilling the creation 
mandate” (2014, p. 19). 
226 This does not preclude all extra-biblical influences within the ‘traditionalist’ position. Human 
experience and "self-understanding" may be listened to, but are treated with caution due to a 
perception that they are unreliable, following the effects of the fall (Sinclair, 2013, p. 163), and 
ultimately should be "re-read", allowing "Scripture to read us" (Paul, 2014, p. 20). Consequently, for 
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biblical narratives which describe heterosexual norms over smaller numbers of texts 

which appear to preclude homosexual relations (Paul, 2014, p. 19; Sinclair, 2013, p. 

160). And, in keeping with this emphasis on biblical paradigms as the primary model 

for contemporary human practice, any authentic claims about the Holy Spirit 

providing new direction or insights for contemporary relationships are expected to 

be consistent with those biblical paradigms, otherwise “we are in danger of making 

God inconsistent as he speaks his authoritative word" (Paul, 2014, p. 21; see also 

Sinclair, 2013, p. 158).  

 

But this focus on biblical paradigms is not merely the application of a series of 

hermeneutical conclusions after studying the biblical text (although hermeneutical 

conclusions are undoubtedly reached). There is a deeper regulative principle at work. 

Rather than being the articulation of a series of conclusions about the contemporary 

applicability of biblical texts once they have been interpreted (although conclusions 

about their applicability are indisputably reached in interpretative processes), a 

regulative principle, which is group-defining for ‘traditionalists’ in the current English 

Anglican debate, is at work. 

 

This regulative principle is similar to one which can clearly be seen in The Book of 

Common Prayer marriage service, in which biblical passages are not explicitly 

interpreted or explained. Rather, in The Book of Common Prayer, paradigmatic 

relationships from the biblical canon227 are simply alluded to or directly quoted. This 

is not merely evidence of a hermeneutical or rhetorical method, but is indicative of a 

rule: the presence of a reminder of these paradigmatic relationships appears to be 

considered sufficient in the liturgy because it is expected (perhaps intuitively for 

many ‘traditionalist’ adherents) that faithful Christian marriages should be congruent 

                                                      
traditionalists, it remains biblically described paradigmatic relationships which should shape 
contemporary relationships which cohere with faithful discipleship. 
227 Whether they may be specific descriptions of relationships (such as Adam and Eve (1664/ 2004, p. 
301), or Isaac and Rebecca (1664/ 2004, p. 304)), teaching regarding model relationships (such as 
from some of Paul’s epistles (1664/ 2004, pp. 309-311)), or analogies of the relationship between 
Christ and the church (1664/ 2004, p. 301). 
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with biblically described paradigmatic relationships, meaning that a highlighting of 

the biblical examples is all that is required. 

 

And whilst the papers put forward by ‘traditionalists’ (which are currently under 

consideration) do explicitly engage in biblical interpretation to justify and explain 

their descriptions of what human relationships should entail for faithful disciples, the 

clear regulative principle which shapes their hermeneutics, and their engagement 

with extra-biblical arguments, is evident: contemporary relationships for faithful 

Christians should be congruent with biblically described paradigmatic relationships. 

Although (as previously discussed) it can be expected that there will be some 

diversity amongst ‘traditionalists’ regarding exactly which biblical paradigms should 

be understood to remain as normative, it is clear that, for ‘traditonalists’ it is biblically 

described paradigmatic relationships which should shape sexual relationships, and 

this is consistent with the ‘rule’ discerned as being operative in the development of 

Church of England marriage liturgies: let biblical resources provide the descriptions of 

paradigmatic relationships to be emulated. 

 

This regulative principle can be discerned as shaping some of the propositional 

statements of belief made by the authors. For instance, in the opening paragraphs of 

his Dissenting Statement, Sinclair posits: 

I believe Scripture and Christian tradition offer a clearer and better 
vision from God for the world in his gift of our sexuality as men and 
women and that this is sufficient for directing the Church at this critical 
time of major cultural change. In particular, I am not persuaded that the 
biblical witness on same sex sexual behaviour is unclear. (Pilling Report, 
2013, p. 119). 
 

Similarly, the approach utilised throughout Ian Paul’s paper points to this regulative 

principle at work. For instance, his exegetical conclusion that a “gender-binary” 

nature of humanity is present in the creation narratives proceeds directly to an 

application, namely that monogamous, heterosexual marriage was (and by 

implication, is) “the unique place where humanity rediscovers its original unity and 

can fulfil the mandate to be fruitful” (Paul, 2014, p. 5). Similarly, the interpretation 
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of contentious biblical passages to conclude that they really did proscribe same-sex 

sexual activity (Paul, 2014, pp. 6, 7-9, 13-19) assumes, with little attempt to justify a 

direct contemporary application, that those proscriptions should have an enduring 

applicability228. 

 

Just as, in The Book of Common Prayer, a reminder of biblical paradigms is considered 

sufficient to shape practice within Christian relationships, it appears, for Ian Paul, 

that it is not the interpretation of biblical passages in new contexts, or the application 

of exegetical conclusions in contemporary situations which is the author’s primary 

focus. Rather it is the clarification of the original meaning of the text which is 

considered relevant to, and sufficient for, the shaping of contemporary relational 

practices. And as has been outlined above, it is the creation narratives (as highlighted 

in the teaching of Jesus (Matthew 19.4-6, Mark 10.6-9)) which are particularly 

formative for ‘traditionalists’, with their interpretation providing a lens through 

which other texts should be viewed and interpreted, allowing a reading of Genesis 1-

3 to govern the interpretation of other contested texts relating to human sexuality. 

Therefore, in addition to the traditionalist regulative principles already identified, a 

further derivative ‘rule’ can be identified as being operative: let the creation accounts 

govern the interpretation of contested texts. 

 

It might be argued that these ‘grammatical rules’, relating as they do to the role of 

scripture, should have no place in an application of rule theory, because Lindbeck 

                                                      
228 It should be noted that Ian Paul’s approach does not deny that there are other important factors, 
in addition to “what [the relevant biblical] texts say and mean” (Paul, 2014, p. 2), to be considered in 
the formation of the “pastoral, ethical and doctrinal position of the Church in its engagement with 
the issue of same-sex sexual activity” (Paul, 2014, p. 2). As the author states, the brief of his paper 
was limited to an exploration of the biblical texts (Paul, 2014, p. 3). However, this clarification 
notwithstanding, although Ian Paul does assert that “[w]hat scripture says is not the same as what 
Scripture says to us” (Paul, 2014, p. 3), the observations made in this current study stand: 
conclusions concerning the meaning of a biblical text in its original context are considered sufficient, 
in Ian Paul’s paper, to reach conclusions about contemporary application without much need for 
reinterpretation in twenty-first century contexts. This is reinforced by the author’s assertion that any 
identification of “the Spirit of God ‘doing a new thing in our day’” must be “consonant with these 
‘breathed out’ (2 Tim 3.16) [scriptural] words” (presumably as they have been interpreted in his own 
preceding exegeses), otherwise “we are in danger of making God inconsistent as he speaks his 
authoritative word” (Paul, 2014, p. 21). 
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incorporated into his model an “intratextual” “test of faithfulness” through which 

theologians could assess “the degree to which descriptions correspond to the 

semiotic universe paradigmatically encoded in holy writ” (1984, p. 116). But I have 

already argued in chapter four of this study that rule theory would benefit from a 

modification which removes intratextual expectations, as it is unrealistic to expect 

that a scriptural normative core will perennially be found at the heart of diversity 

amongst all those who consider themselves Christian. Therefore, for a tool of 

reasoning, such as rule theory, to be effective, it must create a forum which can be 

approached by all parties, without any assumptions being made about the role of 

scripture in their ‘grammar’, leaving any regulative principles relating to the bible 

which are operative for any given party to be reflected in their identified ‘grammar’. 

 

But there are additional reasons why, for ‘traditionalists’ in this particular case study, 

any discernment of ‘grammar’ which sees scripture as an “intratextual” “test of 

faithfulness” will be considered inadequate (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 116). 

 

The first reason is that, given the largely evangelical constituency of the 

‘traditionalist’ parties in the present Church of England controversy229, it can 

reasonably be expected that some adherents would express discomfort at the 

characterisation of scripture in Lindbeck’s intratextuality. Lindbeck perceives 

scripture as not being primarily focussed on "God's being in itself" but rather "on how 

life is to be lived and reality construed in the light of God's character as an agent as... 

depicted in the stories of Israel and of Jesus" (1984, p. 121). Whilst ‘traditionalists’ 

can be expected to wholeheartedly endorse what Lindbeck’s intratextuality affirms 

(the idea that the Christian scriptures should be formative for life in the Christian 

community), they may be uncomfortable with what it denies, and may feel that 

Lindbeck’s ‘intratextual’ approach to scripture does not give sufficient weight to 

                                                      
229 Although the gathering of traditionalists at the first GAFCON conference demonstrated a 
surprising coalition of global evangelicals and Anglo-Catholics who have more frequently been in 
mutual opposition (Brittain & McKinnon, 2011, p. 367), it has been observed that in England the 
‘traditionalist’ parties with regards to human sexuality are more frequently characterised by 
evangelical theologies (Brittain & McKinnon, 2011, p. 366). 
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biblical content which they understand to be propositional, or they would interpret 

to be statements about “God’s being in itself” (1984, p. 121). 

 

But, perhaps equally challenging to the location of scripture as ‘merely’ an 

“intratextual” “test of faithfulness” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 116) in this context is a 

broader observation. Namely, it is difficult to imagine that the (predominantly 

evangelical) ‘traditionalist’ party in the English Anglican debate, would recognise any 

‘grammar’ which did not demonstrably shape practices to cohere with scriptural 

paradigms, as sufficiently comprehensive to engender what they would consider to 

be faithful praxis in other contexts. And, as it was Lindbeck’s expectation that the 

identification of ‘grammatical’ rules would allow new groups to “do as well or better” 

(1984, p. 107) when formulating practices or statements which “adhere[d] to the 

same directives” (1984, p. 81) in new contexts, this would suggest that a 

‘traditionalist grammar’ would be incomplete unless it contains at least some 

regulative principles which, in some way, shape relationships to be congruent with 

biblical paradigms. 

 

Therefore, this study proposes a number of ‘rules’ which, within Lindbeck’s broad 

definition of doctrine, demonstrably regulate “the beliefs and practices that are 

considered essential to the identity or welfare of the [‘traditionalist’] group” 

(Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74). These ‘rules’ are: let marriage relationships reflect an original 

divinely created institution; let the teaching and example of Jesus take priority in the 

shaping of relationships; let biblical resources provide the descriptions of 

paradigmatic relationships to be emulated; and let the creation accounts govern the 

interpretation of contested texts. In addition, these ‘rules’ can be further clarified 

with an additional regulative principle regarding hermeneutical methods which are 

considered consistent with faithful Christian discipleship: due to the perception of 

the unreliability of fall-marred extra-biblical human insights (described on page 189 

above), the biblical texts are considered to take priority over human insights, leading 

to a rule: let contemporary insights remain subordinate to Biblical paradigms.  
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The ‘inclusivist’ approach 

 

Having identified the key regulative principles which can be discerned as being 

operative for ‘traditionalists’ participating in the controversy regarding same-sex 

relationships within English Anglicanism at the start of the facilitated conversations, 

this study will now seek to identify the ‘grammar’ which is operative for those who 

may be broadly characterised as ‘inclusivists’. 

 

As the term ‘inclusivist’ is being used to describe those who are seeking a revision to 

Church of England practices, this analysis will examine liturgies for the blessing of 

same-sex unions, or for same-sex marriage ceremonies, as advocated by two of the 

most prominent organisations (at the beginning of the facilitated conversations) 

seeking to represent the ‘inclusivist’ point of view in ongoing debates: Inclusive 

Church, a charity founded following the controversy which led to the withdrawal of 

Jeffrey John’s acceptance to be the Bishop of Reading in 2003, due to disquiet, in 

some quarters, concerning his beliefs and practices regarding same-sex relationships 

(Inclusive Church, n.d.(a)); and Changing Attitude, a “network of lesbian, gay, 

bisexual, transgender, intersex and heterosexual members of the Church of England” 

which seeks full acceptance, welcome and equality for people of all sexualities in the 

Anglican Church (Changing Attitude, n.d.(b)).  

 

However, as outlined above, Canon Law (Archbishops' Council, 2012/2015/2016, B. 

30) and House of Bishops guidance (2005; 2014) prohibited such liturgical practices 

at the time of writing. Therefore, it should be noted that the ‘inclusivist’ liturgies 

which will be initially examined will be those which were promoted as being 

permissible for same-sex couples under Canon Law whilst the debate concerning 

Church of England policy continued (Inclusive Church, n.d.; Changing Attitude, 

n.d.(a)). I will then progress to analyse those liturgies which were advocated as 

prototypes for services (such as same-sex marriages (Changing Attitude, n.d.)) that 

were not yet permitted, but ‘inclusivists’ sought.  
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It must, consequently, be borne in mind that these forms of service either stop some 

way short of the types of practices which ‘inclusivists’ seek and advocate (in the case 

of currently permitted ceremonies), or are examples of wished-for practice rather 

than observations of current Christian practices. However, despite these limitations, 

both the permitted and the proposed liturgies do begin to reveal the regulative 

principles which are formative for the ‘inclusivists’ who devised, practice or promote 

them. And this ‘grammar’ is further revealed by an examination of some ‘inclusivist’ 

descriptions of human relationships which outline the types of practices that their 

authors believe cohere with faithful Christian discipleship. 

 

Beginning with an examination of the liturgies which were promoted as being 

permissible within Church of England regulations at the time of the facilitated 

conversations, it becomes immediately apparent that the forms of relationships 

being celebrated by the ‘inclusivists’ who composed the liturgy recommended by 

Changing Attitude for use following a civil partnership (Changing Attitude, n.d.(a)) are 

understood to find their origins in human experience. This is evident in the opening 

remarks of this brief service, which clearly locate the ceremony as a celebration of 

the couple’s “companionship, love and laughter together” (n.d.(a)), making no 

reference to any external paradigms as models for contemporary human 

relationships. 

 

But, while there is no explicit mention of any divine instigation of the specific couple’s 

love being celebrated, or more generally of the type of relationship being marked by 

the brief liturgy, this does not mean that there is no perception that the love at the 

heart of the relationship has divine origins. On the contrary, the placing of a reading 

from Psalm 139 immediately before the congregation’s public affirmation of the 

partnership is significant (Changing Attitude, n.d.(a)). The reading is about God’s 

intentional and intricate creation of an individual before their birth, God’s intimate 

knowledge of an individual’s thoughts and actions, and God’s preordaining of an 

individual’s journey through life, implying a divine affirmation of the couple’s own 

creation, and their subsequent thoughts, actions and decisions. And, as the only 
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biblical reading included within the liturgy itself230, it can be inferred that the content 

of Psalm 139, regarding God’s involvement with, and guiding of, individual human 

experience (which in the context of the Psalm’s use in this service, is understood to 

extend to the relationship being celebrated by the use of the liturgy), is of particular 

significance to those who devised the Service of Celebration following a Civil 

Partnership, or make use of it. Indeed, it can be understood to be consistent with the 

regulative principles which shape what are perceived to be faithful Christian lives for 

the ‘inclusivists’ in question. 

 

Consequently, it is apparent that, for the ‘inclusivists’ promoting the use of this 

liturgy, the ‘grammar of faithfulness’ which is operative in the formation of their 

liturgical and relational practices must permit that, for Christians living a life of 

faithful discipleship, contemporary experiences of human love (including love within 

a same-sex union) may be understood to be both compatible with, and a part of, 

God’s intention for an individual, as that divine intention is appreciated and 

understood by the individuals in question. Significantly, by placing this particular 

Psalm immediately prior to the congregation’s affirmation of the relationship 

(Changing Attitude, n.d.(a)), the liturgy moves the emphasis of the service away from 

existing, normative patterns for relationships (with which the traditional liturgies 

begin), and places it instead on a perception that it is God that is at work in the 

formation of the new patterns of relationships which emerge from the experience 

of, and interaction between, individuals lives. Consequently, a regulative principle is 

evidently operative which allows that new patterns of human relationships may be 

permitted to emerge from individual human experiences of love and commitment, 

and that these new patterns of relationship may be celebrated and affirmed as God’s 

work. As a result, an operative rule can be posited, not as a propositional statement, 

but as a regulative principle which is at work behind the formation of practices and 

statements which ‘inclusivists’ would consider to be coherent with the living of a 

                                                      
230 The liturgy does suggest that a reading should precede the Address later in the service, but no 
guidance is included to suggest what that reading should be, or whether it should necessarily be 
biblical. 
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faithful Christian life: let new patterns of permitted relationships be shaped by God’s 

work in the diversity of individual lives. 

 

Because of the brevity of this particular recommended liturgy, it is difficult to discern 

much more detail about the regulative principles which may be at work in its 

formation. In addition, it is conceivable that this liturgical example could be used by 

different Christians who may exhibit some variation in the nature of their regulative 

principles. This is because the affirmations the couple make to each other are 

unscripted, as are the prayers led by the minister for the couple231, permitting 

(perhaps in a way which is consistent with the notable emphasis on the perceived 

diversity of God’s work in individual lives) considerable latitude in the commitments 

made, or prayers offered, and the ‘grammar’ which they may demonstrate as being 

operative. 

 

However, the more detailed liturgy recommended by Inclusive Church for use 

following either a same-sex marriage or a civil partnership (n.d.) provides further 

evidence which is helpful in the discernment of an ‘inclusivist grammar’232. 

Containing, as it does, a number of options for use within each section of the 

structure of the service, the extent to which the identified ‘grammar’ might be 

apparent in the performance of an individual service may vary, depending on the 

particular forms of words, prayers, or readings which are selected. Nonetheless, a 

clear ‘grammar’ is evident as being operative throughout. 

 

                                                      
231 In what appears to go beyond Church of England guidance (House of Bishops, 2005, §. 17-18; 
2014, §. 20-21), these unscripted prayers are entitled the “Blessing of N & N’s partnership” 
(Changing Attitude, n.d.(a)). 
232 While this liturgy was, at the time of the facilitated conversations, promoted as remaining within 
the remit of Canon B5 (which permits ministers to use “forms of service considered suitable by him” 
where no liturgical provision has been made in The Book of Common Prayer or other authorised 
services (Archbishops' Council, 2012/2015/2016, B. 5)), it is more difficult to reconcile its title 
(Resources for blessing ceremonies following same-sex marriages or civil partnerships (Inclusive 
Church, n.d.)), with House of Bishops prohibitions against services of blessing for same-sex 
partnerships (House of Bishops, 2005; 2014). It is interesting that, in later iterations of the Inclusive 
Church website, assurances about the complicity of these liturgical resources with current Church of 
England regulations were removed (Inclusive Church, n.d. (b)). 
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As with the previously examined ‘inclusivist’ liturgy, the introductory words 

recommended for use in this liturgical framework focus on the specific relationship 

which is being celebrated as their starting point. The liturgy begins not with reference 

to external or historic patterns of human relationships, but to “the commitment of N 

& N” (Inclusive Church, n.d., p. 1), “N & N’s understanding of love and 

companionship” (n.d., p. 1), or “the love and companionship that has grown up 

between them” (n.d., p. 2). The priority of the individual human experience of love, 

and response to it, is clear, along with a perceptible conviction that this experience 

of love is a result of God’s work in the world, demonstrated in the affirmation that 

“[w]e respond to God’s calling in many kinds of life-giving relationships and the Holy 

Spirit sustains and strengthens us in our responses” (n.d., p. 2). And where allusions 

are made to external traditions or sources in the introductory sentences of the 

liturgy, these references are themselves firmly related to the experience of the 

specific couple who are the focus of attention, rather than being used to define 

existing patterns of relationship which cohere with discipleship: the example of Jesus 

is called upon as an inspirational model of “the path of courage and selfless love” 

(n.d., p. 1)233; and the union is identified as a “holy union” because the human 

experience of love is noted as a sign of God’s presence (n.d., p. 1).  

 

Therefore, in keeping with the regulative principle already posited, it can be 

discerned that the ‘grammar of faithfulness’ which is operative in the formation and 

practice of this liturgy is one which permits a creativity concerning the types of 

human relationships which may be affirmed and supported as coherent with 

Christian discipleship, and values the variety of human experience as a gift of God. 

Indeed, this ‘grammar of faithfulness’ can be further appreciated as being operative 

behind statements which are made later in the service. In these statements the 

created order is not perceived as a static pattern of life in which humanity must 

remain. Instead God is praised as “the vibrant energy dancing at the centre of the 

universe”, with humans (and their varied individual responses) celebrated as “[c]o-

creators” with God, “emboldened to move beyond ourselves, to find the courage to 

                                                      
233 The significance of the example of Jesus will be considered in more detail later in this section. 
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let go of old ways and to welcome new life” (n.d., p. 12). This coheres with the ‘rule’ 

which has already been identified: let new patterns of permitted relationships be 

shaped by God’s work in the diversity of individual lives. It is clear that, for those who 

formulated the liturgy recommended by Inclusive Church for use following either a 

same-sex marriage or a civil partnership, individual experiences of, and responses to 

God’s love are perceived as not being constrained to follow the patterns of historic 

norms, but are celebrated as containing the potential to be creative, dynamic and 

innovative, and are appreciated as examples of God’s creative initiative, which is not 

understood to have yet reached its conclusion. 

 

In fact, not only does the liturgy reveal an expectation that relationships which 

cohere with faithful Christian discipleship may take on varied forms in their response 

to divinely initiated diverse human experiences, it also more explicitly demonstrates 

an understanding that those participating in relationships which do not conform to 

traditional institutions or patterns may be responding to a divine vocation, as “some 

have been called to the special purpose of sharing the deepest expressions of love 

with someone of the same gender” (Inclusive Church, n.d., p. 1)234. This 

understanding of vocation is consistent with an expectation, evident in prayers for 

the couple, that the faith of the partners will have been shaped by their own 

individual experiences of God:  

You have made yourself known to them as a God who prefers mercy to 
sacrifices, humility to perfection, and the individual to the law.  They 
have in you not a judge or enemy but an exacting and faithful friend 
who offers them a path of life, freedom, of love and faithfulness (n.d., 
p. 11). 

 

And alongside this perception that varied experiences of human love may be part of 

a divinely instigated vocation and an individual experience of God, it appears that the 

discovery of human love is understood to perform a revelatory function, both for the 

couple whose love is being celebrated, and also to those around them. This is 

                                                      
234 See other affirmations of the belief that the relationship being celebrated is a divine vocation in a 
statement of intent to follow God’s call to “live together in love” (Inclusive Church, n.d., p. 3), and a 
similar promise for the couple to make, declaring that they believe God has called them to “live 
together in love” (n.d., p. 4). 
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demonstrated in the declaration that the union in question “is intended by God for 

their mutual joy, for the help and comfort given to one another in prosperity and 

adversity; and that their love may be a blessing to all whom they encounter” 

(Inclusive Church, n.d., p. 4)235. 

 

This perception that human relationships which cohere with faithful Christian 

discipleship may begin with, and be shaped by, divinely instigated human experience 

is further evidenced by the selection of readings which are recommended for use 

within the service, with extra-biblical literature236 being as prevalent as biblical 

recommendations. These literary recommendations demonstrate an acceptance 

that sources of human insight may be considered as relevant to the celebration and 

continuation of the relationship in question as texts which have traditionally been 

accepted as divinely inspired. 

 

And where biblical passages are recommended, they are not utilised as paradigms 

for the types of human relationships which are considered compatible with faithful 

discipleship. Instead they are passages which celebrate the commitment that the 

couple in question is making (from the books of Ruth and Song of Solomon (n.d., p. 

10)), or describe the qualities which ensure the successful maintenance of human 

relationships (from Colossians 3.12-17 (n.d., p. 10)), or affirm the centrality of love in 

Jesus’ message (from John 15 (n.d., p. 10-11)). In addition, where biblical passages 

are recommended, they are sometimes adapted to make them more fitting for the 

context of the service, as is seen in the recommendation of 1 Corinthians 13, a 

passage originally written concerning the use of spiritual gifts, and relationships 

                                                      
235 See also: the hope “that through [the couple’s bonds of family, friendship and love] many will 
know the meaning of communion” (Inclusive Church, n.d., p. 2); the prayer that “[t]hrough the 
power of the Holy Spirit may N and N become living signs of [God’s] love” (n.d., p. 2); and the 
promise to “do all in your power to make your life together a witness to the love of God in the 
world” (n.d., p. 5). 
236 Including: a celebration of the joy of the couple’s relationship in a poem entitled ‘This Day’ 
(Inclusive Church, n.d., p. 9); a reflection on the enduring nature of true human love from 
Shakespeare’s Sonnet 116 (n.d., p. 9); an analogy concerning a lifelong journey towards authentic 
human love, from The Velveteen Rabbit (n.d., p. 9); and an admonition to permit diversity to remain 
within the union being celebrated from The Prophet by Kahlil Gibran (n.d., pp. 9-10). 
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within the church, which the liturgy expands to more specifically state that, in the 

context of romantic relationships: 

If you love a man or a woman you will be loyal to them no matter what 
the cost. You will always believe in them, always see the best in them; 
always stand your ground defending them. (n.d., p. 9) 

 

Consequently, it is evident that, for the ‘inclusivists’ advocating this liturgy, a 

regulative principle is at work that, when decisions are being made about the types 

of relationships which may be celebrated as coherent with faithful Christian 

discipleship, it is human experience (which may be perceived as the outworking of a 

divine vocation), and human insights derived from that experience, as much as 

scriptural insights, which should be allowed to shape those decisions. 

 

However, it must be acknowledged that these liturgies do not envision that all human 

experience will necessarily shape a limitless variety of human relationships which 

should be celebrated, blessed or solemnised (as will be explored below within 

‘inclusivist’ descriptions of practices which are considered to cohere with faithful 

discipleship). But, for now at least, this liturgy does provide evidence that the already 

identified rule is operative: let new patterns of permitted relationships be shaped by 

God’s work in the diversity of individual lives. Or to state it another way, any decisions 

about the types of relationships which may be celebrated that are not shaped by the 

variety of contemporary experiences of human love, or by human insights regarding 

those experiences, would not, for the ‘inclusivists’ in question, fully cohere with the 

Christian life. Otherwise, for ‘inclusivists’, those decisions would not sufficiently take 

into account what the group appreciate as the diversity of God’s work in individual 

lives, the full variety of God’s gift of human love, or the possibility of God’s personal 

revelation or vocation to individual couples. 

 

Moving beyond the liturgies for same-sex relationships which were promoted as 

being permissible at the time of the shared conversations, it is similarly the 

experience of both human love and God’s calling which is the starting point for the 

Form of service of a [same-sex] marriage, proposed by Changing Attitude (n.d.), 
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stating from the outset that: “[w]e believe marriage is a vocation from God in which 

two persons become more truly themselves by living a shared life as “one flesh”” 

(n.d.). And it is experiencing the fullness of a divinely instigated human love which 

continues to be the focus of the same-sex marriage which the liturgy envisions 

celebrating, with both the couple and those who witness their relationship 

understood to benefit, stating that such a union is “intended for [the couple’s] 

mutual comfort and help”, whilst “their growth in love” might also serve a revelatory 

function as “a witness and blessing to the world” (n.d.). 

 

It is perhaps a further indication that it is the contemporary experience of human 

love which is the prime influence in shaping the patterns of relationships which may 

be solemnised within this liturgy, that, apart from a brief reference to two becoming 

“one flesh” (Genesis 2.24) (n.d.), there are no biblical allusions in the introductory 

section of the service. Rather, biblical references are left to more fully appear before 

a homily, with three recommended texts from which to choose: two from Song of 

Songs237 which function as reflections on the experience of human attraction and 

love (n.d.); and a third from Luke’s gospel238 which, perhaps as an indication of the 

intolerance to which many ‘inclusivists’ feel they have been subject, serves as a 

reminder of the words of Jesus to “love your enemies” (n.d.). 

 

Therefore, this liturgy, in keeping with the ‘inclusivist’ liturgies already examined, 

suggests a ‘grammar of faithfulness’ which is at work behind the proposed practices 

and propositional statements of the ‘inclusivists’ who advocate it. Or, following 

Lindbeck’s definition, it can be seen that a set of regulative principles is at work, 

shaping statements and proposed ‘inclusivist’ practices to cohere with that which is 

“considered essential to the identity or welfare” of the ‘inclusivist’ group, and 

“indicate[s] what constitutes faithful adherence to [their] community" (Lindbeck, 

1984, p. 74). These ‘rules’, rather than being statements of belief in themselves, can 

be identified as operative, perhaps intuitively, shaping ‘inclusivist’ practices (or 

                                                      
237 Song of Songs 4.9-12, and 8.6-7. 
238 Luke 6.20-38. 
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proposed practices) and statements, so that they cohere with what, as a group, they 

understand to be faithful discipleship. And, as has already been posited, at the heart 

of this inclusivist ‘grammar of faithfulness’ is a rule which shapes ‘inclusivist’ practices 

to permit patterns of human relationships which are shaped primarily by 

contemporary human experience, and the perception of God’s presence within that 

human experience: let new patterns of permitted relationships be shaped by God’s 

work in the diversity of individual lives. 

 

This ‘grammar of faithfulness’ continues to be evident as the proposed Form of 

service for a marriage continues, with the “Declaration of Intentions” being centered 

on the assertion “Ubi caritas et amor, Deus ibi est”, or “Where [there is] charity and 

love, there God is” (Changing Attitude, n.d.), with affirmations that the relationship 

to be celebrated is understood as part of “the loving providence of God”, performing 

a revelatory function for the couple (“for the sake of your deeper union with Christ”), 

and for the wider community in which the relationship is “meant to be a light and 

blessing to many others as well as yourselves” (n.d.). And it is, perhaps, indicative of 

the stage of the debate at which the proposed liturgy was formulated that, 

immediately before the prayer of blessing of the marriage, a reading from Matthew 

5:14-16, concerning the need for Christians to let their “light shine before others” 

(n.d.), is included, suggesting that couples entering same-sex unions are perceived as 

pioneers whose witness is needed in wider society. This, with the (already observed) 

repeated affirmations of the revelatory nature of same-sex relationships (Inclusive 

Church, n.d., p. 4; Changing Attitude, n.d.) suggests that there is a further regulative 

principle which is operative for ‘inclusivist’. Namely, that for ‘inclusivists’, faithful 

discipleship must allow human experience (including the experience of love in same-

sex relationships) to shape and illuminate human understandings of God. Therefore, 

any identified ‘inclusivist’ grammar must be one which shapes relational practices to 

allow human love to be perceived as a revelation or illumination of God’s love to the 

couple, and to the wider community, suggesting the rule: let loving human 

relationships perform a revelatory function. 
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Further detail of the ‘grammar’ which is operative for those who wish to see a 

revision of Church of England practices can now be explored with an examination of 

some of the descriptions of the types of relationships which are understood, by 

‘inclusivists’, to cohere with faithful discipleship. The descriptive texts which will be 

studied have been chosen because they were identified by the organisers of the 

shared conversations as representative of the ‘inclusivist’ position, and were 

recommended for the consideration of all participants in those conversations: Jeffrey 

John's Permanent, Faithful, Stable: Christian Same-sex Marriage (John, 1993/2012), 

which was recommended as "one of the clearest theological arguments about the 

ways in which same sex relationships can express important Christian virtues" 

(Archbishops' Council, 2014b, p. 90), and is written by an author who is one of the 

most publicly recognised ‘inclusivist’ proponents, following the withdrawal of his 

acceptance to be the Bishop of Reading in 2003 due to controversies regarding his 

own practices and views concerning same-sex relationships (Changing Attitude, 

2003); and Loveday Alexander's Homosexuality and the Bible: Reflections of a Biblical 

Scholar  (Alexander, 2014), an essay published by the Archbishops' Council prior to 

the shared conversations, to facilitate engagement with the Biblical rationale behind 

an ‘inclusivist’ position (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, p. 9). In addition, Bishop Alan 

Wilson's More Perfect Union? Understanding Same-sex Marriage (Wilson, 2014), will 

also be considered, as the first publication from a Church of England bishop 

expressing support for “the full inclusion of LGBTQI people in the Church” (as 

observed by Linda Woodhead in her endorsement of the work, published inside the 

front cover of the book), which makes it a significant ‘inclusivist’ articulation to 

consider, published, as it was, in September 2014, the month in which the first shared 

conversation took place. 

 

Whilst the liturgies examined above primarily focus on a celebration of the relational 

experience of the couple whose union is being marked (or is proposed to be marked), 

these ‘inclusivist’ texts describe (among other things) a hermeneutical approach 

which is understood to be consistent with faithful discipleship, and is utilised in the 

formation of ethical conclusions. And while it is not the place of (a modified version 
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of) rule theory to critique a hermeneutical method, an examination of ‘inclusivist’ 

approaches to biblical interpretation with regards to sexual ethics will be informative 

for the task of more fully discerning a ‘grammar of faithfulness’ which shapes 

‘inclusivist’ practices and statements of belief. 

 

The first observation to make from Loveday Alexander’s paper concerning an 

‘inclusivist’ approach to the bible is that not all biblical texts are considered to carry 

the same weight in the shaping of contemporary Christian lives. As Alexander 

highlights, there is a long-established precedent for Christians to not be bound by all 

the Levitical laws, stating that “[r]eading the Law for Christians has always been a 

matter not of simple appropriation but of canonic interpretation: we are called to 

read the Law in light of the Gospel, not the other way round” (Alexander, 2014, p. 

35). This is an example, concerning the reading of the Levitical laws, which is given in 

the context of a wider discussion about discernment over which parts of the bible 

should be most formative for contemporary Christian sexual ethics. And whilst the 

teaching of Jesus is significant for ‘inclusivist’ understandings of what constitute 

appropriate Christian interpretations of Old Testament law (for example, Alan Wilson 

highlights the priority of love evident in Jesus’ teaching in the Sermon on the Mount 

(Wilson, 2014, p. 45)), the practices of Jesus play an important role. This is evident in 

the attention given, by some ‘inclusivists’, to Jesus’ inductive “way of doing theology” 

and his “moral logic” which responded to real-life situations and led him to subvert 

first century Jewish interpretations of the Law, for example by permitting healing on 

the sabbath (Wilson, 2014, p. 46). And it is also evident in the emphasis placed on 

the Jesus’ inclusion, through healing, of those who would have been dismissed as 

unclean in his cultural context, seeing the healing of the centurion’s servant 

(Matthew 8.5-13 and Luke 7.1-10), who “would almost certainly” have been assumed 

to be the centurion’s same-sex lover, as an example of such an inclusion of both the 

centurion and his servant who would have been ostracized as gentiles, Roman 

occupiers, and (by this interpretation) those in a same-sex sexual relationship (John, 

1993/2012, pp. 13-15). 
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Therefore, a regulative principle, which prioritises the teaching and example of Jesus, 

and allows the Gospels to be a ‘lens’ through which the rest of the biblical canon is 

viewed, can be appreciated: let biblical passages be interpreted in the light of the 

teaching and example of Jesus.  

 

Another central feature of the hermeneutical methods which is illuminated in the 

‘inclusivist’ publications under consideration is a recognition of the cultural disparity 

between contemporary contexts and the cultures which the texts themselves reflect, 

with an appreciation for its "embeddedness in its own social context" (Alexander, 

2014, p. 44) which requires a judicious use of "our God-given powers of discernment 

(‘reason’) to interpret what it means for our own context" (Alexander, 2014, p. 45). 

Rather than such an approach being understood as a recent hermeneutical 

innovation, for some ‘inclusivists’, a biblical mandate is found within the New 

Testament itself for relatively fluid scriptural interpretations that demonstrate a 

"contemporization" of the texts in response to changing cultural situations 

(Alexander, 2014, p. 30). This is exemplified by debates over the nature of the 

inclusion of gentile Christians in the church (Acts 10-15), in which the Bible is seen 

"not as a text frozen in time but as the word of the Living God" (Alexander, 2014, p. 

30). Therefore innovations which appear contrary to previous scriptural 

interpretations are potentially accepted as examples to be emulated, as "a 

hermeneutic of attentiveness… to the revelatory action of the Spirit in the Word and 

in the world", a revelatory action which contains a "disconcerting habit of subverting 

all our moral certainties" (Alexander, 2014, p. 30). 

 

Therefore, a discrimen is evident in this ‘inclusivist’ description: not that the mode of 

God’s presence in the world is perceived to be through scriptural revelation alone, 

but, rather, God’s presence is239 appreciated as being operative (at times, in 

dynamically changing ways) as a divine presence which may be discerned by 

Christians through a process of dialogue between contemporary human contexts and 

                                                      
239 And according to the ‘inclusivist’ descriptions under consideration, has frequently been through 
history (Alexander, 2014, p. 30). 
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scripture. And, consequently, the presence of this discrimen for the ‘inclusivists’ in 

question means that both human experience and human insights must be permitted 

to interact with, and in some instances, modify, readings of scripture. 

 

As a result, the heart of the theological task which ‘inclusivists’ seek to undertake is 

described by Loveday Alexander as the "relationship between an authoritative 

religious text from the past... and a society whose understanding of sexuality and 

gender roles is rapidly changing" (2014, p. 26), with a desire to respect both the 

authority of scripture and the realities of the contemporary world. And the cultural 

disparities which accompany the chronological and geographical differences 

between the settings of the texts and the contemporary ethical debates mean that, 

for ‘inclusivists’, literalist readings of the relevant scriptural verses will not bring 

satisfactory resolutions to the controversies. They would, in the words of another 

‘inclusivist’, be tantamount to futile attempts to "slap regulations designed for one 

age and place neatly on another" (Wilson, 2014, p. 62) and would reveal unresolvable 

disagreements founded on "pre-scientific or scientific definitions with which readers 

approach the text [that] are radically incompatible" (Wilson, 2014, p. 139). 

 

As an example, one significant area in which contemporary insights are viewed as an 

essential lens through which to interpret the scriptural canon is that of sexual 

orientation. According to the ‘inclusivist’ descriptions being studied, this is a subject 

on which the bible is silent (Alexander, 2014, p. 31), and although the arguments the 

‘inclusivist’ descriptions propose acknowledge the inconclusiveness of scientific 

enquiries into the origin of homosexual orientation240 (John 1993/2012, pp. 25-26; 

Alexander, 2014, pp. 25-26), they understand same-sex attraction to be fixed and 

permanent in individuals, concurring with the "consensus position in western 

Europe" that "sexual identity is not about moral choice but about 'orientation'" 

                                                      
240 Jeffery John argues that questions about the genetic or psychological origins of homosexuality 
"would not tell us whether the phenomenon of homosexuality is good or bad, willed by God or not" 
as genetic conditioning produces both good (e.g., human diversity) and bad (e.g., congenital disease) 
things, whilst psychological conditioning can equally be responsible for both good and bad (John, 
1993/2012, pp. 25-26). 
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(Alexander, 2014, p. 26). This is indicative of an anthropology, shaped by 

contemporary insights, whereby it is acknowledged, in the words of Loveday 

Alexander, that "a person’s sexual orientation per se is neither immoral nor 

defective, but a ‘given’ of their sexual identity" (2014, p. 46). Therefore a homosexual 

orientation is not seen in merely neutral terms, but is seen as equal to, and as fixed 

as, heterosexual orientation. As other ‘inclusivists’ have stated: "homosexual people 

are no less made in God's image than heterosexuals, and no less capable of loving in 

his image" (John, 1993/2012, p. 59), because, wherever the cause of same-sex 

attraction may ultimately be located, as an integral part of human identity, 

"[p]resumably the Lord knew what he was doing when he ordered nature as he did" 

(Wilson, 2014, p. 32). Hence, as this example demonstrates, a conviction is evident 

that discoveries regarding sexuality should modify contemporary readings of the 

biblical texts concerning sexual relationships, and, more specifically, that biblical 

interpretation regarding intimate human relationships should be shaped by an 

appreciation that human inclinations, as they are currently experienced, are 

welcomed and celebrated as God's gifts, as "[w]hat matters morally for all of us is not 

so much how we come to be what we are, but what we do with it" (John, 1993/2012, 

p. 26)241.  

 

As, in this study, I am seeking to identify the ‘grammar’ which is operative for each 

of the parties in the current debate, it is not conclusions reached in such examples 

which are, of themselves, of interest. Rather, I am seeking to identify the group-

defining ‘grammar’ which is being followed, perhaps intuitively, shaping the 

arguments which lead to ‘inclusivist’ conclusions in their analyses of the biblical texts, 

and their interpretation of human experiences and contemporary insights. And, 

congruent with the regulative principles already identified as being operative in the 

‘inclusivist’ liturgies, as well as cohering with the discrimen evident in the writings of 

                                                      
241 This contrasts with literalist readings of the texts traditionally understood to prohibit same-sex 
relationships, which ‘inclusivists’ frequently regard as being prohibitions against individuals acting 
against their own orientation (Alexander, 2014, p. 31, 34; John, 1993/2012, p. 18), against sexual 
violence and exploitation (John, 1993/2012, pp. 10-11; 15-16), or against pagan cultic practices 
(John, 1993/2012, p. 12), rather than same-sex relationships as they are endorsed by the 
‘inclusivists’ in question. 
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‘inclusivist’ proponents, a further (methodoligcal) regulative principle can be 

identified which shapes the way in which the experiential should be prioritised 

alongside the scriptural. As demonstrated in the example above, for ‘inclusivists’, 

their ‘grammar of faithfulness’ must permit current understandings of human 

experience to shape the interpretative process, as both the experiences themselves, 

and the contemporary anlyses of those experiences, are appreciated as potentially 

being “the revelatory action of the Spirit… in the world" (Alexander, 2014, p. 30). 

Therefore a methodological rule may be articulated: let any reading of scripture be 

congruent with cultural and scientific insights from the interpreters’ context. 

 

Having identified a number of regulative principles which appear to be operative for 

prominent ‘inclusivists’ at the start of the shared conversations in the Church of 

England, a final observation should be made with regards to the texts under 

consideration. Namely, it should be noted that the ‘inclusivist’ position which was 

being put forward at the start of the shared conversations in the Church of England 

was not one which advocated that all human experiences of attraction should 

necessarily lead to the acceptance or blessing of any proposed new patterns of 

human relationships. Clearly, no parties in the current debate advocated the 

acceptance of sexual practices which were exploitative, with the texts under 

consideration explicitly excluding any practices which led to abusive or degrading 

actions (Alexander, 2014, p. 39; Wilson, 2014, p. 34). 

 

And further evidence is observable which positively explicates the patterns of 

relationships, shaped by human experience, which are understood to be consistent 

with obedient Christian lives. Indeed, the title of one of the ‘inclusivist’ descriptions 

under consideration shows that it is the character, rather than the pattern, of 

Permanent, Faithful [and] Stable (John, 1993/2012) relationships which is most 

significant when considering the types of partnerships which are to be celebrated (by 

the ‘inclusivists’ in question) as a divine gift to humanity. As Jeffrey John elucidates 

in the text of his book, a permanent, faithful and stable relationship between two 

people is understood to uniquely reflect both something of the covenant relationship 
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between God and humanity, and “the love between Christ and his Church”, 

regardless of the gender of the partners in question (1993/2012, p. 4), meaning that 

Jeffrey John’s ‘inclusivist’ case is one which would allow that a same-sex couple 

should be able to have “the same theological understanding of their relationship” as 

heterosexual couples are permitted (1993/2012, p. 6). This follows from a conviction 

that the purpose of sex, as outlined in the Genesis creation accounts, is one in which 

“[c]omplementarity and companionship are at least as much a part of God's plan in 

creation as childbirth” (John, 1993/2012, p. 19), with the author highlighting the 

appearance of the biblical account of childbirth in Genesis 3 as following, rather than 

preceding, accounts of the human need for companionship (Genesis 2.18). Jeffrey 

John then concludes that, when augmented by the teaching of Jesus and Paul, the 

biblical focus is “entirely on the quality of the relationship, and in particular that it 

should be a covenant of total sexual fidelity and indissoluble union”, a focus which is 

understood to apply equally to hetero- and homosexual partnerships (John, 

1993/2012, pp. 19-20). It is therefore, for Jeffrey John, the quality of a sexual 

relationship, when undertaken in a context of mutual love and commitment between 

two people, which allows a partnership, following Ephesians 5.32, to become “a holy 

mystery or sacrament which reflects the covenant union of the faithful love between 

Christ and the Church, and which itself becomes a channel of love and grace in the 

world” (1993/2012, p. 20). Consequently, for Jeffrey John, it is a permanent, faithful 

and stable monogomous partnership, whether it be hetero- or homosexual, which 

offers a means by which humans can “further [God’s] primary and ultimate purpose 

in creation by reproducing the kind of creative (but not necessarily procreative) self-

giving love that is basic to God’s own nature” (1993/2012, p. 20), which is congruent 

with the already identified ‘inclusivist rule’, let loving human relationships perform a 

revelatory function. 

 

In addition to providing further evidence for the identification of already identified 

‘rules’, an additional regulative principle can be discerned as being operative from 

this examination of Jeffrey John’s work, which offers some clarification to an already 

identified rule which was stated as let new patterns of permitted relationships be 
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shaped by God’s work in the diversity of individual lives. This further ‘rule’ clarifies 

the types of relationships which can be understood as being shaped by God’s work 

in individual lives, and can be posited as let experiences of human love which reflect 

and illuminate God’s love for, and commitment to, humanity (exemplified by Christ’s 

love for the church) be appreciated as divinely instigated.  

 

Consequently, this exploration of liturgies advocated by ‘inclusivists’, as well as of 

‘inclusivist’ descriptions of the types of relationships which are considered to cohere 

with faithful discipleship, has revealed five regulative principles, or rules, which 

appear to be operative: let new patterns of permitted relationships be shaped by 

God’s work in the diversity of individual lives; let experiences of human love which 

reflect and illuminate God’s love for, and commitment to, humanity (exemplified by 

Christ’s love for the church) be appreciated as divinely instigated; let loving human 

relationships perform a revelatory function; let biblical passages be interpreted in the 

light of the teaching and example of Jesus; and let any reading of scripture be 

congruent with cultural and scientific insights from the interpreters’ context. 

 

The ‘evangelical inclusivist’ approach 

 

Now that this study has identified regulative principles which are demonstrably 

operative in the formation of the practices and beliefs which are considered to 

cohere with faithful discipleship for ‘traditionalists’ and ‘inclusivists’ in the current 

debate in the Church of England regarding same-sex relationships, this thesis will 

now seek to discern the ‘grammar’ which is operative for another self-identifying 

party, that of ‘evangelical inclusivists’. 

 

While the explorations of representative ‘traditionalist’ and ‘inclusivist’ positions 

outlined above have begun with an analysis of relevant liturgies, or prototype 

liturgies, alternative sources must be found for the discernment of an ‘evangelical 

inclusivist’ grammar. This is because, at the time of the shared conversations, there 
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were no specifically ‘evangelical inclusivist’ liturgies being proposed for the 

celebration or formalisation of same-sex relationships. 

 

The first sources for analysis to which this study will turn are the words of those who 

identify as ‘evangelical inclusivists’ themselves, found in the autobiographical 

descriptions of some evangelicals, describing their personal ‘journeys’ to become 

accepting, or affirming, of same-sex relationships. The (largely anonymised) 

autobiographical statements which will be under consideration have been collated 

and published by 'Accepting Evangelicals', a cross-denominational group in which 

"Anglicans are by far the largest group" (Accepting Evangelicals, 2012, §1.3), which is 

therefore fully engaged with the current debates within the Church of England, and 

is positively highlighted within an appendix to the Pilling Report’s as an “attempt to 

coordinate” those who identify with an evangelical inclusivist position (Runcorn, 

2013, p. 177). It is also a group which is the most prominent representative of the 

evangelical tradition within the ‘LGBTI Anglican Coalition’, a collection of 

organisations seeking “to create resources for the Anglican community and to 

develop a shared voice for the full acceptance of LGBTI people in the Church of 

England” (LGBTI Anglican Coalition, n.d.). Therefore, autobiographical material 

collated by ‘Accepting Evangelicals’ can be understood to offer good representative 

examples of the experiences of those who hold to an ‘evangelical inclusivist’ position. 

 

It becomes apparent, when reading these ‘evangelical inclusivists’ accounts of their 

authors’ experiences of reaching conclusions about the kinds of relational practices 

which cohere with faithful Christian discipleship, that this process has frequently 

been a long, confusing, and painful one. This has, apparently, been equally true for 

‘evangelical inclusivists’ who identify themselves as gay (Accepting Evangelicals, 

n.d.(d); n.d.(e); n.d.(f); n.d.(g)), as well as for those who are not gay, but are 

evangelical Christians who are now accepting, or supportive, of same-sex 

relationships (Accepting Evangelicals, n.d; n.d.(a); n.d.(b); Hazlehurst, n.d.). And it 

appears that the difficult nature of such journeys frequently derives from individuals 

experiencing a degree of conflict between the ‘grammar’ of the wider evangelical 
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groups of which they are part, and, variously: the ‘grammar’ of others with whom 

they have extended contact (Accepting Evangelicals, n.d.(a); Hazlehurst, n.d.(a); 

n.d.(b); n.d.(c)); personal experiences they consider to be instances of divine 

revelation (Accepting Evangelicals, n.d.; n.d.(e)); or deep-rooted feelings which they 

have come to believe are an intrinsic part of their own being (Accepting Evangelicals, 

n.d.(d); n.d.(e); n.d.(g))242. Indeed, when some ‘evangelical inclusivists’ describe their 

(often conflicted) journeys towards reconciling their own (or others’) experiences 

with their evangelical faith, their operative ‘grammar’ begins to be appreciated. 

 

This examination will begin with an analysis of the most comprehensive 

autobiographical statement published on the Accepting Evangelicals website: that of 

the organisation’s founder, Benny Hazlehurst, an ordained evangelical Anglican. 

After his early childhood experiences in high church Anglicanism, Hazlehurst’s strong 

affiliation with evangelicalism began as a teenager, leading to early leadership roles 

at his church, as well as in his school and university Christian Unions, in which he 

adhered to what he discovered to be widespread evangelical teaching, that the bible 

showed that “[h]omosexuality was an abandoning of our natural desires”, with the 

only acceptable response to same-sex attraction being celibacy, or healing “to be a 

heterosexual once again” (Hazlehurst, n.d.). Or following Lindbeck’s terminology, as 

a young evangelical leader, Hazlehurst appears to have been following, possibly 

intuitively, a set of regulative principles which operated in a way that shaped a 

straightforward reading and application of scriptural texts regarding human 

relationships243 (n.d.), and led to the “communally authoritative” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 

74) teachings that the acceptance of same-sex relationships was contrary to 

                                                      
242 It must be acknowledged that not all the autobiographical accounts published by Accepting 
Evangelicals demonstrate a personally painful journey towards the acceptance of same-sex 
relationships: some express a unease with the incongruity between some evangelical articulations 
about homosexuality and scriptural examples of God’s love which challenge Christians “to take the 
extravagant risk of love and compassion towards those considered outsiders” (n.d.(b)); whilst others 
describe what appears to be a largely unconflicted intellectual acceptance of “homosexuality as a 
harmless human variant” (n.d.(c)). Nonetheless, these accounts still demonstrate an awareness that 
identifying as an ‘accepting evangelical’ marks an uncomfortable departure from approaches with 
which evangelicals are widely identified, approaches which are frequently understood to be 
essential to evangelical identity (Accepting Evangelicals, n.d.(b); n.d.(c)). 
243 As Hazlehurst writes, “[e]verything I read said that the Bible condemns homosexual sex, and as I 
looked up the proof texts quoted, sure enough I found clear evidence for this” (n.d.). 
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evangelical “identity or welfare” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74). This was because any other 

ethical position regarding permissible same-sex relational practices would have been 

understood to be incompatible with accepted (although, perhaps intuitive) 

evangelical regulative principles which shaped the way in which scripture should be 

expected to mould lives of faithful discipleship. However, Hazlehurst’s reflections on 

his early leadership roles point to an emerging “disquiet in my soul” with the message 

that “homosexuals… had to say goodbye to any hope of fulfilling” their sexual 

desires244 (n.d.). 

 

As Hazlehurst’s autobiographical account continues, it becomes clear that it was his 

developing friendships with others which continued to challenge his inherited 

evangelical ethics. This was especially true of his friendships with others for whom 

same-sex attraction was a personal reality, something which was initially evident 

during his training for Anglican ministry, in his friendship with Mike. Mike was a 

secretly gay colleague, who Hazlehurst admired as being called by God, but who 

struggled to maintain a celibate lifestyle, and whose life was cut short as a result of 

developing AIDs (Hazlehurst, n.d.(a)). Whilst the experience of witnessing the end of 

Mike’s life did not, on its own, transform Hazlehurst’s ethical conclusions, it did raise 

“uncomfortable questions” about the juxtaposition, in his friend’s life, between a 

divine vocation and the “impossible burden” of same-sex attraction (n.d.(a)).  

 

Following his ordination, Hazlehurst continued to encounter clerical colleagues 

whose ministry he admired as particularly fruitful and blessed by God, despite their 

homosexual partnerships (n.d.(b)). This provided further challenges, as Hazlehurst 

had previously understood active same-sex relationships to be an example of 

sinfulness that was incompatible with effective Christian service, and that “God 

would not bless the ministry of such people” (n.d.(b)). As Hazlehurst later reflected 

                                                      
244 Hazlehurst particularly notes his “disquiet” in propagating this teaching because it denied to 
those attracted to people of the same-sex a hope which remained for him, as a heterosexual: the 
hope of one day finding sexual fulfilment within a marriage which would be considered religiously 
faithful by his evangelical community (n.d.). 
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on the contradiction he felt he was observing, he noted that a saying of Jesus from 

Matthew 7.16 kept ringing in his ears: “By their fruit you will know them” (n.d.(b)). 

 

Eventually, it was the unwavering support of a prominent gay Christian (Hazlehurst’s 

spiritual director, Jeffrey John), at a time when Hazlehurst’s wife was seriously ill, 

which precipitated his determination to revisit the biblical texts relating to the 

question of human sexuality (n.d.(c)). This led to an extended period of study of the 

relevant scriptural texts. But the decision to undertake such a re-examination of the 

scriptures was consciously not an abandonment of his evangelical faith. On the 

contrary, as Hazlehurst asserts, “I have always known that the Word of God is where 

we should look for answers to life’s questions, not merely in situation ethics which 

all too easily mould our attitudes and decisions” (n.d.(c)). Evidently, maintaining the 

authority of scripture remained important to Hazlehurst, as is perhaps further 

demonstrated by the reluctant, and protracted, nature of his decision to consider 

alternative interpretations (n.d.; n.d.(a); n.d.(b); n.d.(c)). However, seeing the 

fruitfulness of the ministry of gay Christians (especially that of Jeffrey John) had 

created a theological “dilemma” for Hazlehurst, and he concluded that he needed to 

return to scripture, and the direction of the Holy Spirit “to guide me through this 

maze of apparent contradictions” (n.d.(c)). And the result was a re-evaluation of 

Hazlehurst’s hermeneutics, a re-evaluation which allowed what he considered to be 

the reality of his friends’ and colleagues’ experiences to challenge his previous 

readings of the biblical texts, and to shape a revised interpretation.  

 

As Hazlehurst now reflects, “[i]t was as though I was reading [the biblical texts] for 

the first time with the blinkers taken off!”, an experience he likens to the vision of 

Peter in Acts 10 which led to an inclusion of Gentiles in the mission of the New 

Testament church (n.d.(d)). As a result, Hazlehurst concluded that he could not only 

accept that other faithful Christians might interpret the texts in ways which differed 

from the interpretations most prominent in his evangelical tradition (n.d.(b)), but 

that he could also affirm loving, faithful same-sex relationships (such as those 

demonstrated by many of his Christian friends and colleagues) as being entirely 
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different from the types of same-sex sexual practices condemned in the scriptures245 

(n.d.(d)). 

 

As I observed in my analyses of the ‘traditionalist’ and ‘inclusivist’ positions in this 

current conflict within the Church of England, it is not the place of this study to assess 

the veracity of Hazlehurst’s interpretative conclusions. Rather this thesis should seek 

to identify the ‘grammar’ which is operative behind the practices which are 

engendered, and the conclusions which are reached in the experiences described in 

‘evangelical inclusivist’ autobiographical accounts. And it is apparent that, for 

Hazlehurst, his journey towards becoming an ‘evangelical inclusivist’ was one in 

which he experienced a conflict between the regulative principles which he had 

originally adhered to as an evangelical (which had led to a straightforward 

contemporary application of the biblical texts that appeared to proscribe same-sex 

relationships (n.d.)), and his encounters with gay Christians who not only appeared 

to be seeking to live faithful Christian lives, but also seemed to be receiving God’s 

blessing (n.d.(b)). It is also evident that, at some point during Hazlehurst extended 

study of the biblical texts, he was willing to begin to follow some revised regulative 

principles which differed from those which he had followed since his teenage years, 

but that he wished to do this whilst continuing to self-identify as an evangelical. As 

Hazlehurst himself stated (with words which resonate with the language of 

conversion246 which would be familiar in many evangelical traditions), he sought to 

                                                      
245 Elsewhere Hazlehurst outlines his ‘evangelical inclusivist’ interpretation of some of the biblical 
texts which have traditionally been understood to proscribe same-sex sexual activity (Hazlehurst, 
2014). Hazlehurst introduces that paper with a statement of commitment to the authority of 
scripture, but one which, in the complexity of life, advocates a more nuanced interpretation than 
those he perceives to often be present in conflict over human sexuality, seeking to move the debate 
away from a simple dichotomy between “uphold[ing] the authority of scripture and condemn[ing] all 
same-sex sexual activity”, or vice-versa (Hazlehurst, 2014, p. 19). He states: “[a]s an evangelical 
Christian, Jesus Christ is at the centre of my life. He is my Lord and Saviour and I believe that I have 
been born again by the Holy Spirit. I believe that the Bible is inspired by God and I approach it in 
prayer to deepen my understanding of God, as well as to be encouraged, challenged or rebuked. But 
that does not mean that everything in Scripture is an open or shut case — a binary choice between 
right and wrong, sound or unsound” (2014, p. 18). His paper then seeks a more nuanced approach, 
highlighting the contrasts between contemporary and biblical contexts, concluding that the types of 
sexual activity being condemned in the biblical texts are very different from the types of committed, 
loving and faithful same-sex relationships which ‘evangelical inclusivists’ accept or affirm 
(Hazlehurst, 2014, pp. 21-25). 
246 For example: “reading… for the first time with the blinkers taken off!” (n.d.(d)). 
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establish a way in which “evangelical Christians can ‘come out’… as evangelicals who 

have come to realise that it is possible to be a Biblical Christian, committed to the 

Gospel of Jesus Christ, and affirm or accept loving faithful same-sex relationships 

between 2 people made in the image of God” (n.d.(e)). 

 

Consequently, any ‘evangelical inclusivist’ ‘grammar’ which is discerned as being 

operative for Hazlehurst should be appreciated as a modification of a more 

conventional evangelical ‘grammar’, rather than an entirely new or separate set of 

‘rules’. And, as the above analysis demonstrates, this modified ‘grammar’ was one 

which, in some way, allowed that the experience of those seeking to be faithful 

Christians must be permitted to shape more complex or nuanced biblical 

interpretations than those which had, in Hazlehurst’s experience, previously been 

accepted by evangelicals. 

 

The fact that the conclusions resulting from Hazlehurst’s re-evaluation led to his 

being rejected by some fellow evangelicals (n.d.(e))247 confirms that he was not 

merely reaching new conclusions after following an accepted evangelical ‘grammar’. 

Rather, he was viewed (perhaps intuitively) as having ceased to adhere to some of 

the regulative principles which were, for some evangelicals at least, “considered 

essential to the identity or welfare of the group” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74).  

 

Therefore, an ‘evangelical inclusivist’ regulative principle, which was wrought from a 

conflict between a prevailing evangelical ‘grammar’, and the experience of those who 

appeared to be living lives of fruitful Christian service, can be proposed as being 

operative: permit Biblical interpretations to be re-evaluated in the light of the 

experience of those seeking to be faithful disciples. Or to state it in another way, any 

biblical interpretation which contradicts the relevant experience of Christians 

                                                      
247 See also: the “dismay” and “incredulity” with which some evangelicals responded to Hazlehurst’s 
conclusions (n.d.(e)); Hazlehurst’s reflection that some evangelicals question “how an evangelical 
Christian can possibly affirm gay relationships” (n.d.); and other concerned responses he has 
received that suggest that “it is my attitude to gay people, and not my relationship with Christ that 
will determine whether I get to heaven of burn in the fires of hell!” (n.d.(b)). 
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seeking to live lives of faithful discipleship, especially those whose lives are evidently 

fruitful in God’s service, must, for ‘evangelical inclusivists’ like Hazlehurst, be 

permitted to be reconsidered as a potential misinterpretation. 

 

The extent to which this move is a modification of ‘grammar’, and is at odds with the 

group-defining regulative principles248 of at least some evangelical Christian groups, 

is further confirmed by the experiences related in the autobiographical accounts of 

other ‘evangelical inclusivists’. For ‘Jane’ the personal adoption of a revised 

‘grammar’, which resulted in an acceptance of her own sexuality, was only achieved 

after years of fear (reinforced by the teaching she received) that “God viewed gay 

people as an abomination”, years which had included: unsuccessful prayer for 

healing; a perceived need for secretiveness concerning her attraction to women 

(resulting in mental ill-health); and an instant transformation from “committed 

believer” to “rebellious unrepentant sinner” in the eyes of the congregation when 

she made her sexuality known (Accepting Evangelicals, n.d.(d)). Similarly, it is 

appreciable in Mike Dark’s account that he had believed it necessary to suppress his 

sexuality for many years to conform to the inherent ‘rules’ of the evangelical 

communities of which he was a part, ‘rules’ which inevitably led to the conclusion 

that homosexuality and Christianity were mutually incompatible, and also meant that 

he was left in no doubt about church leaders’ condemnation of homosexuality when 

he was no longer able to maintain his secretiveness (Accepting Evangelicals, n.d.(f)). 

Equally, such was ‘Alec’s’ acceptance of what he perceived to be an incompatibility 

between homosexuality and the group-defining ‘rules’ of evangelical Christianity 

that, despite being attracted to other men, he married and had children whilst 

seeking prayer and exorcism to change his sexuality, and, when he eventually 

accepted his sexual orientation as part of his being, he was relieved of church 

leadership responsibilities and barred from communion (Accepting Evangelicals, 

n.d.(g)). 

                                                      
248 Regulative principles which the group in question consider “essential to the identity or welfare of 
the[ir] group” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74). 
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In each of these instances, the autobiographical accounts narrate experiences of 

conflict between the group-defining ‘grammar’249 of the evangelical communities of 

which the individuals were a part, and feelings which they came to accept as an 

intrinsic part of their being. In each case, this conflict resulted, frequently after many 

painful experiences, in an eventual adoption of a modified ‘grammar’ for the 

individual which, whilst not wishing to abandon their evangelical faith, allowed the 

prevailing, scripturally derived condemnation of homosexuality to be re-evaluated in 

the light of their own personal efforts to maintain active and faithful Christian lives, 

in which, despite their best efforts, same-sex attraction remained. However, in each 

case, the extent to which this modified ‘grammar’ failed to conform with the 

‘grammar’ of the evangelical groups of which they were a part is demonstrated by 

the rejection they experienced. 

 

Meanwhile, in another autobiographical account, ‘Lindsey’ is aware that her own re-

evaluation of sexual ethics, resulting from her “most recent encounter with the Holy 

Spirit” (from which she concludes that Jesus “delights in my unique brand of 

gayness”), is so at odds with what might be described as the ‘grammar’ of her 

evangelical community, that she remains “on borrowed time” as “a lesbian who is 

not out at my church” (Accepting Evangelicals, n.d.(e)). This concurs with the story of 

‘Bruce’, a father whose own views about same-sex relationships were revolutionised 

by a spiritual experience in which “I felt God show me that one of our three sons was 

gay and that it was okay” (Accepting Evangelicals, n.d.). This led to gradual personal 

acceptance of a modified ‘grammar’ through a “lonely journey” of prayer and Bible 

study, which, eventually, allowed his own experience, of what he believed to be a 

“God moment” of revelation, to revise his biblical interpretations, even though this 

resulted in such a disparity between his new approach and the position of the 

denomination in which he pastored that he felt obliged to resign (Accepting 

Evangelicals, n.d.). 

                                                      
249 Regulative principles which are considered “essential to the identity or welfare of the[ir] group” 
(Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74). 
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These autobiographical descriptions of the experiences of some representative 

‘evangelical inclusivists’ all demonstrate a regulative principle at work, which led the 

evangelical authors, after some personal conflict, to revise their inherited readings 

of the biblical texts in the light of their experience. This concurs with the ‘rule’ 

proposed above: permit Biblical interpretations to be re-evaluated in the light of the 

experience of those seeking to be faithful disciples. 

 

Further elucidation concerning the regulative principles being adhered to by 

‘evangelical inclusivists’ can be found in David Runcorn's essay Evangelicals, Scripture 

and same sex relationships - an 'Including Evangelical' perspective (Runcorn, 2013), 

which was published in the appendicies to the Pilling Report, and was included 

because it was considered by the members of the House of Bishops Working Group 

on human sexuality to “epitomise” the way in which some evangelicals understood 

scripture to lead to an ‘inclusivist’ position250 (House of Bishops Working Group on 

Human Sexuality, 2013, pp. 67-68). It was Runcorn’s intention that his paper might 

“trace the journey of Christians within the Evangelical tradition, holding a high view 

of the Bible, who have come to accept the place of committed, faithful same-sex 

relationships within the church, on the basis of (not in spite of) the teaching of 

Scripture” (Runcorn, 2013, p. 176). Consequently, it should be possible to discern 

within it some of the operative ‘grammar’ which is being followed by those who 

adhere to an ‘evangelical inclusivist’ position. 

 

At the start of his paper, Runcorn sets out the evangelical credentials of the position 

which he advocates, affirming the commitment of both “Conserving Evangelicals”, 

and “Including Evangelicals” to “obedient submission to the Scriptures in personal 

discipleship and in the life and practice of the Church” (2013, pp. 176-177). But he 

differentiates between “Conserving” and “Including” evangelicals over the place of 

                                                      
250 This assertion was affirmed by the fact that David Runcorn was invited to contribute to a 
collection of essays by evangelical inclusivists towards the end of the process of shared 
conversations, demonstrating the value placed on Runcorn’s contribution by the wider ‘evangelical 
inclusivist’ community (Runcorn, 2016). 
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“seeking meaning through a continuing process of interpretation”, advocating an 

“Including Evangelical” position that “there are fresh exegetical challenges to long-

held convictions about what Scripture teaches” (2013, p. 177). In the area of sexual 

ethics, Runcorn identifies that these ‘challenges’ have been particularly precipitated 

by the influence of a greater cultural openness to same-sex relationships, and the 

experiences of “those whose lives and relationships are a particular focus of this 

debate” (2013, p. 177). And, concurring with Hazlehurst’s autobiographical narrative, 

Runcorn advocates paying special attention to the experience of those who, over a 

prolonged period, demonstrate fruitful lives of discipleship and ministry251 (2013, p. 

190). 

 

Therefore, Runcorn begins to articulate a hermeneutical method which is being 

utilized by the ‘evangelical inclusivist’ approach he represents. As the above 

quotations demonstrate, he acknowledges that the ‘Including Evangelical’ position is 

one which sees itself as maintaining an evangelical commitment to the authority of 

scripture, but which allows a re-evaluation of traditional readings of biblical texts. 

And, Runcorn acknowledges that this re-evaluation takes place in the light of 

contemporary experience, especially the experience of those who are seeking to 

practice lives of faithful Christian discipleship, and are most affected by those 

interpretations. 

 

Runcorn cites evangelical tradition to support the validity of this approach, quoting 

the evangelical New Testament scholar N. T. Wright to caution against a confusion 

                                                      
251 Like Hazlehurst (n.d.(b); n.d.(c)), Runcorn points to Jesus’ words: “By their fruits you shall 
recognize them ... A good tree cannot bear bad fruit” (Matthew 7.16-18) (2013, p. 190). Runcorn 
sees within these words a model for “tests of discernment that are specifically not based on prior 
convictions about what is permitted or forbidden” (emphasis present in the original) which provides 
a “longer term strategy for discernment” (2013, p. 190). He describes this as a “Godly pragmatism”, 
“a valid, scripturally commended source of discernment —one that Jesus himself taught and used” 
which allows, in instances where the Christian community is unable to reach agreement concerning 
a new direction, “the evidence of people’s lives, over time and with the support and care that all 
growing needs” (2013, p. 190) to be indicative of the Godly path, especially paying attention to the 
evidence of fruitful ministries and apparent divine blessing, as a ‘bad tree cannot bear good fruit’ 
(Matthew 7.18). 
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between the authority of long-held traditional evangelical interpretations of 

scripture and the authority of scripture itself (2013, pp. 178-179), progressing to 

outline many cases252 in which positions that have previously been widely held by 

evangelicals have been re-evaluated in new contexts (2013, p. 180). Consequently, 

Runcorn advocates, in the current context, an undertaking of “the unsettling process 

of reading, re-examining, repenting, re-interpreting and revising even long 

unquestioned biblical convictions under the compelling of the Spirit” (2013, p. 180), 

seeing this as both a thoroughly appropriate and necessary exercise.  

 

Runcorn’s resulting re-evaluations of the relevant biblical texts conclude that: while 

marriage may be expected to be typically heterosexual, “what is typical does not rule 

out the atypical” (2013, p. 183); the creation account of Genesis 2 contains a primary 

emphasis on companionship which may apply to same- as well as opposite-sex 

partnerships (2013, pp. 180-184); and where biblical prohibitions of same-sex 

relationships are found, they are not describing relational contexts which reflect the 

types of partnerships which are under consideration in the current debate (2013, pp. 

184-189). 

 

Whilst it is not my place in this paper to critique the conclusions or practices of any 

particular group, it can be seen, as I have demonstrated above, that these 

conclusions are reached by Runcorn as a result of following a hermeneutic which is 

shaped by regulative principles which are consistent with the ‘grammatical’ rule 

already discerned from an examination of ‘evangelical inclusivist’ autobiographical 

accounts. This ‘rule’ is a modification to inherited evangelical regulative principles, 

and is group-defining as it is this modified regulative principle which differentiates 

‘evangelical inclusivists’ from a more traditional evangelical identity within debates 

regarding same-sex relationships. Or, in Lindbeck’s terminology, a regulative 

principle is demonstrably being followed by David Runcorn which coheres with the 

regulative principle being followed by the authors of the ‘evangelical inclusivist’ 

                                                      
252 Including: “slavery, apartheid, usury, divorce and remarriage, contraception and women in 
society and the Church” (Runcorn, 2013, p. 180). 
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autobiographical accounts. This regulative principle, by allowing the experience of 

those seeking to be faithful disciples to re-evaluate the reading of biblical texts, is 

operative behind the practices and statements that are “considered essential to the 

identity or welfare” of ‘evangelical inclusivists’, and “indicate[s] what constitutes 

faithful adherence to [their] community" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74): permit Biblical 

interpretations to be re-evaluated in the light of the experience of those seeking to be 

faithful disciples. 

 

Towards a comparison of 'grammar' 

 

In this chapter I have undertaken a description of the three prominent positions 

within the debate concerning same-sex relationships in the Church of England, as 

seen at the beginning of the process of 'facilitiated conversations' in 2014, and have 

identified regulative principles which appear to be operative in the formation of the 

practices and statements which are characteristic of those three positions (see 

Appendix 1). 

 

Now, in the penultimate chapter of this thesis I will proceed to compare the 

'grammar' identified as being operative for each of these three parties, to test 

whether a modified version of Lindbeck's rule theory is a helpful tool with which to 

seek a degree of reconciliation within contemporary church controversies. Initially 

this will involve a comparison of the identified operative ‘grammars’, to ascertain the 

extent to which they converge or, alternatively, are in conflict. 
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Chapter 7: A Comparison of Operative ‘Grammars’ 

 

Having clarified and modified Lindbeck’s regulative approach to doctrine in the 

earlier chapters of this project, in chapter six I have sought to begin to apply this 

modified model within the current Church of England debates regarding same-sex 

relationships, a case study which has been chosen as an appropriate ‘real life’ 

example within which to test the usefulness of a regulative approach to doctrine. I 

have undertaken this application by examining the practices and experiences (and, 

where appropriate, descriptions of practices which are considered, by the relevant 

groups, to cohere with faithful discipleship) of representative groups for each of the 

main identifiable parties participating in the debate, at a specific moment in time253. 

Consequently, I have identified a number of regulative principles, or, following 

Lindbeck’s analogy, examples of ‘grammar’, which appear to be operative for those 

maintaining the various positions within the Church of England debate concerning 

same-sex relationships (see Appendix 1). These regulative principles may be said to 

operate in a way which is analogous to the grammar of a language because they do 

not, in themselves, state whether or not same-sex relationships should be permitted, 

celebrated or formalised. Rather, they merely articulate the particular ‘rules’ which 

are being followed by each party participating in the debate as their practices are 

shaped, or conclusions are reached. 

 

Now, in this penultimate chapter, I will undertake a comparison of the identified 

‘grammar’254 to ascertain the extent to which, at a ‘grammatical’ level, the positions 

of the various parties converge, or, if they prove to be divergent, the extent to which 

                                                      
253 The beginning of the ‘shared conversations’ which commenced in 2014 (Archbishop of 
Canterbury’s Reconciliation Ministry Team, n.d.). 
254 This comparison will be undertaken whilst being mindful of the potential imprecision, 
acknowledged in chapter three of this study, inherent in the discernment of unarticulated 'rules' 
which others may be following, and the risk that any 'rules' which are defined as a result of 
observation may differ from those identified by other observers, or by those being observed 
themselves. This risk is minimised in the present study by the discernment of 'grammar' being 
undertaken not from the observation of unarticulated practices alone, but from a parallel 
examination of relevant detailed statements concerning practices which are considered to cohere 
with faithful discipleship for those participating in the debate. However, caution should remain to 
ensure that the exact articulations of operative ‘grammar’ are not stated with too much confidence. 
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the modified version of rule theory might demonstrate a potential to illuminate areas 

for future dialogue which could lead to a degree of tolerably reconciled diversity. Or, 

alternatively, it may be anticipated that this comparison of regulative principles 

might elucidate such significant ‘grammatical’ differences that any sustainably 

reconciled diversity may appear unlikely. But in either instance, this comparison of 

‘grammar’ can be expected to enable an evaluation of the extent to which a modified 

version of rule theory shows the potential for the model to be a useful tool for the 

facilitation of dialogue in the example of this present debate.  

 

The search for ‘good disagreement’: a context for the application of a 
modified version of rule theory? 

 

Before I embark upon a comparison of the identified ‘grammar’, I will examine 

Anglican proposals for the enabling of “good disagreement” (Archbishops' Council, 

2014a, p. 23) in this current controversy, to ascertain whether these proposals would 

provide an environment within which a modified version of rule theory could be 

applied. 

 

It was a desire to enable such ‘good disagreement’ which was one of the primary 

motivations behind the shared conversations255 which began in the Church of 

England in the autumn of 2014  (Archbishop of Canterbury’s Reconciliation Ministry 

Team, n.d.), a process of dialogue built upon proposals which bear some similarities 

with what has been described as Lindbeck’s adoption of "a self-denying ordinance" 

(Higton, 2014, p. 29). Therefore, it will be important for this study to ascertain 

whether the approach proposed by those seeking ‘good disagreement’ offers a 

context within which a modified version of rule theory could theoretically be 

appropriately applied. 

 

                                                      
255The search for 'good disagreement' is a principle at the heart of the vision for the facilitated 
conversations, with the term itself being attributed to Justin Welby who, as Archbishop of 
Canterbury at the outset of this particular process of formal dialogue, outlined his hope for the 
discovery of "good disagreement" as the conversations' objective (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, p. 
23). 
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The anticipated shape of the shared conversations, and the ‘good disagreement’ 

which they hoped to achieve, is outlined in Grace and Disagreement 1: Thinking 

through the process (Archbishops' Council, 2014a). This booklet was published by the 

Archbishops’ Council to help to engender interlocutory practices that the organisers 

considered helpful (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, p. 3), by providing a rationale for 

the shared conversations (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, p. 9). The booklet also 

outlined the practical arrangements which were being put in place to enable the 

shared conversations to take place (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, pp. 29-33). 

 

In addition, A Search for Good Disagreement (Groves, 2014) will be instructive. This 

paper was published by the Archbishops’ Council at the start of the shared 

conversations to help to prepare participants for the process of dialogue by enabling 

them to “draw upon some of the fruits of reflection and negotiation that has taken 

place already within the churches” (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, p. 9). The paper was 

authored by Phil Groves, drawing on his experiences as the Director of the Anglican 

Communion Office’s “Continuing Indaba” process, facilitating continued discussions 

around the issues of human sexuality within the Anglican Communion after the 2008 

Lambeth Conference, “based on the principle that careful listening and speaking 

might enable people at odds to work collaboratively together to explore the things 

that divide them within an overall sense of a shared fellowship” (Archbishops' 

Council, 2014a, p. 13). This article, as a reflection on a prior process of seeking 

Communion-wide ‘good disagreement’, and an articulation of some hopes for the 

Anglican shared conversations in England, will provide an important additional 

source from which to assess the processes designed to reach ‘good disagreement’, 

and to ascertain whether they could provide the type of context within which a 

modified version of rule theory might be implemented. 

 

It may be observed that, at the heart of the search for 'good disagreement' there 

appear to be some similarities to Lindbeck's own proposals. This is evident in the call 

to replicate what appears to be, in the New Testament churches, a type of ‘first order’ 

divergence between different faith communities in different localities, where 
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variation over Christian practice remained256, despite the prioritisation of a deep 

unity, as different church communities contextualised “the essential truths into their 

context” (Groves, 2014, p. 56). Therefore, for Groves, the scriptural presentation of 

the New Testament church should not be understood to be a blueprint for 

contemporary Christian praxis, but rather (to borrow a Lindbeckian phrase which 

appears to describe the approach Groves promotes) as providing “exemplary 

instantiations” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 81) of the formation of Christian communities 

which are uniquely appropriate within their contexts, each “translating the gospel” 

(Groves, 2014, p. 56) for their own settings. Such interpretations of New Testament 

examples are reminiscent of Lindbeck's own ecumenical priorities, which sought to 

find a deep unity, despite the presence of diversity (between contexts) which initially 

appeared contradictory, but which Lindbeck characterised as a demonstration of a 

justifiable first order diversity of practices or beliefs, reflecting a deeper 

‘grammatical’ unity (Lindbeck, 1984, pp. 83-84). Indeed, both Groves and Lindbeck 

see a variety of Christian practices in different contexts as a virtue, being a sign of the 

“vitality” of a faith which can be experienced differently in different contexts 

(Lindbeck, 1984, p. 84), and evidence of the application of an appropriate mission 

strategy in different cultural settings (Groves, 2014, p. 55). 

 

However, some caution should be employed before drawing too many parallels here, 

given Groves’ assertion that instances of Christian diversity may be examples of 

churches “contextualising the essential truths into their context and communicating 

them to those around them” (2014, p. 56), with the reference to ‘essential truths’ 

possibly indicating (but not explicitly detailing) an expectation that shared 

propositional statements might be at the heart of a deeper unity. This would be at 

odds with Lindbeck’s search for ‘grammar’, in which "the normative form of... 

religion" is present neither in "the truth claims or the experiences appropriate to a 

particular world" but in "the framework and the medium in which Christians know 

and experience” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 84).  

                                                      
256 Groves lists discernible differences over: the application of the Jewish Law; food laws; the 
implications of Christian freedom; and other differences which are alluded to in the New Testament 
without being detailed (Groves, 2014, p. 56). 
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In addition, there are some noticeable differences between the hopes evident in 

Lindbeck’s original regulative proposals, and the hopes of the advocates of ‘good 

disagreement’. As has already been noted (and modified) in chapter three of this 

study, the tone of Lindbeck’s book is one which is optimistic about finding 

“reconciliation without capitulation” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 18) in situations of 

apparently intractable conflict, whereas the Anglican proposals for the shared 

conversations do not contain the same level of optimism about the discovery of an 

underlying deep unity. Instead, the proposals for dialogue in the Church of England 

seek greater mutual understanding within difference without necessarily expecting 

to find resolution, aiming to advance mutual understanding alongside a recognition 

of both the extent, and the limitations, of unity (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, p. 5; 

22). This is not to deny that the search for 'good disagreement' envisions "an ongoing 

search for the truth" (Groves, 2014, p. 59), which may be "a painful and complex 

journey towards the fullness of truth" through the process of "discerning afresh... the 

gospel in every culture and age" (Groves, 2014, p. 60). But unlike the optimism which 

was perceptible in Lindbeck’s hopes for rule theory (see chapter four of this study), 

the ‘search for good disagreement’ is envisioned as a process in which unity may not 

ultimately be found (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, pp. 24-26), where agreement may 

remain elusive (Groves, 2014, pp. 66-67), and where such a result would not 

necessarily be a mark of failure257 (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, p. 24). But, as I have 

already argued in this thesis that neither expectations of ‘grammatical’ immutability, 

nor an anticipation of doctrinal reconciliation, are essential or helpful elements of 

rule theory258, the expectation that ‘good disagreement’ may not lead to a kind of 

                                                      
257 Organisers assert that “much that is good” may emerge from the shared conversations even if 
there is “no change of mind on either side”: participants may recognise “authentic discipleship” in 
the lives of their opponents; the “limits of unity” may be identified; the conversations may “lead the 
Church of England into a less uncomfortable and more mission-oriented place”; parties may become 
less certain of their own position, allowing “a period of more humble and prayerful reflection”, and a 
less public forum for ongoing dispute; trust may deepen between those who disagree; and 
separation (if it proves unavoidable) may be undertaken in a way which extends love and care to 
those who are feel unable to remain (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, pp. 24-26).  
258 As argued in chapters three and four of this study, this attenuation of Lindbeck’s apparent 
expectations renders the proposed modification to rule theory to be more in keeping with 
developments which have occurred within ecumenism since the publication of The Nature of 
Doctrine. 
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reconciliation which is analogous to a ‘grammatical’ convergence does not mean that 

its aims are necessarily at odds with the modified version of rule theory which is being 

tested in this study. 

 

However, the similarities and differences between the search for 'good 

disagreement' and rule theory are not limited to the place of ongoing difference 

within Christian communities. As I have already observed above, similarities may also 

be found within the requirement for participants to willingly suspend a degree of 

confidence concerning the veracity of their own convictions in the interests of fruitful 

dialogue. This is described by Mike Higton's identification of Lindbeck's “self-denying 

ordinance” (Higton, 2014, p. 29)259 which allows dialogue to take place on 

theologically neutral ground, thereby permitting all participants to access the debate 

on equal terms. And a similar requirement is evident in Grace and Disagreement's 

encouragement for participants in the shared conversations to enter the dialogue 

with an attitude which allows for the possibility that their own opinions might be 

modified, rather than with intentions of changing others' minds (Archbishops' 

Council, 2014a, p. 22). 

 

However, despite these points of similarity, a significant difference remains. This is 

evident in the fact that the search for 'good disagreement' recommends a dialogue 

which primarily concerns the ‘presenting issue’ of sexuality260 rather than consciously 

deconstructing the controversy to discuss the regulative principles on which the 

ethical conclusions of the parties in the debate are predicated. This is despite Grace 

and Disagreement's acknowledgement that deeper issues are operative behind the 

areas of disagreement within the current debate (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, p. 10), 

                                                      
259 This ‘self-denying ordinance’ (Higton, 2014, p. 29) will also be required of those following 
Lindbeck’s regulative model, as has been argued in chapter three of this study. 
260 See the suggested questions for use in the shared conversations, which, although they are merely 
proposed as a starting point, primarily focus on: the response of the church to a greater cultural 
openness to LGTBI people and the introduction of same-sex marriage; considerations of 
interpretative conclusions of participants, and those with whom they disagree; ongoing relationships 
with other Anglican bodies which may hold firm views on the subjects under discussion; and 
responses to other Anglicans who may reach opposing conclusions (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, pp. 
32-33). 
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which the Pilling Report identifies as the explanation for the depth and longevity of 

controversy over same-sex relationships (Pilling Report, 2013, § 234). The primary 

'deeper' issue identified by the organisers of the shared conversations relates to 

questions concerning "the meaning and use of scripture which go to the heart of 

people's sense of discipleship and their understanding of how God speaks to his 

people", so that "what is at stake is the church’s understanding of the God of the Old 

and New Testaments – the God of the church and of Jesus himself" (Archbishops' 

Council, 2014a, p. 10). But, the identification of these underlying questions 

notwithstanding, these deeper issues remain areas which the search for 'good 

disagreement' does not appear to explicitly expect to focus on, although it must be 

acknowledged that the freedom for facilitated conversation groups to set their own 

agenda (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, pp. 32-33) does allow individual dialogue 

groups to consider and compare their regulative principles if they so desire. 

 

Therefore, although there are many areas of the proposal for 'good disagreement' 

which bear some similarities to elements of rule theory, and although there would 

be scope, within the structure of the shared conversations, for groups to undertake 

an analysis of their regulative principles, the approaches are not synonymous. The 

search for 'good disagreement' (as it is envisioned in the official materials published 

at the start of those conversations) primarily engages with 'first-order' issues of 

ethics and praxis (albeit in a way which permits diversity to continue), whilst rule 

theory operates at a deeper level by advocating an explicit exploration of the ‘rules 

of grammar’ which shape the construction of first-order praxis. However, whilst the 

shared conversations envisage a process which differs from the modified version of 

rule theory outlined in this study, they could, remembering the latitude that 

individual groups are given to set their own agendas (Archbishops' Council, 2014a, 

pp. 32-33), provide a forum in which such a theory could be tested. Of particular 

importance would be the values, expressed by the organisers of the shared 

conversations, which advocate both the willingness of participants to temper the 

strength of their own convictions for the sake of productive dialogue (Archbishops' 

Council, 2014a, p. 22), and an openness to a possibility that first order diversity could, 
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in some instances at least, be an example of appropriate contextual variety which 

reflects a deeper unity (Groves, 2014, p. 56). 

 

Indeed, it would appear that a modified version of rule theory has much to offer a 

process of dialogue in contexts such as the Church of England’s ‘shared 

conversations’. The apparent advantage of the modified form of rule theory under 

consideration, as opposed to more traditional approaches to controversy, is that it 

allows seemingly intractable conflicts to be approached from a fresh perspective 

without becoming mired in apparently irresolvable circular debates. Whilst previous 

attempts to find resolution may have stalled over the failure to find agreement 

concerning, for example, the interpretation of particular biblical passages, this 

modified version of rule theory aims to disentangle the minutiae of conflict over first-

order statements and practices by examining the operative 'grammars' which shape 

the conflicting first-order positions, thereby identifying the most fruitful, if 

challenging, areas on which ongoing Church of England dialogue concerning same-

sex relationships should be focussed. 

 

What follows in this penultimate chapter is, therefore, a comparison of the regulative 

principles which have been demonstrated to be operative (in a manner which is 

analogous to that of grammar) behind the practices of participants in the Church of 

England's debates (and the descriptions of the practices which those participants 

consider to cohere with faithful discipleship) concerning same-sex relationships, at 

the start of the ‘shared conversations’. This comparison will therefore test the 

usefulness of (a modified version of) rule theory in a contemporary ecclesial conflict. 

In this comparison I will attempt to ascertain: whether there is a level of currently 

obscured 'grammatical' agreement between the apparently conflicting positions in 

the debate (which may provide a basis on which to proceed towards a form of 

resolution); if there are promising areas for further dialogue revealed by the 

examination of regulative principles (if limited ‘grammatical’ agreement is 

discovered); or whether the first-order conflict is in fact an inevitable consequence 

of differing operative ‘grammars’, with divergent regulative principles perennially 
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leading the parties to conflicting conclusions regarding their practices or convictions.

  

A comparison of regulative principles 

 

As this study proceeds towards conclusions concerning the contribution that a 

modified version of rule theory might have made, if it had been applied within the 

Church of England debate about same-sex relationships as it stood at a fixed moment 

at the beginning of the ‘shared conversations’ in 2014, it must be remembered that 

the ‘grammar’ that has been identified as being operative for each party would, if the 

proposed model was being implemented in ‘real life’, be expected to be further 

refined. This is because, as a tool of “ecumenical reasoning” (Higton, 2014, p. 23), it 

should be anticipated that any participants making use of a modified version of rule 

theory would (as identified in chapter five of this study) be expected to engage with, 

and refine, the ‘grammar’ that had been identified as being operative for them, 

before engaging in dialogue concerning that ‘grammar’ with the other parties in the 

debate. 

 

This is not to suggest that members of each party would be the final arbiters in the 

identification of their operative ‘grammar’, because (as observed in chapter three of 

this study, following the work of Pierre Bourdieu), it cannot be assumed that 

participants will necessarily be able to make an accurate assessment of the ‘rules’ 

which they are following in the performance of their own practices. But it must also 

be remembered (as has also been identified in chapter three, drawing on the work 

of Wittgenstein and Tanner) that external observers are not in a position to 

conclusively identify the ‘rules’ which participants may be following in their 

performance of practices either. Rather, it should be expected that a process of 

dialogue between both external observers and participants will be most effective in 

discerning the ‘grammar’ which is being followed by members of each party. 

Consequently, the potential remains for this current area of study to be developed 

further, by working with representatives of each of the parties identified in the 

Church of England debate, and instigating a dialogue with those representatives to 
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refine the regulative principles which have been identified as being operative for 

their group through the observation of their liturgies and descriptions. However, in 

order to maintain the viability of this study261, this must remain a suggestion for 

future development. Consequently, it must be remembered that the regulative 

principles which have been identified as being operative for the various parties within 

this study are, to a degree, provisional. Nonetheless, when the (provisional) 

‘grammar’ of ‘traditionalists’, ‘inclusivists’, and ‘evangelical inclusivists’ are 

compared, an assessment of the usefulness of a modified version of rule theory can 

commence, with evidence of both ‘grammatical’ convergence and divergence 

becoming apparent. 

 

Instances of ‘grammatical’ convergence and divergence 

 

When the ‘grammars’ of each party in the Church of England debate are compared 

(see Appendix 1), the most easily identifiable instance of coherence is between 

elements of the ‘rules’ being followed by ‘inclusivists’ and ‘evangelical inclusivists’. 

Although it must be remembered that the regulative principle identified for 

‘evangelical inclusivists’ is a modification of an inherited evangelical ‘grammar’262, 

and although the ‘grammars’ of ‘inclusivists’ and ‘evangelical inclusivists’ are not 

identical (as outlined below), it is evident that they cohere to a large degree. 

 

To note, from the outset, some ways in which these ‘grammars’ are not identical, it 

will be observed that, for ‘evangelical inclusivists’, the modification to their inherited 

evangelical ‘grammar’ is one which permits, when necessary, the re-evaluation of 

biblical interpretations in the light of the experience of those seeking to be faithful 

                                                      
261 It is impracticable to include these developments within this study because of the space 
limitations of this current thesis, and also (due to the nature of the ongoing and continually 
developing controversy) the need to select a fixed (historic) moment in time to examine the 
positions of the various parties, and thereby to assess the usefulness of the modified version of rule 
theory under consideration. 
262 This suggests that their regulative principles may, in other areas of faith and practice, be closer to 
members of the (predominantly evangelical (Brittain & McKinnon, 2011, p. 366)) ‘traditionalist’ 
group than some ‘inclusivists’ (who may be from liberal or Anglo-Catholic traditions within the 
Church of England). 
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disciples, if Christian experience and their existing (evangelical) interpretation of 

biblical texts appear to be at odds. This differs from the ‘grammar’ of ‘inclusivists’ 

however, in which a recognition of God’s work in the diversity of individual lives is of 

prime regulative importance, as becomes apparent when their proposed liturgical 

resources are examined (see chapter six of this study). Nonetheless, the ethical 

conclusions of both ‘inclusivists’ and ‘evangelical inclusivists’, even if they may have 

been reached by following different hierarchies of regulative principles263, are a 

result of ‘rules’ being followed which have a similar effect, allowing an interpretative 

dialogue between human experience and the scriptures to take place, with human 

experiences being permitted to shape the interpretation of biblical texts. 

 

Consequently, it can be seen that although ‘inclusivists’ and ‘evangelical inclusivists’ 

are following different sets of regulative principles, their parties are likely to be able 

to frequently reach a degree of reconciliation quite readily. This should not, perhaps, 

be a surprising outcome, as their ethical conclusions regarding same-sex 

relationships (as they stood at the point of the debate which is under consideration) 

are in broad agreement. Indeed, the fact that Accepting Evangelicals, the most 

prominent representative organisation of ‘evangelical inclusivists’, felt able to be part 

of the LGBTI Anglican Coalition, working with other ‘inclusivist’ organisations “to 

develop a shared voice for the full acceptance of LGBTI people in the Church of 

England” (LGBTI Anglican Coalition, n.d.), demonstrates that their ‘grammar’264, 

coheres sufficiently with that of ‘inclusivists’ to allow them to work together towards 

a shared goal. 

 

However, despite this high degree of ‘grammatical’ compatibility between 

‘inclusivists’ and ‘evangelical inclusivists’, a great deal of divergence is evident when 

comparisons are made between the regulative principles which have been identified 

                                                      
263 With ‘evangelical inclusivist’ reinterpretations being as a result of a conflict between experience 
and biblical interpretations, and ‘inclusivists’ giving human experience a higher regulative import 
from the outset, as demonstrated in chapter six of this study. 
264 In Lindbeckian terms, the “communally authoritative teachings regarding beliefs and practices 
that are considered essential to the identity or welfare of the group in question” and “indicate what 
constitutes faithful adherence to a community” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74). 
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as being operative for other parties in the debate. This becomes particularly apparent 

when the ‘grammars’ of ‘traditionalists’ and ‘inclusivists’ are compared. In both 

cases, their regulative principles cohere with the discrimen, or the “judgment about 

how to characterize the mode in which God is present among the faithful” (Kelsey, 

1975, p. 160, emphasis in the original) which is operative for each party. As described 

in chapter six of this study, for ‘traditionalists’, God’s mode of activity in the world is 

primarily perceived as being by the imparting of doctrine, transmitted through 

scripture, resulting in a ‘grammar’ which shapes all ‘traditionalist’ ethical conclusions 

regarding relational practices by: ensuring that those practices reflect an original 

divinely created (and biblically described) institution, and emulate other biblical 

paradigms; privileging both the example of Jesus and the creation accounts in the 

shaping of relationships and the interpretation of contentious biblical texts; and 

requiring human insights (which are understood to be compromised by ‘the Fall’, as 

narrated in Genesis 3) to be subordinate to scripture. 

 

These regulative principles conflict significantly with those of ‘inclusivists’, which 

reflect a contrasting discrimen (also described in chapter six of this study), in which 

God’s presence is appreciated as being operative in diverse human experiences, with 

that presence being discerned through a dialogue between contemporary human 

contexts and scripture. The resulting ‘grammar’ therefore regulates ‘inclusivist’ 

conclusions regarding sexual ethics by: allowing perceptions of God’s work in the 

diversity of individual lives to instigate new patterns of blessed or solemnised 

relationships; permitting experiences of human love (where they are considered to 

reflect or illuminate God’s love) to be appreciated as divinely instigated, and 

revelatory; allowing the teaching and example of Jesus to inform the interpretation 

of biblical passages; and requiring biblical interpretation to be congruent with 

contemporary cultural and scientific insights. 

 

These brief summaries of the ‘grammars’ which appear to be operative for these two 

parties illustrate the contrasting sets of regulative principles shaping the 

relationships which are considered to cohere with faithful Christian discipleship for 
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the groups concerned. This is despite one instance of what might appear to be 

significant convergence, with one regulative principle requiring ‘traditionalists’ to let 

the teaching and example of Jesus take priority in the shaping of relationships, and 

an apparently similar ‘rule’ shaping ‘inclusivist’ practices to let biblical passages be 

interpreted in the light of the teaching and example of Jesus. However, it must be 

remembered that both of these ‘rules’ form part of a broader ‘grammar’ for each 

party, and therefore cannot be followed by either group in an isolated way, or in a 

way which would lead either group to permit practices which would conflict with the 

other regulative principles that are operative in the shaping of what the group 

consider to be lives of faithful discipleship. And on closer examination, it is notable 

that, in effect, the two parties turn to different aspects of Jesus’ example and 

teaching, each prioritising different aspects of the gospel accounts which cohere with 

their own respective wider ‘grammars’265 (although, as I will explore later in this 

chapter, the ‘traditionalist’ and ‘inclusivist’ prioritisations of aspects of the teaching 

and example of Jesus may point to a promising area for future exploration, if 

reconciliation is to be sought).  

 

Consequently, when the ‘traditionalist’ and ‘inclusivist’ regulative principles are 

compared as two complete, but separate, sets of ‘rules’, they can be seen to direct 

the practices of ‘traditionalist’ and ‘inclusivist’ communities to be shaped by very 

different resources. In fact, they suggest that for each party their “test of 

faithfulness” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 116) is judged by very different criteria: for 

‘traditionalists’ it is primarily the ancient narratives of sacred texts which are 

expected to shape contemporary practices, with present-day insights required to 

remain subordinate; whereas for ‘inclusivists’, it is contemporary insights (as far as 

                                                      
265 For example, for ‘traditionalists’, the following appear formative: Jesus’ endorsement of the 
institution of marriage by his presence at Cana (Church of England, 1664/ 2004, p. 301; Archbishops' 
Council, 2000, 2005, p. 102, 105, 136); Jesus’ teaching regarding marriage and divorce (Church of 
England, 1664/ 2004, p. 305, 308; Archbishops' Council, 2000, 2005, p. 146); and biblical examples of 
marriage as reflective of the relationship between Christ and the church (Church of England, 1664/ 
2004, p. 301, 309; Archbishops' Council, 2000, 2005, pp. 105, 136, 142-143). Meanwhile, for 
‘inclusivists’, greater significance is found in: the priority of love evident in Jesus’ teaching in the 
Sermon on the Mount (Wilson, 2014, p. 45); Jesus’ subversion of first-century Jewish interpretations 
of Old Testament Law (Wilson, 2014, p. 46); and Jesus’ inclusion of those who were regarded as 
‘unclean’ (John, 1993/2012, pp. 13-15). 
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they are appreciated as being divinely instigated, as detailed in chapter six of this 

study), in dialogue with contemporary interpretations of biblical texts, which are 

expected to regulate present-day practices within lives of faithful discipleship. 

 

Therefore, although the regulative principles being followed by these two parties 

both take human experience and scripture into account, they prioritise them in such 

different ways that opposing conclusions are reached, with the ‘grammar’ of 

traditionalists subordinating the very resources (human insights and experiences) 

which ‘inclusivists’ prioritise. And it is important to recognise that, in both cases, 

these are examples of ‘grammar’, rather than merely being articulations of mutable 

presuppositions. As ‘grammar’, these divergent regulative principles cohere with a 

very different discrimen, or construal of “what Christianity is basically all about in a 

single, synoptic, imaginative judgment” (Kelsey, 1975, p. 159) for each party, and are 

‘rules’ which “indicate what constitutes faithful adherence to a community” 

(Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74), being integral to the self-perception and identity of each 

Christian group in question. Consequently, it can be appreciated that it will not be 

possible for either group to assent to, or adopt, the other party’s ‘grammar’, whilst 

remaining true to the “communally authoritative teachings regarding beliefs and 

practices that are considered essential to the identity or welfare” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 

74) of their own group. Or to state the case more starkly, to adopt the other party’s 

‘grammar’ would, for either ‘traditionalists’ or ‘inclusivists’, be tantamount to 

adopting a different understanding of “what Christianity is basically all about” 

(Kelsey, 1975, p. 159). 

 

Therefore, when the ‘traditionalist’ set of regulative principles is compared with 

those of ‘inclusivists’, significant ‘grammatical’ divergence is identified, with little 

immediate hope for the “reconciliation without capitulation” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 18) 

which Lindbeck believed he had observed in ecumenical settings, and hoped might 

be achieved in other contexts through an application of rule theory. 
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Similar ‘grammatical’ divergence is also evident between ‘traditionalists’ and 

‘evangelical inclusivists’. Although both parties have much shared heritage (given the 

predominantly evangelical nature of the ‘traditionalist’ party in the Church of 

England (Brittain & McKinnon, 2011, p. 366)), the ‘evangelical inclusivist’ ‘grammar’, 

as a modification to a set of inherited evangelical regulative principles, marks a 

significant ‘grammatical’ departure. The extent to which this modified ‘grammar’ is 

at odds with the “communally authoritative teachings regarding beliefs and practices 

that are considered essential to the identity or welfare” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74) of the 

(predominantly evangelical) ‘traditionalist’ party is demonstrated by the rejection 

which many ‘evangelical inclusivists’ experienced once their inclusivist conclusions 

became known within their evangelical ecclesial community (as detailed in chapter 

six of this study). 

 

Given the (already explored) extent of the compatibility between ‘evangelical 

inclusivist’ and ‘inclusivist’ regulative principles on the one hand, and the divergence 

between ‘inclusivist’ and ‘traditionalist’ regulative principles on the other, it should, 

perhaps, be no surprise to discover divergence between the ‘rules’ of ‘traditionalists’ 

and ‘evangelical inclusivists’. Whilst the modification of ‘grammar’ exhibited by 

‘evangelical inclusivists’, allowing biblical interpretation to be re-evaluated in the 

light of the experience of those seeking to be faithful disciples, does not necessarily 

conflict with the ‘traditionalist’ rule that contemporary insights must remain 

subordinate to biblical paradigms266, in reality, significant ‘grammatical’ difference is 

exhibited. This is because the reinterpretations of biblical texts undertaken by 

‘evangelical inclusivists’ are, in practice (as demonstrated by the autobiographical 

accounts and descriptions examined in chapter six of this study), permitted to lead 

to conclusions which conflict with the other ‘rules’ which appear to be operative for 

‘traditionalists’. More specifically, if ‘evangelical inclusivist’ re-interpretations of 

biblical texts lead to an acceptance of relational unions which do not reflect the 

                                                      
266 If it is permitted that the contemporary implications of some biblical paradigms could perhaps 
have been misinterpreted in the past, it is conceivable that some biblical interpretations could be re-
evaluated in a way which may be acceptable to those following a ‘traditionalist grammar’, provided 
those re-interpretations do not lead to conflict with other aspects of that ‘grammar’. 
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pattern of relationships modelled in the biblical creation accounts (and therefore do 

not comply with the ‘rule’ let marriage relationships reflect an original divinely 

created institution), or are not of a type which is positively modelled elsewhere in the 

biblical canon (and consequently do not follow the ‘rule’ let biblical resources provide 

the descriptions of paradigmatic relationships to be emulated), it becomes apparent 

that there is significant divergence between “what constitutes faithful adherence to 

[the] community” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74) for the ‘traditionalist’, and the ‘evangelical 

inclusivist’ parties. Consequently, this comparison of ‘grammar’ also reveals a 

divergence in which Lindbeck’s hopes for “doctrinal reconciliation without doctrinal 

change” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 15), following the application of rule theory, appear 

elusive. 

 

However, just because the modified version of rule theory which is under 

consideration does not lead to the “reconciliation without capitulation” which 

Lindbeck sought (1984, p. 15), it does not mean that the model has been shown to 

have no potential to make a valuable contribution to the debate. On the contrary, as 

I have argued in chapter four of this study, rule theory is strengthened by the removal 

of unnecessary expectations for the discovery of ‘grammatical’ convergence behind 

instances of Christian diversity. And, in addition, this application of the modified 

version of rule theory does contain the possibility to elucidate areas in which there 

may be the potential to build a degree of convergence, as I will explore below. But 

first, now that the regulative principles which appear to be operative in the case 

study have been identified and compared, I will evaluate Lindbeck’s assertion that 

sexual ethics can be understood as examples of ‘conditionally essential’ doctrines 

(1984, p. 85). 

 

Sexual ethics as “conditionally essential” moral doctrines? 

 

The identification of the sets of regulative principles which appear to be operative 

for ‘traditionalists, ‘inclusivists’, and ‘evangelical inclusivists’, and the comparison of 

those identified ‘grammars’, now makes it possible to examine and test Lindbeck’s 
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observation that most debates concerning sexual ethics are really arguments about 

whether “traditional moral doctrines” (which he suggests are “conditionally 

essential” doctrines) remain permanently applicable, or have been “abrogated by 

developments in science, technology, society, and culture” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 85). 

 

Immediately, it should be recognised that many ‘traditionalists’ can be expected to 

take issue with Lindbeck’s suggestion that sexual ethics relate to ‘conditionally 

essential’ doctrines (which may only remain permanent if the “relevant conditions 

always obtain” (1984, p. 85)). Counter to Lindbeck, ‘traditionalists’ are more likely to 

understand sexual ethics to be examples of “practical doctrines” which are 

“unconditionally necessary”, and are therefore applicable in all contexts, as a result 

of what ‘traditionalists’ consider to be a broader “indispensable grammar or logic of 

the faith” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 85). This is because, as I have shown in chapter six of 

this study, for ‘traditionalists’, conclusions regarding sexual ethics are primarily 

derived from a wider set of regulative principles which perennially prioritise 

scripture267 (which, in accordance with their discrimen (as outlined above) is, for 

them, at the heart of “the logic of faith” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 85)), rendering any 

debate about whether or not the “practical doctrines” have been “abrogated by 

developments in science, technology, society, and culture” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 85) 

redundant268. However, it is likely that Lindbeck’s categorisation of sexual ethics as 

examples of “conditionally essential” “practical doctrines” (1984, p. 85) would 

cohere more readily with the regulative principles of ‘inclusivists’ and ‘evangelical 

inclusivists’, according to which the contemporary applicability of scriptural 

                                                      
267 Namely: let the teaching and example of Jesus take priority in the shaping of relationships; let 
biblical resources provide the descriptions of paradigmatic relationships to be emulated; let 
contemporary insights remain subordinate to biblical paradigms. 
268 This ‘grammar’ is reflective of a wider conviction which can be expected to be present for the 
(predominantly evangelical (Brittain & McKinnon, 2011, p. 366)) ‘traditionalist’ party in this case 
study, that the extent to which scripturally-derived doctrines should be revisable is limited, in 
contrast with a greater willingness among those who come from ‘liberal’ traditions to re-evaluate 
and revise doctrinal positions. 
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prohibitions against same-sex sexual practices are permitted to be assessed in the 

light of contemporary scientific and sociological insights269. 

 

Consequently, Lindbeck’s suggestion that sexual ethics can be considered examples 

of ‘conditionally essential’ doctrines should be expected to be acceptable to 

‘inclusivists’ and ‘evangelical inclusivists’, but not to ‘traditionalists’. Indeed, as the 

organisers of the ‘shared conversations’ recognised, difference concerning the place 

of scripture in discipleship, and “how God speaks to his people” (Archbishops' 

Council, 2014a, p. 10) remains at the heart of the controversy. And it is perhaps a 

difference between ‘traditionalist’ perceptions of sexual ethics (being inextricably 

linked to ‘unconditionally necessary’ doctrines, with reference to scripture), and 

‘inclusivist’ and ‘evangelical inclusivist’ understandings of relational practices (being 

linked to ‘conditionally essential’ doctrines), which explains the longevity of the 

debate: the debate is not, for some at least, merely about whether “certain 

traditional moral doctrines apply” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 85); much more significant 

questions about the “indispensable grammar or logic of the faith” (Lindbeck, 1984, 

p. 85), as they see it, are at stake. 

 

Potential for a Modified Version of Rule Theory to Facilitate 
Reconciliation? 

 

Having compared the regulative principles which appear to be operative for Church 

of England ‘traditionalists’, ‘inclusivists’, and ‘evangelical inclusivists’, and having 

addressed Lindbeck’s suggestion that sexual ethics can be considered to be an 

example of ‘conditionally essential’ doctrines, I will now turn to an examination of 

the potential for a modified version of rule theory to facilitate a form of reconciliation 

between the parties represented in the Church of England debate about same-sex 

relationships. This examination will begin with an exploration of whether, despite the 

‘grammatical’ divergence identified above, sufficient areas of regulative 

                                                      
269 For ‘inclusivists’: let any reading of scripture be congruent with cultural and scientific insights 
from the interpreters’ context. For ‘evangelical inclusivists’: permit biblical interpretations to be re-
evaluated in the light of the experience of those seeking to be faithful disciples. 
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commonality may be found to provide a basis for future work towards a degree of 

reconciliation. 

 

The most obvious area which is highlighted by the discerned ‘grammars’ as a 

potentially fruitful location within which to find a degree of coherence is that of the 

role of scripture, as all three sets of regulative principles expect scripture to, in some 

way, shape relational practices. Therefore, it could be suggested that a very broad 

regulative principle may be identified as being operative for all parties: let relational 

practices be shaped by scripture. However, the value of such a broad ‘rule’ is limited, 

as, for each of the three parties, this would be an incomplete and insufficient 

articulation of the ‘grammar’ which shapes their own practices. 

 

Such a shared ‘rule’ might, initially, appear to be most acceptable to ‘traditionalists’, 

as four of the five operative regulative principles identified for this party make 

explicit reference to scripture270, highlighting it as the source for relational paradigms 

to be followed, prioritising certain parts of scripture for the shaping of relationships, 

and privileging biblical texts above other insights. But the lack of regulative detail in 

a proposed ‘rule’ which simply states that relational practices should be shaped by 

scripture is likely to mean that ‘traditionalists’ will find it to be an insufficient 

articulation of their “grammar”, as (when compared with the complete set of 

‘traditionalist’ ‘rules’) it does not regulate which parts of the Christian scriptures 

might take precedence, how the biblical texts might be interpreted, or how the 

scriptures should relate to extra-biblical insights. 

 

And when the ‘traditionalist’ regulative principles which relate to the place of 

scripture are compared with those of ‘inclusivists’ and ‘evangelical inclusivists’, it 

                                                      
270 Namely: let the teaching and example of Jesus take priority in the shaping of relationships; let 
biblical resources provide the descriptions of paradigmatic relationships to be emulated; let the 
creation accounts govern the interpretation of contested texts; and let contemporary insights remain 
subordinate to Biblical paradigms. And in practice, for ‘traditionalists’, scriptural resources are also 
regarded as the authoritative source which primarily underpin the other identified rule: let marriage 
relationships reflect an original divinely created institution. 
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becomes apparent that, while a broad ‘rule’ which states that relational practices 

should be shaped by scripture may not contradict the practices of any of the parties 

under consideration, it cannot (without further elucidation for each group) be said 

to direct the practices of all three parties in any coherent way. This is because, in a 

way which directly conflicts with the final identified ‘traditionalist’ rule (let 

contemporary insights remain subordinate to biblical paradigms271), the ‘inclusivist’ 

rules concerning scripture are preceded by a number of ‘rules’ which permit human 

experience to shape new patterns of relational practices (let new patterns of 

permitted relationships be shaped by God’s work in the diversity of individual lives; 

let experiences of human love which reflect and illuminate God’s love for, and 

commitment to, humanity (exemplified by Christ’s love for the church) be appreciated 

as divinely instigated; and let loving human relationships perform a revelatory 

function). And, when the ‘inclusivist’ rules regarding scripture are examined more 

closely, they prioritise the Gospel accounts in a way which allows for the abrogation 

of some apparent biblical prohibitions in the Hebrew Bible (Alexander, 2014, pp. 34-

35) which ‘traditionalists’ would still consider applicable. In addition, the identified 

‘inclusivist’ regulative principles also require that any reading of scripture be 

congruent with cultural and scientific insights from the interpreter’s context, which is 

in direct conflict with the final ‘traditionalist’ rule that prioritises biblical paradigms 

above contemporary insights (as is the ‘evangelical inclusivist’ rule that permits the 

re-interpretation of biblical texts in the light of Christian experience).  

 

Consequently, whilst it can be seen that the ‘grammars’ of all the parties under 

consideration broadly require relational practices to somehow be shaped by 

scripture, the ways in which each of those sets of detailed regulative principles 

operate do not cohere. Indeed, the ‘traditionalist’, ‘inclusivist’, and ‘evangelical 

inclusivist’ ‘rules’ concerning the way in which scripture shapes relational practices 

                                                      
271 It should be remembered that this does not exclude the possibility for ‘traditionalists’ to pay 
attention to scientific or sociological insights. Indeed, ‘traditionalists’ do engage with (and even, on 
occasion, appeal to (Paul, 2014, p. 20)) such extra-biblical insights, but they remain subordinate to 
‘traditionalist’ conclusions reached through the interpretation of scripture, which is appealed to as 
more reliable than fall-marred human insights (Paul, 2014, p. 20; Pilling Report, 2013, pp. 119, 133-
134; Sinclair, 2013, pp. 158, 163-165). 
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highlight most vividly the ways in which their ‘grammars’ are divergent. And whilst 

Lindbeck hoped that the discernment of ‘grammar’ might uncover previously 

overlooked convergence, this example demonstrates how the identification of 

divergent ‘grammar’ explains why two (or more) groups can look at the same biblical 

passages and reach such different conclusions: the differences in conclusions do not 

primarily pertain to the content of the texts themselves, but to the ‘grammars’ which 

each of the different parties follow in their interpretation of the texts (and the place 

of contemporary experience and insights within the interpretative process). And it is 

the following of these divergent ‘grammars’ which inevitably leads to conflicting 

interpretative and ethical conclusions: for ‘traditionalists’ the scriptures (particularly 

the ‘pre-fall’ creation narratives, and the example and teaching of Jesus) provide the 

pattern for all permitted human sexual unions, to which all other insights remain 

subordinate; for ‘inclusivists’, individual human experience may be appreciated as 

God’s revelatory work, with the reading of biblical texts needing to be congruent with 

experiences which are recognised (by ‘inclusivists’) as divinely instigated; and for 

‘evangelical inclusivists’, biblical interpretations may be revised if they do not cohere 

with Christian experience272. 

 

Therefore, whilst the place of scripture is important in the shaping of practices within 

the regulative principles of all the parties under consideration, the way in which 

scripture regulates practices, and differences in the interaction between the 

interpretation of scripture and human experience for each party, highlights the 

extent to which those regulative principles are divergent.  

                                                      
272 Consequently, this study can, in a Church of England context, concur with Liam Fraser’s findings in 
a Church of Scotland setting, that the contrasting ethical conclusions for the different parties are not 
as a result of ‘unfaithfulness’ to the internal logic of any of the parties involved, but are, rather, a 
result of the different groups each remaining faithful to the “the differing theological and 
philosophical presuppositions they hold” (Fraser, 2016, p. 157) which inevitably lead to different 
conclusions for each group. Fraser finds that the Scottish parties conclusions “differ not because of 
personal failings, but because of the contrary presuppositions they hold, presuppositions that 
constitute the two parties not as ‘good and bad’ or ‘Christian and non-Christian’, but as two very 
different church cultures” (although Fraser utilised a different method with which to analyse the 
“structure and genealogy” of the Scottish Presbyterian debate (Fraser, 2016, p. 157), which accounts 
for his talk of ‘presuppositions’ whereas the terminology of ‘rules’ or ‘grammar’ would be more 
appropriate when, as in this present study, a regulative approach to doctrine taken) (Fraser, 2016, p. 
158). 
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As this starkly demonstrates, the application of a modified version of rule theory does 

not reveal a high degree of convergence between the regulative principles which 

appear to be operative for the parties participating in the Church of England debate 

about same-sex relationships. Nor does it readily offer the potential for 

straightforward reconciliation. Nevertheless, it is my contention that the modified 

version of rule theory under consideration can still make a valuable contribution 

(although not necessarily in ways in which Lindbeck might have imagined) to the type 

of less polarized and less confrontational discussion envisaged within the formal 

dialogue of the ‘shared conversations' (which were instigated following the 

recommendation of the Pilling Report (2013, p. 100)). This contribution can be made 

by the model’s ability to disentangling the debate from being a conflict over first 

order practices and statements. Rather, the model contains the potential to 

illuminate and compare the ‘grammar’ which shapes those practices and statements 

instead, although not necessarily in an immediately reconciliatory way. As I will now 

argue, even if the degree of ‘grammatical’ convergence between the parties in the 

present case study is limited, the modified version of rule theory which is being 

proposed has much to offer. It variously: provides a method by which a form of 

reconciled diversity may potentially be achieved; is able to highlight areas within 

which promise may be held for interlocutors who wish to work towards a negotiated 

agreement over currently contentious issues; could elucidate the issues which are at 

stake in a way which allows consensus to coalesce around a need for either change 

or the reaffirmation of the current position; or, it may identify the true location and 

extent of difference in a way which would precipitate a degree of ecclesial 

separation. 

 

Such a wide range of possible outcomes may appear surprising in the light of 

Lindbeck’s hopes for the discovery of “doctrinal reconciliation without doctrinal 

change” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 15). But this diversity of possible outcomes remains 

consistent with Lindbeck’s original proposal for a regulative approach to doctrine, in 

which he stated that rule theory was “meant to be ecumenically and religiously 
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neutral”, and not intended to “imply decisions either for or against the communally 

authoritative teachings of particular religious bodies” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 9). 

Consequently, any proposal for a modified version of rule theory should not, of itself, 

make assumptions about the types of conclusions which should be reached. Rather 

the modified version of rule theory which is being proposed should provide a 

framework within which interlocutors can engage in dialogue, and from which a 

number of possible types of outcome could emerge, without prejudging whether 

those outcomes should promote a change or consistency of practices, or a 

maintenance of ecclesial unity. 

 

I will now conclude this chapter with a brief outline of four possible types of outcome 

that could conceivably result from an application of the modified version of rule 

theory in this present case study. 

 

Towards a reconciled diversity 

 

One outcome of an application of the modified version of rule theory under 

consideration may be that, following an identification of the operative ‘grammar’ for 

each party, some participants could recognise that other parties within the Church 

of England are following regulative principles which differ from their own, but they 

might nonetheless be willing (after some dialogue) to permit that such ‘grammatical’ 

divergence can remain as an example of reconciled diversity within the 

denomination, perhaps appreciating those ‘grammatical’ differences as a 

continuation of a long history of significant diversity which has been held together 

within the bonds of Anglicanism (as examined in chapter five of this study). This 

could, to utilise elements of Lindbeck’s linguistic analogy, be understood to be akin 

to different parties in the debate recognising that they are (in the performance of 

their faith) each ‘speaking’ variations in ‘dialect’ within the same Christian ‘language’, 

but they may come to appreciate (after some dialogue) that, despite significant 

diversity, they are not ‘speaking’ “mutually unintelligible dialects” (Lindbeck, 1984, 

p. 99) from each other. 
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Such an approach would be in keeping with the priorities of those who advocate the 

search for ‘good disagreement’ within the Church of England: seeking a fundamental 

unity which transcends disagreement over issues of sexual ethics, embodying a 

commitment to the unity of the church as a sign of the health of the church (Groves, 

2014, p. 52), and of greater importance than allowing significant disagreement to 

lead to ecclesial separation; with ‘good disagreement’ not seen as a sign of failure, 

but as an essential quest “to be the body of Christ as unlike persons proclaiming faith 

in Christ who breaks the walls that separate us” (Groves, 2014, p. 71). It must be 

recognised, however, that this should be expected to be a costly process for some, 

or all, of the participants engaged in the process. Taking into account the fact that 

some critics have identified a lack of recognition of the political nature of doctrine in 

Lindbeck’s original proposal273, it should be expected that any negotiation of a 

reconciled diversity (following this modified version of Lindbeck’s model) would not 

simply entail a comparison of, and acceptance of rational articulations of divergent 

‘grammars’. Rather, it would involve a degree of reconciled diversity to be agreed 

concerning the wider doctrinal contexts and traditions from which each of the parties 

has emerged and operates, with all the political complexities that such negotiations 

would inevitably entail.    

 

For such a reconciled diversity to be negotiated it would be essential for all parties 

to understand the true nature of the ‘grammatical’ divergence which is being 

permitted to remain, undertaking to comprehend not only the practices and beliefs 

of those with whom they disagree, but also to truly understand what shapes the 

practices and beliefs of their interlocutors. And the modified version of rule theory 

which is currently under consideration provides a helpful tool for the elucidation of 

such divergence. It allows disagreement over first order practices and articulations 

                                                      
273 For instance, see the work of Nicholson who combines Talal Asad's criticism of Geertz's 
"separation of religion from the domain of power and politics" with Carl Schmitt's work on the 
human propensity to gravitate into groups of 'friend' or 'enemy', and a liberal priority to avoid 
conflict by neutralizing and de-politicizing social relations, and identifies a Lindbeckian oversight of 
the political nature of doctrine (2007, p. 859). 
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to be understood at a deeper level, elucidating the divergent ‘grammatical’ rules 

which make the contrasting conclusions of each party within the debate an inevitable 

result of the "communally authoritative teachings regarding beliefs and practices 

that are considered essential to [their] identity or welfare" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74), 

whether they be "formally stated or informally operative" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74). 

 

Towards negotiated agreement 

 

Alternatively, for some participants, the continuation of ‘grammatical’ divergence 

(even when it is fully elucidated and understood by careful discernment and 

dialogue) may be thought to undermine the institutional unity within the Church of 

England. Therefore, some participants may wish to work towards a single, agreed, 

Church of England position concerning same-sex relationships. And it may be that 

some of those participants would be willing, with an appropriate adoption of a “self-

denying ordinance” (Higton, 2014, p. 29), to enter into dialogue with representatives 

of the other parties in the debate, with a desire to negotiate a new approach which, 

in the interests of maintaining an ecclesial unity, may be shaped to be acceptable to 

members of all the parties represented, even if that means the willing adoption of a 

modified set of regulative principles for all the participants prepared to participate in 

the dialogue. 

 

As I have demonstrated above, it is likely that regulative principles around the 

interpretation of scripture, and the interaction of those interpretations with human 

experience, will be most important to explore for those who are willing to seek 

resolution in this way. It must be recognised, however, that such an approach would 

be costly for all who commit to it, as it would inevitably mean being open to a 

modification of the ‘grammar’ which they have been following (perhaps intuitively), 

meaning that there will be a degree of change to the regulative principles which 

shape the self-identity of their respective communities. But, for some, the need to 

remain united as a denomination might be considered such a high priority that they 

would wish to negotiate a new ‘grammar’ which might be mutually accepted 
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(although not without mutual cost) by members of the parties who currently appear 

to be engaged in intractable conflict. And in those instances, the modified version of 

rule theory which is currently under consideration would be a particularly helpful 

model to elucidate the regulative principles at stake for all the parties, and to provide 

tools (within a context similar to the Church of England’s ‘shared conversations’) with 

which to negotiate and articulate modified, but shared, regulative principles to 

underpin a new and less conflicted approach. 

 

It will not, however, be the place of this thesis to propose such a new approach within 

the particular case under consideration, as this current research has been confined 

to merely testing the usefulness of a modified version of rule theory, utilising the 

debate concerning one aspect of human sexuality as a case study. However, it should 

be expected that any newly negotiated regulative principles within the debate under 

consideration, if they are to be equally acceptable to ‘traditionalists’, ‘inclusivists’, 

and ‘evangelical inclusivists’, would need to permit scripture to remain authoritative 

in the formation of practices (without disregarding human experience), whilst also 

allowing human insights and experience to be taken into consideration (without 

those insights being perceived as subjugating the authority of scripture). This is an 

area of development which, due to the limitations of space, must be left to others274. 

                                                      
274 The “tentative” (Fulford, 2016, p. 43) proposal of Ben Fulford is an example of work which may 
show promise in this area. The starting point for Fulford’s work comes from an observation that the 
conflicted parties in the Christian debates about human sexuality and marriage frequently resort too 
quickly to contested biblical texts, and conflicting interpretations of those texts, without giving 
sufficient thought to wider questions about how scriptural texts should be approached (2016, p. 43). 
Therefore, a different “model of scriptural authority” (2016, p. 56) is suggested, with the hope that 
this new model might lead to a “new way of thinking theologically about human sexuality and about 
marriage” (2016, pp. 56-57). The key to Fulford’s model, following Hans Frei, is to seek a theology of 
scripture which reflects the reading practices of Christian communities from the earliest days, 
prioritising the New Testament portrayal of Jesus as the culmination of God’s interaction with Israel 
and the world, which provides a ‘lens’ through which all scripture should be read by Christian 
communities (2016, pp. 44-49). It is proposed that, following these reading practices, the New 
Testament scriptures should be seen primarily as theological texts which illuminate the lordship of 
Christ, and provide examples and instructions regarding the implications of the lordship of Christ for 
the specific contexts in which the scriptures were formulated (Fulford, 2016, pp. 50-51). And 
similarly, Fulford proposes that Israel’s scriptures can also be read “in the light of the story of Jesus”, 
offering “provocations, principles or paradigms to think with theologically” (2016, p. 51). 
Consequently, Fulford suggests that the biblical texts will be important for contextualising the 
implications of the lordship of Christ in modern contexts, but not necessarily in a way which means it 
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Towards either change or consistency 

 

Whilst, for some invested in the Church of England debates concerning same-sex 

relationships, either a reconciled diversity, or a negotiated agreement may be 

envisaged as appropriate outcomes, for others the application of the regulative 

approach to doctrine which has been undertaken in this study will have emphasised 

an irresolvable depth to the ‘grammatical’ differences between parties in the Church 

of England debate. And while the regulative approach to doctrine under 

consideration advocates a form of dialogue in which all parties undertake a 

Lindbeckian “self-denying ordinance” (Higton, 2014, p. 29) which should promote 

mutual respect and understanding, it will not necessarily lead to all participants 

                                                      
is possible to “simply repeat the ways in which [the biblical writers] and their contemporaries set 
forth faithful living in conformity with Christ” in their own contexts (2016, p. 50). As a result, an 
approach to the scriptures is suggested which is best described as, under the guidance of the Holy 
Spirit, “learning to think” with scripture, alongside human knowledge and insights, to shape faithful 
contextualisations of the implications of the lordship of Christ in contemporary contexts (2016, p. 
51). Fulford proposes that this approach is consistent with the assertion in 2 Timothy 3.6 that “All 
Scripture is inspired by God and is useful for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in 
righteousness” (2016, p. 51, emphasis added). But, Fulford readily admits that much work needs to 
be done before the implications of following this approach are appreciated in relation to human 
sexuality, there being a need to develop beyond his worked example (which looks at passages from 
Wisdom literature) towards “a much fuller theological account of human sexuality and of ways of 
thinking about human relationships involving sexual intimacy” (2016, p. 57) which is able to consider 
“the difficult passages that everybody argues about most” (2016, p. 57). As will be readily 
observable, Ben Fulford’s proposal consists of an approach which follows regulative principles which 
differ from those being followed by the parties in the debate under current consideration. As such, it 
perhaps represents an example of the kind of ‘grammar’ which could be imagined might emerge 
from a proces of dialogue which identifies divergent ‘grammar’ but, with an appropriate willing 
adoption of a “self-denying ordinance” (Higton, 2014, p. 29) by all participants, might be developed 
by parties whose commmitment to unity permits them to re-evaluate, rather than simply reassert, 
their own regulative principles. Fulford’s model would need to be developed further before the 
operative ‘grammar’ could be clearly articulated, but in broad terms, it would appear that regulative 
principles are at work which allow the biblical texts to be appreciated as exemplary instantiations of 
faithful contextualisations of the implications of the lordship of Christ in specific contexts, which, in 
conjunction with reflections on contemporary human experience, are expected to shape 
contemporary practices. It would have to remain to be seen whether such an approach would 
produce a greater degree of agreement (or more easily reconcilable difference) over what “faithful 
living in conformity with Christ” (Fulford, 2016, p. 50) may entail in contemporary contexts, if 
Fulford’s proposals were adopted as a “God-centred way of thinking about [the character of 
marriage] that allows us to draw upon, sift, order and deploy the varied testimony of the Scriptures, 
taking seriously both their normative function and their human, historical character” (2016, p. 57) 
whilst also “taking into account our experience and other data and discoveries about human 
sexuality” (2016, p. 57). 
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believing that either a reconciled diversity or a negotiated agreement are the most 

appropriate resolutions to be sought. Rather, for some it may reaffirm the 

importance of the ‘grammar’ being followed by their own party, and it may enable 

participants to more easily agree upon, and gather around, the regulative principles 

which are “essential to the identity or welfare” of their own group (Lindbeck, 1984, 

p. 74). 

 

Therefore, one possible outcome of a process of dialogue which includes the 

discernment and comparison of the operative ‘grammars’ present in the debate 

could conceivably be a coalescing of consensus around the call for a change to Church 

of England practices concerning same-sex relationships, with a resultant 

continuation of the conflict rather than a discovery of resolution, as that consensus 

presses for change. But, remembering Lindbeck’s deliberate neutrality for his 

proposal (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 9), this would not necessarily indicate a failure of rule 

theory as a model. As I have demonstrated in chapter four of this study, conflict has 

been integral to the very nature and development of Christianity. It is a religion which 

emerged as a result of instances of αἵρεσις within first century Judaism, and 

underwent further radical transformation through conflict over the place of Old 

Testament law for Gentile converts, as groups adhered to 'grammar' which was 

contrary to the prevailing religious communities of their era, but were nonetheless 

ultimately accepted by sections of the Christian community as a new or rediscovered 

'orthodoxy'. 

 

In line with that Christian tradition of allowing communities to discover, or re-

discover, ‘grammar’ which, although divergent from the prevailing religious 

‘grammar’, is eventually recognised as a new or rediscovered ‘orthodoxy’, (and 

remembering the deliberate neutrality of rule theory, which has been highlighted 

above, ensuring that the model does not promote one outcome above others) the 

modified version of rule theory under consideration in this study would be well-

suited to uncover both the extent, and the true location of divergence which is 

present in the debate under consideration, and to elucidate the regulative principles 
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which are formative for the parties advocating change. If a change in Church of 

England practices is ultimately judged to be the appropriate course of action (without 

presuming such an outcome), this identification and elucidation would be essential 

for the development and acceptance of any change in Church of England practices, if 

they are to be accepted and implemented, not only by those who currently identify 

most readily with the ‘inclusivist’ and the ‘evangelical inclusivist’ parties, but also for 

those for whom the changes would not appear to cohere with what their party have 

considered to be faithful discipleship. 

 

Alternatively, a contrasting outcome could emerge from an application of the 

modified version of rule theory within this case study. It is conceivable that an 

application of the modified version of rule theory could elucidate the regulative 

principles which are operative for ‘traditionalists’ in a way which enables consensus 

(including among decision makers within the synods of the church) to coalesce 

around a call for change to be resisted, and for the current relational practices of the 

Church of England to be officially reaffirmed. Although this may not lead immediately 

to the type of reconciliation which Lindbeck envisaged, as conflict would be likely to 

continue with ‘inclusivists’ and ‘evangelical inclusivists’, the modified version of rule 

theory would have a valuable contribution to make in enabling the ‘traditionalist’ 

position to be more fully appreciated, both by those who had (perhaps intuitively) 

been following the ‘traditionalist’ grammar, and by those who had not. 

 

Towards separation 

 

Finally, for some participants, the application of the modified version of rule theory 

will have confirmed how problematic the depth of the ‘grammatical’ divergence 

between the parties in the Church of England debate concerning same-sex 

relationships is. For some ‘traditionalists’ this application may merely have confirmed 

their fears that any attempts to reconcile ‘inclusivist’ ‘grammar’ with traditional 

Anglican teaching would be synonymous with “one part of the Church calling for 

repentance over sexual sin and another declaring God's blessing” (Reform, 2014) 
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which, if held together in one ecclesial institution, may, by some, be seen as being 

“tantamount to asking us to accept a redefinition of what will and will not lead to 

salvation - as though there could be two gospels, equally valid” (Reform, 2014). 

Alternatively, for some ‘inclusivists’ or ‘evangelical inclusivists’, this study may have 

highlighted a lack of acceptance (by ‘traditionalists’) of what ‘inclusivists’ believe is 

God’s work in human experience, and they might conclude that, at a ‘grammatical’ 

level275, a fundamental compromise, or "betray[al]" (Accepting Evangelicals, 2012, 

§3.3), of the gospel and the mission of the church (John, 1993/2012, p. xv; Wilson, 

2014, p. 146) is inherent in the approach of their opponents. 

 

If this is the case, the application of a modified version of rule theory can be 

understood to have highlighted, for some, that the limits to legitimate diversity 

within an ecclesial community have been reached. And, for some, this may come 

from a conclusion that the differences between their own ‘grammar’, and the 

‘grammar’ of their interlocutors are so significant that their opponents are not 

“competent practitioners” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 99) of the Christian ‘language’, or that 

the “variations in dialect [have] become so great that communication is impossible” 

between the different groups, as they are ‘speaking’ “mutually unintelligible dialects” 

(Lindbeck, 1984, p. 99). Consequently, some may conclude that institutional 

separation is inevitable276. 

 

Such a result may appear to be a failure in Lindbeck’s terms: he had hoped that an 

application of rule theory might reveal hidden or overlooked ‘grammatical’ 

convergence, but it can be expected that, for some, it will in fact highlight just how 

divergent the parties are, and may lead to greater division, rather than greater unity. 

But this should not, in the modified form of rule theory being proposed in this thesis, 

                                                      
275 This may be considered an example of ‘grammatical’ difference because what ‘inclusivists’ 
perceive as God’s work in the diversity in individual lives (as identified in the first ‘inclusivist’ rule in 
this study: let new patterns of permitted relationships be shaped by God’s work in the diversity of 
individual lives), some ‘traditionalists’ categorise as “sexual sin” requiring repentance (Reform, 2014) 
demonstrating that very different regulative principles are at work concerning “what constitutes 
faithful adherence” to the Christian community (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74). 
276 This is most likely to occur if definitive moves are made by the Church of England to either change 
current practices, or to rule out change and irrevocably affirm a ‘traditionalist’ position.  
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be a sign of failure. As I have argued in chapter four, the recognition of ‘grammatical’ 

conflict has played an important role in the development of what has come to be 

considered ‘orthodox’, as doctrinal challenges which were (and continue to be) 

considered heterodox were rejected. But these conflicts nevertheless provided an 

important catalyst for doctrinal debates, and resulted in clearer articulations of 

Christian faith, providing an increased degree of clarity in changing cultural 

contexts277, defining the limits of what is considered either ‘orthodoxy’ or 

‘orthopraxy’. And, following historic examples in which the eventual identification, 

and rejection, of heterodox ‘grammar’ has led to a clearer articulation of what has 

come to be considered ‘orthodox’, it is my contention that the proposed modified 

version of rule theory is a tool which is well-suited to highlight the true location and 

extent of ‘grammatical’ divergence, which can allow interlocutors to engage their 

opponents in dialogue with a fuller understanding of exactly what is at stake, even if 

that ultimately results, for some parties, in the conclusion that other participants are 

not “competent speakers” of the Christian “language” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 99) and 

precipitates a form of separation. 

 

Moving towards a conclusion 

 

As I have demonstrated above, the testing of a modified version of rule theory within 

the Church of England debates concerning same-sex relationships at the start of the 

‘shared conversations’ in 2014 leads to the identification of quite limited 

‘grammatical’ convergence. But rather than this being an indication of the failure of 

the model, it elucidates the way in which rule theory, after the modifications 

proposed in the earlier chapters of this study, contains within it the potential 

(without pre-judging the outcomes of this particular debate) to variously facilitate: a 

deep understanding of interlocutors’ own positions, and their opponents’, possibly 

enabling negotiations towards a form of reconciled diversity; the identification of 

areas within which promise may be held for interlocutors who wish to work towards 

                                                      
277 For instance, the important role that Arius’ heterodox proposals played in the articulation of 
orthodox Christology, as outlined in chapter four of this study. 
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the adoption of a new, shared approach; a coalescence of opinion around a need for 

either change or consistency; or, a recognition of the true location and extent of 

‘grammatical’ difference in a way that may precipitate a degree of ecclesial 

separation. 

 

Having observed these outcomes from an application of the modified version of rule 

theory in the context of the chosen case study, I will now conclude with a 

consideration of the broader question posed at the start of the study concerning the 

extent to which Lindbeck’s rule theory is helpful for the resolution of contemporary 

Christian conflict. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions Regarding the Contribution Offered by a 
Modified Version of Rule Theory to Contemporary Christian 
Controversies 

 

Conclusions regarding the application of a modified version of rule 
theory to Church of England controversies concerning same-sex 
relationships 

 

As I begin to draw conclusions at the culmination of this thesis, it will be instructive 

to return to the question that this study set out to examine: To what extent is George 

Lindbeck’s ‘Postliberal’ approach to doctrine helpful for the resolution of 

contemporary Christian controversies? 

 

This research question emerged following engagement with the extensive critical 

response to George Lindbeck’s The Nature of Doctrine (1984). As I outlined in chapter 

two of this study, while the published responses to Lindbeck’s book have primarily 

focussed on philosophical and methodological questions regarding the author’s 

proposal of a cultural-linguistic paradigm for religion, they have frequently 

overlooked Lindbeck’s own stated primary intention to develop a new understanding 

of the role of doctrine. As will be remembered278, Lindbeck suggested an innovative 

approach to doctrine as part of his ‘postliberal’ proposal, which he named ‘rule 

theory’. This new approach suggested that doctrine should “chiefly” (1984, p. 81) be 

understood to act in a way which is analogous to the grammar of a language, 

whereby doctrine provides "guidelines for Christian discourse rather than first-order 

affirmations about the inner being of God or of Jesus Christ" (1984, p. 94). Lindbeck 

believed that his new model was born from the observation of instances of “doctrinal 

reconciliation without doctrinal change” in ecumenical contexts (1984, pp. 15-16), 

and he hoped that rule theory would provide a new approach to doctrine that would 

prove to be beneficial in future contexts of ecumenical conflict279. 

                                                      
278 And is expounded in chapter three of this study. 
279 As Lindbeck stated: “As one who is deeply concerned about Christian unity, I would like to 
believe… that my work is of service to the church and to the glory of God. In brief, although the 
argument of the book is designed to be doctrinally and religiously neutral, it is prompted by 
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Although some difficulties remain for Lindbeck’s widely-criticised cultural-linguistic 

paradigm for religion, this current thesis has argued that rule theory may be viewed 

as separate from that broader paradigm for religion, remaining a useful model for 

understanding the role of doctrine in the shaping of Christian practices and beliefs280. 

However, I have, in this thesis, argued that some clarifications and modifications 

should be made to Lindbeck’s rule theory, with the model being strengthened by: a 

reminder that rule theory provides a useful analogy for, but not complete description 

of, the role of doctrine281; the removal of unnecessary expectations for the discovery 

of ‘grammatical’ convergence, or the achievement of what Lindbeck described as 

“reconciliation without capitulation” (1984, p. 18) in instances of Christian 

diversity282; and the removal of assumptions which necessarily expect to find a 

scriptural (or more specifically, “intratextual” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 114)) “normative 

explication for the meaning a religion has” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 113) for all groups who 

self-identify as Christian283. 

 

But I have not sought to simply modify Lindbeck’s regulative approach to doctrine in 

a theoretical way. Rather, I have chosen to test the modified version of rule theory 

by applying it in the context of a contemporary church controversy, thereby 

subjecting the model to the rigours of a ‘real life’ case study in a way which neither 

Lindbeck’s original work, nor the work of his critics, have thus far undertaken. 

Therefore, I have, in this thesis sought to apply the modified version of rule theory to 

the contemporary controversies concerning same-sex relationships in the Church of 

England, restricted (in the interests of maintaining the viability of this study, due to 

the continually developing nature of the debate, and the large number of views 

represented within it) to an examination of the liturgies, autobiographical accounts 

and published materials concerning same-sex relationships which were publicly 

                                                      
convictions about the kind of theological thinking that is most likely to be religiously helpful to 
Christians and perhaps others in the present situation” (1984, p. 10). 
280 This is argued in chapter three of this thesis. 
281 See chapter three of this study. 
282 See chapter four of this thesis. 
283 This is also addressed in chapter four of this study. 
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available from groups who could be identified as representative members of each of 

the main parties in the conflict at a fixed juncture in the debate (namely the start of 

the ‘shared conversations’ which commenced in 2014 (Archbishop of Canterbury’s 

Reconciliation Ministry Team, n.d.)). 

 

Having identified and compared the ‘grammar’ which appears to be operative for 

each of the parties represented in the case study284, I have ascertained that the initial 

response to the research question which this thesis is seeking to address must be 

that rule theory has not been shown, in a straightforward way, to lead to the 

resolution of doctrinal controversy285: the application of a modified version of rule 

theory within the Church of England debates regarding same-sex relationships (as it 

stood at the beginning of the facilitated conversations in 2014) has not found the 

basic ‘grammatical’ unity behind first order conflict which Lindbeck was optimistic 

might be revealed to be present behind Christian diversity. On the contrary, whilst 

the identification of the regulative principles which appear to be operative for the 

different parties in the debate has revealed a limited degree of regulative 

compatibility in some instances (such as a compatibility between the ‘grammars’ of 

‘inclusivists’ and ‘evangelical inclusivists’), it has elucidated the extent to which there 

is significant divergence in other instances (for example, the apparently 

irreconcilable divergence between the ‘grammars’ of ‘traditionalists’ and 

‘inclusivists’), and has shown that these ‘grammatical’ differences are so significant 

that the achievement of Lindbeck’s hoped for “doctrinal reconciliation without 

capitulation” (1984, p. 18) is not a realistic proposition between all the parties 

invested in this particular instance of ecclesial controversy. 

 

Indeed, whilst Lindbeck hoped that his grammatical analogy could explicate past 

instances of ‘reconciliation without capitulation’ and provide a way to seek similar 

resolution in future examples of conflict over matters of doctrine (as expounded in 

chapter four of this study), it has, by contrast, in the examined case study, shown 

                                                      
284 See chapter six of this thesis. 
285 See chapter seven of this study. 
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why irreconcilable differences remain. Namely, as demonstrated in the comparison 

of the identified ‘grammars’ which appear to be operative for the different parties in 

the debate286, it is the true location of the conflict within the identified divergent 

‘grammatical’ rules which explains the magnitude of the contemporary 

disagreement, and provides an answer for the questions of some scholars who 

wonder why homosexuality, mentioned so infrequently in the Bible, has been 

regarded by many as a kind of litmus test for biblical faithfulness287. This answer is 

found in an appreciation that the controversy concerning same-sex relationships 

isn't, for many who are vocally involved in the debate, primarily about sexual ethics 

(although it must be acknowledged that for many who are directly affected by the 

issues under consideration, this remains a debate very much about sexual ethics, 

often with significant personal implications). Rather, human sexuality is, for some, 

merely the "presenting symptom" (Brittain & McKinnon, 2011, p. 352) of a more 

significant divergence over the regulative principles which shape Christian practices, 

beliefs, and understandings of what the true “test of faithfulness” (Lindbeck, 1984, 

p. 116) should consist of288. 

 

But, even though rule theory has not, in the instance of the case study under 

consideration, achieved what, from the tone of The Nature of Doctrine, it appears 

Lindbeck hoped for289, it has, in the modified form I have proposed in this study, 

nonetheless been shown to be useful. This can be seen (as detailed in chapter seven 

of this thesis) in the way in which the modified version of rule theory not only reveals 

                                                      
286 See chapter seven of this study. 
287 For example, Richard Burrage who regards it as "puzzling" that homosexuality "about which Jesus 
and the gospels have nothing to say and Paul has only... passing references alongside many other 
sins equally common to heterosexuals" should be "the acid test of what it means to be truly 'biblical' 
in a number of quarters" (Burridge, 2007, p. 129). 
288 Liam Fraser drew similar conclusions from his analyses of the ‘genealogies’ of the positions of the 
conflicted parties in a parallel Church of Scotland debate about homosexuality, finding that “when 
each party is faced with the existence of another that does not share its stance on homosexual 
practice, it interprets this difference as a rejection of what its proponents understand to be the 
foundation of the faith”, concluding that “it is a conflict over the very identity of the Kirk” (2016, p. 
162). 
289 See chapter four of this study for an exploration of Lindbeck’s optimism regarding the possibilities 
contained within rule theory. 
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a degree of ‘grammatical’ compatibility where it exists, and identifies areas in which 

further work may be undertaken to ascertain whether a degree of reconciliation may 

be achieved290, but it reveals the true location of the conflict in the debate291. It 

therefore allows observers and participants to disentangle controversies over 

particular practices, or the interpretation of particular biblical texts, and reveals the 

extent to which conflicting conclusions are the inevitable result of the following of 

very different, and sometimes contradictory, regulative principles for each of the 

parties involved292. 

 

And this identification of limited ‘grammatical’ convergence, as well as the 

identification of areas which appear promising for future work towards 

reconciliation, and the recognition of the true extent and location of difference, all 

make a valuable contribution within the conflict in question, even if they do not lead 

to reconciliation in a straightforward way. This is because this study has shown that 

the modified version of rule theory under consideration provides a model by which 

participants can truly appreciate the regulative principles which shape both their own 

position, and that of their opponents, creating a degree of commensurability 

between conflicted parties, which has frequently proved elusive in the debate, and 

will be essential for true dialogue to take place. 

 

                                                      
290 As discussed in chapter seven, this is primarily areas relating to both the interpretation of 
scripture, and the place of human experience and contemporary insights in the shaping of what are 
considered to be faithful lives of discipleship. 
291 This is also explained in chapter seven of this study. 
292 Liam Fraser comes to similar conclusions regarding the conflict in the Church of Scotland over 
homosexuality, but he reaches those conclusions by approaching the conflict in a different way. 
Instead of attempting to “answer a first-order theological question, such as ‘Who is right?’” (2016, p. 
156), he seeks to analyse “the structure of these two positions, and how [they have] arisen within 
the tradition of a single church” (2016, p. 156) through a construction of the ‘genealogies’ of the 
conflicted positions (using tools developed in R G Collingwood’s An Essay on Metaphysics (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1969)). From this analysis Fraser concludes that the contrasting Scottish positions 
are the result of “two very different church cultures” (2016, p. 158) which are both consistent and 
“justified” (2016, p. 168) within themselves, meaning that “it is not possible for either party to 
dismiss the other as wicked or irrational” (2016, p. 168). Therefore, for Fraser, his analysis suggests 
that the conflicted parties in the Church of Scotland “differ not because of personal failings, but 
because of the contrary presuppositions they hold, presuppositions that constitute the two parties 
not as ‘good and bad’ or ‘Christian and non-Christian’, but as two very different church cultures” 
(2016, p. 158). 
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It must be acknowledged, however, that, as with any process of dialogue, the ability 

of the proposed modified version of rule theory to make a useful contribution to the 

case study in question is dependent upon the willingness of the different parties in 

the debate to engage with the process the model proposes. If some (or all) of the 

parties in the debate are convinced about the veracity of their own position, and 

believe, from the outset, that the only way to resolve the conflict is for other parties 

to adopt the particular ‘grammar’ which they themselves hold to, there will be little 

prospect of progress towards a resolution of the controversy. For an application of 

the modified version of rule theory to have any realistic prospect of ‘success’, it will 

(even if the process contains the potential to end in a form of separation) need to be 

undertaken without any of the parties too readily dismissing their interlocutors as 

not being “competent practitioners” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 99) of the ‘language’ of faith. 

Each party will need to undertake the kind of “self-denying ordinance” which Mike 

Higton identified in Lindbeck’s approach (Higton, 2014, p. 29), in the interests of 

allowing all participants to approach the dialogue on equal terms. And this suggests 

that a modified version of rule theory, like the ecumenism within which Lindbeck’s 

original version of the model was proposed, can only make a valuable contribution 

within a conflict if all the parties involved are committed to allowing true dialogue to 

take place, by allowing their own position, as well as that of others, to be scrutinised 

and challenged293.  

                                                      
293 Nonetheless, it is my contention that those who are persuaded of the veracity of their own 
position have nothing to lose, or fear, by willingly adopting a regulative approach to doctrine, or by 
allowing their own position to be scrutinised and challenged. The modified version of rule theory 
being proposed in this study (including the willing adoption of the “self-denying ordinance” (Higton, 
2014, p. 29) it entails) should serve to helpfully elucidate the regulative principles which shape the 
“beliefs and practices that are considered essential to the identity and welfare” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 
74) of participants’ own groups (perhaps with greater clarity than has previously been present). It 
should also simultaneously allow participants’ opponents to appreciate those regulative principles 
more clearly (with, if participants’ confidence regarding their own practices and beliefs are 
endorsed, the possibility, at the conclusion of the process of dialogue, that opponents may 
conceivably modify their own position as a result of applying the modified version of rule theory). 
Meanwhile, participants should, themselves, also gain a greater appreciation of the regulative 
principles which are followed by their interlocutors, enabling a deeper understanding of the basis 
from which other practices and beliefs emerge, even if that increased understanding does not 
necessarily result in agreement. Even if the application of the modified version of rule theory 
ultimately reveals the presence of ‘grammatical’ diversity and incompatibility (which could 
potentially lead to some form of ecclesial separation between groups) the process should still have 
made a valuable contribution, by identifying the true nature, location, and depth of the conflict. 
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And the magnitude of the challenge for participants in the debate to undertake this 

type of ‘self-denying ordinance’ should not be underestimated. As, according to 

Lindbeck’s model, the ‘grammar’ of a party shapes the “beliefs and practices that are 

considered essential to the identity or welfare of the group in question", and 

indicates "what constitutes faithful adherence to a community" (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 

74), it must be appreciated (in a way which Lindbeck does not discuss in his book) 

that a comparison of divergent ‘grammars’, and a willingness for one’s own 

‘grammar’ to be scrutinised, will not simply entail a rational analysis of the regulative 

principles which are operative for each participant. Rather, the weight of each party’s 

history and tradition will be felt, and political factors will also need to be considered, 

as participants embark on a costly, and potentially painful undertaking as they 

participate in a process which subjects what is considered “essential to the identity 

and welfare” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74) of their own group, and of their interlocutors, 

to scrutiny.  

 

Whether, in the particular case study in question, ‘inclusivist’ (and ‘evangelical 

inclusivist’) challenges to the currently held official positions of the Church of England 

(which, at the start of the shared conversations, most closely reflect the 

'traditionalist' position294, with some latitude for diverse opinions295) will ultimately 

be adopted as revisions to current policy remains to be seen, and is beyond the 

practicable limits of this study. Although the history of the development of doctrine 

contains precedents for proposed innovations to either instigate a new 'orthodoxy' 

(even if such revisions entail an abrogation of scriptural commands)296, or to result in 

                                                      
294 For example, the most recently adopted motion of the General Synod concerning same-sex 
relationships (at the point in the debate under consideration) asserted that "homosexual genital 
acts" are sinful, and should be met with "a call to repentance and the exercise of compassion" 
(General Synod of the Church of England, 1987, pp. 955-956). 
295 As described in the house of Bishops' Issues in Human Sexuality, which affirmed traditionalist 
understandings of sexuality, but called for understanding and support to be shown for those whose 
relationships reflected a position "conscientiously convinced" that committed homosexual 
partnerships should be permitted (HoB, 1991, p. 42). 
296 For instance, the questions relating to the role of the Jewish law for Gentile converts to 
Christianity described in Acts 10-15, as explored in chapter four of this study. 
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a re-articulation of positions which reject innovations (but nonetheless provide a 

greater doctrinal clarity and applicability for a new context)297, it is only through a 

future dialogue between the parties invested in the debate that such questions can 

ultimately be decided. And although the limitations of this current study (as an 

examination of the debate concerning same-sex relationships in the Church of 

England, which provides a case study within which the usefulness of a regulative 

approach to doctrine may be tested) have meant that there has been little 

opportunity for direct engagement with the large number of actors engaged in the 

debate itself, the current findings suggest that this research could fruitfully be 

extended by engaging with representatives of each of the parties within the debate, 

allowing them to refine the ‘grammar’ which has been identified as being operative 

for them, and facilitating dialogue between the parties. This would be the natural 

next stage for testing the usefulness of a regulative approach to doctrine, with the 

research undertaken so far suggesting that the modified version of rule theory which 

is being proposed would be particularly well-suited to help interlocutors engage in 

productive dialogue. Such engagement with representatives of the parties invested 

in the debate itself would reveal the extent to which the most likely outcomes are 

for: a 'reconciled diversity' within this conflict; the negotiation of a new shared 

‘grammar’ between currently conflicted parties; a coalescing of opinion towards 

either a change or consistency of position within the Church of England; or, some 

form of ecclesial separation. 

 

Although an academic study can only attempt an estimation of the outcome of such 

dialogue, questions regarding the possibility of reconciliation, or a form of reconciled 

diversity, will eventually rest on understandings of where the limits to legitimate 

diversity are seen to lie within an ecclesial community. From the evidence within the 

articulations present at the beginning of the ‘shared conversations’, it appears likely 

that those limits will be thought to have been reached at the point where one or 

                                                      
297 For example, the historic response to the Christological propositions of Arius, as outlined in 
chapter four. 
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more partner in a dialogue believes that the ‘grammatical’ differences between them 

and their interlocutors are so significant that it is no longer the same gospel which is 

being proclaimed by all those who profess to be part of the same church298 (or to use 

Lindbeck’s analogy, the point at which participants believe their opponents are not 

“competent speakers” of the “language” of Christianity, or that the “variations in 

dialect [have] become so great that communication is impossible” (1984, p. 99)). 

 

For those seeking 'good disagreement', the possible breadth for legitimate diversity 

is extensive, with their position predicated on a commitment to unity which 

transcends disagreements concerning issues such as sexual ethics (Archbishops' 

Council, 2014a, pp. 16, 21). For ‘inclusivists’ and ‘evangelical inclusivists’ there are 

also indications that "mutual understanding and respect" founded on "the bond of 

unity which unites us in the fellowship of Christ" should surpass disagreement over 

ethical questions concerning sexuality (Hazlehurst, 2014, p. 28), and that sexual 

ethics should not themselves be church defining (Alexander, 2014, p. 50). However, 

there are also indications in various ‘inclusivist’ representations which suggest that 

what is perceived to be a lack of inclusivity within the ‘traditionalist’ position is a 

fundamental compromise, or "betray[al]" (Accepting Evangelicals, 2012, §3.3), of the 

gospel and the mission of the church (John, 1993/2012, p. xv; Wilson, 2014, p. 146). 

And there are also indications from some ‘traditionalists’ that they believe the limits 

of diversity are close to being reached in the current controversy, with some 

campaigners asserting that any official acceptance of ‘inclusivist’ positions within the 

Church of England would be tantamount to proclaiming two different gospels 

(Reform, 2014), with the question of homosexuality not being an issue over which 

Christians can "agree to disagree" (Paul, 2014, p. 21). 

 

As I highlighted in chapter six, at the outset of the examination of the 'grammar' 

which appears to be operative in the shaping the three positions in the Church of 

England's debate, the ‘traditionalist’, ‘inclusivist’, and ‘evangelical inclusivist’ parties 

all contain a degree of diversity within them. Therefore, the extent to which, for 

                                                      
298 See chapter seven of this study. 
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example, those within the ‘traditionalist’ constituency are in sympathy with the 

statements of some of its more forthright proponents concerning the compromise 

inherent in the acceptance of opposing positions regarding same-sex relationships 

within the church (cf. Reform, 2014), remains to be seen. Equally, it remains to be 

seen how significantly ‘inclusivists’ understand the ‘grammar’ of their opponents to 

"hobble[ ] [the church's] own mission" (Wilson, 2014, p. 146), and therefore how 

readily participants in the controversy are prepared, beyond the rhetoric of debate, 

to allow the particular 'grammars' which shape their own position on the issue of 

same-sex relationships to preclude a continuing institutional unity with parties 

whose ‘grammar’ differs from their own. But whatever the ultimate result of the 

dialogue in the 'facilitated conversations' undertaken within the Church of England 

may be, an examination of the 'grammar' which appears to be operative for the 

different parties, at the start of those conversations, has elucidated the potential for 

the modified version of rule theory being proposed in this study to uncover the 

location of the conflict's true disagreement, and to provide tools for further dialogue 

and negotiation. 

 

Consequently, it can be concluded that this application of a modified version of rule 

theory within Church of England debates regarding same-sex relationships has 

identified: the limited degree to which the different parties are following convergent 

regulative principles, thereby highlighting the extent of the differences which will 

need to be accommodated within the Church of England’s ecclesial structures for 

those who are committed to achieving a form of reconciled diversity; the most 

fruitful, although potentially challenging, areas on which parties who wish to work 

towards a form of reconciled unity should focus, recognising that this will inevitably 

involve the mutually costly negotiation of a new, shared, ‘grammar’; and the true 

location and extent of the ‘grammatical’ differences between parties, which may, for 

some, highlight the need for contrasting calls for either a reaffirmation of current 

practices, or for a change in Anglican practices, and can be expected, for some, to call 

into question whether institutional unity can be maintained. 
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Conclusions regarding the potential for wider applications of a 
modified version of rule theory 

 

As the single case study described above demonstrates, “reconciliation without 

capitulation” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 18) will not always be possible when a regulative 

approach is taken to doctrine within ecclesial disputes. But just as a modified version 

of Lindbeck's rule theory has been shown to offer potentially helpful resources for 

use within the Church of England conflicts over same-sex relationships, it can be 

expected to offer a similarly promising resource for use within other seemingly 

intractable ecclesial conflicts. 

 

This wider applicability is particularly suggestive for areas of controversy which bear 

some similarity to the recent Church of England conflict concerning same-sex 

relationships. For instance, the modified version of rule theory can be expected to be 

particularly applicable in cases in which opinion is divided broadly along the 'party 

lines' which demark theological traditions, where particular practices and beliefs 

appear to be intrinsically linked with the identities of particular theological parties 

(or sub-categories of such parties), suggesting that those beliefs and practices are 

shaped by inherent, although possibly not articulated, regulative principles which are 

understood to indicate "what constitutes faithful adherence to" that particular party 

(Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74). 

 

In addition, the analysis of the case study utilised within this thesis suggests that rule 

theory offers considerable potential to identify the pertinent 'grammar' on which 

contradictory conclusions are reached in complex disputes that draw on multiple, 

and competing, theological resources, in which the doctrinal rationales for first order 

practices or statements are disputed, or appear to be multifaceted. For example, rule 

theory can be expected to be particularly helpful within conflicts which are shaped 

by a variety of influences, such as disputed scriptural precedents, extra-biblical 

insights, human experience, competing church traditions, the interface between 

religion and culture, and human or ecclesial self-understanding. This applicability is 

due to rule theory's insight that fruitful dialogue is not primarily conducted with 
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reference to first order disparity, but rather at the level of 'grammar', which, in 

complex cases of controversy, is likely to reflect multiple, interrelated disciplines and 

influences299, which are likely to remain unacknowledged, obscured or irrevocably 

entangled, if dialogue is concentrated at the level of first order divergence. 

 

When a modified version of rule theory is applied in such cases, it can be expected 

to identify areas which offer promise for future fruitful dialogue. On the one hand, 

the modified version of rule theory offers potential for the identification of 

'grammatical' compatibility or convergence where it exists within conflicts, 

elucidating the presence of shared regulative principles which may be present 

despite the existence of first order diversity, and which may have been overlooked 

in more conventional debates concerning first order beliefs and practices.  

 

On the other hand, the analysis of the chosen case study also shows that progress 

may not necessarily be made most effectively in a search for 'grammatical' 

convergence, but may rather be found through the identification of significant 

divergence between the regulative principles operative for different parties. 

Although the areas in which that ‘grammatical’ divergence are found to be located 

may (as in the particular case study of human sexuality explored in this thesis) be 

issues more central to the practice of faith than the 'presenting case' of the debate, 

and therefore any journey towards reconciliation is likely to be long and potentially 

challenging, the contribution made by the modified version of rule theory is still 

invaluable. If the apparently conflicting first order positions arrived at by participants 

in a particular conflict are the inevitable consequence of adherence to (possibly 

unarticulated) divergent 'grammars', which are “essential to the identity or welfare” 

(Lindbeck, 1984, p. 74) of the parties to which they belong, ongoing debates which 

simply focus on the first order disparity will remain inevitably inconclusive 

disagreements without satisfactory resolution. Such debates can be expected to 

                                                      
299 And it should be expected that there may be occasions when it will be difficult to discern what 
the operative ‘rules’ really are for some parties, due to their employment of rhetorical techniques 
which use language or hermeneutical methods which are reminiscent of their interlocutors’ own 
approaches, in an attempt to find a persuasive common ground with their opponents. 
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remain inexorably conflicted, with ‘dialogue’ remaining an inconclusive exchange 

regarding first order beliefs and practices which are each shaped by opposing, but 

potentially obscured, regulative principles. In such cases, it is only when first order 

disparities are recognised to be a consequence of the regulative principles by which 

they are shaped, that the identification of the true location of the substantive 

disagreement is possible, and dialogue over 'grammatical' divergence (where it is 

present), and a journey towards resolution, may begin. 

 

Consequently, it is my conclusion that the application of a modified version of rule 

theory within the example of Church of England debates concerning same-sex 

relationships has demonstrated that, despite a tendency for critics to overlook the 

practical testing of Lindbeck's regulative approach to doctrine (due to a 

preoccupation with methodological or philosophical concerns relating to his cultural-

linguistic paradigm for religion), the model offers a helpful, and underestimated, 

resource for use within contemporary church conflicts. 

 

More specifically, when Lindbeck's regulative proposal is clarified, and is permitted 

to be a helpful analogy for, but incomplete description of the nature of doctrine, 

whereby doctrine acts in a way which is akin to the grammar of a language, providing 

'rules' which religious communities follow in the formulation of their first order 

practices and beliefs, it offers a helpful resource for use in contemporary ecclesial 

conflicts. Further, when rule theory is modified: by being attenuated through the 

removal of expectations for necessarily discovering convergent 'grammar', common 

'intratextual' scriptural foundations, or the perennial possibility for “reconciliation 

without capitulation” (Lindbeck, 1984, p. 18) behind divergent first order Christian 

beliefs and practices; and is permitted to reveal and illuminate the types of 

'grammatical' differences which have frequently been significant in the development 

of historic Christian beliefs and practices, the model offers a means by which 

seemingly intractable difference can be approached in a new way. 
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The innovative way in which a modified version of rule theory permits conflict to be 

approached, although not necessarily offering readily identifiable ways for the 

“reconciliation without capitulation” which Lindbeck envisaged (1984, p. 18), does 

nonetheless offer a means by which any significant, but previously obscured, 

'grammatical' unity may be discovered. Simultaneously, the model also contains the 

potential to identify the true location and extent of any 'grammatical' differences, 

offering the possibility for dialogue to lead variously towards: a recognition of the 

possibility of reconciled diversity; the identification of areas within which promise 

may be held for interlocutors who wish to work towards a negotiated ‘grammatical’ 

agreement over currently contentious issues; the recognition of new or re-

discovered ‘grammar’ as a basis for either change or consistency; or, in some cases, 

the necessity for diversity to be continued through ecclesial separation.  

 

While the processes and possible outcomes envisaged by the modified version of rule 

theory proposed in this thesis may be protracted and potentially painful for those 

involved, they are nonetheless necessary if the true locations of difference within 

some contemporary church controversies are to be acknowledged, and journeys 

towards the resolution of apparently intractable difference are to be embarked 

upon. 
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Appendix 1 

 
Traditionalist 
‘grammar’ 
 
let marriage 
relationships reflect an 
original divinely 
created institution 
 
let the teaching and 
example of Jesus take 
priority in the shaping 
of relationships 
 
A rule which defines 
that it is biblical 
paradigms on which 
relationships should 
be modelled, without 
prescribing exactly 
which biblically 
described 
paradigmatic 
relationships will be  
formative for all 
‘traditionalists’: let 
biblical resources 
provide the 
descriptions of 
paradigmatic 
relationships to be 
emulated 
 
let the creation 
accounts govern the 
interpretation of 
contested texts 
 
let contemporary 
insights remain 
subordinate to Biblical 
paradigms

Inclusivist ‘grammar’ 
 
 
let new patterns of 
permitted 
relationships be 
shaped by God’s work 
in the diversity of 
individual lives 
 
let experiences of 
human love which 
reflect and illuminate 
God’s love for, and 
commitment to, 
humanity (exemplified 
by Christ’s love for the 
church) be appreciated 
as divinely instigated 
 
let loving human 
relationships perform 
a revelatory function 
 
let biblical passages be 
interpreted in the light 
of the teaching and 
example of Jesus 
 
let any reading of 
scripture be congruent 
with cultural and 
scientific insights from 
the interpreters’ 
context

Evangelical inclusivist 
‘grammar’ 
 
a modification to 
inherited evangelical 
regulative principles: 
permit biblical 
interpretations to be 
re-evaluated in the 
light of the experience 
of those seeking to be 
faithful disciples 

 


